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TO HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS 

GEORGE 
HEREDITARY PRINCE OF 

Denmark, Norway, and of the Goths and Vandals ; 

Duke Of 

Schlefwick, Holslein, SwmarfDickmarJh and Cumberland; 
-* * ' J . . J, i 

Earl Of 
jLu. * . . * • | . » \ \i t ' • ‘tf1 ■> “I ' 

Oldenburgh, Delmanhorft, and Kendal; 

Baron of Wokingham; 

Generaliffimo of All Her Majefties Forces; 

Lord High Admiral of ENGLAND, 

And 

Knight of themoft Noble Order of the Garter. 

May it pleafe Tour Royal Highness, 

HIS Piece was once intended for the Ser¬ 

vice of Her Majefty, and Your Royal 

Highnefs in the Education of A Prince, 

which was then the Hope, and joy, and 

Glory of the Britifh Nation; on whofe 

Character I would enlarge, but that I fear to touch 
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upon fo Soft and Tender aPart, leaft whilft I endea¬ 

vour to adorn His Memory, I renew Your Grief, and 

revive again the forrowful Image of That Inex- 

PRESSIBLE LOSS. 

After which, the greateft latisfaclion I have taken 

in Compofing, and Finiihing this Work, hath been 

from my hopes of having a proper Opportunity of 

expreffing to the World, the high Efteem, Refpecf, 

and Veneration I have for Tour Royal Higbnefs. 

Your glorious Deeds of War, and mighty Atchiev- 

ments in the Field of Battle; a Brother Refcued, and 

a Kingdom Sav’d, are Glpries proper for another Pen. 

But Your wonderful Zeal and Courage in preferving 

thefe Kingdoms, Your entire Love to our Countrey, 

and unparallel’d Affection for our mo ft Excellent, and 

Glorious Queen, are Vertues, and Merits, which none, 

that Love our Crown or Countrey, can conceal; and 

I am proud-to have an Opportunity to joyn in the ge¬ 

neral Applaufe and Celebration of Them. 

By thefe Vertuous, and engaging Arts, Great 

Prince! You have won the Common and Univerfal 

Love and Efteem of the whole Nation; which, how¬ 

ever Divided in other Matters, are yet Entirely One, 

and firmly United in their juft Efteem, and Honour for 

Your Princely Vertues, and Merits to their Countrey. 

It fpeaks a mighty, and powerful Charm, Great 

Sir, to Unite fuch Divided Hearts; and nothing but 

Your incomparable Vertue, and Goodnefs, and thole 

infinite Obligations You are ftill laying upon our 

4. Countrey, 
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Countrey, could ever have eftablilhed fuch an Univer- 

fal Confent and Agreement in the Hearts of a People, 

fo little acquainted with the pleafures of Union*, either 

in Inter eft, or Affection. 

Long may You live, Gr^eat Prince! the com¬ 

mon ObjeeT: of all our Praifes, and of our Prayers to 

Almighty God for the Prefervation of fo valuable a 

Life. How dear it is to us hath already publickly ap¬ 

peared in the Solemn Prayers and Supplications of Our 

Church, and is daily acknowledged in fecret by the 

private Interceffions of Many, who earneftly beg of 

God to continue fo Bright and Illuftrious an Example of 

Vertue and Goodnefs amongft us; and preferve to an 

Age, that hath fo few of them, the Incomparable Pat¬ 

tern of The Best of Husbands, The Best 

Of Masters, and The Best Of Friends. 

A Chara&er of Your Royal Highnefs which all Men 

do profefledly agree in, and of which our Family in 

particular have had the Cleareft and the Nobleft De- 

monftrations, having long had the Honour and Hap- 

pinefs to attend Your Royal Highnefs, and beEye-wit- 

neffes of thole Vertues, which others Admire and Ce¬ 

lebrate at a diftance. 

How unable I am, Great Sir! to do Juftice to 

Your Illuftrious Character is fufticiently feen in the 

poor Attempt I have already made: but I humbly beg 

leave to afture Your Royal Highnefs that no Man hath a 

truer, or greater Zeal for Your Glory and Honour; no 

Man hath a jufter Refpe£t, and Veneration for Tour 

a 2 Rerfon. 
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Per Jon, nor does any Man fend up more Ardent Suppli¬ 

cations to Heaven for the Encreafe of Your Health, 

and long Continuance of That Important, and 

Beloved Life, on which the Joy, and Glory of 

The Best Of Queens, The Happinefs of Her 

Reign, and the Profperity of Her People do fo much 

Depend. In thefe things no Man exceedeth him, who 

is, Great Prince, 
_ ■ pr f q r . . { ,. 
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Your Royal Highnefss 
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Aloft Obedient, 

Moft Faithful, 

And moft humble Servant, 
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tOII3 / Edmund Scarburgh. 
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THE 

PREFACE. 
LONG Prefaces how pleafing foever to the Writers own 

humour, who is very apt to he favourable to his own Pro¬ 
ductions , yet are feldom agreeable to his Readers: nor 

can all his Courtefy, Infmuation, and affefted fludy to pleafe 
and invite, make any tolerable amends for the tedious and un¬ 

grateful Fatigue. 
If the Piece be well perform d, and anfwers the defign and in• 

tention of it, the Reader is uneafy to be detain'd from its per ufab, 

if it be not, all the plaufible Tretences and Excufes in the World 
will never recommend it to the approbation of a Man of Tafte 

and Judgement. 

It were very eafy to run out, and Harangue the Reader in com¬ 
mendation of this Excellent Study, fo highly celebrated by the An- 

dents, and fo much in the Efleem and Fafhion of the Age we live 
in: But this is a defign that the befl Wits of every Age have per¬ 
form d to admiration, and have left no colours for any new Pre¬ 

tender to adorn it with; therefore waving any attempt of that 

Nature, and all the cuflomary Modes of Formal and Ceremonious 

Apologyes, I /hall apply my felf to inform the Reader, that Jhall 

pleafe to perufe it. What he may exfpett, and What he will find to 
his fatisfaCtion in this following Work. 

Firth, A plain, but l hope a juft and exalt Tranflation from the 
Original into Our Mother Tongue, without negletting too much 
the Turn and Idiom of the Language it was at firfl written in. 

Secondly, He will find Such Illuftrations for the benefit of 
Tounger Students, and Such Annotations annext to the moft dif 
ficult Places, as may ferve to clear the Authors Senfe, and explain 

it to the Capacity of the meaneft Reader, that is never fo little con- 
verfant in thefe Studies. 

Thirdly, and laftly. He will fee Our Author, The Great and 

Noble Elementator himfelf. Vindicated from the many captious 

b and 



THE PREFACE. 

and unreafonable Objections brought again(l Him by fome Severe, 

and over Critical Commentators. 

If I have performd This, I have my defire in Compleating 

and Publifhing a Work, which was defigrid, and begun many 

years ago at the Command of my much Honoured Father, 

and That Illustrious Prelate, the late Lord Bishop 

Of Sarum. A Prelate whofe Piety, Charity, Hofpitality, Friend- 
lhip, and Wonderful Attainments as well in the Politer ydrts, as 

Deeper Searches in Divinity, made Him One of the Glories of his 

time, who hath deriv'd a lafling Honour on That See, and left 
a most incomparable Example of Charity and Munificence, to 

all his Reverend Succefors in That Church. A Prelate whofe 

Memory will be for ever Blessed, not only in his own Diocefs, 

but wherever Piety, and Learning, and fweetnefs of Converfation 

have any Name, and whofe Authority, I dare promife my felf 
will not a little recommend this Undertaking to the World. For 
tho his Lord/hip did not live to fee it finifhed, yet He, in his per¬ 
fect Health, highly approv'd the Defign, and laid his earneft Com¬ 

mands upon me to Compleat it. 

My Father, whofe name (Iprefume) is not the leaflin the 

Regifter of Men Learned, and Famous in thefe Studies, liv'd to 
have the perufal, and Correction of the greate ft part of this Work, 

. which may in fome meafure recommend it to the Judicious Reader, 
and vindicate the Piece from the imputation of being a Common, 

and Ufelefs Performance. He had the honour in his Life time to 

have the Acquaintance, and Converfation of the mod Celebrated 
Majlers of thefe Sciences, and had made fo Large, and early an Ad¬ 
vance, and Progrefs in thefe Studies, as to deferve that kind and 

honourable Character from the Learned and Judicious Mr Ough- 

thred in his Preface to his Clavis Math. “ A Man, fays He, of a 

“ pie a fan t and obligeing Temper and Converfation, of a piercing 

“Wit, and penetrating Judgement', fo admirably verfed in Ma- 
“ thematical Studies, and of fo happy and ftrong a Memory withal, 

“ that he was able upon any occafion to Repeat, and Apply every 

“ Propofition in Euclide, Archimedes, and feveral other Ancient 
“Mafters in thefe Studies'.' A Character, which not only fpeaks 

the high Efteem that excellent Author had of Him; but ftjews 

4. Him 
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Him like wife to be no improper Terf on, uponwhofe Authority, 
and Direction, a performance of this nature might be undertaken. 

But neither did He live to fee it finifh d 5 For my many concerns 

and unavoidable Evocations, kept me many years from purfuing 
This Work : till at lafl I had a very fair Profpett of making it 

ferviceable to the Ever to be Lamented Duke g/’Glocester 

Whole Death put an Other, and almost Final Jlop to this Work ♦ 
till being more at leifure, and continually ftir/d up by the remem¬ 

brance of thofe Worthy and Excellent Perfons, that had recom¬ 

mended the Compleating of it, I refolvd to go thro, and Publifh 

it to the World, having at the fame time the Encouragement, and 

Recommendation of the The Great Dr Wallis, andhis Learn¬ 

ed Friend the W o^tux Dr Gregory; Men whofe very names 
are of Virtue to keep the Work from bluffing, and not only fhelter 
it from Cenfure, but Recommend it to the Epprobation of dMen 
of Judgement. 

For the Firft was undoubtedly The Greatest Master of 

This Science, that hath appear'd in ary of thefe later Eges * 

The honour of Our Countrey, and Edmiration of Others, whofe 
Character can never be more fully, or lively exprefed than in that 

juft and excellent defcription of Him by the Learned and Judicious 
Mr Oughthred; “ E Ter [on (fays He ) adorn d with all ingenu- 
“ ous, and excellent Erts, and Sciences; Pious and Induflrious, of 
cc a deep and diffufive Learning, and an accurate Judgement in all 

“Mathematical Studies, and Happy and Succefsful to Edmiration 
“ in Tecyphering the mo ft difficult and intricate WritingsWhich 

was indeed his Peculiar Honour, and the great eft Ergument of a 
moft fubtle and fearching Wit and Judgement. 

Es for the Latter, The Learned Profeffor of Aftronomy, as He 

wants no Commendation to the Prefent, fo will He not fail to 
leave a Noble and Lading Character to future Eges, and Live for 

ever in his many learned Pifcoveries, and incomparable Perfor¬ 
mances in Astronomy. 
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An Index of the Authors mention’d in the Annotations. 

Apollonius Pergaeus. 
Archimedes. 
Benedi&us Joh. 
Borellus. 
Bovillus. 
Campanus. 
Cicero. 
Clavius. 
Commandinus. 
Eutocius. 

Marinus Gethaldus. 
Metius Adrian. 
Mydorgius. 
Nazaradinus. 
Nicomedes. 
Orontius. 
Oughthred. 
Pappus. 
Peletarius. 

Plato. 
Poffidonius. 
Proclus. 
Pythagoras. 
Tacquet. 
Theon. 
Vitellio. 
Wallis. 
Zambertus. 

The Reader is delir’d to Corred: thefe few Efcapes of the Printer, 
according to the following Errata. 

Page 5. line 7. and clfewhere, for Extream, or Extreams read Extreme,or Extremes, p.n.l. 10. r. Superficies, p. 4J. 
/. zj.r. ABC. p. 48. /. 30. for Propofition, r. Proportion, p. 53./. n.forDH r. D G- p. 63./. 38. r. S'etx.itKaf. 
p. 66-/. 2 r. r. to D A. p. 6 8./.42. for it'»*—is. p. Si./. 3 2. to ftrait add line. p. 87. /. 1. to point add A- p. 88- /. 
zz.for in r. is. p. 96. /. 13.for known r. know. ib. /. 39. r. to a Reft. p. 108. /. 12. r. Parall. p. no./. 5.after lub- 
tending dele p. 181. /. 29. for divingr. dividing, p. 184. in hends dele s. p. 186. /. 3. r. lyablc. p. 104. /. 18. r. of D. 
p. 214. /. 12. for 3 r. 2. p. 119.1,11. dele and. p. 224. /. 2- to hath add to. 
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THE FIRST 

ELEMENT 
OF 

GEOMETRY. 

DEFINITIONS, 
O R. 

Expofitions of Geometrical Names, and Terms of Art. 

DEFINITION I. 

A Toint is That of which there is no part. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

E"VCL IDE begins the Elements of Geometry in a true Elementary me¬ 
thod of Doctrine from the moft fimple Things, and Notions in Geometry to the 
more and more Compound. 

And becaufe Magnitude thefubjed of Geometry hath not a 'Minimum to begin 
with, as Number hath an "Unite, therefore nothing elfe could be more fimple in 
thefe Mathematical Speculations of Magnitudes, than firft to put a Point as void 
of Magnitude. Which notwithftanding is a proper beginning to enter into the 
prefent matter, as the firft ftep towards Geometry: and It is in fome manner like 
to a Cypher in Arithmetic, which may be call’d an Arithmetical Point. 

The definition of a Point is plainly negative, and no otherwife informs us what 
a Point is, than by telling us what tis not. Yet in many Things that are in nature 
moft fimple Thefe kinds of Negative Definitions are fufficiently inftrudive; 
tho’ not to the Eflfence of the Thing defined, yet very well to the Ufe that is to 
be made thereof. 

So here a Point is defined by a negation of Parts. Which Definition in refped 
of Magnitude, That was next to be confidered as divifible into parts, is Inftrudive, 
or Preparatory to the right underftanding of the Dodrine of Magnitudes; and 
lays down what conception of a Point is hereafter ufed, or ufeful in Geometry, 
namely, To have no parts. Which is fufficient for the prefent to a Geometrician. 
Let the Philofophers difpute further, as they pleafe, about the reality of a Point, 
or the nature of an Atome. 

But now in the firft place, we are to underftand, that A Point made with a Pen 
or any other Inftrument is but an imperfed, and grofs Notation of a Mathematical 
Point here defin’d by Euclide. Which is abftraded from Matter, and Quantity, 
and only to be conceiv’d in the Mind. Yet thofe kinds of material, and vifible 
Points being put as the leaft objed of our Sight, may be allowed for a Noce of 

A a ma- 



a THE FIRST ELEMENT 
a Mathematical point, which is the leaft objed of our Underftanding in thefe 
Geometrical Contemplations. 

And to go on with the name. Punctum, A Point is among the Greeks 
vulgarly Nvypj & isnypt. A Prick, Note, or Mark. By Plato, Arijlotle and other Phi- 
lofophers, s-ttyfn is taken in a ftrid Geometrical fenfe for an lndivifible Mark, or a 
Notation of an Indivifible Thing. Which is the fame with a Mathematical Point. But 
Euclide names it molt properly 'Ztipdov, A Signe. That is, fuch a Signe, as denotes 
in (pace An Impartible Here, or There. 

Now fpace is an Infinite, and Unmoveable DifFufion every way : fuch as can af¬ 
ford a Locality to any one Thing without the Refiftency, or Ceflion of any other. 
noivTM xssthe Receptacle of all whatfoever is, or can be. Thus Virgil makes 
old Silenus ling the Beginnings of Things. 

Namque canebat uti Magnum per Inane coafla 
Semina terrarumque, animceque, manfque fuijfent. 

Virgils Magnum Inane, that lmmenfe, and Empty lpace both the Philofophers, and 
Mathematicians, put as the Primum Conceptibile, The FirftConceiveableinthe Being 
of Things. Call it lpace Phyfical, or Mathematical. For we difpute not here with 
Democritus, and Epicurus, whether Space be a Thing in Nature diftind from Body 
polited in Space. Only the Mathematician gives a Being to It, as in general ab- 
ltraded from any kind of Body, that may fill, or poffefs a Space. 

In this Univerfal Space A Point, or Signe is a certain Pojition without any Quantity. 
It is An lndivifible T)bi to be put at pleafure any where. An Ubi Vbilubet. And be- 
caufe whereloever a Point be put, the fame is conceived to be dpefec, aaj ddid^cmv, 

void of Parts, and Interval; therefore it is themoft Simple, the Firft, and Leaft 
Thing imaginable in Space. MipH-mf Aw dn^cmiTlio F onw (bvmv, lays Proclus molt 
acutely. A Point represents the Utmoft nature of Things. That is, a Point is of 
a nature fo Subtile, that it has the very Extremity of Being, or the Next to No¬ 
thing. So Lucretius, 

— ■ ■-Puntlum fne partibus exfat, 
Et minima confat naturd.---- 

But yet a Point hath fuch a Being in Nature, how little loever it may feem, that 
from very many Inftances it evidently Ihews it leIf to Be. 

In the ordinary ufe of Burning Glalfes there is vulgarly taken notice of a certain 
Burning point. And fuch a point It is, as proves it lelf really to be. In Load- 
ftones it is commonly known that there are Polar Points, called North and South. 
In the defcent of Bodies towards the Earth, and in all Parts of the Earth, while 
they every way prelling together do fall into an Orb, or Globe, there muft arile a 
refpedtoa certain Point; Inlomuch that upon this very Point the Mafs of the Earth, 

Moles Telluris 

Ponderibus librata fuis immobilis hceret. 

And in the like manner, what is more manifeft to be, than the middle point in 
the Balance? Than the point of,4Equilibrium, orEqual-poile in every Body? And 
it is no part of the Body. For that every part of a Body is a Body : and whatfo¬ 
ever is Body, has a point of AEquilibrium, So then in every Body fuch a Point there 
is. Which Point being no part of that Body, muft be a rneer Mathematical Point. 

A Point therefore has a Being, tho’ lndivifible. Yet it is not the only Thing to 
be conceived indivifible in Nature, But in Geometry It is the only indivifible Thing. 

And in refped: of this its Indivifibility, for Illuftration fake, a Point in Geometry 
is compared to a n Unite in number, and to an Infant in Time. Both Thefe being 
alike conceived under the fame notion of Indivifibility with a Point, tho’ in other 
refpedts all the Three be much different from one another. But becaufe the Indi¬ 
vifible natures of Unity, and Inftant are more obvious to common Apprehenfions j 
Thefe do well enough illuftrate the Indivifible Being of a Geometrical Point. 

By the Pythagoreans, who bring all things into the Myftery of Numbers, A Point 
is laid to be Movdc fcnv i%xcm. A Monade, or Unity having poftion. Indeed to have 
Poption, or Situation is the only pofitive conception to be made of a Point: Whofe Ex- 
iftence is in its Locality : As Proclus fays, o\ov iv 7lira fyvn. Exifit tanquam in loco, 

Here, 



OF GEOMETRY. g 
Here, or, There. But now Unity properly taken, as the principle of Number, has 
nothing of Pofition. As Proclus goes on, cPf-ns ?] movcls, £ Vru ima. And up¬ 
on this consideration Unity is more Simple than an Indivifible 
Point, for that a Point exceeds the Indivifible fimphcity of Unity by the addita- 
ment of Pofition. And tlierefore in this metaphorical Definition, by Unity is only 
to be underftood Indivilibility, or Vacancy of parts. So that, A Point is to be con¬ 
ceivedJucb a kind oflnity, fuel a Monade, or Indivifible Being, as m Space to pofTefs an 
impartible Place, or Pofition. r 

And to ptoceed in a familiar companion between a Point in Geometry, and an 
r if1” 111 Tune, there is fuch an Agreement in their Indivilibility, that even Life 

tli °U1 ,yei^ BeV1S ^ut a Bo*llt:’ Bor °»}y T0 vvv. This Point of Time, The In¬ 
divisible Inftant, The prefent Moment is. And what was, and what fliall be, is not. 

Thus much of a Point, nf 75 Aw wmfcn edrx, £ Aw awmdria#. Whether of Some¬ 
thing, or of Nothing. 

The Geometricians do commonly note a Point by fome one Letter of the Aloha- 
bet. As the Point A, or the Point B. B 

DEFINITION II. 

Line is Length without Breadth. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

A Point was the firft thing towards Elementary Geometry pofited in Space, and 
That without any Quantity. The next and firft moft fimple Thing with Quantity 
is a Line, That is, A mecr and fimple Extenfe-, or [olely Length. In which Definition 
there is a pofitive notion of Length, retrained by a negation of the next imme¬ 
diate competition made of Length and Breadth. And herein for the prefent It con¬ 
fines our Imagination to one iingle confideration of the menfuration of Ma°-ni- 
tudes, and That according to Length alone, whereby we underftand what conception 
of a Line is ever and only to be made ufe of in Geometry, Length alone. 

W e may help our imagination in the conception of a Mathematical Line after 
this manner. Put a Point (I mean here a Thing, whole quantity is not confidered) 
and let it be fuppofed to move from one place to another. Then fliall the fame 
leave an imaginary Track only Long, which is called a Line. As if the Point A be 
imagined to move from A to B, It ihall trace forth the Line, named A B. 

Not that hereby a Line is A Flux of a Point, as fome define It: (for motion creates 
not magnitude j tho the nature of the fever al Dimen foils of magnitude, as abftradted 
from Matter, may be well conceived by motion) but only by this Inftance we do 
givQjome Idea of Length, or of that kind of magnitude, which is called a Line, not 
conndering the fubjed: wherein It is. 

And therefore, to explain further this prefent matter, we are not to conceive 
that a Line deferibed from the motion of a Point does confift of Points. For the 
motion, or flux of a Point adds not Point to Point in its progreflion, and thereby 
constitutes a Line, as the links of a Chain make up a Chain : but only does by the 
continuity of its motion reprefent to our imagination a Continued Line, or Length 
without Breadth. D 

The Conception of Length arifing from the motion, and the negation of Breadth 
riom the nature of the moving Point, which is conceived fuch, as to be void of 
Length, and Breadth, or any thing of Magnitude; and therefore in its imaginary 
nux cannot form any reprefentation of Breadth *, but only of a pure Mathematical 
Length. r 

Again, foiafinuch as a Thing cannot be made of Nothingj and therefore ten 
thousand Nothings cannot make One Thing: fo a magnitude cannot be made of 
that Thing, which in it felf is no magnitude ; tho never fo many of Them were 
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4 THE FIRST ELEMENT 
put together. If therefore a Point be fuppofed to be put to a Point, there cannot 
be any thing elfe conceived, then that They both mult wholely enter into one ano¬ 
ther, and fo ftill be put as one Point. For otherwife if they join to one another, 
they muft join by fome common Extreme: but a Point having no part, can have 
no Extreme, no Beginning, Middle, or End. Wherefore upon the ftppofition of 
Two, and fo by confequence of more points put together, there can ftill nothing 
more refult or be imagined, than a Point. Therefore whenfeever we fiippofe 
two diftindt points, fome kind of interval rnuft be alfo fuppofed to be between 
them. So that the flux of a point proceeds not from point to point ; but immedi¬ 
ately paflfeth into Length. And therefore from the common Inftance of a fluent 
point we are not to conceive, that a Line does confift of points; or that a point is 
any part of a Line. But as every motion begins and ends where there is no mo¬ 
tion, fb every Length begins and ends where there is no Length. 

But tho’ there be many irrefragable Denionftrations that a Line cannot be confti- 
tuted of Points; yet Tbeodojius hath as clearly demonftrated, that a Sphere toucheth 
a plainfuperficies only in a point, and how then It doth notin its motion on a 
Plain trace forth a line of points, Clavius acknowledges that he hath not met with 
a fatisfetftory Explication. And therefore Fromondus his Book De Compofitione Con- 
tinui is by him not amifs entitled Labyrmthus. Thus the Reafon of Man muft fub- 
mit to the Incomprehenfible Secrets, which by an Infcrutable, Infinite Wifdom, are 
planted in the Nature and Frame of Things. 

OF the Application of Number to Magnitude, and the Ufe 
Thereof in the Menfuration of Magnitudes. 

•• But now in Diferete Quantity the matter is far otherwife. Where mova*, Monas, an 
" Unite, or Monade, tho’ It be as indivifible and partlefs as a point; yetltisacon- 
•' ftituentpart of every number: and therefore every Number is a Multitude conffling of 

certain Units, orMonades. Wherefore it ought to be obferved, that in comparing 
.. Magnitudes with Numbers a point in Magnitudes does not anfwer to an Unite in 
.. Numbers; but rather to a Cypher. Which is no more a part of Number, than a point 
.. is a part of Magnitude. Whereas an Unite is not only a conftituent part, but alfo the 
.. Leafl Part of every number, and therefore It is the natural meafere of all numbers. 
.. A Meafure being the Minimum omnium in eodem genere. But becaufe in Magnitudes 
„ there is not a Minimum; therefore Magnitude has no Natural meafure. Yet here we 
.. fupply a Natural meafure fufficiently for our ufe in conftituting, by common con- 
•. fent, feme certain known magnitude for a meafure. To iaixls pza-gcv, A Stated Mea- 
.■ fare the ancient Geometricians call It. And upon fuch a Stated Meafure there fol- 
.. lows a juft agreement between Numbers and Magnitudes. For in the menfuration 
~ of any magnitude, what part feever of a magnitude is taken by confent for a Mea- 
'-fure, the fame truly anfwers to an Unite in Numbers. For it is in this cafe a fup- 
•* pofed Minimum and put like an Unite for the Leaft Part to be confidered in That 
- magnitude; by which fuppofed Leaft Part roe do agree to eftimate the quantity of 
., the Whole. As in the menfuration of any Length, let a Yard, or a Foot, or an Incht 
.. &c. be agreed upon as a known magnitude for a Certain and a Standing Meafure. 

And for Inftance, let an Inch be put for the meafure of Length. The Inch is now a 
fuppofed Minimum, and becomes to be of the like nature and ufe, that an Unite is 
in Numbers. For as a number has its value from the multitude of Unites which are 

.* numerated to be collected in It: fe a Line or Length fhall have its value from the 
•• multitude of Inches, which are numerated to be contained in the fame. As if a 
..Line contain twelve Inches, or eight Inches, or four Inches, The fame is valued ac¬ 

cording to 12, 8, 01*4. The Line in a refpedt had to an Inch, as the number in a 
Efiimation of all 

is eflimated by 

And This is the firft and real ground of correfpondence between Numbers, and 
their mutual application to one another. Whnch ought to be perfeiftly underftood, 

and 

- relpect had to an Unite. So after this manner Yhe Menfuration 
- magnitudes is made by the numeration of the Stated meafure, as a number 
• . the numeration of its Units. 
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and remerobred for the common ufe that is hereafter to be made thereof through- 
out all Geometry. b 

Therefore fpeaking upon this matter in general, Let the Stated Meafure of any 
kind of Magnitude be called the measuring unite, or the geometrical unite 
For very ufeful it is, and moft requifite, that It fliould have fome letled Name 

DEFINITION III. 

T He Extreams, or Ends of a Eine are "Points. 

ANNOTATIONS. 
A Line was defined to be Length without Breadth, that is, Length alone: and 

lo taken abfolutely without any refped to Termination; which is a Secondary 
notion, and a Supervenient Mode, or Qualification of Magnitude. 

In the firft place therefore Euchde defined a line without limitation. But after¬ 
wards if a line be any ways determined, as Here, or There, or Jny where. He tells 
us now that in the termination of a line the Extreams, or Ends thereof are under- 
ftood to be points; fuch as he had before defined to be void of parts. For in 
common fenfe Length cannot be terminated by any thing having length, becaufe 
it will again be demanded, What limits This Length, and fo ^forth infinitely. 
Therefore a line muft be conceived to be limited by fomething void of Length] 
and by conference of Magnitude, which Thing is called A Point. As for exam¬ 
ple, of a limited line A B the Extreams, or Ends are the imaginary points named 
A, and B, that is as much as to fay, that the line A B begins Here at A, and ends 
There at B. 

So that a Finite line is a continued Length determined by two points, Here and There, 

DEFINITION IV. A Strait Line is That * which lies evenly * Hm ¥ 
to the Points within It [elf. [Aeloir YMTOU. 

' ANNOTATIONS. 
As for Inftance. In a line let there be taken points at pleafure how many fo- 

ever. A,B, C,D,E,F, &c. 
If the line be fuch as Eu- ^ ^ C T E 
elide lets forth by the name --- 
of a Strait line, then we 
are to conceive, that the whole line Ketrcq sbVy, or oua,xZ$. Jacet equabiliter, Lyes 
evenly, that is, juft in one and the fame pofition to all thole points: lothat from 
any point to any point there is no where made in the trad of the line any change 
of Pofition on one fide or other, upward or downward, or any various way. 
But that every imaginable part of the line does bear a like Site and Relped to all 
points imaginable in the fame line. 

Whereas in a crooked line Every afligned part has a different refped of Situ¬ 
ation to all allignable points in the crooked line. Here one way, There another; 
in an infinite variety of politions of the One to the Other, of the Parts of the 
line to the Points, and of the Points to the Parts of the line. But in That, which 
Euclide calls a Strait line, there is to be conceived One and the fame Equability 
throughout in the pofition of the whole, and of all its parts to every point in 
the fame line. 

The Ufe of This Definition. 
So that firft, if any ftrait line be jfuppos’d to lye upon another ftrait line, It 

B fliali 
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Jliali neceflarily follow upon this uniform conftitution of all ftrait lines, that their 
intermedial parts muft be congruous, that is, coincident, and every where agree¬ 
ing exa&iy with one another, fo that They be as one ftrait line. 

"And fecondly, by a natural confequence from this Definition of a ftrait line Archi¬ 

medes before his Books De Sphiera & Cylindro does afliime as a Common Notion, That 
A Strait line is the Leaft of all Lines having the fame Extrearns. 

And thefe are the two fpecial ufes made of Euclid's Definition in feveral Geo¬ 
metrical Demonftrations. As for the Firft, in Prop. 4th. and 8th. El. I. in Prop. 24. 
El. III. &c. Of the fecond, in thofe admirable Books of Archimedes concerning the 
Sphere and Cylinder. 

But This Propofition of Archimedes fbme Commentators cite for Another Defi¬ 
nition of a Strait Line, wherein they are much miftaken. That Great Geometri¬ 
cian fo well underftood the Elementator in this his moftaccurate Definition, 
that he went not about to mend It, and to give a new Elementary Definition, 
which was much below his thoughts, and prefent Matter. But from thence, as 
his Subject requir’d, did affume This Propofition, as a natural and immediate Con- 
fe&ary, and puts It for a granted Maxim, not a Definition. Hereupon therefore 
it will not be unufeful to confider farther of Mathematical Definitions. 

Of Definitions Mathematical and Philofophical. 

Definitions may be taken two feveral ways. Firft, there may be an Idea, Image 
or Conception in our Mind of a Thing, which we cannot exprefs to others, but 
in many words. Now to this Thing exprefled at large we would give in brief a 
certain Appellation or a fettled Name ; fo that whenfoever this Name is menti¬ 
oned, we intend thereby that the Thing be in fuch manner conceived, as It was 
at firft exprefled, or as we fay, defined. Mathematical Definitions are to be taken 
in this fenie. Which indeed admits of no difputej for that it is free for every 
man to give what Name he pleafes to his own Conceptions. He is only afterwards 
bound to ufe the Name always in the fame fignification, which at firft he gave unto It. 

Again there are many Things of which Men have a common Idea, and alio a 
Name commonly received to fignify every fuch Thing. But yet upon fearching 
more curioufiy into the nature of Things we do often require a more perfect Ex¬ 
planation of the Eflence and Intrinfecal conftitution of thofe Things. This kind 
of Explanation is call’d a Philofophical Definition. Which ought to be an Ana- 
lyfis of the Thing into the Eflential principles of which It is compounded. As 
when we demand what is Water > What is Eire ? Of thefe Things there is among 
men a common Idea, I mean, of The Whole or Totum Phyfcum, and a like ufo j 
Alfo in every Language a certain Name; Notwithftanding which knowledge of 
Ours, we do by thefe queftions require fomething more to be inftrudted in, con¬ 
cerning their original conftitution. That is, we would refolve the Whole into 
its conftituent parts, and lay open the fecret Compofition of their Natures. But 
whether the Intelled: of Man can pierce fo deep into the Intrinfic State of Things, 
as to give an Eflential Definition of any Thing; is to me fo much unknown, that 
altho’ Arifiotle rightly teaches what That Demonftration , which he calls aton 

ought to be, yet I believe the moft fubtile wits in the world never fully difeern’d 
the Eflential frame of any Thing, or the Natural progrefs of Caufos and Effedfs, 
whereby to be enabled to give juft Definitions of Things, and accordingly De¬ 
monftrations adn in the Courfo of Nature. Our Definitions being only the Ana- 
lyfis of our own imperfect Conceptions of Things, rather than of the Things 
themfelves. 

For to Know the Divine Mechanifin of this material World belongs only to 
That Eternal, Almighty Self-Being, toov, to lv, nf tvbcvx- Thevery Being, The 
One, and of one only Thought, Which (The fame with Himfolf) together Knows 
and makes all Beings. 

What Intuition into the Eflence of Things, Spiritual Creatures may have is 
alltogether unconceiveable by Man, Certain it is, that Humane Underftanding 

proceeds 
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proceeds upon Conceptions inadequate to Nature, taking Things only by Parts, 
and from their outward Appearances. Aoyitrfibv cf<L& Tcfaypclrw dicqpicny. Is the pure 
Iambic of S. Greg. Na%ian%en^ fieafomng I know to be the Divifion of Things. Our Ratio¬ 
cination indeed is made after that manner, ftep by ftep, to lead us into fome kind 
of knowledge. And in obferving what appears the Firft, molt Simple, and im¬ 
mediate Emanation of a Thing, we do from Thence determine the nature of the 
Thing in It felf, and diftinguifh It from all Others. And hereupon we form in 
words a Proportion, commonly called an Efiential Definition. It lerves indeed 
as well for our ule in Reafbning; if we can from thence as A Caufe gradually de¬ 
duce all other AfFeCtions and Properties obfervable in the fame Thing. 

Thus there are thefe two kinds of Definitions. The firft is by Logicians called 
Defimtio Nominis. Which is of moft ule among the Mathematicians, who giving 
Names to their Conceptions, do in their Definitions put A Name for the Subjett 
of the Propofition, and The Thing which is to be underftood by that Name is made 
the Predicate. And in This kind of Definition there is only imply’d that fuch a Thing 

is lo Named. 
The fecond is called Vefimtio J{ei, uled generally by Philolbphers, in which the 

SubjeH of the Propofition is the Totum Phyficum, or a Thing conceived in grols 
under a natural compofition, and fignified by a certain Name: And the Predicate 

is, or ought to be the ElTential conftituent Parts of that Phyfical Compound. 
Thus a Mathematical Definition confifts of the Name and the Things and a Phi- 

lolophical Definition of the Thing named and the Effential parts of the fame Thing. 
And now to our prelent matter. Firft, as the Mathematicians underhand their 

Definitions, This of a ftrait line is with all the Reft to be received alike by Geo¬ 
metricians without exception. For that with Them, as we have laid, there is 
only put or luppoled fuch or fuch a Thing, and a Name is given to Jt. As here 
A Length is put, which is to be conceived to lye evenly to all its Points; and 
fuch a Length is called a Strait Line. Now firft againft this Notion of Evenels 
in Length or an Equable interjacency of every part in a certain Length, there can 
be urged nothing as impoftible or incomprehenfible ; and therefore It is at prelent 
to pals as a Legitimate Suppofition. And next in calling this kind of Length a 
Strait Line, The Name is free and arbitrary as all Names are. 

But again, if as Philofophers we take the Subject of the Propofition for a 
Thing, and here intend to define a Strait Line; as a Thing commonly known in 
It felf, andalfo by That Name; yet to clear our Conception therein, we would 
Analyle, or Relolve a Strait Line into the Effential Grounds of fiebliblude, I lay, 
even in this Philolophical acceptation Euclid's Definition will appear moft accurate 
upon this very reafon, that whatloever Notion put by any One Philolopher, or 
Mathematician for the Definition of a ftrait line, or whatloever Properties and 
Affections are attributed to a ftrait line, They do All evidently arile from Euclid's 
Definition, as from the Nature of fieHitude0 and the Efiential Conftitution of a ftrait 
line. For Euclid's Notion of a fir ait line does confifi in the Equability of its pofition 

to all imaginable points in the fame line. And there arifes from This conception 
fuch a Community, or rather Identity of Conftitution in all ftrait lines, that 
they being confidered abfolutly in themlelves, As Strait, do differ from one ano¬ 
ther only in Situation, and variety of Place. So that changing in our imagination 
the place of one ftrait line into the place of another (which is called e(pdp^ccnc, 
Epharmofis, or an Adaptation of one line upon an other) there follows, 

Firft, that All fir ait lines are Congruous to one another. 

And This is, as we have noted before, the Primary ule of Euclid’s Definition: 
Or rather, This is not lo much to be accounted a ConleCtary, as rather the lame 
notion with Euclid's Definition, tho’ in different words. For to conceive ftrait 

lines to be luch as to have every where an equable interjacency of all their parts 
to all their points ; Or ftrait lines to be fuch as to have every where a mutual 
Congruability of Themlelves, and all their parts to one another is in effebt the 
fame Thing. 

Secondly, That A fir ait line is the leafi of all lines between the fame points. 
B 2 Which 
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Which notion informs net what a ftrait line is in It felf; but only what It is 

in companion to lines not ftrait. Archimedes makes ule of This as a natural Con- 
fectary from Euclid s Definition. A tort, fays Proclus, lira to/ -ms if icouAc e^/zeioic; 
A& £Aa^<Vvi if tcov rd avA ix%c-av. Becaufe a ftrait line lyes evenly to all 
tts points, for that very reafon It is the leaf of all lines having the fame Ends. For if 
any other were left, The firft did not lye evenly between its Ends. « If dc Ad-Hay 
esie if \ra zsiTSTt-jf thc Tnpjiciv ioeu-ric. 

Thirdly, From Euclid's Definition fays Proclus ’tis manifeft, that 
Only ’The ftrait line does poftefs a Space equal to That, which is between Its points. 

Movr,v rid dS'CScov mv zcinyjiv dtdg-riptct to p>i\<Av rdv A edryc ojjptitav. And Proclus gives 
this realbn; For how much One point is diftant from the Other, fo much is the magni¬ 
tude of the ftrait line terminated by the fame points, om drfx^e jdnpcv, rm arigcitay 

Przfps TOtrxrnv to piipefs ty\c tuPrfa5 t/\C 1jzs cwrdv ftfiC■ This is, lays Proclus^ 
iP Urn zdcdixj. That is, A line to lye Evenly between two points, is the fame Notion as a 
line to be equal to the Intermedial fpace between two points. Therefore 

Fourthly, A ftrait line is the natural meafure of Diftance between Point and Point, or 
Here, and There. 

Fifthly, A ftrait line is Ordinate between its Extrearns, W dxpcov if TflciypAvq, fays 
Proclus. 

Or if we take it as Sr Henry Savile corrects it, Then thus it is. A ftrait 
line is ftretched to the utrnoft between its Extreams. And therefore 

Sixthly, A ftrait line is fuch, whofe Extreams cannot in our Imagination be moveable 
further from each other, preferving the Quantity of the fame line. 

Whereas the Extreams of any crooked line may without change of its quantity 
be further and further diduced, till the crooked line be ftretched to a ftrait line. 

Seventhly, A ftrait line is The only fmgular between the fame Extreams. 

That is, there can be but one ftrait line between the fame points, whereas of 
crooked lines there may be infinite. Laftly from Euclids Definition there is ob¬ 
serv’d an other Property of a ftrait line relating to Vilion : To wit. 

Eighthly, A ftrait line is That, All whofe Intermedial Parts do obviate the Extreams. 
He 7si fzzcu ttuvtv Tz'w azpus dh7n?Aiet. As Proclus fpeaks from Plato. And the mean¬ 
ing is, that if One Extream be fuppofed a Lucid point, and the other Extream an 
Eye, all the interjacent Parts of a ftrait line lhall obviate, or ftand in the way, 
and obftraeft the Radiation of the Lucid point unto the other Extream ; fo that 
It cannot be vifible to the Eye in that place. As for inftance, we find the Eclipfe 
of the Sun to be made by the direeft interpolition of the Moon between the Sun 
and our Sight, All Three then lying in a ftrait line. 

Thefe Notions, or Conceptions, and whatlbever other Attributes are by any 
One given to a ftrait line, They are only ConfeCtaries from Euclid’s Definition. 
Which for this very reafon (hows It felf to be the Primary Conception of Recti¬ 
tude in lines, for that It comprehends all ftrait lines in general, whether taken 
finite, or infinite. Whereas Thole Other here now mentioned are Secondary, re¬ 
lating only to a finite ftrait line as determined between two Extreams. And moft 
or all of Them are ulelels in Geometry. 

Thus have we fully fet forth the feveral notions of Mathematicians and Philo- 
lophers concerning a ftrait line, becaufe Many of Them have thought It worth 
their While to bufy Themfelves therein, and efpecially two Great Men of our Age, 
Mr Hobs and the incomparably Learned Dr Wallis. And befides we have the ra¬ 
ther infilled upon this Argument, for that It gave us a juft occafion to Expound 
the Nature, and Difference of Definitions Mathematical and Philofophical. So that 
in the right underftanding of Them Both, our younger Students might be provi¬ 
ded again ft the Cavils made upon fome of Euclid’s Definitions. Laftly, It is ob- 
fervable, that Things, the more common They are and feem moft known, are 
the moft troublefome to be defined. For that there is in every Man One and 
the fame anticipated Idea of Familiar Things, whereby they are better known 
within Us, than Words can make them known unto Us. The Things them- 
felves ftamping a clearer Image of Themfelyes into our Imagination, than any 

words 
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words can imprint. Adeo difficile eft (to (peak with S' Henry Savile) rent maxime 
perjpictiam perfpicue defimre. 

A ftrait line altho’ it be no where exifting by it felf, yet there is no¬ 
thing of a moie common conception, and in more frequent practice. For the 
pittance of Places from one another, Land, and Sea, Heavens, and Earth, the 
height of Buildings, Mountains, Clouds, Comets, Planets, &c. is only confidered 
and meafured DireUly by Length : which is nothing elfe, but what Euclide means by 
a Mathematical ftrait line. And thus in very many cafes of Humane Affairs this 
notion is neceflary, and applyed to a real ufe. 

A Thread ftretched by a Plummet, The morning Rays, and Beams of the Sun 
(tho in themlelves refractted) do in fome manner reprefent That, which we call 
Re&itude in lines. 

DEFINITION V. 

A Superficies is That, which has length and breadth only. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

The Mathematical conception of a Superficies, or Surface, may be thus ex¬ 
plained by the motion of a Line. For if a line be fuppofed to move tranf- 
verfly-, it fiiall trace foith a certain Length, and Breadth called a Superficies# 
Long by reafon of the Length of the moving line j and Broad by reafon of the 
Motion of the fame line Jideways. 

As if the line A B, be imagined to move r A 
from AB to CD, it fiiall trace forth the ™—IITffllirnillllllllliTiM'ni iimnmii'iiiu 
Superficies A BCD. | i | ||| I 

But now from this illuftration of the na- ! ! ! | | I m l 
ture of a Mathematical Superficies, by the I ' I 11 
tranfvers motion of a line, we are not to ' |! | I || 
conceive, That a Superficies confifts of an l| I j||| 
Aggregation of lines, for the like reafon as j! I , 1 Pl|j|| 
were before given, That a line was not i-lUJ-llLII Hill 11111)111 ill ill1 JllPl L lillllllhUilll 
made of an Aggregation of Points. But if 9 & 
any Ones cunofity leads him towards an inquifition into this fubtile Argument 
let him lead That Book under Arijlotle s name De lineis Infecabilibus, with his 
Commentator Pachemenus. Alfo Sextus Empiricus adverfus Mathematics, a Greek 
Sceptic Philofopher, and of late Writers Libertus Fromundus De Compojitioni Con- 
tmui, which Treatife he juftly entitles Labyrihthus: 

Thus Euclide proceeds from a Point to a Line, and from a Line to a Superficies. 
And as a Line was laid to be an Extenfe One way only, and Therefore can have but 
One Dimenfion, or One way of Menfuration according to Length; fo a Super¬ 
ficies is an Extenfe Two Ways, which Ways are diftinguifhed by the names of 
Length and Breadth, and therefore a Superficies has Two Dimenfions, or Two 
Ways of Menfuration according to Length and Breadth. And this in one word 
maybe called an Ex pans; as a line was called Simply an Ex tense. More¬ 
over a Body, or Solid, is an Extenfe three ways, (that is every way) and there¬ 
fore It has three Dimenfions, or three ways of Menfuration by the names of 
Length, Breadth, and Depth, or Thicknefs. And that there are no more, than 
three Dimenfions (as in this matter Anfotle favs, id reft Three are All) Ga- 

does demonftrate in the beginning of hisfirft Dialogue oftheSyftem of the 
World. A Book, that defervesto live for ever with the World. 

Yet in this matter the Geometrician does acknowledge with the Philofopher, 
that there is in Nature nothing exifting of real magnitude but Body. Only there 
are ieperate coniiderations of the Menfuration of Body, which we make to our 
felves for our own ufe, and do, as we have faid, fignifie by the names of Length, 

rea t , and Depth. OC which three varieties of Dimenfions eyery Man has natu¬ 
rally a clear, and diftinft Idea, 

e Now 
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Now the moft obvious.and fena^.reprefentotion of a Mathematical Superficies 

is aShadow ; And the common Extreamof a Superficies partly ihaded, and partly 
Ifiahtned, reptefents a Mathematical Line. Moreover the general Objt&of oar 
S^ht is <mly a very Mathematical Superficies Illuminated. Lor we fee _not into 
^Body, or lhhiWitce of Tilings. And to this Confideration aptly anfwers the 
Etymologic of the Greek, name a*** Apparent,*, the Apparence and Surface 

°fButthfarfher, the ufe of this Mathematical Superficies is made moft manifeft in 
the Eftimation, and Menfuration of Lands, wherera the Surface only is confi- 
deredi and valued, and nothing of the Depth. Which fhews, That the Mathe¬ 
matical conception of a. Superficies, is alfo a real Notion, and of general ufe, in 

like manner as That is of a Mathematical Line. 

DEFINITION VI, 

rji He Ext reams of a Superficies are, tines. 

annotations. 

As a Line, cannot be limited by a Line ; lb upon the fame reafons a Super-, 
ficies cannot be limited by a Superficies. A point puts a flop to length t but It 
cannot to Length, and Breadth. That therefore mull limit Length and Breadth, 
that is an Expans, or Superficies, which is Something more then a Point, yet lefe 
than the leaft Expans. And This can be nothing elfe but a Line, which; only> 

Magnitude is void of Expanfion. ■ . . 
In the fifth Definition, a Superficies was firft confidered in its own nature^ and; 

limply in it felf, as meerly Length and Breadth, but undetermined and as infi¬ 
nitely diffufed. Yet now if in a Superficies thus at large , there, be a limitation., 
anv where fuppofed, the fame, fays Euchde, is conceived to be a Line. As it Herex 
by the line AB, If There, by CD, If Elfewhere by EF, GH, &c. Thefe limita¬ 
tions bein» allways Lines, whether ftrait or crooked, conjoin d, or not conjoin d, 
one line, or many ; for thefe conditions come not as yet to be confidered. 

Only we are to conceive A Superficies to be a Continuity of Length ana Breadth, 
or an Expans determinable by Lines. As a Line is a Continuity of Length determinable 

by Laftly we are to obferve, That This Definition of the Extreams of a Superficies* 
and the Third before of the Extreams of a Line are not properly to be accounted 
Definitionsi alltho They be commonly numbred among Them. Form neither of 
them is any new Geometrical Term defined : but they are only necefiary confe¬ 
rences, and common notions , Refulting from the Definitions of a Line and a 
Superficies. For Length or a Magnitude of one Dnnenfion rnuft be terminated 
by iomething void of Length or any Dinjenfionwhich is a Point. And Length 
and Breadth°or a Magnitude of two Dimenfions, muft be terminated by fome- 
thing wanting one of thofe Two. Which is a Line, or Length without Breadth. 
As Proclus well fays, nav v> pig/sm 'Stto tx Whatfoever is partible, 
the fame is terminated by That, which is impartible, to wit, as It is ufed for a 
term or limit, lb It has no magnitude, but is Impartible, tho in another retpedt 
the fame may be a partible magnitude. As a line in refpedt of a Superficies, and 
a Superficies in refpedt of a Solid. And briefly, Whatfoever terminates an Other 
the fame is lefs compound than the terminated magnitude by one dimenfion. So 
Proclus in general ftates this matter. To ra fta&A. 
Termmans a Terminato fuperatur uno intervallo. 

DEFI- 
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DEFINITION VII, 

Thin Superficies, or st 'Plane is That * which _ * hot i^tcns Ttuf ip 
lies Evenly to the fir att lines within It felf. mrns Ke,TM- 

ANNOTATIONS. 

After the definition of a Line, Euclide defines a Strait Line, and here accordingly;, 
after the definition of a Superficies, he defines a Plain Superficies, which anfwers 
to a Superficies in, general, as a ftrait Line to a Line in general. 

And as a ftraitTine was defined to lye evenly to the points which are in the 
fame line; fo a Plain Superficies is defined to lye evenly to the ftrait lines which 
are in the Superfices. Lor that a Plain Superficies has a like equable refpect to 
all poffible ftrait lines in the fame Plain, as a ftrait line has to all poflible points 
in the fame Line. 

Whereas curved furfaces, as a Conical, and a Cylindrical fuperficies, have in every 
part a different fituation in a refpedt to the ftrait lines which may be feated in 
them : and therefore they do not lye e£i'<ns (as Euclide expreflfes) in an even petition 

to their ftrait lines, as all plain fuperficies do. And we are therefore to conceive 
from Euclid's Definition, that a Plain Superficies is fuch as lyes every where fo 

juft, and even, that if we imagine ftrait lines to be every way feated in a plain fuper¬ 
ficies the ftrait lines (hall wholely, and in every part touch the fuperficies, fo as to 
lye juft in it with a mutual agreement to one another. As Sextus, the Sceptic 
cites p. ioi. lib. 3. adverfus Geometras, Tvy%d,vav, is y tcct\ccj^pdpyi tbS&ict Wo 
7iig pip SOI adHeret. Planum id ejje per quod circumaUa linea re ft a omni ex parte eidem 

congruit. And upon this natural conception of a plain Superficies, Mechanics ufe 
to apply the edge of a ftrait Ruler to a fuperficies, thereby to examine, whether 
that ftrait line does in all its parts agree with, and every where touch the fuperfi¬ 
cies; and accordingly they judge of the exadtnefsof the Plane. 

If we conceive a ftrait line to move tranfverfly It traces forth a Superficies. 

And if It move in fuch manner tranfverfly as that every point thereof deferibes 
a ftrait line; It truly reprefents to our imagination an Exatt Plane. 

Now the Plane, which Euclide has here defined, is the tfya, rtoftvifMtt, That 
Geometrical Seat, and noble Table, \yherein the whole matter of the Firft Six Jble- 
tnents, and all the admirable fpeculations of Plain Geometry are placed. 

Of Plain Angles. 

DEFINITION VIII. 

AAAnAUY. 

AT lain single is in a plain Superficies an Inclination of two 
Lines to one another, f meeting together, and not * hfiHopSYay 

directly fituated One to the Other. 
ANNOTATIONS. 

Let there be two lines not directly g 
fituaied one to the other; as AB,CB, 
Touching one anothey, pr meeting to¬ 
gether in the point B. Of thefe Two 
Concurring lines A B, C B> Their Incline 
tion to one another is called an Angle. 

But an Angle is not to be faid to be 
The Concours of two Inclining lines. As 
the late and much famed French Logi¬ 
cian, tranfpofing Euclids words, makes 
Him to fay, that an Angle is la Rencontre 
de deux lignes Inclinees. Part. 4. Chap. 4. 
De Li Art de penfer, Of the Art of Thinks 

C a ™g, 
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ing, as the Author entitles his Logic. Whereas if he had rendred Euclid, he 
fhould have faid, that an Angle is Id Inclination de deux lignes Rencontrees. For Eu¬ 
clid's Inclination of two Concurring lines is divifible, and menfurable ; but la Ren¬ 
contre, the Concurs of two inclining lines, being in a point is indivifible: as the 
French Logician rightly obferves > but hereupon he unjuftly taxes Euclide with a 
fault of his own making, by changing Euclid’s words, and fenfe. And it feems 
ffrange to me That the Author of a moft Excellent l ogical Inftitution fhould 
not advert the difference in Expreflion and Signification, between the Inclination 
of two Concurring Lines, and the Concurs of two Inclining Lines: for that In¬ 
clination manifeftly denotes a divifible Thing ; and Concurs an Indivifible Point. 

Now lines are faid to Incline to one another, when in Each line Part after Part 
comes nearer and nearer to the Other line, that is, when The lines do continuedly 
approach toward one another. 

An Angle is commonly fignified by 
three letters,as the Angle ABC. Where 
the middle letter ever denotes the point 
of Concurs of the two lines containing 
the Angle. Yet in the Notation of an 
Angle, we are to obferve that The Greeks 
fay not yonac r\ aAy. The Angle ABC, 
but more properly n dead a£~y, that is, 
*1 \san> £~y v&ax opm yuvia. The Angle 
contained by the lines AB, BC. But 
the repetition of |3 the Greeks omitt for 
brevity fake. And for the more brevity 
it is tranflated the Angle ABC, inftead 
of the angle contained by ABC, or 
AB, BC. 

In the definition of an angle Euclide 
puts the Simple word ka<W, Clifts, with which the Latins were not acquainted; 
never faying Clinatio; but always ufing fome compound word, as Acclinatio, Incli¬ 
nation Declinatioy &c. Euclids word KA<W, is generally tranflated Inclinatio. But I 
fhould rather have chofen Acclinatio, as belt anfwering to Euclids word dJXq- 

Xae r y&c^pcov kaW. For 'fits? kaiW, is more properly to be rendred, ad 
fe invicem Ac clinatio, than Inclinatio. fefeque acclinat ad illam is Latine; But inclinat is 
Barbarifm. Yet in this matter Inclinatio is the word in ufe, and to the power of 
cuftom in Speech we muff fubmit. 

Euclide having laid down a Plain Superficies as the Platform for his Elementary 
Geometry, a Rafa Tabula aptly difpofed to receive any impreffion, does begin with 
a Plain Angle, It being the moft Simple of all other delineations, whofe only and 
proper feat is to be in a plain Superficies. For tho’ a Line be a delineation more 
iimple than an angle, which to its conftituton requires Two lines, and alfo that 
a line may be in any kind of Superficies; yet a Superficies is not the neceffary 
feat of a line. For if fo, it had been immethodical to have defined a Superficies 
after a Line. But both Line and Superficies were taken fingly and without refped: 
to one another, or to any place, other than That of 'VniverfalSpace. In which, 
firlt Euclide puts a Point, next a Line. Then a ftrait Line, afterward a Superficies, 
and then a Plain Superficies. In which Smooth Mathematical field the Elementator 
begins, and therein firlt places a plain Angle. 

Now in this Geometrical progrefs Euclide has not (as fome Commentators im¬ 
pertinently have) enumerated all forts of Lines, of Superficies, of Angles, into 
which Each of Thefe might have Logically been divided, and fubdivided. That 
manner of Dodtrme is the method of Philofophers, and very proper to Them. 
Who define firlt the Science, and the Subject they Treat of j and again, divide 
the Subject into all its feveral kinds and fpecies, as They ought to do; for that 
Philofophers undertake to comprehend the Whole Nature of their Subjedt in every 
part thereof, with all Its properties, and affedtions. Whereas the Mathematicians, 

palling 
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palling over thofe Logical Divilions, do feled only what is neceflary to their 
prelent Purpofe. As Euclide in this place fpecifies only thofe Things, which are 
moft eafy in themfelves, and belt ferviceable for an entrance into Geometry. So 
the Mathematician orders the fame fubjed in one way, and the Philofopher in 
another: yet both equally right as to their feveral Ends. But ftanrns, not juftly 
conlidering the difference, that ever was, and ought to be had, between the Ma¬ 
thematicians and Philofophers in handling the fame fubjed, endeavours to join 
both methods together. He therefore firft undertakes to define Geometry as the 
Science he treats of, and next Magnitude as the Subject. Then divides Magnitudes' 
into Commenfurable and I ncommenfurable, Rational and Irrational, andfo forth 
in a Logical Form. Which Notions being very fubtile, and above the capacities 
of young Scholars, are in no manner agreeable to an Introduction into Geometry 
and the proper way of Teaching and Learning the fame. Indeed Imamus, makes a 
very ingenious excufe for himfelf, when he fays, Magis Logic am in Mathematico 
themate exercui , quam Mathematic am in fuo pulvere ferioque ufu traSlavi. To which 
I mull return, Non igitur mirum eft, quod tarn mfeliciter traclavit Gcometriam. For m 
his Logical ordering of the Elements by new Definitions, by impertinent Divi- 
fions, and Subdivifions, and in the general courfe of his Propofitions, He has fb 
difbrdered The Elements, that you fcarce meet with a juft Mathematical demon- 
ftration : But only a perfwading face or Pome femblance of Truth, not a demon- 
ftrative Conviction. And of all our late Transformers of Euclide, He is the molt 
Ungeometrical in Demonftration, how ExaCt foever in his Logical, or rather Ver¬ 
bal method, and difpofal of his Propofitions, He may pretend to be. And there¬ 
fore to go on with Euclide. 

Of the Nature and Conftitution of a Plain Angie. 
For the Conftitution of a plain angle. Firft, there mull be a KAms, as Euclide 

calls it, an Inclination, Vurgency. Leaning or Tendency, of Two lines one to the other. 
By which words is meant, that the Two lines do one way continually approach 
nearer and nearer to one another. 

Secondly, upon this approaching there is to follow a concurfe, or meeting toge¬ 
ther of thofe Two lines. ° 

Thirdly, this concurfe is to be in luch a manner, as that, upon meeting, The 
Two lines lye not «r evS-ctoiz, that is, W ibS-doe; in a current or continued way 
towards one another, fo as to join together in one and the fame line-, but that, after 
the point of concurfe if each line be produced in its Proper courje, They fliall ftill 
be Two lines, and depart again from one another. Otherwife, it may fo be as in 
thefe following Examples. 

That a line drawn from the point A towards C, and another from the point B 

towards C may in this trad, have an Inclination, Vergency, and Tendency to 
one another, yet in their meeting at the point C make not an angle, but that 
the line AC is fb joined to the line B C that both together make one continued 
line A C B, and fb no angle at all, becaufe that an angle does require Two diftind 

D lines. 
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lines. If the lines thus meeting be Both ftrait, then they make one ftrait line* 
And This is ivB-eia xA*W, a Jlrait Inclination of two ftrait lines to one another, 
which upon meeting become One ftrait line. If both lines be crooked, then may 
they often make fome One continued crooked line; as in thefe inftances, and the Like, 
whereof there may be infinite varieties. Therefore, in the Inclination, and Ap¬ 
proaching of two lines to one another, Euchde made This fpecial Caution, for 
the conftitution of an angle, That, at their meeting, They be not fituated sjt 
tvS-eia.?, that is in fuch a courfe, as to be coincident, and continued one with the 
other if they be both farther produced. For this phrafe 67T tii&eictc Ketedstf, to lye 
ftrait-wife, is not only applicable to ftrait, but alio to crooked lines, where, upon 
meeting, their curvature remains unbroken, as Proclus (ays, without 

fraUion' that is, In fuch a fort, as that if the Two Concurring Lines be both ftill 
continued onwards in their proper courfe, they do not divert, or deviate again 
from each other, but do mutually pals into one another, and become one fingle 
line continued in Jua Jpecie. The Two lines meeting in this manner are faid to lye 
hr ftrait-wife to one another, and the Curvature is not by Geometricians 
conceived, to come under the notion of an angle. 

ek tuS-c-icic, ftrait-wife, was a brief, and vulgar manner of fpeech, for kx tvB-eiac 
cJ* (as is before noted) that is, in a ftrait way; as reUa profieijei, To go ftrait for- 
ward) is for reHa via proficifci. And in the fame fenfe that the Greeks ufed ex 
wS-dcif, we now ule to fay, ftrait a lo?ig., ftrait forward, tho’ there be fome flexures 
and windings in the way. 

DEFINITION IX. ANdwhen the Lines containing the Angle are Jlrait, the Angle 
is called a ftrait-lind Angle. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

That is, when the Lines, which have to one another this mutual Inclination^ 
and Concurfe, are ftrait, then the Inclination of Thofe Concurring ftrait Lines is 
called a ftrait-lin’d Angle. 

Euclide did juft before define a plain angle in general. Yet here He next takes 
notice only of Plain ftrait-lind angles, palling over, after the manner of Mathe¬ 
maticians, the Logical divifion of Angles into Plain and Solid. And again omits 
the enumeration of the feveral forts of all Plain Angles: for that the confedera¬ 
tion of every One of Them was befides his prefent Matter, which lie had confined 
to the fimple fpeculation of Plain ftrait-lin d Angles. 

Of the Variety of ftrait-lind Angles. 

DEFINITION X. ALfo when a Jlrait line flan ding upon a ftrait line, makes the 
Confequent Angles equal to one another, each of the equal 

Angles is a Right Angle. 
And the (landing ftrait Line is called a Terpendicular to that 

Line upon which It ftands. 
ANNOTATIONS. c 

As if the ftrait line C A, ftanding upon the ftrait line 
B D makes the Confequent Angles, that is, the angles on 
each fide of CA, namely CAB, CAD, equal to one 
another, Then each of thofe equal angles CAB, CAD, 
is faid to be a Right Angle. And the ftanding ftrait Line g _____ 
C A is called a Perpendicular to the ftrait line B D up- A : 
on which It ftands. 

Thefe 
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J Thefe angles CAB, CAD, which fide by fide are conjoyn’d to one another, 
are in general (whether Equal or Unequal) called by the Greeks *$$$? ymi^ 

and the Latines Annuli Demceps, Which I think not upaptly rendred, the Confequent 
Arises ; for that they do in order mutually follow each other. 

And further to confider this matter Philofbphically, The Equality of the Con- 
fequent angles is the natural and immediate caufe of Their Rectitude. That is 
becaufe the ftrait line C A ftanding upon the ftrait line BD makes its Indination 
both ways, Here towards B, 'There towards D equally, and juft alike to the line 
BD, therefore the angles CAB, CAD, are both neceffarily to be conceived 
Right, and the ftanding line CAto be manifeftly Upright to the line BD. 
Whereupon, It is by the Greeks properly called a Cathetus, That is, a line 
juftly feated, or fitted both ways equally in refped of the line upon which It Hands': 
To which therefore It is laid to be a Normal Line. 

We may here obferve, That the Englifh Tongue is as happy as the Greek, by 
rendring w.9ih* y&pfvi a Jlrait line, and off ymut a right angles whereas the Latines 
have only one word for Both, Retta line a, and Redus angulus, which commonly 
our Englilh Tranflators follow, faying alight linens well as a Right angle. But I Willi 
that our Mathematical Writers would hereafter ufe this diftindion, according to 
the exa&nefs of the Greeks ; feeing, that our Language affords two fuch proper 
words, as Strait, and Right, anfwering to tvQvt and op&Uj And always fay 
a Strait Line, and a Right Angle, like to & ofyywM. 

DEFINITION XL 

AN Obtufe Angle is That which is greater than a Right Angle'• 
As eab is greater than cab. 

DEFINITION XII. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

Of Euclid s three forts of ftrait-lin d angles the Right angle is made the Rule 
and Standard to know the Others by. For that the Right is always unchangeable, 
and the fame. Whereas the Obtufe, and Acute are capable of Increafing, and De- 
creafing infinitely j and only determined by This, That all Obtufe are greater, 
and all Acute angles are lefs than a Right angle. 

Of the Quantity of a StraitTin’d Angle. 

Now whereas Euclide defines an Obtufe angle to be greater, and an Acute angle 
to be lefs than a Right angle, the Commentators have much labour’d Wherein to 
ft ate the Quantity of a ftrait-lin d Angle. For the Quantity of an angle is eftnnated 
neither by the Length of the lines which contain the angle, nor by the Superfi¬ 
cies which lyes between thofe lines, nor by the Point of Concurfe of the two 
lines. For the angle A B C is not greater than the angle D B E, but is ftill the 
fame in quantity; altho’ the Line B A be greater than B D, and B C than B E, 

D 2 and 
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B 

and the Superficies between A B, B C, be larger than the Superficies between D B, 
B E. So that in any plain ftrait-lin d angle the 
Containing Lines with the Interjacent Super¬ 
ficies may both together be infinitely increafed 
forward, yet the Angle remaineth the very 
fame. 

Again, for the Point of Concurs, That can¬ 
not come into the confideration of the quantity 
of an angle, feeing that a Point is in it felf no 
quantity. 

There remains then nothing more to be confidered in an Angle befides the In¬ 
clination of the concurring lines. And thus much in the firft place muft be ac¬ 
knowledg’d in common Reafon, that only That can be EJfential to the Quantity of an 
Angle, which being altered, does aljo alter the Quantity of an Angle. Now neither 
the Length of the containing lines, nor the Interjacent fpace being altered, does 
alter the angle, as we have already noted. But if the Inclination of the contain¬ 
ing lines towards one another be any way altered, the angle is likewife altered 
in its quantity. As if BC be conceived to move inwardly towards BA, or out¬ 
wardly from It, the angle ABC will become greater or lefs. Therefore It ne- 
ceffarily follows, that The Quantity of a firait-lind angle mufi conffi in the Quantity 
of the Inclination of the two fir ait lines which contain the angle. This Quantity of 
an angle is well laid to be, aidpipa, \Azv dw jcAimv. A Difiance of Inclination. As 
Sextus the Sceptic cites It, Lib. 3. adverfus Geometras, p. 102. 

Now therefore when Euclide fays that an Obtufe angle is greater, and an Acute 
angle is lefs than a Right angle, It is to be underftood, that the Amplitude, or Di¬ 

fiance of Inclination, is 111 an Obtufe angle greater than That, which is in a Right 
angle, and in an Acute angle It is lefs. 

As the Inclination of the lines BA, EA to one ano¬ 
ther is greater than the Inclination of B A, C A to one 
another. And the Inclination of the lines EA, DA to 
one another is lefs than the Inclination of CA, DA to 
one another. And thus from the Dilatation, or Coarcta¬ 
tion of the Inclination of the containing lines, One angle is 

faid to be greater, or lefs than another. But now, How -v-3) 
This Difiance of Inclination, as an Angular Quantity may ^ 
be meafured, and eftimated, fhall be fhown hereafter in its due place. 

A Second Confideration of a ftrait lin’d Angle. 

But to illuftrate farther, & in fomewhat a different manner from the former 
the nature, and quantity of a plain 
ftrait-lin d angle, Let us fuppofe any 
point, as A in a plain Superficies, and 
from it to be drawn Two ftrait lines 
at any widenefs, or Aperture, as the 
lines AB, AC. Here the angle B A C 
may be faid to be the Aperture or Di- 
varication of the lines AB, AC, which 
contain the angle B A C, fo drawing p- 
AD, A E, A F, AG, the angle BAD .~£ 
is the Aperture of the lines AB, A D, / \ 
which contain the angle BAD. In / \ 
like manner the feveral other angles / 
are the Apertures, or Divarications, of X 
tneir containing lines; Which, may / ^ 
continually be enlarged, and opened * 

more, and more increafing the angles till the line AH comes to lye dire&ly with 

AB, 
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tlBtwol!nfs°HAftBA T HB' SrHat this£^^‘-> oV flrait Inclination of 
the two Imes A, BA, to one another, cannot conftjtutean angle in their meet- 
tng at the point A But furthermore if there be drawn the line A 1, there k a 
gain madethe angle BA I, which is the Aperture of the lines A B, Al, and the 
like is in BAKi and fo continually we may approach towards AB making the 

dent, and ine" and tt fauf wkh A B ’ ^ aPPro“h,“S ** be coinci- 

A Second Definition of a ftrait-lin'd Angle. 
Wherefore aflrait-lind Amle^may be faid to be The Aperture of two (Irak Imes drawn 

from a point, and not lying dtreUiy to one another. r J araven 

And how the Quantity of an angle mav be eftimated by the Aberture of the 

hereafter.8 ’ “ ’ “ by thdr bMmim to one be lhewn 

A Third Confideration of a flrait lin’d Angle. 
Moreover, beanie thefe feveral Angles, or Apertures do together make up 

the whole [pace about the point A, from hence may arife a Third Conception of ‘a 
ftraitiin d angle and its Quantity. For feeing7that all angles that caT^e poffi! 

*„L ‘ if ‘ tm the P°mt A>- d? t0Setl;er con,pleat the whole fpace about the tame 
point-, therefore every particular angle contains fome certain portion of the 
Space about the point A. ' * 

A Third Definition of a flrait lin’d Angle. 
Wherefore we may thus again define a plain ftrait-lin’d angle. A plain ftrait- 

lind angle is 4 Portion of a plain fpace about a Point, contained by two fir ait Imes 
drawn from the fame Point, and not direUly fituated to one another. 9 

n , 1S AvifITd ?r Ci*cumcirca, does as juftly anfwer to the nature of an 
angle, as either Inclination or aperture. For as in thefe Two conceptions, fo like- 
wile in this Third the Quantity of an angle is not concern’d1 either in the 
Length of the containing lines, or in the fpace Interjacent between thofe lines- 
but only in the Jpace Circumjacent about the angular point, Which Circumcnca being 
changed, as either amplyfied, or coarcted, the angle accordingly becomes Greater, 
or Lels, as It does upon the Notion of Inclination, or Aperture. And how by a 
pomon of the Circumambient [pace about a point, the Quantity of an Angle may be 
alio eftimated, lhall hkewife be explained Hereafter. D ^ 

Thus have we Three ways whereby to fet forth the Nature, and Quantity of 

t Anfe' F'ther fro™ tbe confideration of the fpace about a Pointy or 
of the Aperture of two flrait lines drawn from a Point, or rather with Euclide, of the 
Inchnauon of two ftrait lines meeting in a Point. Which is the moft proper, and 
the only Notion of an angle ufeful in all Geometrical demonftrationsP 1 

But now after all thefe confiderations, if it be at Iaft queftioned in what Pre¬ 

dicament, that is, in what Rank, or Claffis of Things, whether in Quantity Qua- 

llty’ our-,Rrau0n,an Angle ls to ^ P^ced, Proclus well anfwers to this Logical 
and Philosophical Queftion, that an Angle is not folely in any One of Thefe! 

t upon the feveial conceptions, which jointly compleat the Entire Notion of 

th AlI? e’ R do/s be .to ,al1th^ Three. For the Geometrician fpeculates not 
he natute of Magnitude in it felf, as Magnitude, like to the Philofophers: but 

eties Ca°5ldoerS,1°me Certfm. ^ln^s of Magnitudes with their demonftrable Propri¬ 
eties, and Qualities, and with the mutual Relations that Magnitude mav havero 

confidenrd' AnlngGh^ ^ Compou"d ldea of a11 magnitudes Mathematically 
another l’t W -if8 ^ a -uantlty whereby one angle is greater, or lefs than 
t emfelve, thhe? f° 2 ^al,ty by lts Form- And in the Inclination of the lines 
tnemleiyes theie is a mutual refpeft to one another. 

E Of 
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Of a Term and a Figure. 

DEFINITION XIII. 

^ Term is the Extream of a Thing. 

DEFINITION XIV. A Figure is That, which is comprehended hj> One> or dManj 

Terms. 
annotations. 

Def. 13. In the termination, or limitation of Magnitudes, Euclide ufes two 
feveral words, nipaA an End, Limit, or Extream ; and o/>@- a Term, or itoW. And 
here he fays that op, a Term is my* an Extream. m&c he applys to a Line, 
and alfo to a Superficies, when both Line and Superficies were at firft laid down 
as underftood: but op is appropriated to a Magnitude every way determined 

and bounded. . .. 
For when Euclide defines a Line to be Length only, he puts there a line as an in¬ 

finite or indeterminate Length. But then again when a line is confidered as to 
be determined, he fays, that the Ends, or myem of a Line are Points. 

So likewife in the fifth Definition, Euclide fets forth a Superficies under the 
fimple conception of Length, and Breadth, that is an Expans, or magnitude of Trvo 
Dimenfions in general, and Indeterminate. But he afterward adds, That the Ex- 
trearns, or mpeC\* of a Superficies are Lines. He does not here mean by the word 
vnoo^fa Comprehenfion, or an entire Enclofure of a Superficies by one, or many 
Lines; for that had been to make a Figure before he had defined It: But only fo, 
as that of a Superficies indefinite, an Extream, Limit, or m&ts, as he calls it, in 
what part foever it be placed, Here, or There, is a Line. A Line being as a Barr 
in an indefinite Superficies, like as a Point is a ftop in an indefinite Line. 

But op relates to fo h&Cpi&w* to That which is fuppofed every may encloled. 
As Proclus fays, that op is t5 The Comprehenfion of a fpace. For it is 

op the Bound, or Term of a Figure; not opes- cJfaipctyeia,?, the Bound of a Su¬ 

perficies j but 7npas JfapaveUf, the Limit of a Superficies, This, or That way. 
And accordingly, the bounds of Lands, or Territories are properly called 0001, 

but not in&fy*. So that where the fubjebt is fo is&toxofByov, or fo 
a Magnitude comprehended, or every may terminated, as a Geometrical Figure is, the 
word op is properly uledj and not So that op may belaid to be 7pp, 
tho’ every Tpots ought not to be called op. And thus much for the explication 
of mpas and op<& to make the beft of this matter. 

For altho’ it appears by Proclus, that, in his time, This was among the reft of 
the Definitions; yet I cannot allow it to be Euclids. For firft, it is manifeft, that 
the Definition it felf is needlefs, becaufe, if it were wholly omitted, yet nothing 
that follows, is made thereby either imperfed, or obfeure. And befides, it is no 
more a proper Geometrical word of Art, to require a Definition, than it was the 
common word, in that time, not only among the Land-meters, or Surveyors, 
but among all the people who had any Lands to diftinguilh, and appropriate to 
themfelves from thofe of their Neighbours. Fie might have as well defined, 73npen 

to be -nxdjTtj an Ending, or owep an Extream, as op®* to be 7pp. Which, as I 
have faid, was no more, at that time than what every Greeks underftood. For 
both op & 7ripens were words of common ule, and equally of known fignification, 
and are in fuch a fenfe here taken. It feems moft likely, that vripev being before 
ufed in the Definitions of a Line and Superficies, and now op in the Definition 
of a Figure, fome One noted in the margin, That od& was alio Tripos. And this 
afterwards came into the Text for a Definition; as the like has happen’d to many- 
other Authors. For indeed, it is rather the by-note of a Lexicographer, than 
the Definition of a Geometrician. And yet This too fignifies very little, unlefs 
fomething more were added to mpw, for the interpretation of op. As that op 

is 
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is 7rt%ot4 wyxAaov an enclofing Extream; which indeed may pafs for a Gloffary Expo¬ 
sition of opof, but ought not to be accounted a Geometrical Definition. This alfo 
was the Judgement of that molt Learned and Renownd Gentleman Sr Henry 
Savile, the Munificent Founder of the two Famous Mathematical Profeffors Places, 
in the Univerfity of Oxford,, upon this fubjed in his moft excellent Lectures, ia- 
trodudory to the Elements, That This had not the apparence of a Definition ; Non 

habet Definitions faciem. Led. f. p. ior. 
Def. 14. Figure is by Arifiotle accounted the fourth Species of Quality; and 

rightly, being there taken abftradedly for the Qualification of Magnitude by Termi¬ 

nation, or outward Form. But the Geometrician confiders the Quantum Figuratum, 
the Magnitude Figured. So that, in every Figure, there is jointly taken to •s&exfi- 

& jj ■zT&oxfl, the Inclofed, and the Inclofure, or to bg/Cpf&pov, & b op©*, Termma- 
tum, and Terminus, That is, the Magnitude Bounded, and the Magnitude Bounding. 

Both which together do conftitute a Geometrical Figure. 
In general, a Figure is zuPl0v ™*F\cwsfiv be/£ofifyov, A Space \every way terminated. 

So that firft, A Space comes to be a Figure by Termination: And next, Every Figure 

has its fpecification from the manner of its Termination. ___ 
The firft diftindion here is, of Figures comprehended by One Term only, or 

by more than One. Which Divifion being moft Simple, Euclidc has, with great 
artifice, couched within his Definition, when he fays, That A Figure is a Space 
comprehended by one, or many Terms. Whereas the Definition were perfed, if he 
had only faid, That A Figure is a Bounded Space. But moreover, he very fubtily 
draws in the primary difference of plain Figures from the number of their Terms, 
which are lines, One, or more than One, in order to the following Definitions of Fi¬ 
gures, under One term, or Two, or Three, or Four, &c. 

Thus from a Line Euclide paffes to an Angle, and from an Angle to a Figure, 
for that an angle is in its nature between Them both. An Angle being fome- 
thing more than a Line, as having two concurring lines: yet is fomething want¬ 
ing of a Figure, as not having a Compleat termination. And in that refped an 
Angle is but a Semifigurate. And fo is juftly placed between a Line and a Figure. 

Of a Circle, Circumference, Center, and Rates, Diameter and Semicircle. 

DEFINITION XV. A Circle is a plain Figure comprehended by One Line> 'which is 
caUed a Circumference, unto which all ftrait lines, falling 

from One Point i^Thofe lying within the figure are equal to one 
another. 

DEFINITION XVI. 

This Toint is called the Center 1 

I ANNOTATIONS. 
t 

By a plain figure, Euclide means a figure fituated in 
a plain fuperficies, fuch as he had before defined. 
Suppofe then in a Plane a Figure comprehended by 
one lineBCDB, which is called the Circumference. 

And from fome One Point jfeated within this Figure, 
as fuppofe from the point A, Let the ftrait lines 
how many foever, as AB, AC,AD,&c. falling on 
the Circumference at the points B, C,D, be all equal 
to one another, then fuch a Figure, lays Euclide, is 
a Circle. And the Point A is called the Center of It. 

Here alfo it is obfervable, that the lines A B, A C, 
A D, &c. may, in one word of Cicero /, very pro- 
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perly, be named Radii, R aies, which by Euclide are always called ac rS 
The lines from the Center, That is to fay, from the Center to the Circumference. 

And what Cicero has (aid out of Plato’s Timaus, in defcribing the Spherical fi¬ 
gure of the World, does almoft word for word agree with Euclid's definition of a 
Circle, Cujus omms extremity paribus a medio radus attingitur. Cic. Fragment, de Z niverfo. 

The great Vieta fays, Radius elegans eft verbum Ciceronis: Which Ovid alfb 
ufes in the fame fenfe, as elegantly in his Defcription of the Sun’s Chariot, 

Aureus axis erat, temo aureus, aurea Jummce 
Curvatura rota, Radiorum argenteus ordo. 

The Circle, Circumference, and Area. 

Moreover, in the conlideration of this Figure, we are rightly to diftino-uilh 
between the Circle, the Circumference, and the Area, or the comprehended Space. 
The Circle is the Whole together, Area, and Circumference. 

The Circumference has many properties peculiar to it felf, and very diftintSfc 
from thole of the Circle, as hereafter will appear. And This we may firft ob- 
ferve, that altho’ the Circumference be conceived without any breadth, yet by 
reafon of its curvature, It is Concave, and Convex, accordingly as it relates to What 
lies within, and to What is without the Circle. And fome peculiar affections of 
the Concave and Convex Circumference, Euclide fets forth in the 8th Propofition 
of his Third Element. 

Of the Circumference of a Circle applyed to the Menfuration 
of ftrait-lind Angles. 

Laftly, it will not be immethodical in this place to take a further conlideration 
of the properties and ufe of the Circumference of a Circle, in relation to the ftrait- 
lin'd Angles before defin’d, and the menfuration of their Quantities. 

Firft then, in an infinite plain fpace (the feat of 
plain Geometry) if we fuppofe a Point, as A, from 
whence every way do flow ftrait lines infinitely, or 
indeterminately, there fliall be contained by them the 
Three forts of ftrait-lin’d angles, Right, Obtufe, and 
Acute. Asforlnftance BAC, BAD, BAE, &c. 

Flere therefore for to eftimate by fome certain 
Meafure the Quantity of an Angle, We are to confider 
how, and by what means This infinite plain Space, 
wholly polfeflfed by plain ftrait-lin’d angles feated 
about a given Point, may be brought under fome 
Cornprehenfion and Boundary capable of menfura¬ 
tion : and therewithal the ftrait-lin’d angles, which 
fill this Space, may be likewife meafured. 

Now the Definition of a Circle eafily leads us 
Meafure of an Angular Quantity: and that It may 
molt fitly be found in a Circular Figure. 

For firft, from any Point as a Center, the Cir¬ 
cumference of a Circle does comprehend entirely 
the undetermined circumambient Space about that 
point: and by This cornprehenfion renders the 
Ambit capable of menfuration in that the Cir¬ 
cumference of a circle is divifible, and fo certainly 
menfiirable. 

Secondly, at the center of a Circle like as at a 
Point in an infinite plain Space, may be conftituted 
ftrait-lin d angles of any fort, and quantity whatfo- 
ever, which are all contained by the Raies of the 
Circle. As in the foregoing Diagram, Let now the infinite plain Space with all 
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the Angles about the point A be determined by the Circumference of any Circle, 
whole center is the laid point. And therefore forafmuch as the circumference of a 
Circle may from any point bound an infinite plain Space uniformly round about, 
and therewithal does encompafs all ftrait-lin'd angles conftituted at that point, 
which taken together compleat the Same Space: and as the angles are greater, or 
lefs, fo the parts of the whole circumference, which are intercepted by the Strait 
lines containing thofe angles, become alfo greater, or lefs; It will appear in com¬ 
mon Senfe, That the Circumference of a Circle may juftly be put as the Proper 
Meafure of the quantity of thefe angles. Thus therefore the Meafure of a ftrait- 
lin’d angle is defined. 

Definition of the Meafure of ftrait-lin’d Andes. 

The Meafure of a Strait-lin’d angle is an Arch of the circumference of a Cir¬ 
cle, defcribed from the angular point as a Center, and intercepted by the ftrait 
lines which contain the Angle. 

As the Arch BC is the meafure of the angle BAC, and the Arch CD of the 
angle CAL), fo BD of BAD, BE of BAE: E- 
very Arch meafuring the quantity of its correfpon- 
dent angle from the center A, at which point all 
ftrait-lin’d angles, Right, Obtufe, and Acute, oi what 
quantity fbever, may be placed. But this menfiira- 
tion of an angle is not to be taken in the ftridteft 
fenle. For whereas it muft be acknowledg’d, that 
Menfur a, & Menfur at urn funt in eodem genere. The 

Meafure, and the Measured magnitude are of the fame 

kind: yet we cannot lay, that an Arch and an Angle 
are truly of the fame kind. 

But becaule ’tis evident, and demonftrated, that 
Angles and Arches do mutually increafe, and de- 
creafe alike, fo that if the Angle BAD be double, or triple of the Angle BAC, 
then the Arch B D is double, or triple of the Arch B C. And on the contrary, if 
BD be double, or triple of BC, then BAD is double, or triple of BAC. 

Therefore an Arch of the Circumference of a Circle ferves aptly as the Mea¬ 
fure of an Angle in all common Ules, and Mathematical Speculations, or Geome¬ 
trical Pratft ices appertaining to Aftronomy, The Menfuration ofDiftances, Survey¬ 
ing of Lands, Navigation, Fortification, Gunnery, &c. 

Of the Divifion of the Circumference into certain Parts, 
and the Ufe Thereof. 

Now that thefe Arches, and by confequence the angles at the center, which 
are meafured by thefe Arches, might be brought under a certain value, and efti- 
mation, therefore the moft ancient Geometricians at firft divided the Circumfe¬ 
rence of a Circle into 6o parts. Afterwards It was found more convenient to 
divide the fame into fix times 60, that is into 360 parts, commonly called De¬ 
grees ; by which an Arch of the circumference, with its correfpondent Angle 
might be eftimated. 

So that, for example, we fay, That the Angle BAC is 30 Degrees, if the Arch 
BC be 30 fuch parts, as of which the whole circumference is divided into 360. 
Again, if the Arch BD be <5o Degrees, then the Angle BAD is accounted 60 
Degrees. In like manner, the Angle BAFis 90 Degrees, if the Arch BE be a 
Quadrant, or the fourth part of the whole circumference; for 90 is the 
fourth part of 360. And This particularly is the meafure of the quantity of a fight 
Angle. 

Again, by the fame reafon, the Obtufe angle BAF is laid to be 120 Degrees, 
if the Arch BF be 120 of the 360 parts of the Circumference, &c. 

F Thus 
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Thus the Circumference of a Circle is ufed as a correfpondent meafure to Eu¬ 

clid s three forts of ftrait-lin’d angles, Right, Obtufe, and Acute. 
But to take this matter into further confideration. Of the Obtufe angle BAF 

the meafure is the arch B EF. Whole Complement to make up the whole circum- 
ference is the archFGHB. Which arch encompaffes the remaining Space about 
the point A, and anfwers the contrary way to the adverfe, or external Face of 
the Obtufe angle BAF; and is indeed the meafure of the outward angle FAB. 
For the lines BA, FA, according to Euclid s definition, make not only the Ob¬ 
tufe angle BAF, which is greater than one Right angle, and meafured by the 
arch BEF; but alfo make the contrary way the adverfe, or external angle FAB, 
which is greater than two Right angles, and meafured by the arch FGHB. 

So the lines BA, E A make the Right angle BAE, meafured by the Qua- 
drantal arch BE, and alfo make the external angle EAB, which is equal to 
three Right angles, and meafured by the arch EGHB. Again, the lines B A, C A 
make the Acute angle BAC, meafured by the arch BC; and alfo make the ex¬ 
ternal angle C A B, which is greater than three Right angles, and meafured by 
the arch CEGFIB, But of thefe kind of angles, being ufelefs in Geometry, 
Euclide thought not fit to take any notice. 

Palling therefore This over, and to return to the partition of the Circumference 
into 3 <5o Degrees, we muft further know, that for the more exadt menfuration of 
an angle, every Degree is again divided into <5o Vrime Minutes-, every fuch Mi¬ 
nute into <5o Seconds-, every Second into <5o Ebirds^ and fo forth into frnaller and 
frnaller particles. For in meafuring of Things, the more minute the Rata Men- 

fura, the Jlated Meafure is made, the more accurate will be the menfuration of the 
quantity of the thing meafured. Therefore in Effaies of fine Gold, in the valua¬ 
tion of Pearl and precious Stones, we come to the hundreth part of a Grain, or 
Sometimes nearer. So in Aftronomical calculations of the motions of the Pla¬ 
nets, we often make a Sexagenary fubdivifion of the circumference of a Circle 
into Fourths and Fifths, &c, for the more exadt ftating the Computation of their 
Courfes, and Periods. 

. And here obferve, That the firft divifion of 360 Degrees into Minutes, cuts the 
circumference of a Circle into-------2l6oo parts. 

The 
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The next of Seconds into-ii96aoo parts. 
The following of Thirds into-777S0000 parts. 

And 10 forth continually we may proceed in fubdivifions by 6 o, which will make an 
exadtnefs more than fufiicient for tiny common ufe. The Circumference of a Circle 
might have been divided into any other Number of parts: As our worthy Coun¬ 
tryman Mr Henry Briggs has laid down the Form of a Decimal divilion, and fub- 
divilion. But 360 was thought by the ancient Mathematicians to be the mod 
convenient number, becaufe It admits of many feveral divifions precifely. As 

3<So. 180. 120. 90. 72. 60. 45-. 40. 36. 30. 24. 20. 
2* 3- 4- 7- <>• 8. 9. 10. 12. iy. 18. 

In like manner the number 60 has thefe divilions. 
60. 30. 20. 1 y. 12. 10. 

2, 3. 4* 7’ 

And the choice of This number 60 before all Others, was made upon this ac¬ 
count, that no number can be divided into 3, 4, and y, but <5o, and the Multi¬ 
ples of Sixty. Which makes Computation more free from Fractions. 

Altho’ thefe animadverfions may feem enough, or too much in this place ; yet 
before we pafs from the Subject now in hand, it will be requifite to add fomething 
more in the behalf of Euclide; upon this account, That loine of the late Com¬ 
mentators, or rather Transformers of the Elements do cavil at this moft accurate 
Definition of a Circle, for that it does not readily appear, fay They, Whether 
there may poffibly be a Figure of fuch conditions as Euclide here lays down. And 
therefore they would rather define a Circle, from its Genejis, or Structure, whereby 
both the exiftence, and nature of the Figure may be declared together, after this 
manner. 

Another Definition of a Circle. 

A Circle is a Figure defcribed in a Plane by the revolution of a 
finite ftrait line (as a b) upon one of its extream points (a) being 
fixt, till the line ( ab) return to the place from whence it began to 
move. 

The fixt point (A) is called the Center of the 
Circle. And The Curve Line defigned by the 
other extream point ( B) of the moving Line (A B) 
is called the Circumference. 

Now fay They, This Definition makes it 111a- 
nifeft, that there is A Figure having a Point within, 
from whence all firait lines drawn to the extremity 

thereof are equal to one another ; becaufe by the con- 
ftrudiion of a Circle laid down in this Definition, 
The fame Jlrait line circumvolved about the fixt 
point muft necdTarily be every where equal to it 
Self, and therefore all the Raies from that point lhall be equal to one another. 

This indeed is true, and molt evident. But yet it will appear upon better con- 
fideration to be very inartificially put in this place inftead of Euclid's Definition. 
For firft, to except againft Euclid’s Definition, becaufe it may be doubted, whether 
there may be a figure fo qualified as he fets forth, fhews, that They do not 
rightly apprehend the nature of Mathematical definitions. For to add fomethinp- 
moie to what has been aheady laid concerning Mathematical Definitions, we are 
to underftand that In every one of thefe Definitions there is laid down the Notion of 

feme Thing appertaining to Geometry, under a certain Name\ and Term of Art. But 
whether fuch a Thing may really be, is not of the prefent confideration. Only 
Euclide intends, that by fuch a Name, whenfoever he ufes it, we are to imagine 
fuch a Thing,• Let It be, or not be. For indeed Geometrical Definitions are only 
Suppofitions ofi Things under a certain Tame. And therefore They are for the pre- 
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fent to be allowed, onlefs That, which is fuppofed, and laid down, has in the 
words themfelves a manifeft contradidtion, or in the conception ot the Thing an 
apparent impoffibility. Tins is all that the Mathematicians mean, or require in 
the.r Definitions; And Thefe Innovators therefore ought in the firft place to have 
obferved, that before Euchde makes Ufe of any Thing by him defined , he firft 

makes evident the exiftence of the Same. ,. . . . 
As before he makes any ufe of a Right angle, or of a Perpendicular Line (a- 

gainft which they might have had the like exception) he demonftrates in Prop, 
ii and 12. El. 1. their Being, and how to effetft Them. So like wife concerning 
a Circle and allother Figures here defined, nay, even a Strait line It ielf, Euclide 

hath fo provided, that firft an Affent lliall be given to their Being, before any 
confideration is had of their Ufes, and Properties. 

Again to examine farther this Definition. It fhews indeed the natural Genefis, 
but not the nature of a Circle, from which the Properties and Affe&ions of Circles 
can only be demonftrated. For this Genefis is no ways applicable to all thofe de¬ 
monftrations. As in the firft place it will appear, if when a Circle is named we 
put this Definition inftead of the Defimtum a Circle (for the Definition and Defi- 
nitum are always convertible) and then let be examined what Piopeities of a cncle, 
or what Propofition in the Third Element (where the Affe&ions of circles are 
Specially handled) can be demonftrated from the Involution of a fir ait line on a 

fixed point, Which is the Primary Notion that This Definition impofes on Us. 
Whereas Euclid’s Equal lines from the Center are in all thofe Elementary Propofitions 
ferviceable toward their demonftrations. I much wonder therefore at Borellus, 

an excellent Geometrician, to allow in his Euclides Ifejlitutus of This Definition, 
and chan°e Euclids into an Axiom. Which he was foiced to do foi the conhant 
ufe thereof in all demonftrations, and Wholly to lay afide his own new framed, 
and unapplicable Definition. This can be only faid for it, that from the Genefis 
of a circle it doth manifeftly follow that all ftrait lines from the Center are equal 
to one another. But now to make This a Secondary notion derived from the 
Genefis of a Circle, and to put the Genefis for the Primary ftanding Definition, 
which can never be ufed as a Definition, is very abfiird, and an intoleiable Ovei- 

fight in a Geometrician. 

DEFINITION XVII. A Diameter of a Circle is a fir ait Cine drawn through the 
Center5 and terminated hath ways by the Circumference of 

the Circle. 
Which alfo cuts the Circle into halves. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

As the ftrait lineBC drawn through the Center A, and terminated both ways 
by the circumference at the points B, C, is called 
a Diameter of the Circle. 

In this Definition three conditions are laid down 
to determine That Line, which Euclide calls a 
Diameter of a Circle. 

1. That a ftrait line be drawn through the Cen¬ 

ter. . B 
2. That it be both ways terminated by the cir¬ 

cumference. 
3. That it cuts the Circle into halves. 
The two former conditions, Each by Them¬ 

felves, are too general, and infiifficient to deter¬ 
mine the Diameter. . 

For as in the Figure it appears there may be finite ftrait lines pafling through 
the Center, and yet not terminated by the circumference, but all variouily ending 

within 
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within and without the Circle; So again, there may be infinite ftrait lines termi- 
nated by the circumference which yet pafs not CCln 
through the Center, and are called Chords or 
commonly Subtenses, in refpedt to the 
Arches, which they Subtend: as the ftrait line 
E F is called the Subtenje of the Arch EDF. 

Not any one therefore of thefe two condi¬ 
tions can by it felf determine a Diameter; But ] 
both together, namely the pafling through the 
Center, and the termination in the circumfe¬ 
rence do fully fpecificate this Line, and make 
up a compleat Definition of a Diameter of a 
Circle* 

Note that here is added particularly, of a Circle, 

faying the Diameter of a Circle Becaulfe there are many other figures hereafter 
to be confuted, which have alfo their peculiar Diameter,, different in feveral re- 
lpects, from This of a Circle. 

Now for the third condition, that the Diameter cuts the circle into halves. 
This truly is altogether needlefs, except there might be fome other line havin- 

the two former conditions, which notwithftanding did not cut the circle into 
halves j And therefore it was neceffary to add this third condition, for the juft de¬ 
termination of the Diameter of a Circle. * 

There might as well have been added, That the Diameter is the created line 
in a Circle. For this notion does immediately concern the Diameter it felf, whereas 
the other only declares how it afteds the Circle. 

. The truth is, They are both demonftrable Propofitions and in this place alike 
impertinent. But as This laft is demonftrated in the i Proportion of the Third 
Element i fo Thales has demonftrated the Other here fubjoyftd, as fliall be fhewn 
in due place. Moreover, this addition of Bifedtion of the Circle anticipates the 
following definition of a Semicircle, contrary to the exa<ft method of the ancient 
Mathematicians. It is therefore certainly none of Euchds, but fome marginal note* 
how old foever it may be, that happen’d to be Tranfcribed into the Text. 

DEFINITION XVIII. A Semicircle is a Figure comprehended by a Diameter, and That 
part of the Circumference of the Circle, which is intercepted 

by the fame Diameter. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

As in the figure BDCB, comprehended by the circumference BDC and the 
Diameter BC, is named a Semicircle. This is 
The fecond of Figures, made indeed by diflimilar 
and incompatible lines, yet fuch as are the moft 
Ample in their kind, a ftrait line, and the circum¬ 
ference of a Circle. 

Euclide having in the definition of a Circle fta- 
ted a Center, does next by the pofition of that g 
point define a Diameter: and then from the 
Diameter a Semicircle. 

The Diameter is the fecond ftrait line to be confider’d in a Circle. For the 
Raies are the primary ftrait lines, and effential in the notion of a Circle, wherein 
the Diameter is not at all concern d. And tho' it happens, that a Radius be half 
ot a Diameter; yet It arifes not from the Diameter, as the Semicircle does from 
the Cncle: but the Radius is put abfolute in it felf, without any refpeift to the 
Diameter, or dependence on It: And both Radius and Diameter do immediately re¬ 
ate to the Circle; each diftin£tly, and upon yery different conceptions, without 
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qhv tclstioii to one another* So that tho fiom ^ Circle, JEncHide ufes the 
word m a Semicircle, yet from a Diameter, he never fays fyihfr 

ui^ov, or iiuhci/MTfoc, a Semidiameter. Which forne modern Writers not well con- 
fiderin0- have inftead of Radius, or in Euclid’s phrafe, The line from the Center, pre- 
pofteroufly ufed the word Semidiameter, as if It did arife from the bifedion of 
the Diameter, as the primary Line j Whereas the Radius is before the Diameter 
in the natural conception of a circular figure. 

After the definition of a Semicircle, Proclus inferts for a definition, That The 
Center of the Semicircle is the Jame with the Center of the Circle. Or rather he fhould 
have faid that The Center of the Semicircumference is the fame with the Center of 
the Circle it felf. For indeed the Center of the Circle may be laid to be alfo the 
Center of the whole Circumference, or Semicircumference, or any part thereof, when It is 
confidered meerly by it felf, as a Line. But it cannot be fo properly faid to be 
the Center of the Semicircle, or Semicircular Figure. However, This is not to 
be receiv'd as a definition of Euclids, but an Annotation, either of Proclus himfelfj 
Or elfe it might happen in his particular Copy of Euclide to be transferr’d from 
a marginal Note into the Text. For it is found only in his Commentaries, and 
not in any other Greek Manulcript, nor extant in the Bafil Greek Edition of 

Euclide. _ 
But moreover, that Euclide is fometimes thus corrupted, by transferring Mar¬ 

ginal Notes into the Text, will manifeftly appear in this very place, where in' 
the Bafil Greek Edition (Which as we have faid has not Proclus his definition of 
the Center of a Semicircle) is put the <Sth. Definition of the Third Element, con¬ 
cerning the Segment of a Circle in general, notwithftanding that the fame defini¬ 
tion is alfo found in its proper place among the definitions of the third Book. 
And we may conjedure, that Euclide having here defined a Semicircle, which is 
one kind of Segment of a Circle, forne One noted what he had elfewhere faid 
of other Segments of a Circle, which by the inadvertency of a Tranfcriber was 
afterwards order’d among the definitions of this Firft Book. For every Book of 
Euclide has its peculiar fubjed different from the reft, and is therefore accounted 
a diftind Element, having Definitions proper to the matter It treats of^ which 
are laid down at the entrance into every Book. 

S 

T 
Q 

Of ftrait-lin d Figures. 

DEFINITION XIX. 

Trait-lind Figures are Thofe, which are comprehended by 
Jirait lines. 

DEFINITION XX. 
Bilateral, by three slrait lines. 

DEFINITION XXI. 
Uadrilateral, by four Jirait lines. 

M 
DEFINITION XXII. 

Ultilateral are comprehended by more Jirait lines than four, 

ANNOTATIONS. 

A plain Superficies is made figurate by certain Bounds, or Terms, which inclofe 
the fame. And therefore Euclide hath placed the definitions of plain Figures in 
an order anfwering to the fimplicity of their Terms j firft defining a Circle, be¬ 

ing 
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ing a Figure tinder One Term; next a Semicircle, a Figure under Two Terms j 
then, in order, Figures of Three Terms, Four Terms, &c. 

We are here alfo to obferve the property of feveral words ufed in this place, 
which by degrees are properly changed from one to the other, altho' the fame 
thing be fignified. The fimple words originally are T&tppcy, Lines, and nAdGea/, 
Sides, between which Euclide makes this diftindtion. For fpeaking in general of 
ftrait-lin d Figures, he (ays, evS-v^a/x^a, qfipchlet,. Strait lin'd Figures. But next when 
he does divide, and fpecificate The ftrait-lind Figures, he fays not & ti- 
'tfdy&ipftx, Trigramma & Tetragramma, that is, Irilinealand Quadrilmeal, or Three 
lin d and hour lin’d Figures; but & rm%c>srrXdjpcc, Tripleura & Tetrapleura, 
that is, Tnlateral and Quadrilateral, or Three fided, and Four ftded Figures changing 
the general word Lines into the particular name Sides. And again in the Speci¬ 
fication of Trilateral Figures, he gives to Them anew the name Triangle in 
the manner following. 

Of Trilateral Figures. 

DEFINITION XXIII. AN Equilateral Triangle is a Figure which hath three equal 
Sides. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

That is, A ftrait-lind Trilateral Figure of three equal fides, I call 
an Equilateral Triangle. 

DEFINITION XXIV. 
N Equicrural Triangle is That which hath only two Sides 

equal. 
ANNOTATIONS. 

That is, A ftrait-lin’d Trilateral Figure of only two equal fides, I 
call an Equicrural Triangle. 

DEFINITION XXV. A Scalene Triangle is That which hath the three fides un¬ 
equal. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

That is, A ftrait-lin’d Trilateral Figure of three unequal \ 
fides, I call a Scalene Triangle. \ 

After the divifion of ftrait-lin’d Figures according to _\ 
the number of their (ides into Trilateral, Quadrilateral, 
and Multilateral, Euclide begins with the Trilateral, being the firft of all ftrait- 
lin’d Figures. And the Trilateral Figures he divides into feveral Species from 
all the poflible changes that can be made, of their three (ides j Which is into 
three kind of Triangles. For now thefe particular Trilateral Figures he calls Tri¬ 
angles. And by a Triangle is to be conceived a Figure of three fides, tho’ the 
word implyes three Angles; And only that Figure is named a -A. 
Triangle, which is Trilateral. For there may be a Figure, which /\ 
has only three angles yet is not Trilateral, but comprehended / \ 
by four lines, or more. As the Figure A B C D comprehended / \ 
by the four lines A B, B C, C D, D A, has notwithftanding only ft \ 
thr^e angles at A, B, and D. For the angle B C D is not com¬ 
monly taken to belong to the Figure j but to haye its refped; B 
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the contrary way wholly without the figure: And this is call’d tkiJWer, The Ar* 
row-headed Figure. There may be after this manner Triangles of five fides, and 
fix fides. In general fuch kind of figures are called xoiAoyaW, Hollow-angled Fi¬ 
gures. But concerning this double face of an angle we have already taken no¬ 
tice, that it is ufelefs in Geometry. 

Now in every Triangle we are to obferve, and diftinguifh the names of Sides, 
Leggs, and Bafe, or Fulciment upon which the Other two fides are fuppofed to 
ftand. In a Triangle of three equal fides, if any one of the fides be put for a Bafe, 
the Other two fliall make equal Leggs. This therefore has three feveral changes of 
two equal Leggs: And fo takes not a Name from the equality of two Leggs, which 
may be three ways variable, but from the equality of all the three fides, and is called 
an Equilateral Triangle. 

In a Triangle of two only Equal Sides, the Third Side is called the Bafe, and the 
Other Two the Equal Leggs. And in this cafe the Bafe, and Equal Leggs are de¬ 
termined, being only to be made one Angle way: Therefore a Triangle only of 
two equal Sides is fpecially call’d icmnatec, Ijofceles, or Equicrural. 

But in a Triangle of three unequal Sides, let Any fide be put for a Bafe the 
Other two fhall make unequal Leggs every way : And therefore It is called z**- 
Mvw Te/yuw, Scalenum Triangulum, A Lame, or Hauking triangle, <mvjex,xt^v %«AeJ«, 
Undequaque claudicat, fays Proclus. So a rugged, and uneven way (asit is cited in 
Erajmus his Adagies out of Plutarch) is called ZkccoJV, A Scumbling way. 

Moreover of Trilateral Figures. 

Magnitude, as before hath been noted, is in It felf indeterminate, and only by 
Termination becomes Figurate, therefore Euclide has firft diftinguilhed Trilateral 
figures from the condition of their Terms in refpedfc of their Equality or In¬ 
equality to one another. 

And next, for the Quality of their Angles he lays down here another diftin&ion 
and denomination. As follows. 

DEFINITION XXVI. A Right angled Triangle hath a Right angle. 

A D 

DEFINITION XXVII. 
N Ohtufe angled Triangle hath an Ohtufe angle. 

And fuch a Triangle may be Equicrural as ABC, or Scalene as DEF. 

DEFI- 
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DEFINITION XXVIII. 

N Acute angled Triangle hath three zAcute angles. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

A 
And fuch a Triangle may be Equi¬ 

lateral as A BC, or Equicrural as DEF, 
or Scalene as GHI. 

From thele divifions It appears, that 
there are feven lorts of Strait-lin’d B c E FK 

Triangles. For the Eqjji lateral Triangle is Singular, and only Acute angled. 

The E qjj i c r u r a l may be Right angled as A B C, or Acute angled as DEF, or 
Ohtufe angled as GHI. 

BE H 

A CD F q I 

And fo alfo may the Scalene Triangle be Right angled as ABC, or Acute 

angled as DEF, or Obtufe angled as G HI. 

F E H 

To a Triangle which has Three equal angles, or Two equal angles, or All Three 

unequal angles, Euclide has given no name, as he hath to a Triangle, which has 
Three equal Jides, or Two equal Jides, or All Three Jides unequal, becaufe a Triangle 
of three equal angles is ever Equilateral, and a Triangle of two equal angles is 
ever Equicrual, and a Triangle of three unequal angles is ever Scalene, as will be 
Ihewn hereafter. And therefore if Triangles had received a diftindition and name 
from the number of their Equal, or Unequal angles, as they have from the num¬ 
ber of their Equal and Unequal fides, there had been given two Names to the 
fame thing. 

Of Quadrilateral Figures. 

DEFINITION XXIX. 

A Square is That, which is both Equilateral, and 
Rectangular. 

DEFINITION XXX. 

AN Oblong is That, which is Rectangu¬ 
lar, but not Equilateral. 

DEFT 
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DEFINITION XXXI. 

A Rhombus is That, which is Equilateral\ 
but not Rectangular. 

DEFINITION XXXII. 

ARhomboeid is That, which having 
the oppofite fides and angles equal 

to one another, is neither Equilateral\ 
nor Rectangular. 

DEFINITION XXXIII. LEt all other Quadrilateral figures {befides Thefe Four~\ be 
j called Trapeziums, or Tablets. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

Of Trilateral Figures, every Species has the common name of T&ywov, a Tri¬ 
angle. And as the Species has befides a proper Epithete for diftin&ion fake, as 
Triangle Equilateral, Triangle Equicrural, Triangle Scalene, &c. 

But of thefe Quadrilateral Figures One only Species is called TtTfciyuvov, a Qua¬ 
drangle., and That, from its fingular equality of all its Sides j and the Rectitude 
of all its Angles. The other Quadrilateral Figures, tho’ they be all Quadrangular; 
yet have they not the general name of Quadrangle with an Epithete annexed as 
the Triangles have. But each Species has an other diftind: Appellation, as a 
Quadrilateral Oblong, Rhombus and Rfjomboezd. Which three with that Figure 
called %tiT iPowiv, TiT&tywov, a Quadrangle, and commonly tranflated a Quadrate, or 

Square, make the four Regular Quadrilateral Figures. All the other Quadrilateral 
Figures have one Name in general Trapezium, A Tablet. 

Parallels. 
DEFINITION XXXIV. 

Arallels are fir ait lines, which being -—— 

in the fame Plane, and produced in¬ 
finitely either way, do neither way meet 
One with the Other. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

The word Varallels is a meer Geometrical term of Art, which according to a 
literal expofition of is, Linece ad fe invicem pojita. Lines placed againjt 
one another. But the Geometrical Notion and Thing to be conceived by this word 
requires thefe four Conditions. 

i. Parallels are to be ftrait lines. 
They muft lye in the fame Plane. 

For if they be in different Planes, as One in a Plane above, The Other in a 
Plane 
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Plane beneath, then the ftrait lines may be infinitely drawn forth both ways, and 
never meet, yet are They not fuch as Euchde calls Parallels. T 

3. They are producible infinitely both ways. 
4. After this imaginary production both ways infinitely, (that is, indefinitely, 

or indeterminately further and further at pleafure) They are never to 
meet together. 

Let therefore the Plane be one and the fame, The production free, and 
both ways infinitely, «<r a,7retfov. In infinitum, without any reftriCtion or qualifica¬ 
tion in the manner of the Production, and neither way let there be any Concurrence; 
Then the Strait Lines having thefe Conditions are called Parallels. 

In Parallelifm therefore the SubjeCt is Strait Lines in the lame Plane, and the 
Attribute of thefe Strait Lines is Nonconcurrency. So that upon any mention of 
Parallels the Geometrical Notion to be conceived under that name of Parellels is 
Nonconcurring Strait Lines in one and the fame Plane. 

This Definition, at prefent, only fuppofes fuch Lines to be in nature, but before 
thefe kind of Nonconcurring ftrait lines are brought into any ufe, Euclide demon- 
ftrates in the 27th. Propofition of this Firft Element, that there are fuch kinds of 
ftrait lines (called by him Parallels) which both ways infinitely produced lhall ne¬ 
ver meet, and in the 31ft. Prop, he Ihews how to draw them. 

But now in this matter of Parallelifm there are two miftakes made by moft In¬ 
terpreters. One in refpeCf of the name and tranflation of the word 
The Other is in the Notion of the Thing, which is to be conceived under that 

Name and Term of Art. 
For firft concerning the Name, many Tranflators, Latines, and Others, take 

Parallels to be of the fame lignification with Equidiftant lines, faying, Parallels, or 
Equidijlant lines, are &c. going then forward with Euclid's Definition; As if the 
Subject of the Definition, or the Name Parallels fignified Equidiftant lines, and 
that ■fs.ctf and \m aQtzdyhcq, or lovSiacryiB-eimj were indifferently 
to be taken for the fame j and that here Euclide had defined Equidiftant lines by 
Nonconcurrency. Whereas Euclide neither ufes the word Equidiftant, nor by the 
word Parallels underftands Equidiftant lines: But only lays down the Conditions 
of fome certain ftrait lines: Which Lines in a Signal Term of Art he calls Parallels. 

And becaufe the Latines have not any word, that anfwers to It, therefore the 
Greek name ought to be retained, faying, Line# Parallelce, for 7rct,^fi?XyiXot ; 
and not Linea AZquidift antes. For, as we have faid, by the words ^appdj Tra.efift.y- 
A01, is only fignified ^nea adverfus lineam, Line againft Line, 
or Line to Line. Therefore commonly Archimedes, Apollonius, Pappus, fometimes 
Euclide alfo, fay, tdv >7 ab asdpfi rlw yd\ when they mean, That A B is parallel to 
CDj which phrafe of 57 ccQ <25^4 dd y S > cannot in any propriety of Speech 
among the Greeks, bear the interpretation of Equidiftant lines: Neither was it 
fo underftood by Thole ancient Geometricians. 

Again, the fecond miftake is of Thofe, who rightly take the word Parallels 
for -zP^Cji line to line, and meerly for a Term of Art, not as a 
common word fignifying Equidiftant lines, but, changing Euclid s Notion, do de¬ 
fine the Term Parallels by the conception of Equidiftancy, in the place of Euclid s 

Honconcurrency. 
So Pofidonius, as we find in the Commentaries of Proclus on this matter, thus 

defines Parallels. 

Another Definition of Parallels. 

Parallels are fir ait lines in one Plane, neither Inclining nor Inclining, But having 
all the Perpendiculars equal, which are drawn from the points of either of the lines 

unto the other line. 
But all ftrait lines, which make the Perpendiculars lefs, fliall at length meet 

together. For the Perpendiculars only can determine the Altitude of fpaces, and 
the diftances of Lines; wherefore the Perpendiculars being equal, the Diftances of 

H 2 
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the Lines are equal. But the Perpendiculars being made greater or left, the 
Diftance is made greater or left, and they Ihall meet together that way, where 
the Perpendiculars are left. 

Thus much Pofidonius, who defines Parallels to be Equidiftant ftrait lines from 
the equality of all their Perpendiculars. 

But now we are next to confider, and demand of Pofidonius and his Followers, 
to what ule the Notion of Equidiftancy lerves in thele Elements. We find no¬ 
thing advanced by Pofidonius or Others in the Dodtrine of Parallelifm upon this 
new Definition : And certainly if from Equidiftancy any Thing had been made 
better, and more firm than from Nonconcurrency, fuch a kind of improvement 
could not have altogether perilhed. 

But yet thus much we do acknowledge, that Euclid's Nonconcurring ftrait lines 

are Equidiftant ; and moreover, that Equidiftancy is the Phyfical Caule of their 
Nonconcurrence. But yet the Equidiftance of Parallels is no where apply’d to any 
Propofition throughout all thele Elements. The only Notion of Parallels uled or 
uleful in Geometry, is An unlimited production of ftrait lines both ways without con¬ 

currence. And therefore this affection of Nonconcurrency, Euclide the great Ma¬ 
iler of his Art, lays down to be only reprelented to our Imagination upon the 
naming of Parallels. But whether thele ftrait lines called Parallels be equidiftant, 
or not, or what is the diftance of Parallels, he thought not fit to confider, becaufe 
thole Confiderations lerved to no further ufe in any of his Geometrical demon- 
ftrations. If it be laid that ftrait lines every where equidiftant Ihall never meet, 
’tis true and obvious. But this is to define a Geometrical Term in one lenle, and 
to ule it in another: To define Parallels by Their Equidiftance, but ever after to 
apply them in their Noncurrence. A groft and intolerable ablurditv in the Ma¬ 
thematics, Or in the Definitions of any Science. 

We are moreover to oblerve, that altho’ Equidiftancing ftrait lines be the proper 
caule of their Nonconcurrence, yet Equidiftancy is not in general the adequate, or 
only caule of Nonconcurrence; fo that whatloever lines infinitely produced ei¬ 
ther way Ihall never meet, the fame are to be always equidiftant. For on the 
contrary, it is certain, that in one and the lame Plane there may be two lines 
produced infinitely, which Lines Ihall never meet together, tho’ they be not E- 
quidiftant, but do continually approach nearer and nearer to one another. As 
the Conchoidal line of Nicomedes defcrib d by Pappus in Prop. 22. lib. iv. Math. Colled. 
And alfo by Eutocim in his Commentary upon Prop. r. lib. II. Archimed. de Sphcera 

& Cylindro, which curved Line draws nearer continually to a certain ftrait line, 
with which notwithstanding it Ihall never meet. 

And becaule this Propofition leems very ftrange, and yet may be eafily made 
evident to any common underftanding, without a ftritft Mathematical demonftra- 
tion; therefore to fatisfy the Curious (Others may pals it over) we Ihall here 
only explain it, referring the legitimate proof therefore to Pappus and Others. 

In a plain Superficies let a fixt point be put as P : And let there be a ftrait 
line without the point P, both ways infinite, as AB. Then from the point P 
luppole a ftrait line PCD to make right angles with the line AB at C; and 
that the lame line D CP bediredtly continued infinitely from P towards E. 

Now imagine the line D C P E to move along upon the line A B either way, 
towards A, or towards B, in fuch manner that the point C may lye always in the 
line AB, and thereby keep the line DC, in every place, of the fame length. 

And 
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And moreover let the fame line DOPE be conceived to pafs along through the 
point P. Now upon this fuppofition we are to note, firft, That in the line DCPE 
The point C is determined to the line AB: and fecondly, that The Whole line 

DCPE is determined to the point P. 

For in the motion of the line DCPE, the part DC fhall always lye beyond 
AB. Firft, for that the point C is moved ftill forward in the line A B, lo as to 
keep C D every where at the fame length: And fecondly, becaufe the ftrait line 
DCPE can never come to be coincident with the ftrait line AB; for that the 
point P, through which the ftrait line DCPE always pafies, is fixed at a certain 

diftance from AB. . # , . _ . .. 
But now It is manifeft, that in this motion of DCPE, the point D inclines 

continually nearer and nearer to A B, making the Perpendiculars D F, D G, D H, 

&c. fhorter and fhorter. ' 
Wherefore the point D defcribing the Conchoi'dal curve line DDD &c. mall 

never bring that line to meet with AB, tho it draws continually nearer and 

nearer to A B. , A 
The Point P may be called the Pole. AB the Normal Line. DCPE the Ar¬ 

row. The Point D the Arrow-head, which defcribes the Conchoidal line. The Point 
C the Button which holds the line CD at the fame length. And under thefe 
names this matter may be fitly explained, and difcourfed of: fo as to be eaiily 
underftood and acknowledged for a certain truth: Which indeed is founded upon 
the fubtilty of Magnitude, being in its nature infinitely divifible. Whereof among 
many Others this Conchoidal line is a demonftrative Argument. 

• vjj jlv* 
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Such alio are the Afymptotes of an Hyperbola As for example, let the curve 
line DEF bean Hyperbola. There is a certain point, as A, from which maybe 
drawn certain ftrait lines, AB, AC, which being infinitely produced toge¬ 

ther with the Curve DEF, fliallcontinually approach nearer and nearer to the 
lame* yet (hall They never meet one with the other: As Apollonius demonftrates in 
Prop. i. Lib. II. Of the Conic Elements. And then in Prop. 4. he Ihows moreover how 
within any two fir ait lines making an angle an Hyperbola may be fiated, to which the 
fame lines Jhall be Afymptotes. Thefe ftrait lines are called Afymptotes, that is, 
lines Noncoincident from this property, that altho’ they come nearer and nearer 
infinitely to the Hyperbolical curve line, yet fliall they never meet with it. A 
moft true and wonderful Myftery in Geometry. 

And thus much for the Explication of the Definition of Parallels, and of all 
the Other Definitions of the Firft Element of Geometry. 
if—--'1 ’»? f T • T f • »• r . 
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Of Mathematical Propofitions 

Demonftrable and Indemonftrable. 
. ' A • • - . » , ........ 

In the Mathematical Sciences are uled two kind of Propofitions called Pro* 
blems, and Theorems. 

r • , ■. i * * • , 

A Problem is a Pra&ical Propolition, in which Something 
is propofed to be done. 

As, To find the Center of a Given Circle. 
This Propolition is called a Problem: And it is the firft Propolition of the Third 

Element, 
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Element. Where, according to the Queftion propofed, Firft the Center of any 
circle is by a Geometrical Practice certainly found, and after that, the Problem 
is demonftratively proved to be Done, or Effe&ed, namely, that the Center of 
the Given Circle is found. 

A Theorem is a Ipeculative Propofition, in which Something 
is pronounced to be True. 

As, the Diameter of a Circle is the greateft of all ftrait lines in the fame Circle. 
This 1 ropolition is called a Theorem : And It is the iy1*1, Propofition of the 

Third Element; and there demonftrated to be True. 
For in the firft place we are to be informed, that whatfoever in thefe Geo¬ 

metrical Elements is propofed, whether in form of a Problem, or a Theorem, 
the fame is either undeniably demonftrated ; Or it is at the Firft aflented to from 
its own felf-evidence without any further proof. For in all humane Reafonino-s 
every argumentation muft be grounded upon fome Thing, which is in it felf iS- 
demonftrable, that is to fay, is incapable to be made more manifeft to us from 
any other thing, than it is evident of it felf to every common underftanding. 
For if there were not a power of felf-evidence in fome things, which force upon 
Us an immediate AITent, no rational difcourfe, nor any demonftration could ever 
be framed, or have an unqueftionable Beginning. 

And therefore in this place there are premifed fuch general Principles, upon 
which, and the like, the Mathematician builds his Demonftrations. 

Of Mathematical Principles. 

Of Principles in the Mathematics, fome are Problems, fome 
Theorems: like as the Demonftrable Propolitions are. 

The Problematical, or Practical Principles are called AlvPetitions, or Po- 
ftulates. Becaufe in thefe Propolitions fome Things are required, or poftulated to 
be Effeded, or done, without any proof of their Being, or Conftru&ion j for that 
their Being, and Conftrudion is moft fimple, and manifeft. As 

To draw a ftrait Line from point to point. 

The Theoretical, or Speculative Principles are called koivcij tvmcq. Common No¬ 
tions as being obvious Conceptions, and generally received. For when Men 
from the particular Experience of their Senfos, have naturally an agreement in 
their perceptions, and ufe of Things, they are then by one, and the fame com¬ 
mon, and innate Reafon, alike enabled to deduce from thofo fonfations the fame 
Univerfal Propolitions j which therefore, whenfoever propofed to Others, and 
the words underftood, are prefently without helitation Aflented to. As that 

The Whole is greater than its Part. 

Such kind of Propolitions the Latine Philofophers call Maxims, the Greek 
AfyupciTx, Axioms, or Dignities, for that They are fentences of Worth, fo Signal, 
and fo Dignified, as to carry their own Authority, and Credit along with them- 
felves, whereby to force an Univerfal Aflent. 

Now Euclide thus begins the Principles of Geometry, 

The 
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The Pra&ical Principles Poftulates, or Petitions. 

POSTULATE I. 

L 
Et it he granted. From any point anto any point to draw a 

Strait Line. 
annotations. 

Euclide here firft tacitely prefumes the putting of a point anywhere: or jointly 
with the drawing of a ftrait line he does alfo poftulate the putting of a point, or 
points at pleafure. And moreover becaufe a point put to a point is (till but a 
point i therefore if two points be diftinCtly put, as in this Poftulate, then it is a 
point Here, and a point There; fo that feme kind of Length, or Space muft be 
conceived to lye between Here and There, when Euclide fays, From a point to 
a point. 

Now in the 4th Definition Euclide tells us, what kind of Length he means by 
the name of a ftrait line: And in this Poftulate he requires that fuch a Length, 
as he calls a ftrait line, may be put, and join any two points together. This in¬ 
deed is ALquum Pofiulatum, a very reafonable Requeft, and as juftly to be granted, 
as a point Here, and a point There. For between Here, and There, tho’ we may 
make infinite deviations, and By paths; yet we naturally conceive but One only 
Singular, and direCt Way, and that can be nothing elfe, but what Euclide calls a 
ftrait line. 

Moreover we are to know, that Euclide only means a Mental DuCtion, or Po- 
fition of that ftrait line between any two points; not a draught of the hand from 
point to point by the help of a Ruler: Which does but imperfectly imitate that 
Geometrical exaCtnefs, which we conceive in a Mathematical ftrait line; For a 
ftrait line actually never was, nor ever can be drawn. But in Practical Geometry 
fufficient it is Pro Accurato ponere quam proxime Accuratum. And not only this po- 
ftulated Problem; but all Geometrical Problems, whether poftulated as Principles, 
or are from Principles to be demonftrated , are likewife all fuppofed to be ef¬ 
fected in our Imagination only, without the help of our outward Senfes, or of a 
Manual operation, or any material Inftrument. Yet the Ruler, and Compaifes 
have always been allowed to a Geometrician; not becaufe Geometry needs them, 
but only to aflift our Underftanding by the Mechanical conftruCtion of a fenfible 
Figure, whereby we may go the eafier through an Intellectual demonft ration. 

And further from this Poftulate, it is efpecially to be obferved, that the Exiftence 
of ftrait-lin’d Angles, and alio of ftrait-lin’d Figures, as well as of ftrait lines 
themfelves, do naturally follow, and is here tacitely prelumed. 

For if from any point a ftrait line may be drawn to any 
point, as from the point A to the point B: It is likewife as 
evident, that again from the fame point A an Other ftrait ^ 
line A C may be drawn to an Other point, as C: and fo 
make an Angle, as BAG. And therefore it had been fri¬ 
volous to have poftulated the making of an Angle in ge¬ 
neral. 

Again, if there be put three points not direCtly fituated to one another, as 
A,B, C, then by this Poftulate, They may be joined by three B 
ftrait lines, and fo there is conftituted a Figure of three 
fides, called a Triangle. Wherefore Euclide neither Poftu- 
lates, nor Demonftrates the conftruCtion of a Triangle in . 
general. In like manner if there be put four points, or more 
at pleafure; and they be all joined by ftrait lines drawn 
from point to point, there will in common fenfe arife 
Quadrilateral, and Multilateral ftrait-lin’d Figures. So that their exiftence is evi¬ 

dent 
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dent from this Poftulate without any further demonftration of their ftrudure. 

But for the feveral fpecies 
of ftrait-lin’d Figures defi¬ 
ned by Euclide, as an Equi¬ 
lateral Triangle, or Square, 
&c. Alfo a Right Angle, 
Parallel line, &c. Euclide ne¬ 
ver makes ufe of any of 
them, till he hath firft ma- , 
nifefted their Being, and m particular their Conltrudion. So accurate is the 
Elementator in his Method, as neither to be fuperfluous nor deficient in any matter. 

POSTULATE IT. 

0 Continue a finite Strait Line direBly onward. 
annotations. 

After that a ftrait line is allowed to be drawn from any point to any point; It 
is as much, or more evident, that a Finite ftrait line, that is, a ftrait line deter¬ 
mined by two extream points, may be from thofe points conceived to be either 
way farther produced and continued at pleafure in the fame dired courfe: And 
therefore the continuation of a ftrait line ought in common reafon to be granted 
as well as a ftrait line , which is the only Thing here required. 

Confentaneous to the Second Poftulate, This likewife might be added. 

To put two ftrait Lines direttly One to the Other. 
That is, to conceive two ftrait Lines fo fituated to each other, that rhey may 

both together make one ftrait Line. This is frequently made ule of in the Ele¬ 
ments. But becaufe in this cafe there are only two Given ftrait Lines imagined 
to be placed in a certain pofition towards one another; and not any other Magni¬ 
tude de novo created, as in the foregoing Poftulate there is to a Given ftrait Line 
a New One in a direct continuation to be joined; Therefore Euclide does not po¬ 
ftulate This as an Other, and diftind pradical Principle: but upon occafion a £ 
fumes the liberty of Pofition in Lines Given j Sometimes of one ftrait Line to an 
other diredly; Sometimes of One ftrait Line upon an other, as it may beft fuit 
to the demonftration of thofe Propofitions, which require fuch an Apparatus of 
Situation toward their demonftrations. 

POSTULATE III. 
Rom any Center, and to any ‘Dijlance to defcribe a Circle. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

In the yth. Definition Euclide means, that by a Circle Ihould be conceived a Fi¬ 
gure bounded on one fingle Term, having within it a Point, from whence all 
ftrait Lines drawn unto that Term are equal to one another, that is, having 
within a middle Point, which he names a Center, every way equally diftant from 
that Term, which he names a Circumference. Now this Definition imports no 
more than that whenfoever he mentions a Circle, we are to conceive fuch a kind 
of Figure. But here now Euclide farther poftulates the conftrudion of a Circle 
(according to this Definition) to be granted him, as a Figure of an eafie conftru- 
dion, and very manifeft of it felf to be in nature. For in order to make plain 
the formation of a Circle, he firft puts a point, which in relation to a Circle he 
had before, and fo does here call a Center. Secondly from that point he fuppoles 
any Diftance to be taken (Diftance in this place is underftood in the common 
acceptation of the word: and therefore it is not by Euclide defined among the 

r t Geo- 
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Geometrical Terms of Art) Now the natural conception of Diftance is the fhorteft 
Trad between things diftant from one another: So that the diftance from any 
point to any point, is in common fenfe taken by a ftrait, and not by any crooked 
Line. And it is already granted in the firft Poftulate, that from any point to any 
(how near, or how far foever off) a ftrait line may be drawn. 
Put then the Center A, and from the Point A, let be drawn 
the ftrait line A B to fet forth any diftance. Now the Cen¬ 
ter and diftance being thus laid down, the defcription of a 
Circle which is the thing required to be granted, does ap¬ 
parently arife. For if we conceive the line AB to move on 
the point A, as fixed and immoveable, till the fame line re¬ 
turn to the place, from whence it began to move j then ’tis 
evident, that this imaginary motion of the line A B hath 
defcribed a Circle, whofe Center is A: and that the point B 
hath delineated the bound, or circumference of the fame 
Circle. For becaufe the line AB in its revolution muft be coincident, and the 
very fame with ail the ftrait lines that can be imagined to be drawn from the point 
A to the circumference; therefore they muft all be equal to A B, and to one ano¬ 
ther, according to the definition of a Circle. 

Thus therefore the ftrudture of a Circle needs not any artifice, or ratiocina¬ 
tion to prove its Being: but it is in it felf lo fimple, and obvious, That it may be 
as juftly poftulated, as the Du&ion of a ftrait line from point to point. For in¬ 
deed they are alike evident, there being in nature only two fimple Motions, the 
Strait, and the Circular, and thereby are created the moft fimple of all Lines, and 
Figures, a ftrait Line, and a Circle. 

Moreover, in relation to this intelle&ual conftru&ion of a Circle, we may ob- 
ferve that the Radius of a Circle, is by Ariftotle in his Mechanics always named 
jj y&Oxm tov jcuxAoy. The Line describing the Circle. Whereas Euclid's phrafe is jj U rx 
xtrtfv. The Line from the Center. Ariflotles Appellation refpe&s the Genefis, and 
Euclid s the Definition of a Circle. And again, from this m&tpcpk, or Circumlation 
of the Radius, in the creation of a Circle, the curve Line defcribed, and bounding 
the Circle is call’d m&pepet*, a Periphery, a name very proper to the nature of the 
Thing. For any curve Line, which by a regulated Motion returns into it felf^ 
is fignificantly called a Periphery, or Circumference. But it is named by Archimedes 
in his Cyclometries, ?j as meafuring the Circle in its Ambit round about: 

like as » afetfithe Diameter is fo called, for that it meafures the Circle through¬ 
out at its utmoft widenefs. Archimedes therefore calls the Bound of a Circle the 
Perimeter, in order to the menfuration of the Area of a Circle, which was his 
prefent bufinefs; And Euclide the Periphery from the manner of its Generation. 

Now anfwerable to this fpeculative Formation of a Circle, is the Mechanical de¬ 
fcription thereof made by help of the Compaffes, and firft invented by Perdix the 
Nephew of Dcedalus, as Ovid reports. Which Inftrument with its ufe he has moft 
accurately expreffed, Metamorph. Lib. viii. 

Perdix ex uno duo ferrea brachia nodo 
Junxit, ut cequah fpatio diflantibus Ipjis, 

* Altera pars Jlaret, pars altera duceret Orbem. 
Thefe three eafy Problems, firft to draw a ftrait Line, Then to continue the fame 
at pleafure, And laftly to defcribe a Circle, are the only pra&ical Principles laid 
down by Euclide, to effe<ft all his Geometrical Conftrudtions, and all thofe excel¬ 
lent and fubtil Problems, which are demonftrated in thefe Elements. 

Laftly ’tis {pecially to be remarked, that Euclide moft judicioufly chofe rather to 
make the Genefis of a Circle to be a Poftulate, than with fome of our modern 
Geometricians, an ufelefs, unapplicable Definition: the abfurdity whereof we 
have (hewn before. ( . _ ; *’ y- 

A ftrait Line therefore, and a Circle are the only Inftruments of plain Geome¬ 
try, and the only two Things, which Euclide Poftulates to be granted him. But 
■Solid Geometry requires moreover to make ufe of Conic Serious, the Parabola, 

Hyperbola5 
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HyperUfoy and EUipJts, for the EfietStion of Problems* of an higher, or more com¬ 
pound nature, than what can be perform’d by a ftrait Line, and a Circle: which 
difference in this matter ought to be well confidered and observed. 

For a foul error it is in a Geometrician (whereof fome of our Moderns have 
been too guilty) to undertake the Solution of fuch kind of Problems (as the Du¬ 
plication of a Cube, aiidthe like) by ftrait Lines, and Circles, whereas they may 
be readily effected by the Conic Sections, which are as truly Mathematical, as a 
Circle, and have a Genefis, as purely Geometrical: Both arififtg from fimple Mo¬ 
tions : the Circle being created by a mental revolution of a ftrait Line upon a 
fixed point; and the Conte Se&ions from a mental Motion of a Plane cutting a 
Conical Superficies, As is fhewrt in the Conic Elements qf Apollonius. 

T 

The Speculative Principles, Common Notices, or Axioms. 

AXIOM I. 
Hings equal to the fame, are equal to one another: 

ANNOTATIONS. 
a 

As if A be equal to B, and C be equal to B; Then (hall A and C be 
equal to one another. 

Now to exprels this briefly in Characters, commonly named Symbols, 
or Species after the manner of Analyfts, with which to be timely ac¬ 
quainted is very ufeful to a Geometrician j 

Let the Sign of Equality be this 2= 
Then Ihall the Propofition be thus fignified. 

If A = B and C = B. Then Ihall A — C. 
In words thus. If A be equal to B and Cto B, then (hall A be equal to C. 

ABC 

I 
AXIOM II. 

F Equals he added to Equals the Wholes are equal. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

3 
3 

4 
A 

Let A be equal to C, and B to D, then fhall A and B added to¬ 
gether be equal to C and D added together. 

In Symbols thus it is. 
Let the Sign of Addition be this -f 

Then Ihall the Propofition be thus fignified. 
If A=C a nd B ^ D, then A^pB = C4-D. 

In words thus. If A be equal to C, and B to D, then A more B (that 
is more by B} {hall be equal to C more D (that is more by D.) 

AXIOM III. 
F Equals be taken from Equals, the Remainders are equal. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

Let A, B, be equal to C, D, and A be equal to C: then A taken 
from A,B, and C taken from C,D, Ihall leave the remainders B, D, 
equal to one another. 

To exprefs this in Symbols, 
Let the Sign of Subtraction be this — 

Then {hall the Propofition be thus fignified. 
If A -f B=C-fD, and A = C, then A + B-A= C-fD-Ci 

That isj B = D. 
I 2 

4 
c 

B 

8 
V 

4 
Q 

In 
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In words thus* If A more B be equal to C more D. And A be equal to C, then 

A more B lefs A (or lefs by A) fhall be equal to CmoreD, lefs C (or lefs by C) 
That is, B fhall be equal to D. 

AXIOM IV. 

F Equals be added to Unequals, the Wholes are unequal. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

Let B,D be unequal to one another, B the greater D the lefler; 
and let A be equal to C. Then fhall A added to B be unequal to G 
added to D. So that A, B, together is greater then C, D, together, 
the inequality being ftill the fame as before it was between B and D. 

To exprefs this in Symbols, 
Let the Sign of Greater be this >. 

Let the Sign of Lefler be this <. 
Then fhall the Propofition be thus fignified. 

IfB>D,and A = C, then B + A > D + C. 
In words thus. If B be greater than D, and A be equal to G, then 

fhall B more A be greater than D more C. 

AXIOM V. 
F Equals be taken from Unequals„ the Remainders are unequal 

ANNOTATIONS. 

Let A,B; C, D, be unequal to one another, A,B, the Greater, C, D, 
the Lefler, and let A be equal to C. Then A taken from A, B, and C 
taken from C, D, fhall leave the Remainders B,D, unequal to one 
another ; B the Greater, D the Lefler, the inequality remaining the 
fame that it was at firft. 

In Symbols thus it is. 
If A,B>C,D, andA=, C, then A, B—A>C, D —C. That is, 

B>D. 
In words thus. If A, B, be Greater than C, D, and A be equal to C. 

Then A, B, Lefs A fhall be greater than C, D, lefs C. That is, B fhall 
be greater than D. 

In thefe four laft Axioms ’tis naturally evident, that Equality and Inequality are 
not changeable by Addition, or Subtraction of Equals. So that after fuch Addi¬ 
tions, or Subtractions, the things are as at firft Equal, or Unequal. 

Thefe are the general Maxims of this nature, which were thought fit by Euclide 
to be laid down in Form. Altho’ there be ufed hereafter fome other Propofitions 
of the very fame kind: Principles indeed as evident and as neceflary as the forego¬ 
ing. But tecaufe they are not Primary Notions, but only manifeft ConfeCtaries 
from thefe here now mentioned, or elfe that they are not of fo general an ufe ; 
Euclide at the prefent pafles thofe over, and only aflumes them upon occa- 
fion, as the matter in hand requires. Which order is lefs troublefome to Be¬ 
ginners, and therefore ought rather to be followed, than that of Clavius, and fome 
Others after him, who have gathered thefe kind of Principles out of feveral places 
in Euclide, and do ufually pack them all together; without a juft confideration 
had of Principles Pnmative, or Derivative, more, or lefs General. 

AXIOM VI. 

'“jp Hings which are Double of the fame are equal to one another. 

AXIOM 
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AXIOM VIT. 

THings which are Halves of the Same, are equal to one ano¬ 
ther. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

In thefe two Axioms Euclide inftances only in the Duple, and in the Half. For 
in laying down thefe common notions, he judged it fufficient to put the Principal 
notion in General, leaving the Confecftaries, which do naturally follow to every 
ones common underftanding. Alfo fuperfluous it is, and befides too trivial, to in¬ 
termix with the general Principles every obvious Confequence. For in the naming 
Double and Half, who does not prefently conceive the fame evident truth in 
Triples, Quadruples, Quintuples* &c. And fo in a Third, a Fourth, a Fifth, or 
any like part of the fame thing, or of Equal Things: Which laft alfo of Equals, Eu¬ 
clide could have as eafily added, as his Commentators. But he would here intimate 
that what is faid of one and the fame Thing, is alike to be underftood of Equal 
Things; for that Identity and Equality, are to be indifferently taken, and ufed in Geo¬ 
metrical demonftrations. 

The Axioms hitherto laid down are more general, and common to feveral Sci¬ 
ences : But thefe which follow are purely Geometrical. 

AXIOM VIII. 

^^^gnitudes Congruous one with the other are equal. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

That is, If two Magnitudes be imagined to be applyed One upon the Other,' 
and after this mental application it be demonftrated, that neither does any ways 
exceed the other; but that the Intermedial parts of the One do agree with the 
Intermedial parts of the Other, and the Extreams with the Extreams, then thefe 
Magnitudes are faid to be Congruous. And Geometricians do juftly affume for 
a rational Principle, that Magnitudes being fo far proved Congruous, are then to 
be concluded equal to one another. Thus Euclide is to be underftood in the Specu¬ 
lative and true Geometrical ufe of this Axiom concerning Congruous Magnitudes. 

But moreover, there goes along with this Speculation a very natural, and com¬ 
mon Mechanical ufe of the fame Axiom. For in the pra&ice of Artifans They 
Mechanically fitting one Magnitude to an other do judge by their Eye,- or Hand 
how one agrees with the other, and accordingly do determine their equality. 
As in the menfuration of Magnitudes by s Foot, a Cubit, a Perch, &c. 

The like'Mechanical Congruency is made ufe of in the meafure of Liquids, of 
Grain, arid the like, by Pints, Gallons, Pecks, Bufhels, &c. The equality of thefe 
kind of things being judged by congruous Veffels, or Places, which do contain 
them. So that this Mechanical Application of Magnitude to Magnitude is a na¬ 
tural, and universal pra&ice : And in common fenfe Congruency is a Handing Rule 
of Equality. 

But the Geometrical Congruency in this place underftood, arifes only from an 
Intelle&ual application of one Magnitude to an other: And then after fuch an 
application there is made by argumentation a demonftrative proof of their Con¬ 
gruency, both in their Extreams, and Intermedial parts, without any judgement 
taken from our outward Senfes. So that their Congruency being thus rationally 
demonftrated, we do then from this natural and common notion of Congruency, 
conclude their Equality. As we fhall find in Prop. 4th. and 8th. of the ffrft Element: 
In Prop. 24^. of the third Element &c. 

I3 AXIOM 
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AXIOM IX. 
He Whole is greater than its Tart. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

Every magnitude is in it felf Quid *Umtn & Continuum, only one entire Thing: 
Neither to be called Greater Little, a Whole, or aPart, But becaufe magnitude 
is infinitely divifible into {mailer magnitudes, therefore every magnitude, tho' in 
it felf but one, may yet by imagination be fuppofed to confift of cer- ^ 
tain lels magnitudes contained within the fame. Iheje are called the 
Parts, and That the Whole, Thefe parts are not really feparate from 
the whole > but are all united by common terms, which are con¬ 
ceived the End of one part, and the Beginning of the other. As let 
AB be put for any finite magnitude, whofe Extreamsare A,B. Now 
this magnitude AB is in It felf but one: yet It may be diftinguifh- V 
ed into parts, as, A C, C D, D E, E B, whofe intermedial limits 
are C, D, E; here C being tile End of AQ and the Beginning of C D, 
lo D of CD, D E, and E of D E, E B. Thus the parts are to be taken, 
and underftood in continued magnitudes. And the Came truth is alike 
manifeft in any Difcrete, Colleftive, or Aggregate Tatum. As in numbers in 
a Peck of Corn, and the like, tis naturally evident that the Whole is 
greater than its Part. 

Moreover, it is commonly added as an Axiom by the Commentators, That 

The Whole is equal to all its Parts, or all the Parts are equal 
to the Whole. 

Yet Euclide having no occafion to ufe thefe Propofitions in 
thefe dired Terms; but only upon fome particular argumen¬ 
tation to infer ex Diagranmate, from the Diagram it felt, that 
fuch and fuch Parts all together are the Whole; AsE,F,G,H, 
are the whole Square A BCD, It feemed not proper to 
place This finally for a diftind Maxim among the reft of his 
General, and Common Notions. 

AXIOM X. 
Right angles are equal to one another. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

Truth, and ReBitude have the fame property. For as one Truth cannot be more 
true than an other; fo one ftrait Line cannot be more ftrait than an other: nor 
one Right angle more Right than an other. So Martianus Capella lib. yi. de Nuptiis 
Philulogia & Mercurii, fays, Angulorum natura triplex eft, Nam aut Juftus eft, aut An- 
guftus, autLatus. The Acute, and Obtufe are here called Anguftus,& Lotus» Quorum 
uterque femper eft mobilis, fays he, always changeable in their increafe, or decreafe; 
there being no Obtufe angle, but that there may be a more, or lels Obtufe, nor 
any Acute angle, but that there may be a more, or lefs Acute: Only the Right 
angle Juftus eft & femper Idem. 

AXIOM XI. IF upon two ftrait lines a ftrait line falling, does make the in¬ 
ternal angles on the fame fide lefs than two right angles \ Thofe 

Jtrait lines being infinitely produced, /hall meet on that fide where 
the angles are lefs than two Right angles. 

AN- 
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ANNOTATIONS. 
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Upon the lines A B, C D, let the ftrait line E F fall, making the internal angled 
BEF, DFE, lefs than two Right angles: 
If then A B, CD, be the fame way produ¬ 
ced indeterminately, that is, onward, and A___ 
onward in an undetermined free Courfe, 
it is here put as a manifeft notion, that the 
ftrait lines A B, C D, fhall at length meet to¬ 
gether towards the parts B, D. 

Tho’ this Propofition be a moft certain C — 
truth, yet it hath been generally excepted 
againft for want of the juft Evidence of a . „ , , 
Principle, tho’ not of the Certainty of the Thing. But yet let us confider that 
here are put two ftrait lines A B, C D, under fuch conditions, which do clearly 
fhew that They have a Tendency, and Inclination towards one another: And there¬ 
fore it may be juftly aflumed for a common notion, That two ftrait lines inclining 
each to the other, and being that way infinitely produced, (hall at length meet to¬ 
gether. This is the fubftance of Euclid's i ith. Axiom, tho' expreffed in other words 
more fuitable to the Form of his demonftrations. 

But here are made many Objections. In the firft place, it has been already 
fhewn, that there may be two Inclining lines infinitely produced, and continually 
approaching nearer and nearer to one another, which notwithftanding fhall never 
meet together. A thing very ftrange, and at the firft view hardly credible: yet 
afterwards certainly found to be true. Wherefore feeing that Inclination, and 
perpetual Approximation force not a Concurrence, it may be doubted, whe¬ 
ther the fame may not alfb happen in Jlrait lines inclining and continually approach¬ 

ing towards one another: lnfomuch at leaft that the Concurrence of two Inclining 
ftrait lines cannot well be admitted for an evident Principle. Befides this, there 
are feveral other Objections, of which we fhall have occafion to fpeak here¬ 
after. Only at prefent, I fay that they who have endeavoured to mend, this mat¬ 
ter, have with much trouble, and difturbance of Euclids excellent method taken 
great pains to little better purpofe. 

AXIOM XII. 

TP Wo ftrait lines do not comprehend a Space. 

ANNOTATIONS. 
• • r < t • f / J '. ’ r • ' .-i 

If the two lines be Parallels, there is an open fpace both ways between them3 
which is neither way boundable by thofe ftrait lines, for 
that parallels are Nonconcurring ftrait lines. Again, if 
the two ftrait lines any where meet, there is made a 
ftrait-lin’d angle: But then the angular fpace is not - 
thereby comprehended, being one way infinitely open, 
nor is it imaginable, that the fame fpace can again be in- 
clofed by a progrefs of Thofe two ftrait lines, which con¬ 
tain the angle; unlcfs there be conceived fbme Flexure, oi 
Vergency of the fame ftrait lines towards one another, where¬ 
by they being produced at pleafiire may again meet toge¬ 
ther. But this is to deftroy the natural conception of ReCtitude in the ftrait 
lines themfelves. Therefore in common fenfe there mufl: naturally intervene a 
third line for the inclofing of a fpace. 

Again, for as much as every ftrait line does in all its parts lye Evenly to all its 
points [Def.4.] therefore two diftinCfc ftrait lines cannot have the fame Extream 

points. 
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points. As let the ftrait line ABC have its extream points A, C: then the line 
ADC, having the fame extreams (and fo both together 
bounding a fpace) fhali not be likewife a ftrait line, for 
that the intermedial parts of thofe two lines ABC, A DC, 
cannot in common lenfe be conceived to lye alike in both 
the lines Evenly to the fame points A, C,but that the parts of the One of them muft 
deviate from the Even, and dired Courfe, which lyes between the points A, C. 

As alio farther according to the firjl Poftulate, a ftrait line drawn from point 
to point, from A to C, can be but One, and the fame fingular ftrait line; and is 
there underftood fo to be. Or if we fuppofe two ftrait lines applyed to one ano¬ 
ther, to have the fame extreams A, C, thefe ftrait lines, quatenus ftrait, muft be 
whoUy coincident with one another, fo that they cannot intercept any imagi¬ 

nable (pace. 
Here Euclide ends the Principles. 

In the Definitions (which are by Commentators commonly accounted a- 
mong the Principles) was laid down the fubjed Matter, or the particular Things 
to be treated of in the firft Part of thefe Geometrical Elements. 

After the Definitions next follow the Poftulates, and Axioms, that is, Principles 
PraUical, and Speculative. Thefe are rightly called Principles, as being the founda¬ 
tion upon which this Science builds its demonftrations, and are in the firft place 
made ufe of in the dodrine of thofe Magnitudes, and Figures expounded in the 
foregoing Definitions. For to (peak properly Thefe Definitions are not Principles 
of common Reafoning premifed for demonftration fake j but in truth they are a 
fmall part of the ample Subjed of Geometry. 

As in the Definitions of an Angle, of a Circle, of Trilateral, and Quadrilateral 
Figures, of Parallel Lines, is explained what kind of Things are to be underftood 
by thofe feveral Names. And thefe Things are here laid open for an Entrance into 
Geometry, as being Matters moft fimple, and eafily to be taught, and apprehended. 
But now in purfuit of a perfed underftanding of Them, the Poftulates, and Axi¬ 
oms ferve as Natural, and general Principles of Reafoning, whereby we are en¬ 
abled to demonftrate the manner of their Conftrudion, their Properties, and 
Affedions. The contemplation whereof is the bufinefs of this firft Element of 
Geometry. 

The Poftulates, and Axioms, or common Notions, are clearly intelligible to every 
ones capacity, altho' fome Annotations made with Examples, and lnftances may 
be to Beginners ufeful for Eale, and llluftration fake. But for the Propofitions 
themfelves, there is nothing in them further, or otherwile to be expounded, than 
what the literal fenfe, and common meaning of the words import. As Tertullian 
fays upon a like occafion, Definitions, ac fententia, quarum aperta eft natura> non 

aliter Sapiunt quam Sonant. 

T H E 
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ELEMENT. 
PROPOSITION I. 

ON a given finite ftrait Line to confiitute an EquilateralTri- 
angle. 

Expo/ition. Let the given ftrait Line be ab. 
Recognition. It is required on the Line a b to conftitute an Equi¬ 

lateral Triangle. 
Conflruttion. The Center a, and the di- 

ftance a b, let be 'defcribed the Circle b c d. [by 
Poftul. g.] And again the Center b, and the 
diftanceBA, let be defcribed the Circle ace. 
[by Poftul. g.] Then from the point c where 
the Circles cut one another, to the points a, b, 
let be drawn the ftrait Lines ca, cb, [by 
Poft. 1.] 

‘Determination. I fay that the Triangle abc is Equilateral. 
Demonstration. Forafmuch as the point a is the Center of the 

Circle bcd, therefore the Line ac is equal to the Line ab. [Def. 
1L] Again, becaufe the point b is the Center of the Circle ace, 
therefore the Line b c is equal to the Line a b. [Def. iy.] But it has 
been proved that the line c a is equal to the line ab; therefore each 
of the lines ca, cb, is equal to ab. But things equal to one and the 
fame thing are alio equal to one another, [Ax. 1.] and therefore 
ca is equal to cb: wherefore the three lines ca, ab, bc, are equal 
to one another. 

Conclufwn. Therefore the Triangle a b is Equilateral, and is con- 
ftituted on the given finite ftrait line ab. Which was to be done. 

The Practice. 

To make an Equilateral Triangle. 
C 

Open the Compaffes to the length of the Given line A B, and 
fixing one foot on the point A, defcribe on either fide of the 7 \ 
line A B an Arch. Again, fixing a foot on the point B, defcribe / \ 
on the lame fide an other Arch cutting the former ; And from / \ 
the point of Interfe&ion C, draw C A, C B. Thus is made the / \ 
Equilateral Triangle ABC. A-—-B 

By the like practice may be formed an Equicrtiral Triangle, 
K To 
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To make an Equicrural Triangle. 

Open the Compares to any diftance beyond half of the line 
AB, and defcribe Arches as before. Then from C the point 
of Inter{edition draw CA, CB, making an Equicrural Triangle 
A CB. 

A prattical Corollary. 
From hence it is manifeft, how to effect this following Problem. 

A Problem. 
By any two given Points to defcribe a Circle, whole circumference {hall pals 

by the given Points. 
Let the given points be A, B. And [by Poftul. i.] draw¬ 

ing the line A B, let thereon be conftituted an Equilateral 
Triangle ABC, [by Prop, i.] and [by the 3d. Poftulate] 
from the point C as a Center, and at the diftance either of 
C A, or C B, a Circle being defcribed, the circumference 
lhall pals by the given points A, B, for that the lines C A, 
C B, are equal to one another. 

How to defcribe a Circle, whole circumference lhall pafs 
by any three given points, not lying in a ftrait line, will be Ihewn hereafter* 

ANNOTATIONS. 

The being and the ftrucfture of a Circle, Euclide has before„poftulated to be 
granted him, from the natural limplicity, and evidence of its generation. The next 
limple, and uniform Figure, is an Equilateral ftrait-lin’d Triangle} with which 
therefore the Elementator begins. Whofe Genelis, becaule there is uled fome Ar¬ 
tifice, and Compofition in the work, beyond that of a Circle, requires a demon- 
ftration to prove the Triangle conftrucfted to be Equilateral. And this Euclide evi¬ 
dently deduces from a Circle, that primary Figure already poftulated to be al¬ 
lowed without any demonftration. For Mathematicians proceed by Propoli- 
tion after Propolition: Firftfrom certain Propolitions as natural Principles, unto 
others as they may, with moft facility and evidence, be deduced one from the other: 
The foregoing Propolitions ferving to demonftrate the following. 

The method in all Propolitions, Problems, .as well as Theorems, is much the lame, 
and conlifts of certain diftindt parts. As for example, in this firft Problem the 
parts are thus to be diftinguilhed. 

I. The Proportion. Which propofes in general Terms, a Thing given, and a Thing 
required. In Theorems the Quxfitum is a thing required to be demonftrated as 
an undeniable truth. In Problems the Qucefitum is firft required to made, or con- 
ftrudted} and then the conftrudtion of the fame is to be undeniably demonftrated. 
As in this Problem, On a given ftrait line to conjlitute an Equilateral Triangle. The 
fubjedt given is any finite ftrait line in general: the thing required is an Equila¬ 
teral Triangle to be conftituted upon that given line. 

II. The Expofition of the thing given. This Expofitio Dati is an inftance in Ipe- 
cial of what in the Propolition was given in general. As in the Propolition was 
given a finite fir ait line in general. Then next in the Expofition, is laid down in 
particular a finite ftrait line, as the finite ftrait line A B. The ule of the Expoli- 
tion is to facilitate the whole matter of the Propolition and Demonftration, by 
fetting it forth in a fenfible Diagram for the readier information of the Intelled: > 
which may apply the fame as umverlally as it was propounded } for that the line 
AB may denote any finite ftrait line whatever. 

III. The Precognition of the thing required. After the jExpolition laid down in 
a fingle inftance, there follows in all, and only in Problems, that part which we 
call fiecogmtio Qiuefiti, a Recognition of the thing required: Thephrafeis, a 

Oportet. 



of geometry: # 
Oportet. In which Oportet we are reminded, what ought next to be done in par¬ 
ticular upon the expofed inflrance. As upon this expofed Datum the line AB it 
is now required in particular to conftitute an Equilateral Triangle ; fo that in this 
Recognition the Tides of the Equilateral Triangle are confined to the length of 
the expofed line A B, and the like in all Problems there is included in this Oportet 
a Confinement of the Qutefitum to the quantity of the Expofed Datum. * 

This, which, as a diftind part, we call Recognition, is by Clavius annexed to the 
Expofition, and by Dajypodius called the firft Determination. Yet it cannot pro¬ 
perly belong to either; lor that the thing required is not as yet in beino-. But in re¬ 
ference to the foregoing Datum now expofed, here is next a fpecial Deflation of 
what is to be, as it was before in general required in the Propofition : And for a 
diftindion from that part, called properly the Determination, we have named it 
Egcognitio Quafiti. if; ' 

IV. The Confirublion. This is a Geometrical Operation made out of the Po¬ 
pulates by an intelledual drawing of ftrait lines, and describing Circles. In 
Problems the conftrudion does both effed the thing required: and alfo ferves to 
demonftrate the fame to have been rightly effeded. As in the Conftrudion of 
this Problem. The Equilateral Triangle ABC, is firft tacitly conftruded by de¬ 
fcribing the Circles B C D, A C E, and drawing the lines C A, C B. Then from the 
manner of its Conftrudion the Triangle is next pronounced, and determined to 
be Equilateral. 

V. The Determination of the thing required. This Part is only a Declaration that 
the thing required is now in a fpecial Diagram exhibited. The phrafe is I fay3 
or Pronounce. As herein Specie the Triangle ABC (having been juft before ta¬ 
citly conftruded upon the expofed Datum AB) is now determined, arid pronunced 
to be Equilateral: Which the following Demonftration makes Apparent. 

VI. The Demonfiration of the Propofition. This is the glorious part of a Ma¬ 
thematical Propofition, wherein is made an undeniable and indubitable proof of 
the thing propofed, and exhibited in a particular Diagram. As here is demonftra- 
ted, that the Triangle A B C is Equilateral 

The form of Argumentation is for brevity fake made in Enthymems j which may 
be reduced into perfed Syllogifms: as Cunradus Dafypodius has let forth the firft fix 
Elements in a compleat Syllogiftical form. 

VII. The Conclufion. This is firft particular in reference to the prefent Diagram, 
on which the Demonftration proceeded: as, Therefore the Triangle ABC is Equila¬ 
teral, and confiituted on the given line A B. So that this particular Conclufion con- 
fifts of the Determination, and Expofition. 

And becaufe after the fame manner there may on any other finite ftrait line be 
conftituted an Equilateral Triangle, therefore from the Logical Rule of Induction, 
there is laftly a general Conclufion deduced,that on any given finite fir ait line may be con¬ 
fiituted an Equilateral Triangle, which is only the Propofition repeated as beino- now 
demonstrated. Therefore in a Problem there is fubjoined to the Conclufion, oW 

Which mas the thing propounded to be done. And in all Theorems, fan* Uh 
decrcy. Which n>as the thing propounded to be demonfirated. 

This is the regular courfe ufed by Geometricians in their Forms of Dodrine. 
So that in Problems there may be feven parts according to the forenamed Order. 
The Propofition, Expofition, Recognition, Conftrudion, Determination, Demon¬ 
ftration, Conclufion. But in Theorems there can only be fix, and in this Order. 
The Propofition, Expofition, Determination, Conftrudion, Demonftration, Con¬ 
clufion. The different nature of Problems, and Theorems requiring fuch a diffe¬ 
rence in the number, and order of their parts, and fpecially in the difpofal of the 

Determination; Which part in Problems ever follows the Conftrudion: but in 
Theorems follows immediately the Expofition. 

It is commonly, but improperly faid, that every perfed Propofition has allthefe 
parts. Whereas all Propofitions, which are rightly demonftrated, are alike perfed i 
For that one Demonftration cannot be more a Demonftration than an other: But 
thus it is, every Propofition requires not all thefe parts. For Tome Theorems 
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need no Conftrudion, by adding ftrait lines, or Circles to the Original Scheme 
of the Propofition, becaufe the Scheme it felf is often fufficient for the Demon- 
ftration of the Propofition. But where it is not, there is then fuperadded a Con- 
ftrudiori, which is only as an apparatus, or Preparation made on purpofe to help 
out the Demonftration of the Theorem, and belongs not to the Propofition either 
as any part of the Datum, or Quafitum. Now in thefe Cafes, that Theorem is rather 
to be accounted more perfed than any ways defedive, which is not forced to feek 
out a Conftrudion, for the fetting forth of its Demonftration. 

Again in Problems the Determination is oftentimes omitted, as being in it felf 
not abfolutely neceflfary, tho' for the more perfpicuity it be convenient. So in 
thefe three firft Problems the Determination is not in the Text of Euclide, yet in 
o io ii, and 12th. Proportions, which are Problems, the Determination is ex¬ 
prefly fet’forth. Therefore accordingly we have inferred in this, and the two 
following Problems the Determination, to clear the matter for the eafe of Begin¬ 
ners that after the Conftrudion, and before the Demonftration, there might be 
fet forth, and determined, what by the Conftrudion has been effeded, and is next 
to be demonftrated. 

Moreover, fome Problems have only a Qtuefitum, and not a Datum, upon which in 
particular to work. And fo there is neither an Expofition, nor a Recognition to 
follow, but only a Conftrudion, Demonftration and Conclufion. As the tenth 
Propofition of the fourth Element, which is a Problem requiring To confiitute an 
Equicrural Triangle, having each of the Angles at the Bqfe double to the remaining Angle. 
Here now is required to be conftruded fuch a kind of Triangle without any thing 
given. Yet notwith Handing there is no imperfedion, or any defeat in this Propo¬ 
rtion j but that it is a fubtil and admirable Problem. Therefore we are to under- 
ftand, that every Propofition of the Elements is according to its nature compleat 
in it felf, whether it has, or needs not to have all the forementioned Parts. 

Of the Datum in Geometrical Propofitions. 

In Geometrical Propofitions, a thing may be given four feveral ways: In Pofi- 
tion, In Specie or Form, In Magnitude, In Propofition. 

A point having no Magnitude is only given in Pofition, that is to fay, Here. 
But every kind of Magnitude may be given all the four ways, jointly, or feverally, 
in all, or in fome. 

A thing is faid to be given ill Pofition, when it is reftrained to a certain Situa¬ 
tion. As the Data in all Problems are: where whatfoeveris given ought not, fo 
much as in our imagination, to be removed from its given Situation j but accord¬ 
ing to the reftridion of the Pofition given the Problem is to be performed 

Now on the contrary, in Theorems the Diagram of the Propofition is not 
tyed to a certain Pofition, but left as indifferent. For tho’ Pofition be a lpecial 
condition in the Strudure of a Problem, whereby it is to be regulated: yet in a 
Theorem it appertains not at all to the Truth, or Falfity of the Theorem: and 
therefore the Pofition of the Diagrams is alterable at discretion, lnfomuch that 
in fome Theorems, where two things are given, there a certain Pofition of the one 
to the other, is fometimes a means to help out the Demonftration : And therefore 
an arbitrary pofition of the Data in Theorems, is allowed to the Demonftrator 
for a kind of Conftrudion. As Euclide fometimes applys Figure to Figure, fome¬ 
times conceives two ftrait lines fo diredly fituated to one another, as to become 
one ftrait line; with fuch like choice and change of pofition, as may beft ferye to 
the demonftration of the prefent Theorem. 

In this Problem the line A B is not only given in Pofition, as the Datum in every 
Problem is, but alfo 'tis given in Specie, being propoled a ftrait line, to Ipecifi- 
cate it from a crooked. 

And moreover, 'tis given in Magnitude as a finite ftrait line, which alio is un- 
derftood to be fo given under a certain Termination, that it may be compared as 
Equal, Greater, or Lefler,than an other : and in like manner any other may be com¬ 
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pared to it. For ’tis not meant to be given in fuch, or fuch a fingular Quantity, 
as of one, or two, or three Inches, or Feet, in relation to any ftated meafure t 
but here That is taken to be given in Magnitude, which- is propofed under forne 
certain limitations, fo that it may be faid to be equal, or unequal to an other 
Magnitude. Yet after fuch an Indefinite manner the limited Magnitude is put 
that it may be conceived to reprefent any Magnitude of the fame kind, in any 
quantity whatfoever. As in this Propofition when we fay, Let the given line be 
AB, there is meant by AB any length, by what meafure foever eftimated. Whe¬ 
ther by Inch, Foot,&c. or not at all eftimated by any diftind Quantity. So that 
in this Cafe by an Example, or Inftance expofed in particular, the Universality, of 
the Propofition, and its Demonftration are not deftroyed, but ftill remain in their 
full Latitude, and general Extent. 

The Methods of Compofition and Refolution, as they are 
ufed by Geometricians. 

There are two ways of Reafbning, whereby Man comes to the knowledge of 
things i And both the ways are eftabliflied upon the fame Foundation, that is* 
upon the Didates of Nature , or common Notions among Mankind. The diffe¬ 
rence here only is, that in one way we begin our Difcourles from thole Natural 
Dictates, and in the other we end with them; treading the fame path forward 
and backward. Both thele ways we thus explain. 

Ratiocination proceeding from Natural, that is, Self-evident Principles of Truth 
unto other Truths, made known to us from them, and fo going onward by the 
help of thefe difeovered Truths, to infer and make manifeft Truths more remote, 
and as yet unknown, is called the Method of Compaction, or Synthefis. For that in 
this way of Reafoning, we do from Notions moft plain and limple, gather up by 
degrees Notions more intricate, and compounded: framing out of fimple Materials 
firm, and ftately Edifices. ,< / 

Ratiocination proceeding from the Suppofition of things uncertain, whether 
True or Falfe, Poffible or Impoflible; and which by demonrftrative Confequences de¬ 
duced from that Suppofition, does neceflarily come to a manifeft Truth, or Falfity, 
Poffibility, or Impoffibility, is called the Method of 1\efolution, or Analyfis. For 
that a doubtful Suppofition is hereby refolved into a certainty of Truth, or Un¬ 
truth, of Being, or not Being. 

If the lfliie of our Argumentation terminates in an acknowledged Truth, then 
are we allured of the Being, and Verity of the Suppofition upon which we argued* 

. And we may again take a beginning from the fame Truth, wherein the Refolu¬ 
tion refted j and from thence as a Principle, proceed in the Method of Compofition* 
making a return in the very fame fteps, which in the Refolution of the Suppofi¬ 
tion were traced out before: till at length we arrive at that thing, which was at 
firft Suppofed, demonftrating in the common Compofitive Method of Geometrici¬ 
ans the Truth of Theorems, and the Geometrical effedion of Problems. Thus 
Compofition and Refolution, or Synthefis and Analyfis, anfwer one another ; the 
Analyfis ending where the Synthefis begins, and the Synthefis ending where 
the Analyfis begins. Like to an Afcent and Defcent made in the fame path ftep 
by ftep. 

Relolution, or Analyfis, is properly the Method of Invention, and the 
ready way of difcovering the Truth, or Falfity of a Propofition, in any Art or 
Science. 

Compofition, or Synthefis, is the Method of Dodrine, or the way of Teaching, 
and therefore in this Method from allowed Principles, all Arts and Sciences are 
ufually delivered. Like as lafting Buildings are raifed upon fore Foundations i 
Whereof the Dodrine of thefe Elements is a moftjierfed pattern. 

Therefore of this firft Problem, we flia.ll take a review, and nicely obferve, by 
what Gradations of Compofition it is to be effeded and demonftrated. 

And for an Entrance into this Inquiry, we are firft to confider what from the 
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preceding Principles can be made ufe of, upon the given line A B, to effect this 
problem, and conftru<ft an Equilateral Triangle. 

Firft, the given line A B being finite, there are given the ends thereof. So that 
three Things are given, two Points, and an interjacent ftrait line. Next there¬ 
fore we are to fearch out, what can arife to our purpofe, from thefe three Data. 
And recollecting the former Definitions, Poftulates, and Axioms, (for in the Ma¬ 
thematics memory and reafonmg are to go together) there muft among the reft 
occur to our remembrance the third Poftulate ; From any point unto any ciijtance to 
dejcribea Circle. And here in thefe prefent Data aptly appear a given Point A, 
or B, and a given Diftance, namely the ftrait line AB given} therefore of the 
line A B taking one of the Extreams, as the Point A for a Center to a Circle, and 
the given line A B for a given Diftance, we poftulate a Circle to be defcribed. 

Again, taking the point B, the other extream of the 
given line A B for a Center, and the given line for the 
fame diftance we poftulate another Circle to be defcri- 
bed. ’Tis evident, that This Circle muft cut the former, 

for that the line A B lyes wholly within both the Figures, 

and is a common Radius to both Circles. 
Now by the mutual Interfecftions of thefe Circles, 

there occurs a point common to both Circumferences, 
and let it be figned the point C. 

Here then are three known points, A,B,C, and the line AB. What can, from 
thefe four things known, be reafonably deduced for the making an Equilateral 
Triangle, is next to be thought on. 

The firft Poftulate cannot but come readily into our mind, which allows the 
drawing of a ftrait line from point to point. So that we are prompted to draw 
from the Found point C to the given points A,B, the two ftrait lines C A, CB. 

Here at laft is made a ftrait-lin’d Figure of three fides called a Triangle, which 
we are next to confider of what kind, or condition it may be: and whether an- 
fwerable to the folution of the Problem. 

The two Circles juft now before defcribed by the fame Radius A B, and B A, 
are obvious to our confideration, and the Idea or Notion of a Circle delivered 
in the i j-th. Definition, that the lines from the Center to the Circumference are all - 
equal to one another. This Idea does readily lead us to infer, that the line C A 
drawn from the point C in the circumference of the Circle BCD to the point A 
the Center, is equal to the given line A B the defcribing Radius, or the primary 
line from the Center of the fame Circle. 

In like manner, and by the fame means we are inftru&ed to argue, that the line 
C B drawn from the point C in the circumference of the Circle A C E to the point 
B the Center, is equal to the given line B A, the defcribing Radius of the Circle 
ACE. 

Wherefore finding that both C A and CB, are each equal to AB, we do natu¬ 
rally fuggeft to our felves the firft Axiom, that things equal to the fame are equal 
to one another, fo that C A and C B, are equal to one another. And therefore all 
the three lines C A, A B, B C, are equal to one another, making an Equilateral 
Triangle, according to the 23d. Definition. 

Thus in the Method of Compofition from the third and firft Poftulates, from the 
fifteenth Definition, and firft Axiom, we have fully let forth the Conftrmftion and 
Demonftration of an Equilateral Triangle on a given finite ftrait line. And have 
together fliown, upon what eafy rational Grounds and Natural Suggeftions this 
Problem may in this way alone be invented. So the like may be done in many 
other following Problems; for that the Invention of their Conftrudtions and De- 
monftrations, is not to be far fetched, depending only upon fome few foregoing 
Propofitions, which may at once be brought into memory, and fitly applyed to 
prefent Ufe. 

But Problems more abftrufe and intricate, tho’ they may by a well exercifed 
Geometrician be performed wholly in this Compofitive Method, yet it is not the 
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readiefi way to difcover how a perplexed Problem may be extricated and effected. 

In thefe Cafes, inftead of making our Gradations by Compofition from the Prin¬ 
ciples, and other Proportions arifing from them> Geometricians contrarywife or¬ 
der the matter after the Method of Reflation, and in the firft place do fuppofe the 
very Thing to be already done, which u propounded to be done. Factum putant 

qjjod faciendum est. And then they examine what can by juft confequence 
be deduced from the fame Suppoftion; demonftratively inferring one thing after 
another until they fall upon fomething, which evidently fhews how to effed the 
Problem, or that it is impoffible to be effeded. 

If by legitimate Argumentations we are brought to an impoffibility; It is there¬ 
upon concluded in common reafon, that the Problem is impoffible to be effeded, 
and that the Thing fuppofed is inconfiftent with Nature. But if we meet with no 
fuch Obftacle, then are we allured the Problem is feafible, and that from the 
Suppofition of the thing already effeded, We may by neceffary Inferences deaf 
the way, and come to a certainty how to effed the fame. 

And therefore to give a glympfe of Light into this Admirable Method of Refla¬ 
tion, take here an Example thereof in the Invention of this firft Problem. Altho' 
by reafon of its Simplicity it is readily found out in the former Method of Com- 
pojition, as we have already explained. 

PROBLEM I. 

On a given finite ftrait line to conftitutean Equilateral Triangle. 
Invejhgated by the Method of Reflation. 

In all Problems we are firft to confider wherein the Stress of the Problem 
does confift. Therefore well pondering the nature of this Queftion, it will appear, 
that the main matter is to find a Point without the given line, from whence two 
ftrait lines being drawn to the ends of the given line, fhall each be equal to the fame. 

Now to begin, Puta faClum. Suppofe this done: and 
the point found let it be C, and the Triangle AB C, 
be Equilateral, having the fides C A, C B, each equal 
to A B the given line. 

Having thus fuppofed the Thing in Queftion : Now 
for the Solution of it, as of every Problem, there is to 
be ufed a dexterous Sagacity of Thought in.fearching 
out fomething latent in the Queftion, which is in fome 
fort known unto Us, and from whence we may by de¬ 
grees arguing from one thing to another, make in the end a perfed difcovery of 
That, which is wholly unknown. For in humane reafoning we can attain to the 
Cognition of Things unknown, and under inquiry, only fo far, as they partake of^ 
and fecretly contain within themfelves the nature of other things already known, 
from which we muft argue j or elfe one thing could never be deduced from an other. 

And therefore this Praeexiftency of the knowledge of fomething in the very 
things unknown, and fought for, is the foundation of all our Ratiocinations, and 
in this Cafe thus leads Us on. 

Becaufe the line AB is not barely fuppofed, as are the lines CA, CB, but is 
adually given in Pofition, and Magnitude: therefore upon this Datum, with a 
refped likewife had to the Tenor of the Suppofition it (elf, the Force and Perfpi- 
cacity of our Mind is to be exercifed, in bringing forth fomething relating both to 
what is adually Given, and to what is only Suppofed, that may open a way to¬ 
ward the Invention of the Thing Required. 

Now of all the feveral Subjed Matters of Geometry, and of the Figures before 
defined, there is not as yet any of them in being befides a ftrait Line and a Circle: 
both which are poftulated to have a being. Therefore from one, or both of thefo 
two we are to begin the Work. 

From a given ftrait line nothing elfe can arife,but either the Continuation thereof 
by the Second Populate j or by its ftrcumlation the Generation of a Circle according^© 
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the Third Poftuiate. It is at firft view manifeft, that the Continuation of a ftrait 
line cannot ferve to the framing of a Triangle. There is therefore nothing elfe 
exifting but a Circle to help towards this matter. 

Now we having had before an Idea of a Circle delivered to us, and fuperadding 
the conception of a Circle to the given ftrait line : Let us for an Effay try what 
may arife from them both, that is, From a ftrait line given and a Circle fuppofed. 

Suppofe then by Poftuiate the third from the Center A, at the diftance of A B 
given, a Circle to be defcribed. It muft now occur to our thoughts from the No¬ 
tion of a Circle in Def. i y. that the circumference thereof fliall pafs by the point 
C, the end of the fuppofed line A C, for that A C was fuppofed equal to the given 
Line A B. Let therefore be defcribed the Circle BCD paffing by the point C in 
the line AC. 

Again, the Center B, and diftance BA being likewife given, if we fuppofe a 
Circle to be defcribed, the circumference thereof fliall pafs by the point C, the end 
of the fuppofed line B C, for that B C was fuppofed equal to B A. Let therefore 
be defcribed the Circle ACE palling by the point C in the line B C. 

And becaufe the fame point C is common to the fuppofed lines A C, B C, and 
is moreover in the circumference of the Circle BCD, and alfo in the circumference 
of the Circle ACEj and that the Circles BCD, ACE, have nothing common 
but their Interfedtion, therefore the point C is in the Interfection of the Circles 
B C D, A C E, now defcribed. 

Wherefore the point C is found : And thereby the Equilateral Triangle is found. 
For the three Points A, B, C, being now known, and in Pofition given; the three 

fides of the Equilateral Triangle are alfo given by the firft Poftuiate, From any 
point to any point to draw a ftrait line. Let therefore from the point C, thus 
found, be drawn the ftrait lines CA, CB (lines only before fuppofed) which 
lines by Ax. i. are equal to one another, becaufe each of them is equal to AB, by 
Def. i y. And fo all the three ftrait lines are equal to one another, C A, A B, B C. 

Thus the Conftrudtion of an Equilateral Triangle on a given finite ftrait line, is 
naturally found out in the Method of Refolution. From whence does arife a 
Theorem, as a Rule of Practice, how demonftratively to conftru<ft the 
fame, as Euclide has done, in the Method of Compofition, after this manner. 

The Theorem deduced from this Refolution, and teaching 
how Geometrically to effeft the Problem. 

If from the ends of a given line be defcribed two Circles, at the diftance of the 
given line, and from the point of their Interfe&ion be drawn two ftrait lines to 
the ends of the given line, there fhall be conftituted an Equilateral Triangle on 
that given line. 

In the progrefs of this Problem, tho’ it be very eafy, and its Invention obvious, 
fo that it might have been carryed on in fhort by continued Inferences without 
any Comment, or interwoven Obfervations: Yet here as we pafs from one thing 
to an another by feveral Gradations, we have thought fit to intermix fome Ad- 
vertifements on purpofe to dire<ft, and fet forth, after what manner, and with what 
circumfpe<ftion Problems more abftrufe and difficult, ought to be managed in the 
Method of Refolution: Encompaffing in our thoughts all things poffible to be 
comprehended within the nature of the Queftion, by which Sagacious fearch 
moft wonderful and occult Truths may out of that Obfcurity, wherein they lye in¬ 
volved, be brought to Light, and as it were hammered out. 

Vt Silicis vents abftrufum cxcudimus ignem. 

PROPOSITION II. AT a Given Toint to put a ftrait line equal to a ftrait Line 
Given. 

Let the given Point be a, and the given ftrait line be bc. 
it 
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It is required at the point a, to put a ftrait line equal to the 
(trait line bc. 

From the point a, to the point b , let be drawn the ftrait line 
ab. [Poft. i.j 

And on the line ab let be conftituted the 
Equilateral Triangle dab. [by Prop, i.] 

And to DAj DBj let be continued diredly 
the ftrait lines ae, bf, [by Poft. 2.] Then 
the Center b, and diftance b c let be defcri- 
bed the Circle cgh, [Poft. 3.] And again the 
Center d, and diftance dh let be defcribed 
the Circle glk. [Poft. 3.] 

I fay that at the given point a, is put a 
ftrait line al equal to the given ftrait line 
BC. 

Forafmuch as the point b is the Center of the Circle cgh, there¬ 
fore bc is equal to bg, [Def if.] Again, becaufe the point d is the 
Center of the Circle glk, therefore dl is equal to dg. [Def. if.] 
Ol which d a is equal to d b, [by Conftr7\ wherefore the remainder a l 
is equal to the remainder bg. [Ax. 3.] But it has been proved that 
bc is equal to bg. Therefore each of the lines al, bc, is equal toBG. 

But things equal to one and the fame thing, are equal to one 
another. [Ax. i.J And therefore al is equal to bc. 

Wherefore at the given point a is put a ftrait line al, equal to 
the given ftrait line bc. Which was to be done. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

In this Problem there are three Cafes, according to the various fituation of the 
given point A, in refpeCt to the given line B C. 

For the point A is either without the line B C, as in the Figure ufed in the 
demonftration. 

Or it is within the given line, or elfe at one end of it. In which laft Cafe a Circle 
only defcribed from the fame end as the Center, and to the diftance of the given 
line, effects the Problem without the conftruCtion of an Equilateral Triangle. 

The Pra&ice. 

»• Tt6Tra<Sb5e is obvious. For opening the Compares to the length of the given 
line BC, and then placing one foot on the given point A, fee forth the fame 
length with the other foot to L, and draw A L. This is the fenlible and Mecha¬ 
nical Operation. 

But we are again to be reminded upon this occafion, that in the pure Geome¬ 
trical Solution of Problems, no ufe is to be made of Ruler and Compares, or of 
any outwaid Senfe. And moreover, that whatloever things are given in a Pro- 
blem ought to remain in the pofition given. And according to that ftated pofition 
ol the Data, and the Tenor of the Problem, every thing is to be tranfa&ed in the 
Mind, as if we neither ufed our Hands, nor Eyes. And therefore by fome of the 
Ancient Geometricians Problems are alfo called Theorems, for that their Opera¬ 
tions are only Speculative and Intellectual, in a fubjeCt wholly abftraded from 
Matter. Yet we are to know, that they are the fure and demonftrative Grounds 
or Mateiial and Manual Practices, in the Menfiiration of all kinds of Magnitude 

h in 
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in Architecture, Fortification, Navigation; In all forts of Mechanifin, infinitely 
ufeful to Mankind, both for Neceffity and Curiofity. 

PROPOSITION III. 

TWo unequal sir ait lines being Given, to take from the Great¬ 
er a fir ait line equal to the Lefser. 

Let the two unequal ftrait lines given be ab, and c; of which 
let a b be the greater. 

It is required to take from ab the greater, a ftrait line equal 
to c the lefler. 

By the preceding Problem, let at the point a be 
put a ftrait line ad, equal to the ftrait line c. 

Then the Center a, and diftance a d, let be defcri- 
bed the Circle def. [by Poft. 3.] 

I fay, that from the ftrait line a b the Greater, is 
taken a ftrait line ae equal to c the Lefler. 

Forafmuch as the point a is the Center of the Cir¬ 
cle def, therefore the line ae is equal to the line 
ad. But the line c is equal to the line ad: fo that 
alfo ae is equal to c. [Ax. 1.] 

Therefore two unequal ftrait lines being given, a b and c, there is 
taken from ab the greater, a line equal to c the lefler. Which was 
to be done. 

The Practice. 
The practice of this is as before: Opening the Compafles to the length of the 

given line C, and fetting the fame off from the point A to E. 
Thefe three Propofitions are only minifterial Problems, and therefore here pre- 

mifed for their general ufe through all Geometry. 

PROPOSITION IV. 

IF two Triangles have two Jides equal to two fides, each to each, 
and have an angle equal to an angle, namely that, which is 

contained by the equal lines. 
Then Jhall they have the bafe equal to the bafe, and Triangle 

Jhall be equal to Triangle, and the remaining angles Jhall be equal 
to the remaining angles, each to each, under which are fubtended 
equal fides. 

Expo/it ion. Let the two Triangles be abc,def, having the two 
fides ab, ac, equal to the two fides de, df, each to each, namely 
ab to de, and ACtoDF, and the angle‘BAc equal to the angle 
EDF. 

‘Determination. I fay, that the bafe b c, is equal to the bafe e f. 
And the Triangle abc fliall be equal to the Triangle def, and the 
remaining angles {hall be equal to the remaining angles, each to 
each, under which are fubtended the equal fides, namely the angle 

ABC 
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abc to the angle def, and the angle acb to the angle dfe; 
Con ft ruction. For the Triangle abc, being appiyed to the Tri¬ 

angle d e f : and the point a 

put on the point d ; and the 
ftrait line ab on the ftrait 
line d e ; 

Demonjlration. Then (hall 
the point b agree with theB 
point e ; for that a b is equal 
to de. [by Suppofition^ 

Now ab agreeing with 
de, Ac fhall alfo agree with df, for that [by Suppofition] the angle 
bac, is equal to the angle edf. 

So that alfo the point c fhall agree with the point F; for that 
the line ac is likewife equal to df, [by Suppofition ] 

But now alfo the point b had agreed with the point e ; fo that 
the bafe bc fhall agree with the bafe ef. 

For the point b agreeing with the point E, and the point c with 
the point f, if the bafe bc fhall not agree with the bafe ef5 Then 
two ftrait lines fhall comprehend a fpace. Which is impoflible, 
[by Ax. ix.] 

The particular Q>onclufion. Wherefore the bale b c fhall agree with 
the bafe ef; and therefore fhall be equal to it, [by Ax. 8 ] 

So that alfo the whole Triangle abc, fhall agree with the whole 
Triangle def, and therefore fliall be equal to it, [by Ax 8.] 

And the remaining angles fliall agree with the remaining an¬ 
gles, and therefore fhall be equal to them, namely the angle abc 

to the angle def, and the angle acb to the angle dfe. 
The general Conclufion.x If therefore two Triangles have two 

fides equal to two fides, each to each, and have an angle equal to an 
angle; namely. That which is contained by the equal lines: Then 
fhall they have the bafe equal to the bafe, and Triangle (hall be 
equal to Triangle, and the remaining angles fhall be equal to the 
remaining angles, each to each, under which are fubtended equal 
fides. Which was to be Demonftrated. 

Annotation on the Propofition. 
This Propofition is the firft Theorem, and Foundation of all Geometry, which 

therefore with the whole manner of its demonftration, we (hall fpecially endea¬ 
vour to explain. 

In a Triangle there are Seven Things to be confidered. 
r-ir^uer^ree ^idesjthe three Angles,and the Area,or Space comprehended by the fides. 
Or theie Seven here are three Things in one Triangle, namely, taw Sides, and the an¬ 
gle contained, which are fuppofed equal to three the like Things in the other Tri- 
angle. And fiom the fuppofed equality of thefe Three, is demonftrated the equa¬ 
lity or all the other Four, that is, of the third fide to the third fide, of Area to 
Aiea, and of the two other angles to the two other angles, each to its correfpon- 
dent angle. 

L 2 Anno- 
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Annotation on the Expofition. 

What Things were in the firft part of the Propofition G«ra, or Suppofid in ge¬ 
neral (namely? in two Triangles two files equal to two fifes, and the consumed an- 
; <n Thofe are now in the Expofition exemplyfied in the Triangles ABC, 
^Tlnd moartTcnlar fet forth: Sidetof.de, AB eqnal toDE, AC equal to 
El and a“gfe"le, BAC equal to EDE (Each to each &c.) That is, 

the two fides in one Triangle taken A 10 
fingly, and compared refpe&ively to 
the two (ides fingly, in the other Tri¬ 
angle. For otherwife the two fides 
in one Triangle taken both together, 
may be equal to the two fides in the 
other Triangle taken both together; B, 
that is, the fumm of the two fides in 
one Triangle may be equal to the 
fumm of the two fides in the other 

be'equal' anoler -TtlL thence the other parts in thofe Triangles 
cannot be proved equal to one another. As in one of the Triangles, if one fide 
teXand the other be U which together are 7: And in the other Tnangc 
if one fide be 3, and the other be 4, making alfo together 7: And let them 
contain equal angles, yet the Triangles ftiall not in the other parts be equal 
to one another. Therefore it is here fpecially faid Each to Each, fingula later a fim- 

gulis later ibus, ha,ii&tv iwnoci. 

Annotation on the Determination. 

As the Expofition did fet forth particularly, in the Triangles ABC, DEF, what 
was in the firft part of the Propofition fuppofed, and given in general Terms .fo 
what was in the fecond part of the Propofition laid down in general, a* to be de- 
monftrated from what was fuppofed, and given in general, That is now in the.De¬ 
termination fpecified in the particular parts of the fame Triangles ABC, D * 
and pronounced to be true. Saying, The bafe B C is equal to the bafe E F and 
the Triangle ABC&c. Now the truth thereof is to be made good by the fol¬ 

lowing Demonftration. 

Annotation on the Conftruaion. 
After the Expofition and Determination, there often follows in Theorems a 

Conftruchm, wherein are added to the fiinple Figure of the Propofition fomeftrait 
lines, or Circles, or both, to make way for the Demonftration. This Propofition 
requires no fuch kind of Conftruftion, having all lines requifite to the demon- 
ftration, laid down at firft in the Expofition and Determination. But here We 
ufes another fort of Conftruaion, or apparatus towardsi his demonftration, by a 
mental Application of one Figure to an Other: which is by the Greeks ca a 
eQdpfMoic, %harmofisi an Adaptation, Appofition, or Application of one magnitude 
to another : And in the manner following is thus made ule of. 

For the Triangle ABC being applyed to the Triangle D E F; and the point A put on 
the point D.] it is not meant, that this Application be made by the ufe of Hands 
and Eyes: but by an imaginary pofition, firft of the point A on the point D, and 
then of the line AB on the line DE, as followeth. c r r , .. 

And the fir ait line AB on the fir ait line DE.] In the 4' • Def. Euclide tells us, 
that by a ftrait line we are to conceive fuch a line as lyes evenly to all its points. 
So that upon this conception of a ftrait line, if we imagine one ftrait line to be 
placed upon another ftrait line, we muft alfo conceive, that no part ot the one 
does any where fwerve, or any ways deviate from the other; And as agreeable to 
this conception of a ftrait line, we may oblerye the exa^tnels ot Euclid s 
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fton, how that the lines AB, DE, which before in the Expofition of the Propor¬ 
tion were called Sides} in relation to a Triangle, are now in refpeft of their Ap¬ 
plication to one another, called Jlrait Lines, not Sides, becaufe from the notion of a 
Jlrait line it follows, that if ftrait lines be apply’d to one another, They muft be 
imagined to be entirely coincident with one another. Thus far proceeds the Con- 
ftrubtion by way of Application, or Epharmofs. That is, firfi the imaginary pofition 
of the point A on the point D. And fecondly of the jlrait line A B, on the Jtrdit line 
D E. From whence by a juft Ratiocination Euclide demonftrates the equality of 
the two Triangles, in the Whole, and in every Part. As followeth. 

Annotation on the Demonftration. 
Then Jhall the point B agree with the point E, for that A B is equal to D E.} 
Here is firft to be obferved the difference between the agreeing of two Jlrait lines, 

and the agreeing of their extream points. The Former is in refpedk of being ftrait lines, 
the Other in refpecft of their equality to one another. For all ftrait lines are 
conceived to have their parts Congruous: And all equal ftrait lines to have alfo 
their extreams Congruous. And therefore Euclide upon the Application of the 
ftrait lines A B, D E, to one another, having prefumed from the notion of Recti¬ 
tude the mutual agreement of their intermedial parts; He next urges the agree¬ 
ment of their extream points from their fuppofed equality. For the extream point 
A of the line AB,being conceived to lye on the extream point D of the line DE, 
and the line AB on the line DE; if of the line AB the other extream point B, 
does not agree with the other extream point E of the line D E: then one of thefe 
points falls fhort of the other: fo that one of the lines (hall be a part of the other 
line. And becaufe the lines AB, DE, are fuppofed equal, therefore the part fhall 
be equal to the whole. Which is impoftible by the 9th. Axiom. Therefore the 
point B fhall agree with the point E. 

Now A B agreeing with D E, alfo A C JhaU agree with D F; for that the angle BAG 
is equal to the angle E D F. ] 

For otherwife, if A C agrees not with D F; then fhall A C fall either within, or 
without D F 3 fo that one of the angles B A C, EDF, fhall be a part of the other. 
And becaufe the angles B A C, EDF, are fuppofed equal; therefore the part fhall 
be equal to the whole. Which is impoftible. Therefore the line AC fhall agree 
with the line DF. 

So that alfo the point C Jhall agree with the point F/J 
For the fame reafon as before, that the point B did agree with the point E, 

AC being fuppofed equal to DF, as AB was to DE. Here again is to be ob¬ 
ferved, how Euclide diftinguifhes between the agreement of the lines AC, D F, 
and the agreement of the extream points C and F. For from the equality of the 
angles B AC, EDF, he proves the coincidency of the lines AC, DF: And from 
the equality of the lines A C, D F, he proves the coincidency of the extream 
points C,F. 

For the point B agreeing with the point E, and the point C with the point F, if the 
bafe B C jhall not agree with the baje E F.] 

Then muft B C fall either within, or without E F, fo that the ftrait lines B C, 
EF, fhall comprehend a fpace. Which by Ax. 10. is impoftible. Therefore BC 
fhall agree with EF. 

The fubtil changes made in the courfe of this demonftration are remarkable. 
Firft, from the Definition of a ftrait is implyed the coincidency of the interme¬ 
dial parts of two ftrait lines, which are applyed to one another, namely of A B 
and DE. Secondly, from the fuppofed equality of two ftrait lines, is proved the 
agreement of their extream points. Otherwife the part would be equal to the 
whole. Thirdly, from the fuppofed equality of two angles, is proved the coin¬ 
cidency of their containing lines. Otherwife the part again would be equal to 
the whole. And laftly, from the agreement of the two extream points B with E, C 
with F, of two Jlrait lines B C, E F, is concluded the agreement of the lines Themfelves, 
namely of B C and E F. Otherwife two ftrait lines would comprehend a Space. 

L 3 Anno- 
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Annotation on the Conclufion. 
We are here to obferve a double Conclufion. The firft particular, The other 

general. The particular Conclufion is the foregoing Determination repeated word for 
word, but fo as being now demonftrated; and therefore concluded true in thole 
particular Triangles ABC, DEF. The general Conclufion is thePropofition it felf re¬ 
peated, and concluded with, as juftly following upon that particular Conclufion 
already demonftrated. 

For according to the Mathematical method, as before in Problems, fo here in 
Theorems, is in the firft place laid down thePropofition in general terms. 

Then next, of this Propofitiort j> 
there is made an Expofition, and a De¬ 
termination in a particular Inftance, 
or Example. An Expofition of what 
is given: and a Determination or 
Specification of what is to be proved. 
As here in the two Triangles ABC, 
DEF, is fet forth particularly by 
name, every Thing given, and every 
Thing propojed to be demonfirated. As 
we have diftinguifhed them in the fe- 
yeral Paragraphs, of Expofition, and Determination. 

Now upon this Inftance in the Triangles A BC, DEF, the demonftration pro¬ 
ceeded: and therefore Euclide firft concludes particularly, as to that Inftance in the 
faid Triangles A B C, DEF. And thereupon implying the like reafon in the like 
matter, He concludes by the Logical Rule of Induction, with the Propofition it felf 
in general, as at firft it was laid down. For what is now particularly demonftrated 
in the Triangles ABC, DEF, the fame may be proved after the fame manner in 
any other two Triangles, which have the fame conditions. And therefore the 
Propofition is in general concluded to be true. 

This is the regular form of a Geometrical demonftration in all Theorems j which 
we have here explained at large, once for all. 

Advertifement. 

Thus with more Artifice than is commonly taken notice of, Euclide manages 
this Demonftration. And indeed the nearer any Propofition comes to a Principle, 
or an evident Truth, as this Propofition doth, the more difficult it is to be demon¬ 
ftrated ; becaufe the Mediums for the proof of fuch Propofitions, which are fo near 
to Principles, can be but few, and thofe Mediums not much more manifeft than 
the Propofition it felf. Therefore in thefe kind of Propofitions the manner and 
management of the Demonftration is more exquifite, and requires an extraordinary 
nicety on the Matters part clearly to demonftrate, and a greater attention in the 
Scholar, for the right underftanding of the fubtilty of fuch a demonftration. 

Wherefore, fome for want of due confideration have unjuftly caviU’d at the demon¬ 
ftration of this 4th.Propofition, as being in a manner Mechanical. Whereas they have 
not rightly confidered, what in the Application of magnitude to magnitude is Geo¬ 
metrical, or purely Mathematical, and what is Mechanical. To apply any Meafure, as 
a Foot, Cubit, &c. to any other magnitude, as Carpenters, and fuch like Artificers do, 
or in general to adapt one magnitude to another, and then from their vifible and fen- 

fible Congruency or Incongruency, to conclude their equality or inequality, This in¬ 
deed is plainly Mechanical. But in the demonftration of this Propofition there is 
nothing of this kind, no ufe made either of Hands or Eyes. Only there is of two 
Triangles compared together an imaginary pofition of a point on a point, and a 
ftrak line on a ftrait line: and from this mental Application the demonftratioa 
takes its beginning, and by clear Ratiocination from one neceffary Inference to 
another, proves the entire Congruency of the two Triangles, equally convincing 

CtiCOS) 
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Cacos, and Oculatos: for that here the Congruency is not enforced by any evidence 
of Senfe; but only by an Intellectual demonftration. And the Epbarmojis, or Ap¬ 
plication of one Triangle to the other, is alfo intellectual, and neceifarily to be 
prefuppofed, in order to the proof of their Exatt Congruency. Now if fuch an 
Epbarmojis could juftly be excepted againft, then the 8th. Axiom of the equality of 
Congruous magnitudes, which even Imamus himfelf allows to be maxime Geometri¬ 
cian, were altogether ufelefs in Geometry. For that there muft in fomc manner 
an Application be conceived of fome part of one magnitude, to fome part of an¬ 
other magnitude, in the way of a ConftruCtion or apparatus to the demonftration, 
before we can proceed to demonftrate the Congruency of all its parts, and from 
Thence to conclude the equality of the whole to the whole, by the 8th. Axiom. 

Briefly then to determine in this Cafe. 

Congruency is a natural Rule of equality ; and the certainty of Congruency, if 
made from Senfe, is Mechanical j if by a juft Reafoning proved, it is truly Mathe¬ 
matical. Which diftinCtion, if fome of our Commentators had well obferv’d, they 
would not in this matter have made fuch frivolous Obje&ions againft Euclide nor 
committed fuch Paralogifms in their vain Attempts to amend his demonftrations 
of this kind. 

PROPOSITION V. OF Equicrural Triangles, the angles at the bafe are equal to 
one another. 

slnd the equal fir ait lines being produced, the angles under the 
bafe fhall be equal to one another. 

Let there be an Equicrural Triangle abc, having the fide ab 
equal to the fide Ac ; and to the ftrait lines ab, ac, let be conti¬ 
nued dire&ly the ftrait lines bd, ce, [by Poft. x.] 

I fay, that the angle abc is equal to the angle ac b. 

And alfo the angle cbd, to the angle bce. 

For in the line bd, let any point be taken, as f. Then from the 
greater ae,let betaken ag equal to af the lefs, [by Prop. 3.]and 
let be joyned the ftrait lines fc, gb, [by Poft. 1.] 

Nowforafmuch as af is equal to ag [by Conflru£tion\ and ab 
to ac; [by Suppofitiori\ Therefore there are two lines fa, ac, 
equal to the two lines g a, ab, each to each, and they contain a 
common angle fag. Therefore [by Prop. 4.] the bafe fc is equal 
to the bafe gb ; and the Triangle af c fhall be equal to the Triangle 
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agBj and the remaining angles fhall be equal to the remaining 
angles,each to each, under which are fubtended equal fides, namely 
the angle acf to the angle abg, and the angle afc to the angle 
A G B. 

And now becaufe the whole line af is [by Conflru£tion\ equal to 
the whole line ag, of which ab is equal to ac, [by Suppofition 
Therefore the remainder bf is equal to the remainder cg, [Ax. 3. 
But alfo it has been proved, that fc is equal to gb. 

There are therefore the 
two lines bf, f c, equal to 
the two lines cg,gb, each 
to each, and the angle bfc 
equal to the angle cgb, 
and b c is their common 
bafe; therefore the trian¬ 
gle bfc, fhall be equal to 
the triangle cgb; and the 
remaining angles fhall be 
equal to the remaining an¬ 
gles, each to each, under which are fubtended equal fides. Where¬ 
fore the angle fbc is equal to the angle gcb. And the angle bcf 
to the angle cbg. 

Now whereas the whole angle abg has been proved equal to 
to the whole angle acf, of which the angle cbg is equal to the 
angle bcf. 

Therefore the remaining angle abc is equal to the remaining 
angle acb. And they are at the bafe of the Triangle abc. But 
alfo it has been proved, that the angle f b c, is equal to the angle 
gcb. Andthey are under the bafe. 

Therefore of Equicrural Triangles, the angles at the bafe are equal 
to one another. 

And the equal ftrait lines being produced, the angles under the 
bafe fhall be equal to one another. Which was to be demonftrated. 

Corollary. 
From hence ’tis manifefi, that of Equilateral Triangles, the three angles are equal to 

one another. 
For every fide may in order be put for a bafe, and accordingly, as in an Equi¬ 

crural Triangle, the three angles may be proved equal to one another. 
This Propofition feems very difficult to young Geometricians, by reafon of the 

crofs interfering of the Triangles, which are compared to one another. We 
have therefore endeavoured to clear the matter by making feparate Figures, in 
which the feveral Triangles compared together, may bemoreeafily diftingnilhed. 

PROPOSITION VI. IF two Angles of a Triangle be equal to one another, then fhall 
the fides fubtended under the equal Angles be equal to one 

another. Let 
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Let the Triangle be abc, having the angle abc equal to the an- 
gle A C B. 

I fay, that the fide ac is equal to the fide ab. 
For if ac be unequal to ab, one of them is the greater Let the 

greater be a b. 
And from ab the greater, let be taken d b equal 

to ac the lefs, [[by Prop. ^,[] and let be joyned dc. 
Now forafmuch as d b is equal ac, and bc is com¬ 

mon; therefore there are the two lines db, bc, e- 
qual to the two lines ac, c b, each to each, and the 
angle dbc is equal to the angle a cb, [by Suppofi- 
tion] Therefore [by Prop. 4..] the bafe dc is equal 
to the bale a b ; and the Triangle abc fhall be equal 
to the Triangle dcb, the greater to the lefs. Which 
is abfurd. 

Wherefore a b is not unequal to a c. Equal therefore it is. 
If therefore two Angles of a Triangle be equal to one another, 

then fhall the fides fubtended under the equal angles be equal to 
one another. Which was to be Demonftrated. 

Corollary. 

ifth three Angksofa Trian&le bee*ual t00ne another> 

ANNOTATIONS. 

Of the Converfion of Geometrical Propofitions. 

This Sixth Propofition is the Converfe of the Fifth. 

- One Propofition is faid to be the Converfe of another, when the Pofition of one 

a It S t11 °r the °then and the C°nclufion of this is the Pofition of that. 
As he fifth Propofition^ two fides of a Triangle equal to one another, and thence 
concludes, that their oppofite Angles are equal. So this fixth Propofition puts two An- 
gles of a Triangle equal to one another, and thence concludes that their oppofite fides are 
equa. Thus in the Converfion of Geometrical Propofitions, the Pofifions and 
Conclufions are reciprocal. 

r'J/OP?flL°nAllli?ht haTC bfn here entireIy converted, I mean in that 
! riffrf;be A"Sles under th^ Bafe: from whofe equality the Triangle 
may likewife be demonftrated to be Equicrural, as Proclus has fhewn. But this 
Converfion being ufelefs, Euclide does omit. Or rather, if the Form of this de- 

Prnrf ft'1011 ^ ftr,aiy e*a™lned» it will appear that the fecond part of the fifth 

fhPPA°f 1 °n’lOXhEuCMS'r But that becaure Eucllde, ^ prove the equality of 
This Uif hf3t thC drth firft Pr°We the e<fUality of the Angles under the Bafe; 
Drooe^rv nf§IV%an °CCafl?V° f°,me °n6 afterward> &r the fubjoining of this 
coTZlei E(iU1Cr“ra Ti;ian§ e to, EM Original Propofition. And this 

^ pr°babr’ .f°r ^ -the of the under the Bafe, 
ver 1;?'J C °f^ any °f the Propofitions. Now certainly Euclide ne- 

rwn an Elementary Propofition ufelefs in any part thereof: nor ever 

pro ve the otherC °f ^ Propofltion> wbich is only ufed as a Medium to 

M Of 
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Of the two kinds of A'nalyfis ufed in Geometrical Fropofitions. 
The demonftration of this fixth Propofition is much different from thofe before. 

All which were made from true and known Principles, to prove other Truths un¬ 
known in the common Synthetical Method, but contrary wife this Theorem is 
wholly demonftrated Analytically. _ r , . 

We have before difcourled of the two Methods of Compofition and Refolution; 
and {hewn the ufe of the Analytical Method m the Invention and Solution of 
Euclid s firft Problem: Now here again, we have occafion to take more particular 
notice of a twofold confideration of Analyfis, not in refpedfc of its Nature and 
Method in the courfe of Reafoning, which remains the fame in both s but ot the 
different iffue or event, that may arife from any Analyfis by a juft Ratiocination. 
Jhqj. jf* ^be Analyfis of a Suppofition ends in an acknowledg d Truth, then the thing 
fuppofed was true. But if the Analyfis of a Suppofition ends in a certain Untruth, 
then the thing fuppofed was falfe. Therefore from thefe different endings, True 
or Falfe, there are given two denominations to Analyfis, One is laid to be Con- 

/fruttive, the other DeflruBive. , 
The Conftrudtive Analyfis is fo called, for that ending in a manireft Truth, we 

may a°ain upon this true foundation in the Synthetical Method, conftru£t a de¬ 
monftration of that Things from whofe bare Suppofition the Analyfistook its begin¬ 
ning. And in thefe Cafes alone the Methods of Refolution and Compofition an- 
fwer to one another, the Conftru&ive Analyfis having always a correfpondent Syn- 
thefis : So that what Truths we find out by the help of the Analytical Method, the 
fame when fo found we teach to others in the Sythetical Method. This Mannus 
Gethaldus has fhewn in his admirable Books De fyfolutione & Compofitione Mathematica. 
And Examples thereof we may find among the Scholia in the 13th. Element of 

Euclide. ... -iT-.fr- 
The Deftrudtive Analyfis is fo called, for that ending m an evident Falfity, it 

deftroys the Suppofition, from whence the Analyfis began to arg^ie. 
Now unto the Deftru&ive Analyfis there cannot be made any return in the 

Synthetical Method, becaufe upon Falfity, wherein this Analyfis ends, that is, upon 
Nothing, or no Foundation, cannot be railed any Structure. 

Synthefis therefore is but of one fimple confideration and denomination, for 
that it can only argue from Principles of Truth laid down. As we muft build upon 
fome foundation, as well Speculatively, as Mechanically. 

But Analyfis, which may argue demonftratively from Suppofitions either True or 
Falfe, and fo accordingly muft reft at Principles of Truth or Falfity, is therefore 
from its different ending diftinguifhed, and (as before faid) denominated Conftrudhve 
.and Deftrudtive. Quia Suppositionem ponit Analyfis, aut defruit. Not as 
Clavius fays, Quia Principia ponit, aut dejlruit. For from what Suppofition 
can the Principles be either confirmed or deftroyed: But contrarily, thefe Prin¬ 
ciples muft either confirm, or deftroy the Suppofition. 

The Conftrudtive Analyfis is fimply called Analyfis. The Deftrudtive Analyfis 
is commonly called a?raycefi etc dduvctTcv, an Abdufhon or Reduction to ImpoJJibility. 
Which way of Argumentation Geometricians thus make ufe of. 

If a Propofition, altho’ it be true, yet cannot be readily proved fo to be: then 
They ufually put, or Suppofe its Contradictory, and difproving "ThiSy there neceflaiily 
follows the acknowledgement of the Propofition firft laid down. For that of two 
Contradidtory Propofitions, if one be proved falfe, the other muft be true, their 
being no Medium between Being and not Being. 

So in this fixth Propofition are put two Angles of a Triangle, equal to one another : 
and upon this Pofition it is pronounced, that Their fubtending fides are alfo equal. 
But now the equality of their fubtending fides is not here directly proved. Only 
tis urged, that if the fides be not equal, then they muft be unequal. 

And now Juppofng the fides unequal, then Euclide demonftratively proceeds there¬ 
upon, and by gradual Confequences refolves this Suppofition into a mamfeft lmpof- 
fibility, proving, That in a Triangle^ if the fides fubtending the equal Angles be unequal^ 

then 
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then the whole Jljall be equal to its part: which is a manifeft untruth ; for that The 
ivholc is greater than its part, is a Principle of manifeft Truth. 

Therefore the Suppofition of the inequality of the two fides which fubtend the two 
equal Angles of a Triangle, being neceffarily refolved into fuch an abfurdity, was 
not true. For Ex vero nil nifi verum, From Truth no Untruth can follow- 

Wherefore according to the fixth Propolition, Two Angies of a Triangle being 
equal, the fides fubtended under the equal Angles, are therefore Logically con¬ 
cluded equal, for that it is demonftrated, that they cannot polfibly be unequal 
Equal therefore they are. 

But in thisDeftru&ive Analyfis, very often the Deduction to an impoflibility is 
Immediate, and the abfurdity forthwith feen, and urged againft the falfe pofition 
without any further Argumentation. As before we may obferve in the Clofe of 
the 4th. Prop. When we fay, If the baje B C does not agree with the bafe D F, then 
two fir ait lines Jhall comprehend a fpace ; which Inference is immediate and con¬ 
tradicts the 10th. Axiom. Whereupon the abfurdity is prefently difeovered; and 
therein that Suppofition is immediately overthrown as untrue. And this is ftri&ly 
to be called Deduction to Impolfibility. 

But now again, if the Propolition it felf be not in the beginning of the demon- 
fixation, undertaken to be proved oftenlively, in fome parts thereof, as the fourth 
Propolition is: but that in its Head, an Hypothefis contradictory to the Propoli¬ 
tion, is put at the very firft: (as it is in this and the next Propolition, with many 
others) then the confequent abfurdity does not immediately appear: but after 
intermediate Inferences which are made upon that Hypothefis Oftenfively, ftep by 
ftep, we do fall at length into an Impolfibility, and thereupon deftroy the fame 
Hypothefis, from whence we began to argue. And this is an exalt Analyfis: 
which to explain more fignally, let us review the Analy fis of this fixth Propoli¬ 
tion, aiid particularly obfove the feveral gradations of Argumentation, made 
upon the Suppofition. 

For now of the Triangle ABC if the fides AB, AC, be not 
allowed to be equal, notwithftanding that their oppofite Angles 
at C and B were luppoled to be equal: Then liippofing them 
to be unequal, Euclide (by the f. Propolition) takes from the 
greater AB a line B D equal to the lels A C Next (by the firft 
Poftulate) he draws a ftrait line D C ; and fo there is made the 
Triangle DCB. After this Conftrucftiofl he proves (by the 
4th. Propolition) that the Triangles ABC, DCB, are equal 
to one another. Hitherto the demonftration goes from the Sup- i 
pofition fairly on Oftenfvely, proving the equality of 
the Triangles ABC, DCB. B 

But here now after this Oftenfive Proof, the next and immediate Refult is, that 
one ofthele Triangles is but a part of the other; the Triangle DCB a part of 
the Triangle ABC, and yet upon the Suppofition is juftly demonftrated equal to 
the fame. But this Equality and Inequality of the fame things being inconfiftent 
with Nature, muft overthrow and null that Hypothefis, which by a pofitive demon¬ 
ftration, is relblved into this Impolfibility ; And therefore upon fuch an Evidence 
certain it is, that of the Triangle ABC, the fides AB, AC, cannot be unequal, 
and therefore equal. 

But becaufe there are fome who allow not this Apagogical method of Argu¬ 
mentation to be fo latisfacftory, as the ufiial Synthetical manner of demonftration; 
therefore to clear this matter, we lhall for the vindication of Geometricians, exa¬ 
mine further the nature and force of all Demonftrations Mathematical and Philo- 
fophical: As we have done before concerning Definitions Mathematical and Phi- 
lofophical. 

Of Demonftrations Mathematical and Philofophical, as to 
Their feveral ends. 

Every Man can reafon no other wife, than from the Ideas of outward things, accord- 
M 2 mg 
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ino as he receives them, and makes reflexions on them. When the Ideas are the 
lame in feveral perfons, then they cannot but reafonably agree in their judge¬ 
ments: when they are different, as being differently received, then Men muff dis¬ 
agree ; tho' both may argue well, according to their own Ideas and Sentiments of 
thofe things. Befides, for want of due Observations, both may happen to be in 
the wrong^ and that the very Truth is much otherwife. fior we can only affirm, 
or deny, as things are apprehended by us: whether the things do in themfelves 
a°ree, or not agree, one with the other. 
°Now many things there are which fo clearly and diftinXly prefent themfelves 

to our common underfunding, that they beget in us a ready and certain judge¬ 
ment of their Truth, or Falfity: and do fo much urge our Natural reafon upon 
their Self-evidence, that without any doubting we affirm, or deny. When with 
our Affirmation, or Negation, there is accordingly a real agreement, or difagree- 
ment between the things themfelves, then is this Perception of ours true Know¬ 
ledge, and an immediate conformity of the Mind of Man to the apparent Truth 
of things. Thefe are then taken by us for Principles of knowledge, and fo made 
ufe of in our common difcourfings. 

But again, numberlefs other things there be, whole Truths are lefs apparent, 
and with fearch and labour of Mind to be difcovered ; for which, we muft, as in 
a Labyrinh, ufe a clew of Silk to find them out. This is our innate Power of, 
reafoning, or Natural Logic, whereby every Man from the Ample Apprehenfion 
of things, and thofe clear and independent Sentiments of Humane Underftanding, 
is enabled to difcourfe, to hunt out and judge fo exaXly, as to acquire in many 
matters an affurance of Truth, and to reft therein. For tho’ we are not born 
with Irrefragable Propofitions in our Brains, as with Eyes in our Head; yet we 
come into the World with the advantage of fuch a Mind, that from thofe Eyes, 
and our other Senfes, by the Natural Sagacity and Power of inferring one thing 
from an other, we can and do advance our Thoughts in the knowledge of things, 
far above all whatfoever our Senfations can reach unto. 

But for a farther improvement of this our common Reafon, Ariflotle has, with 
great fubtilty of Thought fram’d the Inftrument of Inftruments; and reduced the 
the loofe and familiar Difcourfings of Men into an infallible Art, both for the 
Form of Argumentation by Syllogifms, as a Touch-ftone to difcover how truely 
or fallacioufly they are made; and alfo for the matter thereof: having gathered 
all forts of Arguments under certain Heads, and digefted them into their proper 
Gaffes, called Topics. In which he fliews what kind of Arguments are only Pro¬ 
bable, and beget in us that which is called Opinion, the mifchievous Mother of 
Difpute and Brangling. What again are Demonjlrative, and infallibly Convincing, 
and do give us a Certainty of Knowledge. Of which there are two Degrees. 

For this Knowledge, or Cognition is either abfolutely perfeX, and fully fatif- 
fying our IntelleX; or elfe in fome degree is lefs fatisfaXory: I mean not in the 
certainty of the Truth ; but only in the manner of our Knowledge of this Truth. 
For befides the certain Knowledge of a thing to be; we naturally defire to know more¬ 
over, Why it is fo, from the immediate conftituent caufe of fuch a Being. 

To demonftrate any thing <ffimpovutur. Scientifically, from its immediate Effen- 
tial Caufe, is the utmoft perfeXion of humane Knowledge, if we could arrive unto 
it in a thorough and Methodical Contemplation of any matter. 

This Scientifical demonftration called by Arijlotle Aiov, that is From the very im¬ 
mediate Caufe by which a thing is made to be what it is, the Philofophers pretend unto: 
but with how little fuccefs and fatisfaXion to our Underftanding, their perfor¬ 
mances are advanced, does evidently appear from the fo many different SeXs 
of Jarring Philofophers. 

Whereas the Geometrican leaves nothing difputable, or uncertain; tho’ his de¬ 
monftration is very feldome Ai'otl> at which he aims not with Philofophers, but 
thinks it fufficient fo far to fatisfy our underftanding, as undeniably to demonftrate 
to o-n, the Quod ft, The thing to be; tho’ it appears not in the demonftration of 
that Being, Why it is, or How it comes to be. If he had undertook this bufinefs, 

the 
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the Geometrician would have become as doubtful and miferable a Difputer as the 
fhilofopher. r 3 

But yet we may obferve, that tlie Geometrician does fometimes give a demon- 
ftration Aiort: as in the firft Propofition. For there Euclide proves the Triangle to 
be Equilateral, becaufe the Tides thereof confift of the Ray s of the fame Cncles : 
which is the immediate caufe of their equality. Neither indeed could this firft de- 
inonftration be otherwife than Scientifical, or Aiott, for that an Equilateral Tri¬ 
angle being the Figure iiext in nature to a Circle, in refped of its fimplicity and 
Uniformity, fo that there is no other medium poffible to intervene between them ; 
therefore it could have no other production, nor any other proof thereof, than 
from a Circle. The Demonftrations likewife of the two following Propofitions are 
of the lame kind from the fame caufe. 

But generally the Geometrician takes to gti, evidence and certainty of being to 
be abundantly fufficient, both for our pleafure and contentment in thefe Specula¬ 
tions, wherein we have an indubitable knowledge of fome Truths in the fecret and 
admirable properties of Magnitudes and Numbers. Altho’ the famous French Lo¬ 
gician, blames much the Geometricians, for being thus defective in their demon¬ 
strations : which he would have to be all Scientifical and a«j't?, and that the Ele¬ 
ments ought to have been fo methodized. And this he defpairs not of; but that 
at fome time it may be accomplifhed. This is indeed the fullncfs of Science, which 
only can make perfect the ftate of humane Nature: But fuch a knowledge it is, 
that feems beyond the reach of any finite Being. A chain of things (to fpeak 
with Homer) faftned to the foot of Jove-, the frame of whofe Links is only known to 
Him the Maker. I wifh therefore that this French Writer had fhewed himfelf in this 
point, as great a Geometrician as he is a Logician in others; and given fome Specimen 
of that Perfection, which he requires in Geometry. Of which 1 fhall have but little 
hopes, till he can fliew me how an Acorn comes to be an Oak, and not an Elm. 

But for this matter the ancient Geometricians, well exercifed in demonftrable 
Speculations, fully knew their own ftrength, and contented Themfelves with the 
certainty of Truth, rather than to venture at the Caufes of that Truth, which 
wou’d be ever lyable to difpute. 

Euclide therefore never attempted to order thefe Elementary Propofitions, in a 
natural dependence on one another* as the caufes of each others Truth. Yet are 
they fo difpofed, as to be lure Guides to lead us along infallibly from one Truth 
unto an other, and in that order ferve to prove indubitably a Thing to be, from 
the Evidence and Force of fome thing before acknowledged, tho’ not as a Caufe 
of its Being; yet as a Caufe of our neceffary AiTent to fuch a Being. 

Demonftration a ion, can be but one in any matter, for that of the fame thing 
there is but one only EfTential and Immediate Caufe. 

Demonftration t5'm, may bb very various, fome fhort and clear, others more 
puzzel d and wandring about; according to the Sagacity of thofe, who endeavour 
to find out the readieft and apteft Mediums to prove the matter propofed. So that 
many times of the fame Geometrical Propofition, there may be feveral demonftra¬ 
tions : And even a total change (as many have made to no purpofe) of Euclid's 
Order in thefe Elements. 

To conclude therefore concerning the Forms of Geometrical demonftrations. 
Forafmuch as ri 'crt is what generally the Geometrician ufes, both in the Synthe¬ 
tical and Analytical Method, and that in either way the proof of a Thing to be, 
is made no more Scientifically or a ion, than the proof of a Thing not to be; we are not 
much to prefer the one before the other; but may as the matter requires, for facility 
and brevity, make ufe of either; The courfe of Argumentation in both being 
equally Oftenfive, and the Mediums of the fame Nature and Force, that is, Propofi¬ 
tions already demonftrated, or allowed Principles. ’Tis only walking through them 
forward or backward, fometimes from known Truths to prove an undifcovered 
Truth in the Synthetical Method : And fometimes by the fame known Truths to 
difprove an undifcovered Untruth in an Analytical Deduction to Impoflibility. A 
form of Argumentation moft proper to overthrow a falfe Pofition: and thereby to 
eftablifli the contradictory Propofition for a certain Truth. This 
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This then is the glory of the Geometrician, to demonftrate upon clear and mi- 

queftkmable grounds, either Synthetically or Analytically. And belides, it is his 
wifdam not to adventure with the Philofopher, at a natural and necefTary Series 
of things from the immediate Caufes to their immediate EfFe&s, in which at¬ 
tempt all Philofophers have hitherto failed; but by irrefiftible reafoning exa&ly 
to perform what he undertakes, that is, to have fuch a Maftery over our Intelled 
as to convince. Infomuch that every Man fhall in reafon fubmit, and as readily 
yield his Aflent, as that he knows he thinks: And before all other Sciences, this 
is the power and preference of Geometry. 

PROPOSITION VIP 

N the fame ftrait line, to the fame two Jlrait lines cannot he 
conftituted two other fir ait lines, equal each to each, at an¬ 

other and another point, hath points feated the fame way, and the 
other two lines having the fame ends with the two firft lines. 

For if it be poffible, on the ftrait line ab, to the two ftrait lines 
ac, cb, let two other ftrait lines ad,db, equal 
each to each, be conftituted at another and an¬ 
other point, as at c and D,the points c,D,feat- 
ed t the fame way: And the lines ad,db, hav¬ 
ing the fame ends a, b, with the two firft lines 
ac, cb. So that ca be equal da: both having 
the fame end a; alfo cb be equal to db: both 
having the fame end b. 

And now let be joyned c d.{ 
Firft then in the Triangle a c d. 
Forafmuch as ac is equal to ad [by Supo- 

fition] therefore the angle acd is equal to the 
angle adc [Prop, y.] 

But the angle a c d is greater then the angle 
bcd,*z part of the fame angle acd. Wherefore 
the angle adc (equal to acd) is aHo greater a: 

than the angle bcd: * And therefore the angle 
b d c, being likgwife greater than its part the 
angle adc, is much greater than the 
fame angle bcd. But again in the Triangle bcd. 

Becaufe bc is equal to bd [by Suppofition] therefore the angle 
edc, is equal to the angle bcd. [Prop, y.] 

* But the angle edc has been now proved much greater 

than the angle bcd. And it is impoflible to he equal and greater 
than the fame. 

Therefore oil the fame ftrait line to the fame two ftrait lines, can¬ 
not be conftituted two other ftrait lines, equal each to each, at an¬ 
other and another point, both points feated the fame way, and the 
other two lines having the fame ends with the two firft lines. 
Which was to be demonftrated. 

t That is, on the fame fide of the line a b. For if the point c lyes 
on 
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on one fide of ab, and the point d on the contrary, then two equal 
lines may be conftituted at thofe points, and have the fame ends with 
the two firft lines. As may be eafily conceiv’d, if we imagine the 
Triangle adb, to be turned over on the other fide of the line ab. 

PROPOSITION VIII. IF two Triangles have two fides equal to two fides, each to each. 
jind have alfo the bafe equal to the bafe\ then /hall they have 

the angle equal to the angle, contained by the equal lines. 

Let the two Triangles be a b c, d e f, having the two fides a b, a c, 

equal to the two fides de, df, each to each, that is, ab to de, and 
a c to d f. And let them alfo have the bafe b c equal to the bafe e f. 

I fay, that the angle bac is equal to the angle edf. 
For the Triangle abc be- ^ . 

ing apply d to the Triangle 
def, and the point b put on 
the point E, and the ftrait line 
b c, on the ftrait line e f ; then 
the point c (hall agree with s' 
the point f; for that bc is 
equal to e f. 

Now bc agreeing with ef ; 
ba, ac, fhall alfo agree with ed,df. For if the bafe bc fhall agree 
with the bafe ef, and the fides b a, ac, do not agree with the fides 
Ed,d f, but change their fituation, as EG, gf. 

Then on the fame ftrait line to the fame two ftrait lines, fhall be 
conftituted the fame way, two other ftrait lines, equal each to each, 
at another and another point, having the fame ends. But they can¬ 
not be fo conftituted. [by Prop. 7.] 

Wherefore the bafe bc agreeing with the bafe ef, the fides ba, 
a c, fhall not difagree with the fides e d,d f; therefore they fhall agree. 

So that alfo the angle bac fhall agree with the angle edf, and 
therefore fhall be equal to it. [Ax. 8.] 

If therefore two Triangles have two fides equal to two fides, each 
to each, and have alfo the bafe equal to the bafe, then fhall they 
have the angle equal to the angle, contained by the equal lines. 
Which w7as to be demonftrated. 

Advertifement. 
Obferve here and elfewhere, a conftant propriety of Speech among the Greek.. 

Geometricians, that the fame ftrait lines when they relate to a Figure, are ever 
called Sides, 'zti.&pa), but when referr’d to an angle contained by thofe fides, then 
they retain,or refume the appellation of ftrait lines, tu&em not 

ANNOTATIONS. 

This eighth Propfition is in effect the Converfe of the fourth, in which two fides 
of a Triangle with the contained angle, were fuppofed equal to the like parts of an 

other 
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other Triangle j and from thence was proved the equality of their bales, &c. Now 
here two fides of a Triangle with the bale, are fuppoied equal to the like parts 
of an other Triangle, and from thence is proved the equality of the angles con¬ 
tained by the equal fides. And to compleat the Converle, Euclide might have gone 
on, and laid, alio the whole Triangle is equal to the whole Triangle, &c. as in the 
4th.Propofition. But this evidently following of it felf, needed not to be repeated. 

The demonftration of this Propofition, like as that of the 4th. depends upon 
the eighth Axiom of Congruous Magnitudes. And here alio in this demonftration, 
as before in the fourth, may be clearly obferved the difference between a Geome¬ 
trical and a Mechanical Congruency; the Mechanical being manifefted only by 
Senfe, and the Geometrical only by the force of Reafon. As in this 8th. Propofition 
the Triangles ABC, DEF, are proved to be Congruous, not from an evidence of 
Senfe, but from the 7th; Propofition; which is a Theorem moft rationally demon- 
ftrated: and indeed inferted among thefe Elementary Propofitions chiefly for that 
purpofe, there being hereafter no further ufe made thereof. 

In the fifth and fixth Propofitions, the parts of a Angle Triangle are compared 
to one another: Firft, in the fifth from two equal fides is proved an equality of 
their oppofite angles: Then in the fixth, from two equal angles,- is demonftrated 
an equality of their fubtending fides. 

In the fourth and eighth Propofitions, are compared two Triangles to one an¬ 
other : and from three equal parts given in each Triangle, is demonftrated an equa¬ 
lity between the two Triangles in the whole, and in every remaining part. 

Thefe four Propofitions are the Fundamental Theorems of the Elements: And 
the Ground upon which they ftand is the Axiom of Congruency; which Mathe¬ 
matical Congruency ought therefore to be rightly underftood, according as we haye 
before declared. 

PROPOSITION IX. 

0 cut a given fir ait din d angle into halves. 

Let the given ftrait-lin’d angle be bac. 

It is required to cut the fame into halves. 
Let there be taken in the line ab, any point 

as d. And from the line ac, let the line ae be 
taken off equal to ad, and draw de. Then on 
de let be conftituted an Equilateral Triangle 
def : and draw af. 

I fay, that the angle bac. is cut into halves 
by the ftrait line a f. 

For becaufe a d is equal a e, and a f common, 
therefore there are the two lines d a, a f, equal to the two lines e a, 
af, each to each; and thebafe df, is equal to the bafeEF, there¬ 
fore the angle d af, is equal to the angle eaf. [Prop. 8.] 

Wherefore the given ftrait-lin’d angle bac, it cut into halves by 
the ftrait line a f. Which was to be done. 

The Practice. 
From the point A at any diftance whatever in the lines A B, A C, take A D equal 

to A E j then from the points D and E, with the fame opening of the Compafies, 
let be defcribed two Arches interfering each other, fuppofe at the point F, haying 
drawn the ftrait line AF, the angle B A C is divided into two equal parts. 

PROPO- 
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T 
PROPOSITION X. 

0 cut a given finite [trait line into halves. 

Let the finite ftrait line given be cb. 
It is required to cut cb into halves. 
Let there be conftituted upon cb an Equila¬ 

teral Triangle cab, and let the angle cab be cut 
into halves, by the line ad. 

1 lay, that the ftrait line cb is cut into halves 
in the point d c 

For becaule ca is equal to ab, and ad com- 
tnon, therefore there are the two lines ca, ad, equal to the two 
lines ba ad, each to each, and the angle cad, is equal to the ancle 
bad: Therefore the bale cd, is equal to to the bale db 

Wherefore the given finite ftrait line cb, is cut into halves in the 
point d. Which was to be done. 

The Pra&ice. 
Opening the Compares to any diftance greater than half the line CB from 

the points C and B, with the fame opening ot the Compafih let be defer.bed two 
Arches interfering one another on each fide the line C B, a ftrait line drawn be¬ 
twixt the points of interle<ftion will divide the line into two equal parts. 

PROPOSITION XI. 

TO a given [trait line, from a point given in the fame to draw a 
strait line at Right angles. 

Let the given ftrait line be ab, and the point given in the fame be c. 
It is required from the point c unto 

ab to draw a ftrait line at Right angles. 
Let there be taken in the line ac any 

point as d, and to c d let there be put an 
equal line ce: Then on de let be con¬ 
ftituted an Equilateral Triangle fde. 
And draw the line cf. 

I fay, that to the given ftrait line ab from the point c given in 
the lame, is drawn at Right angles the ftrait line cf. 

For becaule cd is equal to c e, and cf common; therefore there 
are the two lines c d, c f, equal to the two lines c e, c f, each to each, 
and the bale df is equal to the bale ef; wherefore the angle dcf 
is equal to the angle ecf, and thefe are confequent angles. But 
when a ftrait line ftanding upon a ftrait line, makes the confequent 
angles equal to one another, then each of thole equal angles is a 
Right angle. Wherefore each of the angles dcf, ecf, is a Right angle. 

Thei efore to the given ftrait line a b, from the point c given in the 
lame, is drawn at Right angles the ftrait line c F. Which was to be 
done* N The 
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The Pn»ttice. 
On each fide of the given point C, in the l'ne AB,take CD and CE equal to one 

another* then from the points D and E,with any opening of the Compaffcs greater 
than C D or C E, let be defcnbed two Arches interfering each other, iuppofe 
at the point E, the ftrait line EC drawn betwixt the points F and C, fhall be 

Perpendicular to the line A B. 
This is the practice with Ruler and Compares, but the readieft way of drawing 

Perpendiculars both in this and the next Propofition, is by a Square. 

PROPOSITION XII. 

TO a given infinite ftrait line from a given point which is not 
in the fame line, to draw a 'Perpendicular Ur ait line. 

Let the given infinite ftrait line be ab, and let the given point 
which is not in the fame line be c 

It is required to ab, from the point c to 
draw a perpendicular ftrait line. 

Let there be taken on the other fide of the 
line ab, any point as d. Now the Center c, 
and the diftance CD,let be defcribed a Circle 
e fg. Then let the line eg be cut into halves 
in the point H,and let bejoyned cg, c h,ce- 

1 fay,that to ab, from the point c is drawn a perpendicular cH, 
For becaufeGH is equal to he and hc common; therefore there 

are the two lines gh,hc, equal to the two lines eh,hc, each to each; 
and the bafe cg is equal to the bafe ce: wherefore the angle chg, 

is equal to the angle che, and thefe are confequent angles. But 
when a ftrait line Handing upon a ftrait line makes the confequent 
angles equal to one another: then each of thofe equal angles is a 
Right angle, and the Handing ftrait line is called a perpendicular 
to that, upon which it ftands. 

Therefore to the given infinite ftrait line ab from the given point 
c, which is not in the fame line, is drawn the perpendicular ch. 
Which was to be done. 

The Practice. 
From the point C at any diftance greater than the neareft 

C D, let be defcribed an Arch, cutting the line A B at the 
points H and E, then from the points Hand E, with the 
lame opening of the Compafies, let be defcribed two Arches A—fiv 
interfering each other at the point I, the Ruler being laid 
to the points l and C draw C D, it fhall be perpendicular 
to A B from the point C. 

PROPOSITION XIII. 

d 

4 

Fa fir ait line flan ding any ways upon a ftrait line makes angle s> 
it ftjallmake either two Right angles, or angles equal to two Right. 

For let a ftrait line ab Handing upon a ftrait line cd, make an- 
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gles, as c ba, abd. I fay, that the angles cb a, abd, are either two 
Right angles, or equal to two Right. 

For it the angle cba, be equal to the angle abd, then are they 
two Right angles, [by the ioth.Def] 

But if not, let from the point b, be drawn b£ at right angles to cd. 
Wherefore c be, e b d, are two Right angles. 

Now whereas the angle cbe, is equal to the 
two angles cba, a be, let the angle eed be 
added in common. Wherefore the angles cbe, 
ebd, are equal to the three angles cba, a be, 
ebd. 

Again, whereas the angle dba, is equal to 
the two angles dbe, eba, let the angle abc,^ 
be added in common. Wherefore the angles 
dba, abc, are equal to the three angles dbe, eba,abc. 

But the angles cbe, ebd, were proved equal to the fame three 
angles; And things equal to one and the fame, are equal to one 
another. Therefore alfo the angles cbe, ebd, are equal to the an¬ 
gles DBA, ABC. 

But the angles cbe, ebd, are two Right angles, wherefore alfo 
the angles dba,abc, are equal to two Right angles. Therefore if a 
ftrait line Banding any ways upon a ftrait line makes angles, it 
fb-iil make either two Right angles, or angles equal to two Right 
Which was to be demonft rated. 

PROPOSITION XIV. IF to a ftrait line, and to a point in the fame, two ftrait lines not 
lying the fame way, do make the confequent angles equal to two 

Right angles, Thofe ftrait linesfoallbe dir eftlyplaced to one another. 
» • 

For to the ftrait line a b, and to a point in the fame B, let two ftrait 
lines bc, bd, not lying the fame way, make the confequent angles 
abc, abd, equal to two Right angles. I fay, that bd is diredly 
placed to bc. 

For if b d be not diredly placed to b c; let b e be diredly placed to b c- 
Now forafmuch as the ftrait line ab, ftands 

upon the ftrait line cbe: therefore the angles 
abc, Abe, are equal to two Right angles: 
[Prop. 13.] 

But alio the angles abc, abd, are equal to 
two Right angles [by Suppolition] wherefore 
the angles cba, a be, are equal to the angles ^ 
cba, A bd. 

Let the common angle cba be taken away. Therefore the re¬ 
maining angle abe, is equal to the remaining angle abd, the lefs 
to rhe greater: which is impoflible. Therefore b e is not diredly 
placed to bc. Ni In 
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In like manner may we prove, that there is not any other line 
befides bd. Therefore bc is dire&ly placed to bd. 

If therefore to a ftrait line, and to a point in the fame, two ftrait 
lines not lying the fame way, do make the confequent angles 
equal to two Right angles, Thofe ftrait lines (hall be directly placed 
one to the other. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XV. 

IF two fir ait lines cut each other, they JJjall make the Vertical 
angles equal to one another. 

For let the two ftrait lines ab3 cd, cut each other in the point e. 
I fay, that the angle ae e, is equal to the angle deb: and the an¬ 

gle c e b, is equal to the angle a e d. 
Forafmuch as the ftrait line ae, ftands upon 

the ftrait line cd, making the angles cea,aed, 
therefore the angles cea, aed, are equal to 
two Right angles. 

Again, becaufe the ftrait line d e ftands upon 
the ftrait line a b, making the angles aed,deb, 
therefore the angles aed, deb, are equal to 
two Right angles. 

But the angles c e a, a e d, were proved equal to two Right angles. 
Wherefore the angles cea, aed, are equal to the angles aed, deb: 
let the common angle aed be taken away; then the remaining 
angle cea, is equal to the remaining angle bed. In like manner it 
may be proved, that the angles ceb, dea, are equal. If therefore 
two ftrait lines cut each other, they fhall make the Vertical angles 
equal to one another. Which was to be demonftrated. 

Corollary. 
From hence ’tis manifejf that if fir ait lines, how many foevery cut one another in the 

fame pointy they Jhall make the angles at the fe&ion equal to four tfight angles. 

PROPOSITION XVI. OF every Triangle, any one fide being produced, the outward 
angle is greater than either of the inward\ and oppofite angles. 

Let the Triangle be abc, and let the fide b c be produced to d. 
I fay, that the outward angle acd, is greater than either of the 

inward, and oppofite angles cba, bac. 

Let a c be cut into halves in the point e ; and drawing b e let it be 
continued to f, fo that e f be put equal to be: And let be joyn’d f c. 
Forafmuch as ae is equal to ec, and be, to ef : therefore there are 
the two lines ae,eb,equal to the two lines ce, e f, each to each, and 
the angle aeb, is equal to the angle fec (for they are Vertical 

angles) 
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if 

angles) Therefore the bafe ab, is equal to the bafe fc, and theTri 
angle abe is equal to the Triangle fec; 
and the remaining angles are equal to the 
remaining angles, each to each, under 
which are fubtended equal Tides, [Prop. 
4-*] therefore the angle b a e* is equal to the 
angle ecf. But the angle ecd, is greater 
than the angle ecf. Therefore the angle e c d & 
is greater than the angle bae: That is, the 
outward angle e c d, or a c d, is greater than 
the inward and oppoliteangle bag. 

In like manner, the fide a c being produced 
to g, and the fide b c being cut into halves in 
the point h: and drawing ah, let it be continued to i,fo that hi be 
put equal to ah: and let be joyned ic; It will be demonftrated as 
before, that the outward angle bcg, is greater than the inward and 
oppofite cba. But the angle bcg, is equal to the Vertical angle 
acd; therefore the angle acd, is alfo greater than the angle cba: 

And it has been proved greater than the angle bac. Therefore of 
every Triangle any one fide being produced, the outward angle is 
greater than either of the inward and oppofite angles. Which was 
to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XVII. 

F every Triangle two angles taken together every way, are 
lefs than two Right angles. 

Let the Triangle be a b c. I fay, that any two angles of the Tri¬ 
angle abc, are lefs than two Right angles. 

For let b c be produced to d : And becaufe 
of the Triangle abc the outward angle acd, 
is greater than the inward and oppofite an¬ 
gle abc* let be added in common the angle 
acb: therefore the angles acd, acb, are d 

greater than the angles abc, bca. But the 
angles acd, acb, are equal to two Right angles; therefore the 
angles abc, Be a, are lefs than two Right angles. In like manner 
we may demonftrate, that the angles bac, acb, are lels than two 
Right angles: And alfo that the angles cab, abc, are lels than two 
Right angles. Therefore of every Triangle two angles taken toge¬ 
ther every way, are lels than two Right angles. Which was to be 
demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XVIII. 
F every Triangle the greater fide fubtends the greater angle. 

Let the Triangle be abc, having the fide ac greater than the fide 
N J A B. 
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ab. I fay, that alfo the angle abc, is greater than the angle bca. 

For becaufe ac is greater than ab, let ad be put equal to ab; 

and let be joyned bd. 

Now forafmuch as of the Ti iangle bdc, the an 
outward angle adb is greater than the inward / 
and oppofite angle dcb; and that the angle / \ 
adb, is equal to the angle abd, (becaufe the / 
the fide ab is equal to the fide ad) Therefore 
the angle abd, is greater than the angle acb. 
But the angle abc is greater than the angle'abd, wherefore it is 
much greater than the angle acb. Therefore of every Triangle 
the greater fide fubtends the greater angle. Which was to be de- 

monftrated. 
PROPOSITION XIX. OF every Triangle under the greater angle, is fult ended the 

greater fide. 

Let the Triangle be abc, having the angle abc, greater than the 
angle bca. I fay, that the fide a c is greater than the fide ab. For 
if not, then a c is either equal to a b, or lefs than it. 

But ac is not equal to ab ; for that then the a 
angle abc fliould be equal to the angle acb. 

But it is not equal [by Suppofition] there¬ 
fore ac is not equal to ab. Neither yet is 
ac lefs than ab, for then alfo the angle abc e 

fliould be lefs than the angle acb. But it is 
not lefs [by Suppofition.] therefore ac is not lefs than ab. And it 
has been demonftrated, that it is not equal: therefore the fide a c 

is greater than the fide ab. Wherefore of every Triangle under the 
greater angle is fubtended the greater fide. Which was to be de¬ 
monftrated. 

PROPOSITION XX. OF every Triangle two fides taken together any way, are great- 
er than the remaining fide. 

Let the Triangle be abc. I fay, that two fides of the Triangle 
abc taken together any way, are greater than the remaining fide. 
Namely b a, ac, than bc : and ab, bc, thane a: and bc, ca, than 
a b. For let b a be produced to the point d, and to c a let ad be put 
equal, then let be joyned d c. 

Now forafmuch as d a is equal to a c, there¬ 
fore the angle ad c is equal to the angle a cd. 

Blit the angle bcd is greater than the angle 
acd: therefore the angle bcd is greater than 
the angle adc. And becaufe d cb is a Triangle 
having the angle bcd greater than the angle bdc; and that under 

the 
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the greater angle is fubtended the greater fide: therefore db is 
greater than bc. But db is equal to ba, ac : therefore ba, ACj are 

greater than b c. 
After the fame manner (ball we demonftrate, that ab, bc, are 

greater than c a ; And b c, c a, than a b. Therefore of every Triangle 
two fides taken together every way, are greater than the remaining 
fide. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XXI. IF from the Ends of any one fide of a Triangle he con flit uted 
two fir ait lines within the Triangle: The conftituted linesJhall 

he lefs than the two remaining fides of the Triangle: But f hall con¬ 
tain a greater angle. 

For on one of the fides bc, of the Triangle a s'c, from the ends 
b c, let be conftituted within, two ftrait lines bd,dc. 

, X fay5 that b Dj d Cj are lefs than b a, a c, the two remaining fides of 

the Triangle abc: but do contain an angle bdc greater than the 

angle bac. 
For let bd be produced to e. 

Now forafmuch as of every Triangle two 
fides are greater than the remaining fide; there¬ 
fore of the triangle bae the two fides ba, ae, 

are greater than b e. Let e c be added in com¬ 
mon, therefore b a, a c, are greater than be, e c. 

Again, becaufe of the Triangle ced, the two fides ce,ed, are 
greater than cd: letDBbe added in common, therefore ce, eb, are 
greater than c d, db. But ba, ac,have been proved greater than be, 

ec : therefore ba, ac, are much greater than bd, dc. 

Again, forafmuch as of every Triangle the outward angle is 
greater than the inward andoppofite: therefore of the Triangle ced 

the outward angle bdc,is greater than dec. And by the fame rea- 
fon, of the Triangle bae, the outward angle bec, is greater than 
b a e. But b d c has been provd greater than dec, that is, b e c ; there¬ 
fore the angle bdc is much greater than the angle bac. 

If therefore upon any one fide of a Triangle, be from the ends 
thereof conftituted two ftrait lines within the Triangle, the confti¬ 
tuted lines are lefs than the two remaining fides of the Triangle: 
but fhall contain a greater angle. Which was to be demonftrated. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

This Propofition is of much ufe in Optics concerning Vifual Rays, and An¬ 
gles j in that the fame Object fhall appear greater, or leffer, as upon various di¬ 
stances, the angles received in the Eye are greater, or leffer. And therefore in ge¬ 
neral ’tis to be noted that every Thing appears to us lefs, than it really is in 

magnitude. . . , . , - 
The like ufe of this Propofition is made in Perfpe&ive, Picture, and Archi¬ 

tecture : where Images, Statues, Columns, &c. are proportioned according to their 
heights 
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heights and diftanCes. Phidias his Statue of Minerva was very famous in this point, 
which feemed near hand fo monftrous to the vulgar: but feated in that part of 
the Temple where it was defign’d to be placed, it appear’d moft beautiful. We have 
the like example of Pictures in the Banqueting Room at White-Hall. Thus many 
Geometrical Propofitions, which leem trivial, have excellent Ufes. 

PROPOSITION XXII. 

F three Jlrait lines, which are equal to three given Ur ait 
lines, to con flit ute a Triangle. 

But any two taken every way, ought to he greater than the re¬ 
maining line. 

Let three given ftrait lines be a,b, c, of which let any two taken 
every way, be greater than the remaining line: namely a, b, than 
c. a, c, than b, and b,c, than a. It is required to conftitute a Triangle 
of ftrait lines equal to a, b, c. Let be put a ftrait line d e, terminated 
at d, but in terminate towards e ; and let df be put equal to a, and 
fg equal to b, and gh to c. Now the Center f, and diftance fd, 
let be defcribed the circle dkl : And again, the Center g, and di¬ 
ftance gh, let be defcribed the circle hlk: and let be joyned kf, 
kg. I fay, that the Triangle k fg, is conftituted of three ftrait lines 
equal to a,b,c. 

For becaufethe point f is the Cen¬ 
ter of the circle dkl, therefore f d is 
equal to fk; but fd is equal to a, 

wherefore alfo fk is equal to a. 

Again, becaufe the point g is the 
Center of the circle hlk, therefore 
gh is equal to gk: but gh is equal b- 

to c: wherefore alfo g k is equal to c; Ah 
and fg alio is equal to b. Wherefore the three ftrait lines kf, fg, 
gk, are equal to the three ftrait lines a,b,c. Therefore of the three 
ftrait lines kf,fg, gk, which are equal to the three given ftrait lines 
a,e,c, is conftituted the Triangle kfg. Which was to be done. 

PROPOSITION XXIII. TO a given Urait line, and to a point in the fame, to conUitute 
a firait-lin d angle equal to a given Jlrait-lirid angle. 

Let the given ftrait line be a b, and in the 
fame let the point be a ; and let the given ftrait 
lin d angle be d c e. It is required to the given 
ftrait line AB,and in it to the point a, to con¬ 
ftitute a ftrait-lin’d angle equal to the given 
ftrait-lind angle dce. 

Let there be taken in each line cd, ce, any lE 
points; as d, e ; and let be drawn the ftrait line 
d e. Now of three ftrait lines which are equal to the three ftrait lines 

CD, 

E Hi 1 . T> 
G J J 
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cd,de, ce; let be conftituted a Triangle afg, fo that cd be equal 
to af; and ce to ag; as alfo de to fg. 

Then forafmuchas the two ftrait lines dc,ce, are equal to the 
two ftrait lines f a,ag, each to each, and the bafe de is equal to the 
bafe fg: therefore the angle dce is equal to the angle FAG.[Prop.8.J 
Therefore to a given ftrait line ab, and to a point in the fame a, is 
conftituted a ftrait-lind angle fag, equal to a given ftrait-lin’d an¬ 
gle dce. Which was to be done. 

PROPOSITION XXIV. 

F two Triangles have two [ides equal to two fides, each to each: 
jdnd have the angle greater than the angle, which is contained by 

the equal lines: They Jhallalfo have the bafe greater than the bafe. 
Let the two Triangles be abc, def, having two fides ab,ac, 

equal to two fides de,df, each to each, that is, a b to d e ; a c to d f : 

And let the angle BAcbe greater than the angle edf : I fay, that 
the bafe b c is greater than the bafe ef. 

Forafmuch as the angle bac is greater than the angle edf, let to 
the ftrait line de, and to a point in the fame d, be conftituted the 
angle edg, equal to the angle bac. And to either of the lines a c, 

d f, let d g be put equal, and let be joyned ge,gf. 

Now becaufe a b is equal to d e, and a c 

to dg; therefore there are the two lines 1 

b a, ac, equal to the two lines ed,d G,each 
to each; and the angle b a c, is equal to the 
angle edg, therefore the bafe b c,. is equal p, ______- .. n 
to the bafe e g. Again, becaufe d g is equal E f 

to d f, therefore the angle d f g is equal to the angle dgf, [Prop. 5*.] 
But dgf is greater than its part egf, therefore alfo dfg is greater 
than egf. But efg is greater than its part dfg, therefore efg 

is much greater than egf. , , ( 
And becaufe there is the Triangle egf, having the angle efg 

greater than the angle egf, and that under the greater angle is fub- 
tended the greater fide: therefore the fide eg is greater than ef. 

But eg is equal to bc: wherefore Bcis greater than ef. 

If therefore two Triangles have two fides equal to two fides, each 
to each; and have the angle greater than the angle, which is con¬ 
tained by the equal lines: They Ihall alfo have the bafe greater 
than the bafe. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XXV. 

F two Triangles have two fides equal to two fides, each to each, 
and have the bafe greater than the bafe: They fall alfo have 

the angle greater than the angle, which is contained by the equal 
lines. 

Let the two Triangles be a b c, d e f, having two fides a b, Ac,equal 
O to 
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to two Tides d E, ef, each to each, that is, a b to d E ; a c to d F: And 
let the bafe bc be greater than the bafe ef : I fay, that the angle 
bac is greater than the angle edf. 

For if not, then bac is either equal to edf, orlefs. But the angle 
bac is not equal to the angle edf: For 
then the bafe b c fhould be equal to the 
bafe e f. [ Prop. 4-. ] But it is not fo [by 
Suppofition] therefore the angle bac 
is not equal to the angle edf. 

But neither is it lefs. For then the 
bafe bc fhould be lels than the bafe ef 
[Prop.x4~] But it is not fo [by Suppofi¬ 
tion] therefore the angle bac is not lefs 
than the angle edf; and it has been proved, that it is not equal. 
Therefore the angle b ac is greater than the angle edf. 

If therefore two Triangles have two fides equal to two fides,each 
to each, and have the bafe greater than the bafe : They fhall alfo 
have the angle greater than the angle, which is contained by the 
equal lines. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XXVI. IF two Triangles have two angles equal to two angles, each to 
each, and one fide equal to one fide, either that which is be¬ 

tween the equal angles, or that, which is fubt ended under one of 
the equal angles'. They fhall alfo have the other fides equal to the 
other fides, each to each, and the remaining angle equal to the re¬ 
maining angle. 

Let the two Triangles be abc, def, having two angles abc, 
bc a; equal to two angles def, efd, each to each, that is, abc to 
def, and bc a to efd. 

And let them have one fide equal to one fide. 
Firft, the fide between the equal angles: that is, bc equal to ef. 

I fay. That they fhall have the other fides equal to the other fides, 
each to each, namely ab toDE; and ac to df: and the remaining 
angle bac, equal to the remaining angle edf. 

For if a b be unequal to de, one of them fhall be the greater. 
Let ab be the greater, and let b g be put a 

equal to E d, and let be joyned gc. Now for- 
afmuch as bg is equal to ed, and bc to ef, 
therefore there are the two lines bg,bc, equal 
to the two lines ed, ef, each to each, and 
the angle gbc is equal to the angle def; 
therefore the bafe gc, is equal to the bale 
df. [Prop. 4..] And the Triangle gbc fhall be equal to the Triangle 
def, and the remaining angles fhall be equal to the remaining 

angles, 
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angles, each to each, under which are fubtended equal Tides, 
Therefore the angle bgg, is equal to the angle efd. But efd 

was fuppofed equal to b c a ; wherefore b c g is equal to b c a : The 
lefs to the greater; which is impoffible. Therefore a b is not un¬ 
equal to d e, equal therefore it is. 

Butalfo bc is equal to ef; therefore there are the two lines ab 
bc, equal to the two lines de3eF,each to each, and the angle abc is 
equal to the angle def, wherefore the bafe a c is equal to the bafe 

df : and the remaining angle b a c is equal to the remaining angle edj^ 
^ow again, let the lides fubtended under the equal angles be 

equal, as ab to de; I fay, that alfo the other Tides fhall be equal 
to the other fides, that is, ac to df, and bc to ef: And alfo 
the remaining anglebac, fhall be equal to the remaining angle e df. 
For if b c be unequal to e f, one of them is the greater. 

Let b c (if poffible) be the greater, and let b h be put equal to e f 
and let be joyned ah. 

Now forafmuch as bh is equal to ef, and ABto de: therefore 
there are the two lines ab,bh, equal to the two lines de,ef, each 
to each, and they contain equal angles: wherefore the bafe ah is e- 
qual to the bafe df, and the Triangle ab h : is equal to the Triangle 
def. And the remaining angles fhall be equal to the remaining am 
gles, each to each, under which are fubtended equal fides; therefore 
the angleBHAis equal to efd. But efd is equal tobca, therefore 
alfo b ha is equal to B c a : that is, of the Triangle a h c, the outward 
angle e h a, is equal to the inward and oppofite bca : which is im- 
poffible. Therefore bc is not unequal to ef, equal therefore it is. 
But alfo a b is equal to d e : therefore there are the two lines ab;bc, 
equal to the two lines de, ef, each to each, and they contain equal 
angles: wherefore the bafe a c, is equal to the bafe Dr, and the Tri¬ 
angle abc, is equal to the Triangle def, and the remaining angle 
bac, is equal to the remaining angle edf. 

If therefore two Triangles have two angles, equal to two angles, 
each to each, and one fide equal to one fide, either that which is be¬ 
tween the equal angles, or that which is fubtended under one of 
the equal angles : they fhall &c. Which was to bedemonftrated. 

• 

PROPOSITION XXVII. 
rr~~ IF a [trait line falling on two Jlrait lines, maizes the alternate 

angles equal to one another, the fir ait lines /ball he Tarallels 
one to the other. 

For let the ftrait line e f, falling on the two ftrait lines a b, cd, 

make the Alternate angles a ef, efd, equal to one another: I fay, 
that a b is Parallel to cd. J 

Foi if not, then ab, cd, being produced fhall meet either on the 

01 parts 
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parts of b,d; or on the parts of a,c. Let them be produced and 
meet on the parts of b, d, in the point a. Therefore of the Tn- 
an„le GEF the outward angle af.f is greater than the inward and 
oppofite angle efg. [Prop. 16.] But it is alfo equal [by Suppofi- 
tion] which is impoffible; therefore a b, cd, 
being produced lh3.ll not meet on the parts 

of b,d. • t1, , 
After the fame manner lhall be demon- c 

ftrated, that they meet not on the parts - 
of A,c. But meeting in neither part, they are Parallels, [Dei. 35,-J 

therefore a b is Parallel to cd- . t 
Wherefore if aftrait line falling on two ftrait lines, makes the Al¬ 

ternate angles equal to one another, the ftrait lines lhall be Parallels, 
one to the other. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XXVIII. 

F aftrait line falling on two ftrait lines, makes the outward an- 
^ gle equal to tide inward and oppofite on the fame parts: Or the 
inwardangles on the fame parts equal to two Right angles', the 
[trait lines Jhallhe Tarallels one to the other. 

For let the ftrait line ef falling on the two ftrait lines ab,cd, 
make the outward angle egb, equal to the inward and oppofite, 
and on the fame parts, namely to the angle ghd : or the inward an¬ 
gles on the fame parts,namely bgh, ghd, equal to two Right an¬ 

gles. I fay, that ab is Parallel to cd. 
For becaufe e g b is equal to g h d [by Suppo- 

fition] and e gb is equal to the Vertical angle agh; a 
therefore alfo AGHis equal to ghd, and they 
are Alternate, therefore ab is Parallel to cd. c 

Again, becaufe bgh, ghd, are equal to two 
Right angles [by Suppofition.] and alfo agh, 
bgh, are equal to two Right angles; [Prop. 13.] therefore agh, 
bgh, are equal to bgh, ghd. Let bgh common be taken away, 
then the remaining angle agh is equal to the remaining angle ghd. 
And they are Alternate, therefore ab is Parallel to cd. 

If therefore a ftrait line falling on two ftrait lines, makes the out¬ 
ward angle equal to the inward and oppofite on the fame parts: or 
the inward angles on the fame parts equal to two Right angles: 
the ftrait lines ftiall be Parallels one to the other. Which was to 

be demonftrated. 

B 

D 

PROPO- 
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PROPOSITION XXIX. O.NTarallel Lines a Jlrait line falling doth make the Alternate 
angles equal to one another. 

And tide Outward angle equal to the Inward, and Oppofite on 
the fame parts. 

And the Inward angles on the fame parts equal to two Right. 

For on the Parallels a b, cd, let the ftrait line e f fall, I fay that it 
makes the Alternate angles agh3ghd equal. 

And the Outward angle egb equal to ghd the Inward and Op- 
polite angle on the fame parts. 

And the Inward angles on the fame parts egh, ghd, equal to 
two Right angles. 

For if the angle agh be unequal to ghd; one of them is the 
greater. Let the greater be agh. 

Nowforafmuch as agh is greater than ghd, \E 
let be added in common egh. Therefore agh, a_\c- B 

But 
H 

-D 

bgh are greater than bgh, ghd [Ax. 4^ 
agh, bg h are equal to two Right angles [Prop, c 
13.]; therefore bgh, ghd are lefs than two 
Right angles. But ftrait lines infinitely produced from Angles lefs 
than two Right, do meet together, [Ax. n.] therefore ab, cd, in¬ 
finitely produced fhall meet together. But meet they do not; for 
that they are fuppofed Parallels; therefore agh is not unequal to 
ghd: equal therefore it is; And agh,ghd3are Alternate angles. 

But again, agh is equal to the Vertical angle egb, [Prop, iy.] 
therefore alfo egb is equal to ghd* The Outward angle equal to 
the Inward and Oppofite. 

Let now be added in common bgh: therefore egb, bgh are e- 
qual to bgh, ghd. But egb, bgh are equal to Two Right angles 
[Prop. 13.] therefore alfo bgh, ghd. The Inward angles, are equal 
to two Right. 

Wherefore a ftrait falling on Parallel lines does make the Alter¬ 
nate angles equal to one another : And the Outward angle equal to 
the Inward, and Oppofite on the fame parts: And the Inward angles 
on the fame parts equal to two Right. Which was to be demonftrated. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

This Proportion is the Converfe of the two preceding ; and in the three laft 
Proportions is comprifed the Fundamental Doctrine of Parallelifm j wherein three 
Specihcative and Convertible Properties of Parallels are laid down. 

Firft, From the Equality of the Alternate angles the Lines are proved Parallels} 
in Prop. 27. 

Secondly, From the Equality of the Outward angle to the Inward and Oppofite: 
And then next, 

Thirdly, From the Equality of the two Inward angles to Two Right, the Lines 
are alfo proved Parallels, in Prop. 28. 

01 So 
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So that in thefe two Propofitions is demonftrated, that all ftrait lines having any 

one of thefe three properties are Parallels, that is, Non-Concurring strait lines. 

Now the following 29th. Propofition is the Converfe of the two preceding, and 
demonftrates, that all Parallels have all thefe three properties. 

But in this 29 th. Propofition, the firft and main part of the Demonftratiori de- 
dends wholly upon the 11th. Axiom, which tho’ it be certainly true; yet for that 
it is lyable to dubitatiori, and fome Objections may be made againftit; this De- 
monftration hath not clearly pafTed without fome reprehenfion. 

For befides what hath been faid before in the Annotations upon this 11th. Axi¬ 
om, Euclide himfelf in the 17th. Propofition, doth in effeCt demonftrate, That two 
fir ait lines meeting together, being cut by a fir ait line, are drawn from angles lefs than 
two height. And fay they, it might be as reafonably required of Euclide, to have de- 
monftrated the Converfe, That two fir ait lines drawn from angles lefs then two Eighty 
Jhall meet together, which is the 11th. Axiom, and afliimed for a Principle without 
any Demonftration. 

Again, in the 28th. Propofition it is demonftrated, That if the two inward angles 
he equal to two Eighty then the lines are Parallels. But alfo it feems as requifite and 
reafonable to have demonftrated, That if the two inward angles be lefs than two Eighty 

then the lines are not Parallels; but at length fliall meet together ; This Suppofition 
having no more Natural evidence then the other. There have been in all Ages 
feveral Attempts made to remove this ftumbling block: But too tedious they are 
to be here examined. You may perufe what Proclus has ventured at in his Com¬ 
mentaries on Prop. 29. and what Clavius has laborioufly perform’d. What a ftrange 
notion of Parallels Borellus has fram’d in his Euclides Tfeftitutusy at Prop. 14. Lib. I. 
and what others have endeavoured herein. There are likewife two Ttanflations of 
Euclide into Arabic, one of Nafaradinus printed at Eome. The other of--- 
never Printed, a Copy whereof is in the Oxford Library. In both of them much 
Labour is taken to clear this Matter. 

After thefe great Geometricians, we fliall with pardon adventure upon this Mat¬ 
ter; and in lieu of Euclid's n‘h. Axiom bring into the Elements the confideration 
of the Distance of Parallels, and their Equidistances toward one 
another. For altho’ in our Annotations upon the Definition of Parallels, we have 
fhewn, that the name Parallels ought not in Euclid's Senfe to be Tranflated Equi- 
difiant lines; or by that name fhould be conceived Equidifiant fir ait linesy but only 
Nonconcurring ftrait lines: yet we do not fo wholly exclude the Notion of Equidi- 
ftancy in the dodtrine of Parallelifin, but that there may be a juft ufe made thereof; 
tho’ Equidiftancy be not taken into the Definition of Parallels. 

Firft then it is obfervable, that vulgarly Parallels are conceived to be Equidiftant 
ftrait lines; altho’ the Geometrician puts only the notion of Nonconcurrency into 
the Definition, without any regard had to the Equidiftancy of Parallels; and this 
is done upon very good reafon. For a Nonconcurrency in fome ftrait lines is a 
Notion generally ufeful throughout all Geometry: therefore Euclide among the 
reft of his Definitions proper to his firft Element, has laid down this Notion of 
Nonconcurrency under the name of Parallels. So that Parallels and Nonconcur¬ 
ring ftrait lines may be fubftituted indifferently for one another in any demonftra¬ 
tion , as the Defnitum and Definition ought to be. But Parallels and Equidiftant 
ftrait lines cannot be fo indifferently taken and ufed; notwithftanding the vulgar 
conception of them.1 Yet fome particular ule may be made in Geometry of 
the Equidiftancy of Parallels, as we fliall fliew; if according to the vulgar conce¬ 
ption it be admitted among the other common Notions, that Parallels are equidi¬ 
ftant ftrait lines: And fo this to be received for a Maxim from Euclids Definition 
of Parallels, as he has from the Definition of a Right angle put for an Axiom, that 
all Right angles are equal to one another. 

To proceed then in this matter, we fliall as aforelaid, add to Euclide only a De¬ 
finition of the diftance of Parallels, and inftead of his nch. Axiom afiume their 
Equidiftancy as a common Notion. 

DEFI- 



DEFINITION XXXV. 

The diftance of Parallels is a ftrait line, drawn from any point 
in either Parallel, perpendicular to the other. 

As of the Parallels AB, CD, the diftance is the ftrait line EF, drawn from the 
point Ein the line AB, perpendicular to the line CD. 

And again, the diftance of the fame A E H B 
Parallels is the line G H drawn from " ~ 
the point G in the line C D, perpendi¬ 
cular to the line A B, and lb forth in¬ 
finitely. -E—.---- 

This Notion,or Definition of diftance * G & 
is agreeable to the 4th. Definition of the third Element, and to the 4th. Definition 
of the fixth Element* 

AXIOM XII. 

Parallels are every where equally diftant from one another. 

That is, the Perpendiculars drawn from any point in either of the Parallels? 
to the other, are equal to one another. As in the Parallels A B, C D, the line E F 
perpendicular to CD is equal to GH perpendicular to AB. So every wherefrom 
any points in the One, the perpendiculars to the Other, are mutually equal to one 
another. v 

We have formerly Ihewn how Vofidonius has defined Parallels from the equality 
of their perpendiculars yet we find not what advantage was further made of that 
Definition, toward the amendment of Euclids demonftration, or for any other ufe 
he makes thereof in Geometry. But according to Euclids Definition, the Notion 
of two ftrait lines in the fame plane produced both ways infinitely, which lliall ne¬ 
ver meet, is as proper and common a fubjeCt of Geometry, as Angles and Figures 
are, and of as general an extent. 

Yet furthermore we acknowledge, that the Equidiftance of thefe ftrait lines is a 
Notion concomitant with that of Nonconcurrency, and that they mutually put one 
another, as a caufe puts the effect, and an effect puts the caufe. So that in Parallels 
Artificers do in Architecture, and other the like matters, refpeCt their Equidiftancy, 
as belt fiiiting with their bufinefs: whereas the Geometrician makes ufe only of 
their Nonconcurrency. And our great Geometrician the Famous Savilian Profeffor 
of Geometry in Oxford Dr Wallis fays, Parallelifmus & jEquidiflantia vel idem funt, vel 
certe Je mutuo comitantur. 

Seeing therefore that thefe Notions are naturally, and in common Senfe imme¬ 
diately conjoyn’d, we do retain Euclids Definition of Parallels, and have ajfumed 
for a Geometricctl Axiom their Equidifiancy. 

if this may be fo allowed, or at leaft admitted, as a more clear and obvious No¬ 
tion than the 1 ith. Ax. of Euclide, thenlhall we briefly demonftrate that troublelome 
part of the 29tfl. Propofition, concerning the equality of the Alternate angles in 
Parallels, without any ufe of the 11th. Axiom. 

The Demonftration of the equality of the Alternate An¬ 
gles in Parallels. 

On the Parallels AB, CD, let firft the ftrait line EF fall on AB at Right 
angles. 

I fay, that EF likewife falls on CD at Right angles; and therefore makes the 
Alternate angles equal, and the outward angle equal to the inward and oppofite, 
and the two inward angles equal to two Right. For if EF falls not at Right an¬ 

gles 
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A B 

p-ie3 on CD, let El fall at Right angles on CD, [by Prop. 12.] therefore El is 
the diftance of the Parallels AB, CD, [Def. 37.] Likewife FE falling on AB at 
Right angles, [by Suppofition] is the (fi¬ 
nance alfo of the fame Parallels. Wherefore 
F E, E I, are equal [by Ax. 12. that Paral¬ 
lels are Equidiftant ftrait lines.] And becaule 
of the Triangle E FI, the Tides EF,EI,are 
equal, therefore the angles at the bafe EFI C I F X> 

A / 
E 

B 

D 

EIF are equal. But E1F is by Conftru- 
d;ion a Right angle, wherefore EFI is a Right angle, fo that the angles at the 
bafe are equal to two Right. But they are lefs [by Prop. 17.] therefore El is 
not at Right angles to C D, and by the lame reafon no other Can be drawn from 
the point E befides E F. Wherefore E F is at Right angles to C D, and alfo it is 
at Right angles to A B [by Suppofition.] therefore all the angles at E and F are 
Right, and equal to one another. 

Again, on the Parallels AB, CD, let 
the ftrait line EF fall otherwife at adven¬ 
ture. I fay, that it makes the Alternate 
angles AGH, GHD, equal to one ano¬ 
ther. 

Now for the demonftration thereof we 
diall premife this Lemma. 

A Lemma is a Propolition taken in by 
the by, to make way for the proof of fome 
Principal Propolition. 

LEMMA. 
If two Right angl’d Triangles A B C, D E F, have the fide A C, fubtending the 

ri°ht angle B, equal to the fide D F, fubtending the right angle E: and a fide AB 
about the right angle B, equal to the fide DE, about the right angle E, then (hall 
they have the remaining lide B C, equal to the remaining fide E F. For if B C be 
not equal to EF, then one of them is the greater. Let EF be the greater, and 
from the greater E F 
take the line E G equal 
to B C the lefs 3 and let 
be drawn GD. 

Forafmuch then as 
EG is made equal to 
BC, and ED is equal 
to B A, [by Suppofiti¬ 
on] and they contain __ _ 
right angles at E and B, therefore the bale D G lhall be equal to bale A C [Prop.4.] 
But A C is equal to D F [by Suppofition] therefore D G is equal to D F: fo that 
in the Equicrural Triangle D G F, the angles at the bale DFG, DGF, are equal 
to one another. But DGF is greater then the right angle DEG, {the outward 
greater then the inward and oppojite^by Prop. 16.) therefore the anglesD GF,DFG, 
are greater than two Right: which is impoffible [by Prop. 17*] therefore the line 
B C is not unequal to E F, equal therefore they are to one another. Which 
was to be demonftrated. , 

After the demonftration of this Lemma, we thus further proceed to prove the 
equality of the Alternate angles in any Oblique Se&ion. 

On the Parallels AB, CD, let the ftrait line EF fall at adventure. I lay, that 
it makes the Alternate angles AGH, GHD, equal to one another: and alio the 
Alternate angles C H G, H G B, equal to one another. ■ 

For from the point H to the line A B, draw a perpendicular HK [by Pi op. 12.J 
Again, from the point G to the line CD draw a perpendicular GL. 

Now forafmuch as in the right angld Triangles HKG, GLH, the line HK 
is equal to the lineGL, for that each is the diftance of the fame Parallels, [Del. 

3f. and 
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$f. and Ax. 12.] and H G, fubtending the right angles at Kand L, common, there* 
fore the remaining fide KG, is equal to the remaining fide LH (by the precedent 
Lemma). Wherefore there are the two linesHK,KG, equal to the two lines GL, 
LH, each to each, and they contain 
equal angles, namely Right; therefore E 
[by Prop. 4.] the angles K G H, G H L, 
are equal j that is, in the Parallels A B, 
C D, the Alternate angles A G H, GHD, 
are equal to one another* 

Again, becaufe the angles AGH, 
HG B, are equal to two Right [Prop* 
13.]; and likewile CHG, GHD, are 
equal to two Right, therefore AGH, C 
HGB, are equal to CHG, GHD. 
Taking therefore away the equal Alter¬ 
nate angles A G H, G H D, the remain¬ 
ing Alternate angles C H G, H G B, are equal to one another. 

Wherefore on Parallel lines a ftrait line falling, doth make the Alternate angles 
equal to one another, &c. Which was to be demonftrated. Now what follows in 
Euchde is without exception. 

Having thus demonftrated this 29th. Propofition without the help of the n'k. 
Axiom j we (hall next demonftrate that nch. Axiom. 

A Demonftration of the Eleventh Axiom of Euclide. 
If on two ftrait lines AB, CD, a ftrait line EF falling, doth make the inward 

angles toward the fame parts EFD, FEB, lets than two Right: I fay, that the 
lines A B, C D, being infinitely produced toward the parts of B, D, where the an¬ 
gles are lefs then two Right, fhall meet together. 

Forafinuch as the angles AEF, 
E A 

B FEB, are equal to two Right [Prop. 
13.]; and C F E, E F D, are equal to 
two Right, therefore thefe four are 
equal to four Right angles. But EFD, 
FEB, are lefs than two Right [by 
Suppofition]j therefore the angles £ 
EFC, FEA, are greater then two •* 
Right. Wherefore the lines BA, 
D C, being infinitely produced toward the parts of A, C, fiiall that way never meet 
[by Prop. 17.]. If now they meet not toward the parts of B, D, then the lines A B, 
CD, are Parallels [Def. 34.]; and Parallels have the two inward angles toward 
the fame parts equal to two Right [by Prop. 29.]. But the angles EFD, FEB, 
are fuppofed lefs; and to be lefs and equal to the fame is impolfible; Therefore 
the lines AB, CD, being infinitely produced toward the parts of B, D, (hall meet 
together. Which was to be demonftrated. 

Notwithftanding this, it is demonftrable that two ftrait lines drawn from an¬ 
gles lefs than two Right, may in fome manner be forever prolonged; yet fhall 
they never meet together. 

For let the ftrait lines A B, C D, be cut by A C mak¬ 
ing the inward angles B A C, D C A, lefs than two 
Right. Now let A C be cut into halves, or otherwife 
in E: and equal to E A let be put A F, and to E C, 
C G; than draw F G. Again, let F G be cut in H, 
and equal to H F, let be put F B, and to H G, G D > 
then draw BD. 1 fay, that the lines A B, C D, may 
for ever be Thus prolong’d, yet never fhall they meet 
together. For if poffible, let them meet in the point L; 
therefore BD being cut in K, the line KB fhall be 

A 
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equal to BL, and K D to DL, Wherefore of the Triangle B D L the lides DX,j 
L B, fhall be equal to the third fide BD, which is impoffible by the 20 th. Propofi- 
tion. Therefore the lines A B, C D, drawn from angles lefs than two Right, may for 
ever be prolonged, and never meet together. Which was to be demonftrated. 

From hence it ismanifeft, that Magnitude is infinitely divifible: and that an in¬ 
finite progrefs may be made in a finite Space. 

And moreover for the better underftanding of Euclide in this matter, we are to 
diftinguifh between a production of lines *7retpov, in infinitum, Infinitely, and 
***&%*> Infinities, Infinite Times. The former is an unlimited, free courfe of pro¬ 
longation, fuch as Geometricians always underftand by «<r *7rapoy. The other 
here in this Inftance is a limited and restrained prolongation, made ftep by ftep^ 
and in fuch a manner as that the fteps are fhorter, and Ihorter made continually, 
and the lines are approaching nearer and nearer j yet fo as never to meet together* 

PROPOSITION XXX. S Trait lines Tarallel to the fame Jlrait line, are alfo Tarallel to 
one another. 

A- 

r w E 

C- / 
B 

-F 

D 

Let each of the lines ab, cd, be parallel to e f: I fay, that ab is 
parallel to cd. 

For let a ftrait line gk fall upon them. 
Now forafmuch as the ftrait line gk falls 

on the parallels a b, ef ; therefore the angle 
agh is equal to the Alternate angle ghf, 
[Prop. 

Again, becaufe the ftrait line gk falls on 
the parallels ef, cd ; therefore the outward 
angle ghf is equal to the inward and oppofiteGKD, [Prop. 29.] 

But the angle agh, that is, agk has been proved equal to ghf. 
Therefore ag k is alfo equal to g k d : and they are Alternate angles; 
wherefore ab is parallel to cd [Prop. x7.]. Therefore ftrait lines 
parallel to the fame ftrait line, are parallel to one another. Which 
was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XXXI. BT a given point to draw a Ur ait line parallel to a Ur ait line 
given. 

Let the given point be a, and the given ftrait line be b c. It is re¬ 
quired by the point a, to draw a ftrait line parallel to b c. In the 
line bc, let be taken any point as d, and 
let be joyn’d a d : then to the ftrait line d a, - 

and to the point in the fame a, let be confti- 
tuted the angle dae, equal to the angle 
ad c, [by Prop.xg.] and to the ftrait line j 

E a, let directly be produced the line af. 

Now forafmuch as on the lines bc, ef, the ftrait line ad falling, 
hath made the Alternate angles ead,adc, equal to one another; 
therefore EF is parallel to bc, [Prop. 2,7.,J* wherefore by the given 

point 
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point is drawn the ftrait line e af, parallel to the given ftrait line bc. 
Which was to be done. 

PROPOSITION XXXII. 

F every Triangle one of the fide s beingproduced, the outward 
_ angle is equal to the inward and oppofite. 
And the three inward angles of a Triangle are equal to two Right. 

Let the Triangle be ab c, and one of the lides b c,be produced to d. 
I fay, that the outward angle acd is equal to the two inward 

and oppolite c ab, abc. And of that Triangle the three inward an¬ 
gles a b c,b c a, c ab, are equal to two Right. 

For by the point c, let c e be drawn 
parallel to ab. [Prop. 51.] Now forafmuch 
as ab is parallel to ce, and on them falls 
ac'; the Alternate angles bac, ace, are 
equal to one another. [Prop. 29.] Again, c D 
becaufe a b is parallel to c E, and on them 
falls the ftrait line b d ; the outward angle e c d, is equal to the in¬ 
ward and oppolite abc. But it hath been provd that ace is equal 
toBAc; therefore the whole outward angle a c d is equal to the two 
inward and oppolite bac, abc. 

Let the angle a c b be added in common, therefore the angles ac d, 
acb, are equal to the three angles abc, bac, acb: But the angles 
acd, acb, are equal to two Right; [Prop. 13.] therefore abc,bac, 
acb, are alfo equal to two Right. 

Therefore of every Triangle one of the lides being produced, the 
outward angle is equal to the two inward and oppolite. 

And the three inward angles of a Triangle, are equal to two Right 
Which was to be demonftrated. 

Corollaries. 

1. Of an Equilateral Triangle all the three angles are given. 

For each angle is a third part of two Right angles, that is, 60 Degrees of 1801 
or two third parts of one Right angle, that is 60 of 90 Degrees. 

2. Of an Equicrural Triangle if one angle be given, the other two 
are alio given. 

For the angles at the bafe are equal, and the third angle compleats, or makes up 
two Right angles, that is, 180 Degrees, or twice 90. 

5. Of a Scalene Triangle, if two angles be given, the third is alfo 
given; and if one angle be given, the fumm of the other two is 
alio given. 

For thefe angles added to the given angle, compleat two Right angles. As if 
the given angle be 6o, the fumm of the other two is iao, which together make 
180, or two Right angles. 

Pa 4. Of 
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4. Of a Scalene Right-angl’d Triangle, if one of the acute angles 
be given, the other is alfo given. 

For each of the Acute angles is the Complement of the other to a Right angle. 
As if one be 60 Degrees, the other is 30, which together Compleat 90 Degrees, 
or a Right angle. 

7. Of every Multilateral Figure the inward Angles are equal to 
twice fo many Right Angles, lefs by four, as is the number of 
their Sides. 

For from any point within the Multilateral Figure, 
let ftrait lines be drawn to every angle, then Ihall there 
be made fo many Triangles as is the number of the Sides. 
As in a Figure of five Sides, there Ihall be five Triangles, 
which contain twice five, or ten Right angles. And of 
thefe Triangles their Vertical angles about the point with¬ 
in, are always equal only to four Right angles: where¬ 
fore the remaining angles are equal to fix Right angles, 
that is, to twice five, lefs by four. And the like in all other Multilateral Figures. 

6. Of every Multilateral Figure, the outward angles are altoge¬ 
ther equal only to four Right angles. 

For each inward angle with it’s outward, are together equal to two Right an¬ 
gles ; and all the inward angles are equal to twice lo many Right angles, lefs by 
four as in the number of their Sides: Therefore all the outward angles are equal 
only to four Right angles. The fame is like wife manifeft in all Quadrilateral and 
Trilateral Figures. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

A Problem. 
To divide a Right angle into three equal angles. 

From hence ’tis manifeft, how to trifed a Right angle. For let A B C be a 
Right angle, and on AB let be conftituted an Equilateral Triangle A BD. Now 
becaufe the angle A B D is two third parts of the Right angle 
ABC, [by the firfi Corollary]; therefore the angle D B C is one 
third of the fame Right angle. Again, let the angle A B D be 
bifededby the line BE, then Ihall each angle ABE, EBD, 
be a third part of the Right angle. Wherefore the Right angle 
ABC is divided into three equal angles A B E, E B D, D B C. 

Archimedes lays the foundation of his menfuration of a A 
Circle upon the Trifedion of a Right angle, and the divifion of an Equilateral 
Triangle into two Right-angl’d Triangles j in each of which one Acute angle is 
known to be the double of the other, one to be 6o, the other 30 Degrees: and 
the Side fubtending the Right angle to be alfo double of the Side fubtending the 
leaft angle, that is, A B to be double of A E. Upon which grounds he demonftra- 
ftratiyely proceeds to his Immortal Glory. If 
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If every ftrait lindMigle, Obtufe and Acute, could Iikewife be Geometrically 

Tnfe&ed, it would alio be of excellent u(e. But this lyes in the lame oblcuritv 
with the Quadrature of a Circle, and the Duplication of a Cube • and the 
tenders to the Solutions of thefe Problems have all hitherto ftamefully mifctov'd 
m their vain attempts, and overweening opinion of themfelves. y 

Laftly, tolook into the Phyfical reafon, why the three an- ^ 
gles of a Triangle are equal to two Right, it may thus plainly 
*PPear- For let the lines A B, C D, be at Right angles to B D» 
If they be fuppofed to incline toward each other till they meet 
in the point E; then what is by this inclination diminifhed 
from the Right angles A B D, C D B, the fame is again reftored 
in the angle BED; fo that the three angles EBD, BDE, 
BED, are equal to the'two Right angles ABD, CDB. 

PROPOSITION XXXIII. 

Trait lines, which * the fame way joyn equal and parallel lines, 
they alfo are equal and parallel. 

Let the equal and parallel lines be ab,cd, and the ftrait lines, 
which the fame way joyn them be ac, bd. 1 fay, that a c, bd, are 
alfo equal and parallel: For let be drawn bc. Now forafmuch as ab 

is parallel to cd, and on them falls bc, 
the Alternate angles ab c, b cd, are equal 
to one another; and becaufe ab is equal 
to c d, and Be common: therefore the two 
lines ab, bc, are equal to the two lines 
b c, cd, and the angle ab c is equal to the 
angle bc d, therefore the bafe a c is equal to the bafe bd, and the 
Triangle abc is equal to the Triangle bcd, and the remaining an¬ 
gles fhall be equal to the remaining angles, under which are fub* 
tended equal fides : therefore the angle acb is equal to the angle 
cbd. And becaufe on the two ftrait lines ac, bd, the ftrait line bc 

falling, hath made the Alternate angles acb,cbd, equal; therefore 
ac is parallel to bd, [Prop. 17.]; and it hath been proved to be alfo 
equal to the fame. Therefore ftrait lines, which the fame wav joyn 
equal and parallel lines, they alfo are equal and parallel. Which 
was to be demonftrated. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

* Which the fame way,'] That is, from the point A to the point C, and from the 
point B to the point D: not crofs-ways from A to D, and from B to C. 

Becaufe the two ftrait lines, which joyn equal, and parallel lines are here prov’d 
to be equal, and parallel to one another, therefore the comprehended fuperficie^ 
now found to be bounded by parallel lines, is called a Parallelogram Jpace : as follows 
in the next Propofition. Therefore it is not properly faid to be a Parallelogram 
Figure, but a Parallelogram Space, as inclofed by parallel lines, which Space, or 
Area, is the thing confidered in all Euclids Propofitions concerning Parallelograms. 
And a itrange overfight it was in Clavius (otherwife a moft faithful txpofitor) to 
give a particular defimuon of a Parallelogram, as a diftind Figure, after Euchde 

a ^t hinds of Quadrilateral Figures. Quandoque bonus dormitat Homerus. 
This Theorem plainly difeovers the natural Origin and Genefis of Parallelogram 

1 paces, nom two equal and parallel lines conjoyn d by two other ftrait lines. A 
notion very remarkable. p 3 PROPCt 
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PROPOSITION XXXIV. O F Tarallelogram Spaces the oppofite fides, and alfo the oppo~ 
fite angles, are equal to one another. 

o^And the Diameter cuts the fame into halves. 
Let the Parallelogram be acdb, and the Diameter thereof bc. 

I fay, that of the Parallelogram acdb, the oppofite Sides, and alfo 
the oppofite Angles, are equal to one another. And the Diameter 
bc, cuts the fame into halves. Forafmuch as ab is parallel to cd, 
and on them falls the ftrait line bc, therefore the Alternate angles 
a b c, b c d, are equal to one another. Again, becaufe the line a c is 
parallel to the line bd, and on them falls the ftrait line b c, therefore 
the Alternate angles acb, cbd, are equal to one another. 

There are then the two Triangles abc, 
cbd, having the two angles abc, bca, 
equal to the two angles bcd, cbd, each 
to each; and one fide equal to one fide, 
that is, the fide adjacent to the equal an¬ 
gles, namely b c common to both. There-D 
fore [by Prop. 16.] they fhall have the remaining fides equal to 
the remaining fides, each to each, and the remaining angle equal to 
the remaining angle: wherefore the fide ab is equal to the fide cd, 
and ac to bd: and the angle bac to the angle bdc. And becaufe 
the angle abc is equal to the angle bcd, and the angle cbd to the 
angle acb ; therefore the whole angle abd, is equal to the whole 
angle ac d: and it is proved, that the angle b a c, is equal to the an¬ 
gle bdc. Therefore of Parallelogram Spaces the oppofite Sides and 
alfo the oppofite Angles, are equal to one another. 

I fay alfo that the Diameter cuts the fame into halves. 
Forafmuch as a b is equal to c d, and b c common, therefore there 

are two lines ab, bc, equal to the two lines bc, cd, each to each; 
and the angle abc, is equal to the angle bcd, wherefore alfo the 
Bafe ac is equal to the Bafe bd, and therefore the Triangle abc 
is equal to the Triangle bcd: wherefore the Diameter bc cuts the 
Parallelogram acdb into halves. Which was to bedemonftrated. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

The name of Parallelogram Spaces, we have noted to be literally formed (as in 
common fpeech) from the termination of Planes made by parallel lines j and this 
name extends only to the Square, Oblong, Rhombus, and Rhomboeid: wherefore 
after the Definitions of thefe four Quadrilateral Figures, Euclide defines not a Paral¬ 
lelogram ; for that he had then inartificially defin’d anew, what was before defined. 
But now upon this common affedtion here demonftrated, he does comprehend un¬ 
der that one name the Square, Oblong, Rhombus, and Rhomboeid : fo that what 
Properties at any time are demonftrated upon Parallelograms in general, that is 
Parallelogram fpaces, do alike belong to all thefe four Figures. 

Euclide proceeds after the fame manner in Solids, at Prop. 24. and 25*. El. XL 
where having laid down in diftindt words a Solid comprehended by parallel Planes, 

he 
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he next after this m one compound word, calls the fame Solid a Parallelebibedon ^ 

without premifing any Definition. raraueiepipedon i 

The Commentators therefore were not in this point well advifed, who give at 
formal Definition of a Parallelogram, as if it were a Figure of an other km/rL* 
what had been already defined by Eucltde. 8 "" °ther kmd> thm 

PROPOSITION XXXV. Parallelograms on the fame Bafe, and in 
are equal to one another. 

the fame Parallels, 

Let the Parallelograms be abcd, ebcf, on the fame Bafesc 
and in the lame Parallels af, bc. 1 lay, that the Parallelogram 
as cd, is equal to the Parallelogram ebcf. Forafmuch as abcd is 
a Parallelogram, therefore ad is equal to sc, [Prop. 34,]; by the 
fame reafon alfo EFis equal to ec: fothat ^ 
ad is equal to ef, and de is common; 
therefore the whole ae is equal to the 
whole DF;but alfo ab is equal to dc. Where¬ 
fore the two lines ea, ab, are equal to the 
two lines fd,dc, each to each,and the an- ^ 
gle fdc is equal to the angle ear, the outward to the inward; 
therefore the Bafe eb is equal to the Bafe Fc,and the Triangle e ab,' 
is equal to the Triangle fdc. Let dge common to both be taken 
away : then fhall the Trapezium abgd be equal to the Trapezium 
egcf. Let the Triangle gb c be added in common: therefore the 
whole Parallelogram abcd, is equal to the whole Parallelogram 
ebcf. wheiefore Parallelograms on the fame Bafe, and in the fam& 
Parallels, are equal to one another. Which was to be domonftrated. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

Of Geometrical Places. 

When in Theorems, or Problems, the fame thing may be alike in feveral places 
Indeterminately, then is this call d the Geometrical Place of that Theorem, or Pro¬ 
blem, and thefe kind of Propofitions are call d Local Theorems, and Local Pro¬ 
blems. As in this 3 f. Prop, it evidently appears, that to the Parallelogram ABCD, 
there may be infinite other equal Parallelograms, on the fame bafe AB, in the 
fame paiallel lines: fo that of one of the parallels the whole line, as A F, infinitely 
produced, is^ the common Place of this Equality in Parallelograms feated on the 
fame bafe: The like alfo is on equal bales. And moreover in Triangles on the 
fame, 01 equal bales; as it is demonftrated in the 36,37, 38, and 41. following Pro¬ 
pofitions; This is faid to be Locus planus ad lineam reilam. Likewife there are 
Geometrical Plane Places of the fame nature, found in the Circumference of a 
Cncle. As if it be required to draw from the ends of a ftrait line two ftrait 
lines, which fhall contain a Right angle; tis evident by Prop. 21. and 31. El. III. 
that in a Semicircle every one of the angles is a Right angle, fo that the Cir¬ 
cumference of a Semicircle, is the Geometrical Place of a Right angle. This is 
laid to be Locus planus ad Circumferentiam circuli, and the Problem called a plane 
Problem, or a Problem in loco piano. 

Befides thefe plane Places in ftrait lines, and the Circumference of a Circle, there 
are alfo Loci Johdi, Geometrical folid Places, which admit of fuch folid Problems. 
Thefe are found in the Conic SeUions, namely, the Parabola, Hyperbola, and Ellipfis. 

They 
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They are called folid Places, and folid Problems, notwithftanding that thefe Fi¬ 
gures lye in a plain fuperficies, becaufe they have their Origin in a (olid Figure, 
as the Cone : and are made by the cutting of a Conical Superficies with a Plane: 
as the Conic Elements of Apollonius (hew, how thefe Figures are feated and created 
in a Conic Body. Prop. 1i, 12, 13.Lib. 1. 

There are al(o Lineary Problems differing much from thefe Solid, and Plain 
Problems, tho’ they be defcribed in a fimple plain fuperficies; but not by a fimple 
motion, as is the ftrait line, and Circle. They are therefore in a fpecial manner 
called Lineary, becaufe their (olutions are effe&ed by certain lines arifing from 
compounded, and involved motions. Such is the Helix or Spiral line of Archimedesy 
the Conchoid of Nicomedesy the Lima 1 etragoni\antes, or Quadratricesy with divers 
others defcribed by the Ancients, and Moderns. See Pappus after Prop. 4. Lib. HL 

and Prop. 30. Lib. IV- 

Geodasfia, or the Menfuration of Plain Figures. 

Elementary Annotations. 

Upon this Propofition, and feme of the next following, is grounded the Do¬ 
ctrine of the Menfuration of all Plain Figures, as to their fuperficial Content, or 
Area ; which is one (ort of practical Geometry deduced from thefe Speculative / 
Elements; and of a neceffary u(e in many human Affairs. This DoCtnne is com¬ 
monly named Geod<efiay from the Partition and Diftribution of Lands; it being 
one of the moft valuable Matters handled in this part of Geometry : And with us 
particularly called the Art of Surveying. But the ufe of the word Gcod*fiay like as 
the word Geometria, is enlarged beyond its original fignification, and extended to 
the general DoChine of the Menfuration of all forts of Figures in a plain fuper¬ 
ficies. And to this ufe fully an( wers the name Epipedometria, or Planometria, an eafier 
word, tho’Critically no", fo proper, as being compounded of Latin and Greek. 

Now in all kind of Menfuration, whatfoever is taken for a meafure whereby to 
eftimate and value any propofld quantity, the fame mult be certain and deter¬ 
mined. In Difcrete quantity it is an Umtey which naturally meafuresall Numbers. 
In Continued quantity, as Magnitude, it mult be a Juppofed Unite to meafure Magni¬ 
tudes. 1 fay Juppofed; for that Magnitude being a quantity infinitely divifible, has 
no indivifible unite in it fell, whereby to meafure Magnitudes, as Number has an 
indivifible unite to meafure Numbers. But inftead thereof we make to our felves 
by mutual agreement fbme certain meafures, as an Inch, or Foot, in every kind of 
Magnitude, which as a Geometrical unite may anfwer to an unite in Numbers, fo 
that in Magnitudes the Geometrical meafure is only a fuppojed Unite ta\en by Confent. 

As fome one ftrait line is put to meafure Lengths: And let this meafure be called 
the Lineal Unite. 

Some one plain Figure to meafure plain Figures: And let this be called the Su¬ 

perficial Unite. 
Some one Solid Figure to meafure Solids: And let this be called the Jolid Unite. 
The value then, or eftimate of any Magnitude is made from the multitude or 

number of the Geometrical meafuring Unites, which that Magnitude fhall contain: 
Be they Lineal, Superficial, or Solid Unites, according to the lpecies of the Magni¬ 
tude, as it is either a length, a fuperficies, or a folid, which is propofed by fome 
certain meafure to be eftimated. 

In the Menfuration of Lengths, there is no other trouble than to agree upon 
what known Length the Lineal Unite, or meafuring Line fhall be. Whether Inch, 
Foot, Yard, Pearch, or any other Civil and Political meafure, according to the 
cuftom of the Place. 

But in the Menfuration of«Planes, which is according to Length and Breadth, it 
is not only a known fuperficial quantity to be agreed upon, but alfo what Figure 
of a known fuperficial quantity, is moft proper to be the common meafure of all 
plain Figures. 

This matter requires fbme Artifice, in regard of divers miftakes that may arife 
in 
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in the Management of it. For no certain rule of Menfuration can be made from 
the circumambient bounds, or Perimeter of a plain ftrait-lin’d Figure (as vulgarly 
may be imagined) becaufe fuch plain Figures may be of equal quantity in their 
Areas, yet of very unequal Perimeters: and contrarily of equal Perimeters, yet of 
very unequal Areas. 

As for Example, let the Figure ABCD be right angl’d, and have the fide Ab 
6 inches in length, and the fide BCas much in breadth: and accordingly let the 
Figure be divided by parallel lines. So now it is eafily demonftrated from the 
Diagram, that the four fides of this Figure (which are its Perimeter) fhall be 
24 inches ; and the whole Area (hall contain 36 fquare inches: As is alfo found 
by multiplying 6 into 6 ; that is, by drawing the length A B into the breadth BCj 
which is the general Rule of all fuperficial Menfurations j for that every figurate 
fuperficies is to be meafured by the two dimenfions of length and breadth. 

Again, let the Oblong AEFG, have the fide AE 18 inches in length, and the 
fide E F 2 inches in breadth: fo the Perimeter fliall be 40 inches; yet the Area is 
but 36 fquare inches, and equal to the Area of t;he fquare ABCD, whole Peri¬ 
meter is but 24 inches. 

Likewife let the Oblong AH IK have the fide A H 12 inches, and HI 3 inches, 
the Perimeter then lhallbe 30 inches, and the Areaftill 3 6 fquare inches. 

Again,let the Oblong ALMN have the fide AL 9 inches, and the fide LM 4 
inches,then the Perimeter fliall be 26 inches; and the Area as before 3 6 fquare inches. 
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In thefe Figures we have the Areas equal,and the Peri- 
3, meters unequal: But the Perimeter of the fquare is the 
c the leaft; and in Oblongs of equal Areas with the fquare, 
~ where they differ moft from a fquare Figure, that is, 

* 2 where the difference between the length and breadth is 
| the moft, there the Perimeter is the greateft; and as 
•e the difference becomes lefs and lefs, fo the Perimeter is 
^ lefs and lefs, till in the fquare it is the leaft of all. 

Again on the contrary, let the fquare ABCD be as before; and let A E F G the 
Oblong, have the fide A E 11 inches in 
length, and the fide EF, One inch in D C 
breadth, then the Perimeter is 24 inches, 
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inches, whereas that of the fquare is 3 6. 
Likewife let the Oblong A H1K have 
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but the Area 20 fquare inches. 

So farther, let the Oblong ALMN 
have the fide A L 9 inches, and the fide 
LM 3 inches: wherefore the Perimeter is alfo 24 inches j but the Area is 27 fquare 
inches. ~ N ' - - Again? 
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Again, let the Oblong AOPQ^have the fide AO 8 inches, and the fide OP 4 
inches: the Perimeter here is 24 inches j but the Area 3 ^ fquare inches. 

Laftly, let the Oblong ARST have the fide AR 7 inches, and the fide RS ; 
inches: the Perimeter is ftill 24 inches ; but the Area is 3 f fquare inches. 

In thefe Figures we have the Perimeters equal, and the 
Areas unequal: but the Area of the fquare is the greateft. 
And obferve that the nearer any Rectangle comes to a 
fquare Figure, that is, where the difference between the 

| length and breadth is the lefs, there the Redangles of e- 
| qual Perimeters are the more Capacious: fo that where 

the difference is nothing at all, that is, where the Figure is 
5 a fquare, there the Area is the greateft in refped of all the 
§ Parallelograms, that are of equal Perimeters with the fquare. 

Upon thefe various changes in Areas and Perimeters, e- 
qual Areas and unequal Perimeters, equal Perimeters and 
unequal Areas, ’tis manifeft that a Rule for the menfura- 
tion of the Area or Superficial content of Parallelograms, 
made from their Perimeters is very uncertain, and therefore 

the way of all menfuration in general, is not to be founded upon the Perimeter 
of the Figure, as any certain Rule. 

In this 3fh. Propofition Euclide makes an entry into the Dodrineof Planome- 
try , and begins in the firft place to open a way toward the Menfuration of all 
Parallelogram fpaces: Of which there are four kinds, the Square, Oblong, Rhom¬ 
bus, and Rhomboeid. 

Firft then, whereas it is here demonftrated, that all Parallelogram fpaces on the 
fame bafe, and in the fame parallels, are in their Space, or Area equal to one ano¬ 
ther; altho’ it be evident that their Perimeters may be infinitely unequal, one 
Perimeter ftill greater then another, as their angles are more and more oblique 
one than another, and accordingly two of their fides are equally prolonged more 
and more infinitely; therefore no certain meafure of the equal Areas of thefe Paral¬ 
lelograms can be taken from their unequal Perimeters. 

To clear this Matter from its firft ground, we are to recoiled that a fuperficies 
is a Magnitude of two dimenfions taken tranfverfly to one another, in length and 
breadth: and therefore every fuperficial Figure is to be eftimated by its proper 
length and breadth. It remains then to find out the proper length and breadth 
of thefe various Parallelograms, wherein they may all agree for their juft eftima- 
tion, in regard that they are in Area all equal to one another: and therefore fome 
one kind of menfuration according to their proper length and breadth ought to be 
fought, which fhall be to every Parallelogram the fame in quantity, and alfo com¬ 
mon to them all: howfoever elfe they be differing from one another in their Peri¬ 
meters, and the Obliquity of their Angles. 

Upon enquiry 
it will be found - .f & 
manifeft, that the 
proper length and 
breadth for the 
menfuration of 
thefe Parallelo¬ 
gram fpaces,ought 
not to be taken 
from their ob¬ 
lique fides. As of 
the oblique Paral- A B H .. K 
lelogram A B E C, if A B be put for its length {note that among Geometricians 
the names of length and breadth are indifferently apply d to the longer, or to the 
ihorter line) Let I fay, the fide A B be the length of the Figure A B E C, then the 
, - ' 'fide 
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fide BE ought not to be efteemed its proper meafuring breadth. For befidesthat 
th|s.falls into the former erroneous way of meafuring by the Perimeter, theabfur- 
dity is alfo farther made thus manifeft. If of the Parallelogram fpace ABEC, 
the fide BE be its proper breadth, then likewife in the Parallelogram ABFG, 
havino- the fame length A B, the fide B E fhould as well be accounted the proper 
breadth thereof. Now becaufe thefe Parallelogram fpaces are equal to one another, 
and have the fame length AB, therefore their breadths'BE, BF, ihould alfo be 
equal to one another : but BE, BF, are eafily demorfftrated to be unequalj there¬ 
fore their proper breadths are not to be efteemed by the fides BE, BF. In ge¬ 
neral therefore the oblique pofition of length to breadth, is a way altogether un¬ 
certain and undeterminable, as being infinitely variable, and fo unfit for any Rule 
or common Pradice in thefe fuperficial Menfurations. 

Forafmuch then that neither from the Perimeter, nor from length and breadth’ 
taken obliquely towards one another, can be formed a Rule for the Menfuration 
of Parallelogram fpaces; it neceflarily follows that length and breadth are only 
to be taken "at Right angles each to other, a way one and the fame unalterable, 
commonly known, and eafily pradiced. And hereupon tis manifeft , that the 
Right an°l’d Parallelogram on the fame bale, and in the lame parallels, is the 
Standard unto which all the other oblique angl’d Parallelograms are to be referred 
for their Menfurations. As the Areas of A B E C, A B F G, &c. are all to be known 
from the Area of the Redangle ABCD; for that any two of its fides, which con¬ 
tain an angle, as A B, B C, or AD, DC, being at Right angles to one another, are 
the very proper length and breadth of this Parallelogram j one whereof being 
drawn into the other, brings forth the Area, which in this 3Fh.Prop. J? demon- 
ft rated to be equal to all polfible oblique angld Parallelograms on the fame bale, 

and in the fame parallels. a , 
Therefore for the Menfuration of an oblique angl d Parallelogram, it mult be 

reduced to its Equivalent Redangle: And this is done by drawing from any one fide 

a perpendicular to the oppofite, produced if n-ed be. 

EG F 

B H K 
As in the oblique Parallelogram A B E C, from the fide C E, let be dt awn E FI 

perpendicular to the oppofite fide AB the bafe produced. Here then E H is equal to 
CB, or D A, the oppofite fides of the Redangle ABCD, for that they aie parallel 
by Prop. 28. and therefore equal by Prop. 34* So that the perpendicular E H is the 
proper breadth of AREG.- Ai?d as the Redangle ABCD is mealuied according 
to its proper length and breadth, by the bafe A B drawn into the perpendicular 
BC, fo is theRhomboeid ABEC meafuredby the fame bafe A B, drawn into the 
perpendicular HE equal to B C, or AD : Likewife A B F G is meafured by A B into 
KF. Thus the perpendicular is the only true, and common breadth of all Paralle¬ 
lograms on the fame bafe, and in the fame parallels. Therefore the Rule for the 
Menfuration of oblique arigl d Parallelograms is this. 

In oblique angl’d Parallelograms, the bafe, and a perpendicular to 
the bafe, from the oppofite fide, drawn into one another, give the 
Area of the Parallelogram. 

By the bafe is meant any one fide of the Parallelogram taken two ways} eit ez 
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by letting fall a perpendicular from the longer fide upon its oppofite as a bale, 
or from the fhorter fide upon its oppofite as a bale. For in the Rhomboeid A B CD 
the perpendicular may be D E upon the bafe A B, or the perpendicular D F upon 
the bale B C. From thele two different cadencies of the perpendicular upon the 
bale, the Redangles are changed both in bafe and perpendicular: yet each Redan¬ 
gle is equal to the fame Rhomboeid by this 3 y:h. Prop* And the Rhomboeid is in¬ 
differently eftimated by either Redangle. 

A E B 

The perpendicular with its bafe; as D E with A B, or D F with BC, are called 
the LaterareEla, or the upright fides of the oblique Parallelogram, becaufe they 
make a right angled Parallelogram equal to the oblique. 

Now for the Menliiration of a Redangle, we are firft to know the quantity of 
its length and breadth, that is, the diftind quantity of two fides containing any 
of its angles. As for Inftance of the Redangle A BCD, we are to known the di¬ 
ftind quantity of the lines AB and B C. 

To find therefore the quantity of any propoled length, we muft have recourle 
to fome certain and known meafure of lengths, for a Lineal unite to make an ac¬ 
count by the lame. As in the fide A B, let B E be the Lineal unite, whether Inch, 
Foot, or Yard, &c. put by conlent for the Menliiration of A B. The lame mealure 
then is ftill to be uled in the lame matter, to avoid the confufion of mealures; and 
therefore the very fame is to be taken in the fide BC For the Menliiration thereof; 
and let it be B F equal to B E; and let the Figure compleated by lines parallel to 
EB, BF, be EBFG, or elle conceive EB to pals tranfverlly the length BF, equal 
to B E, then lhall likewile be traced forth the lame fuperficial unite or mealiiring 
Plane EBFG, whereby to eftimate the whole Parallelogram Ipace of ABC D. 

Whereas then E B, B F, are equal to one another, therefore the Figure EBFG 
is a fquare: and if the line EB be put an inch, 
then EBFG is in its Area an inch Iquare; fo that ^ c 
of the redangle A B C D, if the fide A B con¬ 
tain E B leven times, that is, leven Lineal units, 
as 7 inches, and according to the fame meafure 
the fide B C y inches, then the whole Ipace 
fliall contain 35* fuperficial units, or fquare 
inches, each of them equal to EBF G. And this 
at once is found by Multiplying 7 into y; that is, 
by drawing the length A B into the breadth B C: 
The general ground of all fuperficial Menlura- _ _ 
tions. A E B 

Thus have we Ihewn how an oblique Parallelogram Ipace, is firft to be reduced 
to Redangle for its Menfuration; and then how all Redangular Spaces, Squares, 
and Oblongs, muft be meafured by lome certain Square Ipace, whole fide is a 
known meafure of lengths. 

Laftly, therefore to confirm this matter, let there be put lome known mealure 
of lengths, which we call the Lineal Unite, and let it be the line AB, fup- 
pofe a foot: and to A B let be put AD equal and at J{ight angles. Again, let AE 

O be 
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bepiit equal to AB, and at an oblique angle, then let be compleated the Figures 
A BCD, ABFE. Therefore 
A B C D is a lquare,and ABFE 
a Rhombus, having every fide ^ 
equal to A B the Lineal mite, or 
fuppofed foot. Yet the Rhom¬ 
bus ABFE, is not equal in A- 
rea to the Square ABCD, but M 
only to a part thereof, namely, 
to the Oblong A B G H by this 
3 jth. Prop. And in this cafe the 
varieties are endlefsj as in the 
Rhombus A BIK, which is ftill A 

a lefs part of A BCD, and but equal to the Oblong ABLM, and fo forth infi¬ 
nitely i therefore there is no certainty but in the fquare Figure. 

And as the Square is ufed in the Menfuration of Planes, fo upon the like reafbns 
the Cube is ufed in the Menfuration of Solids. And in general it is to be obferved, 
that whatever meafure is at firft put for lengths, the fame pafleth for length’ 
breadth, and depth, and forms the meafuring Square or Cube; be the Lineal 
unite either Inch, Foot, Yard, Perch, &c. 

Thus for the Menfuration of all kinds of Magnitudes, as they are of one, or tvoo^ 

or three Dimenfions, there is in common practice conftituted fome certain meafure 
conformable to each Dimenfion. And (as we muft begin with the moft fimple Di- 
menfion) for lengths there is firft made an agreement upon fome Lineal unite: next, 
to continue in a certainty of meafure, from the fame Lineal unite is to arife the 
Square unite for Planes; and from the Square unite the Cubic unite for Solids. As to 
Inftance in particular, a Lineal Inch, or Foot, &c. from this a Square Inch, or 
Foot, &c. then laftly, a Cubic Inch, or Foot, &c. to be the Meafuring unite ac¬ 
cording to the Dimenfions of the Magnitude, which is to be eftimated by fuch or 
fuch a meafure, Inch, or Foot, &c. fuitable to its proper Dimenfion. 

PROPOSITION XXXVI. ' ■ r - Parallelograms on equal bafes, and in the fame parallels are 
equal to one another. v v 

Let the Parallelograms be abcd, efgh, on equal bafes bc,fg, 
and in the fame parallels ah, bg. I fay, that the Parallelogram 
abcd is equal to the Parallelogram efgh. For let be joyn’d be,ch. 
Now forafmuch as bc is equal to fg [by Suppofition]: and alfo fg 
is equal to eh [by Prop. 34.]; therefore a 
b c is equal to eh ; but alfo they are pa¬ 
rallels by Suppofition, and be, cH,joyn 
the fame. Now lines which the fame way 
joyn equals and parallels, are alfo equal 
and parallel [Prop. 33.]. Therefore eb, 
ch, are equal and parallel: therefore ebch is a Parallelogram, and 
is equal to abcd; for it hath the fame bafe bc, and is in the fame 
parallels bg, ah. By the fame reafon, efgh is equal to the fame 
ebch; fo that alfo the Parallelogram abcd, is equal to the Paral¬ 
lelogram EFGH. 

Therefore Parallelograms on equal bales, and in the fame paral¬ 
lels, are equal to one another. Which was to be demonftrated. 

3 Corollary. 
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Corollary. 

From hence ’tis manifeft, that Parallelograms on unequal bales, and in the fame 
parallels are unequal to one another: on the greater bale the greater Parallelogram,' 
on the lels the lels. 

PROPOSITION XXXVII. 

Ki angles on the fame hafe, and in the fame parallels are equal 
to one another. 

Let the Triangles be abc, dbc, on the fame bafe Be, and in the 
fame parallels ad, bc. I fay, that the Triangle abc, is equal to the 
Triangle dbc. Let ad be produced both ways to the points e,f, 

and by b let be drawn be parallel to ca, 

and by c, cf parallel to bd : therefore each 
of thefe, ebca, dbcf, is a Parallelogram, 
and ebca is equal to d b c f : for they are 
on the fame bafe b c, and in the fame paral¬ 
lels b c, e F. And the Triangle a b c is half 
of the Parallelogram e b c a ; for the Dia¬ 
meter ab cuts the fame into halves. And the Triangle db c is half of 
the Parallelogram dbcf; for the Diameter d c, cuts the fame into 
halves : but the halves of equals are equal to one another: where¬ 
fore the Triangle abc is equal to the Triangle dbc. 

Therefore Triangles on the fame bafe, and in the fame parallels, 
are equal to one another. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XXXVIII. 

HP' Riangles on equal bafes 3 and in the fame parallels are equal 
I to one another. 

Let the Triangles be a b c, d e f, on equal bafes b c, e f, and in the 
fame parallels bf,ad. I fay, that the Triangle abc is equal to the 
Triangledef. For let ad be produced both 
ways to the points g,h, and by b let be drawn 
bg parallel to ca, and by f, fh parallel to 
d e, therefore each of thefe g b c a, d e f h, is 
a Parallelogram. And g b c a is equal to deffT, 

for they are on equal bafes b c, e f, and in the 
fame parallels bf, g h. And the Triangle abc 

is the half of the Parallelogram gbca; for the Diameter ab cuts 
the fame into halves. And the Triangle def is the half of the 
Parallelogram defh; for the Diameter d f cut the fame into halves; 
but the halves of equals are equal to one another: wherefore the 
Triangle abc is equal to the Triangle def. 

Therefore Triangles on equal bafes, and in the fame parallels, 
are equal to one another. Which was to be demonftrated. 

Corollary. 
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Corollary. 

From hence tis manifeft, that Triangles on unequal bafes, and in the fame paral¬ 
lels are unequal to one another: on the greater bale the greater Triangle, on the 
ivlb Lllv IClb* 

PROPOSITION XXXIX. E§)ual Triangles on the fame hafe, and the fame way feated 
are in the fame parallels. 

Let the equal Triangles be abc; dbc, on the fame bafe bc, and 
the fame way leated. I fay, that they are in the fame parallels. 
For let be joyn’d a d ; I fay, that a d is parallel to 

For if not, by the point a let be drawn ae ec 

parallel to bc, and let be joyn’d e c; therefore the 
Triangle abc is equal to the Triangle ebc ; for 
they are on the fame bafe bc, and in the fame 
parallels bc, aE. But abc is equal to dbc : there- b_ 
fore alio dbc is equal to ebc, the greater to the leis; which is im- 
poffible. Therefore ae is not parallel to bc. In like manner may 
we prove that no other is belides ad : wherefore ad is parallel to bc. 

Therefore equal Triangles on the fame bafe, and the fame way 
feated, are in the fame parallels. Which was to be demonitrated. 

PROPOSITION XL. 

Qual Triangles on equal bafes, and the fame way feated, are 
4 in the fame parallels. 

Let the Tiiangles be abc, dce, on equal bales bc, ce, and the 
fame way feated. I fay, that they are in the fame parallels. For let 
be joyn’d ad ; I fay, that ad is parallel 
to be. For if not, by the point a let be 
drawn a f parallel to b e, and let be joyn’d 
fe: therefore the Triangle abc is equal 
to the Triangle fce ; for they are on e- 
qual bafes bc,ce, and in the fame paral¬ 
lels b e, a F. But the Triangle a b c is equal 
to the Triangle dce, therefore alfo the Triangle dce, is equal to 
the Triangle fce, the greater to the lefs: which is impoffible. 
Therefore af is not parallel to be. In like manner we may prove 
that no other is belides ad: wherefore ad is parallel to be. 

Therefore equal Triangles on equal bafes,and the fame way feated, 
are in the fame parallels. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XLI. IF a Tarallelogr am Jhall have the fame bafe with a Triangle, and 
be in the fame parallels, the Tarallelogr am fhall be double of the 

Triangle. 

For let the Parallelogram abcd have the fame bafe with the 
Triangle 
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Triangle e b c, and be in the fame parallels b c, ae. I fay, that the 
Parallelogram a bcd, is double of the Tri¬ 
angle e b c. For let be joyn’d a c. Now the 
Triangle a b c is equal to the Triangle e b c; 

for they are on the fame bafe b c, and in 
the fame parallels bc,ae. But the Paral¬ 
lelogram ab c d, is double of the Triangle 
abc; for the Diameter a c cuts the fame 
into halves. So that the Parallelogram abcd, is alfo double of the 
Triangle ebc. 

If therefore a Parallelogram have the fame bafe with a Triangle, 
and be in the lame parallels, the Parallelogram fhall be double of 
the Triangle. Which was to be demonftrated. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

This Propofition compleats the Doctrine for Menfuration of plain Surfaces: 
the Foundation whereof we have fully laid down at Prop. 37th. And whereas it was 
there lhewn, that the Rule, by which all Parallelograms on equal bales, and in the 
lame parallels are to be meafured, was to multiply the bale into the perpendicu¬ 
lar : Now here ’tis further demonftrated, that the Parallelogram on the fame bale 
with the Triangle, and in the fame parallels is the double of the Triangle: wherefore 
half of the Parallelogram is equal to the Triangle. And therefore 

To find the Area of a Triangle; 
Let a perpendicular from any angle of a Triangle to the bafe, be multiply d into 

half the bafe, it fhall give the Area of the Triangle. 
And forafmuch as a Triangle is the molt limple of all rectilineal Figures, there¬ 

fore all rectilineal Spaces may be relolved into Triangles, and from the particular 
Triangles added together, be juftly meafured by this 41ft. Propofition. 

Now to reduce any Multilateral Figure into the feweft Triangles, note, that every 
Multilateral Figure may be divided into lo many Triangles, lels by two, as is the 
number of its Sides. As a Pentagon into y. Triangles, lels by 2, that is, into three 
Triangles. An Hexagon into four. An Heptagon into five. An O&ogon into fix, 
&c. As thele Figures make apparent. 

Corollaries. 
1. For the Menfuration of any Multilateral Figure. 

Now to find the Area of any Multilateral Figure, let the Figure be divided af¬ 
ter the moft convenient manner into the feweft Triangles, and each Triangle be 
tneafured by its bale and perpendicular, according to the foregoing Rule in mul¬ 
tiplying the perpendicular into half of the bale j thenlhall thele Triangles added 
together give the Area of the Multilateral Figure. For further inftru&ions in thele 
kind of Matters, recourfe is to be had to the Writers of Practical Geometry. Here 
we have only touched {lightly on the Ufes of thele Elementary Propofitions. 

2. For 
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x. For the Menfuration of a Regular Multilateral Figure. 

From hence tis manifeft, that in a Regular Multilateral Figure a perpendicular 
from the Center to any of the Sides multiply’d into half the Perimeter gives the 
Area. 

E 

As A B multiply’d into B C D E, half the Perimeter and equal to B F, is equal 
to the Area of the Figure, that is, to the Parallelogram A B F G. For that of each 
Triangle the perpendicular A B multiply’d into half the bale gives the Area: All 
which Triangles together are equal to the whole Multilateral Figure. 

Therefore alio the Right angl’d Triangle A BH, having the Side BH equal to 
the whole Perimeter B C D E F G, is equal to the fame Multilateral Figure. 

3. For the Menfuration of a Circle. 
And as there is found this equality of Areas between a Regular Polygon and 

fuch a Right angl’d Triangle; fo Archimedes hath demonftrated the fame between 
a Circle and a Right angld Triangle, one of whole Sides about the Right angle is 
equal to the Radius, and the other to the Perimeter of the Circle. 

B 
Now the Phylical reafon of this agreement between a Rectilineal Figure and a 

Circle feems to be, for that a Circle is, as it were, a Jugular Polygon conjifiing of infinite 
equal fdes. So that a Triangle, one of whole fides about the Right angle, is equal 
to the Radius, and the other equal to the Perimeter, is in Area equal to the Circle, 
like as it is in Regular Polygons. As of the Triangle ABC, if the fide B C be fup- 
poled equal to the Perimeter of the Circle, then lliall the Triangle A B C be equal 
to the Circle, as Archimedes hath demonftrated. But how Geometrically to ex- 
hibite a ftrait line equal to the Perimeter of a Circle, and to demonftrate the 
lame (as in this Inftance B C) to be a line equal to the Perimeter, Hie labor, hoc opus. 

Archimedes therefore makes a further attempt toward this Matter, and in his 
wonderful Book of Spiral Lines, demonftrates in Prop. 18. that if to the term 
of a Spiral line deferibed by the firft Revolution of the Genetrix, a Tangent be drawn: 
and from the Original, or Central point of the lame be likewife drawn a ftrait line 
at Right angles to the Genetrix, and produced till it meets with the Tangent, then 
lhall this ftrait line be equal to the Perimeter of the Circle, whole Radius is the 
line that delcribes the Helix. 

But how to draw the Tangent is a work left unfinifhed. And till a Tangent to 
an Helix be Geometrically demonftrated, a ftrait line equal to the Perimeter of a 
Circle remains unknown. 

Archimedes having in thefe methods proceeded Geometrically toward the invefti- 
gation of a ftrait line equal to the circumference of a Circle, without a plenary 

R fatif 
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fatisfa&ion, endeavours next to come to a nearnefs of equality, fo far as it might 
be eafily pra&icable, and fufHcient for common ufe. 

He begins with the Trifedtion of a Right angle, or a Quadrant of the circum¬ 
ference of a Circle (commonly fignified by the number of 90 Degrees) fo that each 
Segment is a third part of the Quadrant, or 30 Degrees of 90, and therefore a 12th. 
part of the whole circumference, that is, of 3 do Degrees. 

Firfi, Now he bife&s this angle, and by confequence the Arch, which maketh 
each Segment a 24th. part of the circumference. Secondly, This bifecfted, makes 
each Segment a 48;h. part of the circumference. Thirdly, This again bifelted, makes 
each Segment a 96 h. part of the circumference: In which Segment Archimedes refts. 

Thus from the Bifecftions of a 12th* part of the circumference thrice repeated, he 
takes a regular Polygon of 96 fides circumfcribed about a Circle. Then he de- 
monftrates the Perimeter of this Polygon to be to the Diameter of the Circle as 22. 
to 7- almoft, that is, to be triple of the Diameter, and moreover the overplus 
above the triple to be almoft \ part, or $ parts of the Diameter: which is the fame 
thing j whether the Diameter de divided into 7. or 70. equal parts. And becaufe 
the circumference of the contained Circle is lefs than the Perimeter of the cir- 
cumfcnbed Polygon, therefore the overplus of the circumference above the triple, 
is much lefs than j or $ of the Diameter. 

For of two unequal magnitudes the leffer hath a lefs proportion to a third magni¬ 
tude, than the greater hath to the fame. As a Groat hath a leffer proportion to a 
Penny, than a Shilling hath to a Penny. 

Again, he takes a regular Polygon of 96 fides infcribed in a Circle, then he de- 
monftratesthe Perimeter of this Polygon to be alfo triple of the Diameter of the 
Circle, and the overplus above the triple to be greater than $ parts of the Diameter. 

And becaufe the circumference of the Circle is greater than the Perimeter of 
the contained Polygon, therefore the overplus above the triple is much greater 
than 7° parts of the Diameter. 

So that Archimedes ufes, firft a circumfcribed Polygon of 96 fides, whole Peri¬ 
meter is greater than the circumference of the Circle ; and then an infcribed Po¬ 
lygon of 96 fides, whofe Perimeter is lefs than the circumference: and from their 
proportions to the Diameter he proves the fame a Fortiori, that the quantity of the 
Circumference is triple of the Diameter, and fomewhat lefs than jg parts, yet fome- 
what greater than 7? parts of the Diameter, being firft divided into 70, and again 
into 71. equal parts. Limits eafily comprehended, and expofed in the leaft and 
feweft numbers. 

The Moderns indeed have brought this within clofer bounds; but in great num¬ 
bers more nice than neceffary. The numbers of Adrianus Metius are for ufefulnefs 
next to thofe of Archimedes. He ftates the circumference unto the Diameter, as 
357 to 113, that is triple, and moreover 16 parts almoft of the Diameter divided into 
11 3 equal parts, and thus to be noted }\\, or 3 nf almoft. Whereas \ multiply’d into 
16, makes only dl: which being greater than df is not fo near to the juft and precife 
Truth, as thefe numbers of Aarianus Metius. But Archimedes, who in his Book en¬ 
titled Pfammites, or Arenarius, does by moft artificial Calculations, beginning from 
a round fmall Poppy-feed give us this vaft number, which reduced into our De¬ 
cimal form of Notation, is 10000000,00000000,00000000,00000000,00000000, 
00000000,00000000,00000000. Which he demonftrates to exceed the number of 
the Sand of the Seas, if the whole World within the Spherical Concave of the 
Stars, (which he takes to be as large as the ancient Syftem of Arijlarchus was, and 
after two thoufand years revived moft ingenioufly by Copernicus) confifted only of 
fuch a Mafs of Sand; He, I fay, could have come to any nearer and nearer terms 
at pleafure, if he had thought it neceffary or convenient. But when after all at¬ 
tempts and labour whatfoever, he knew the matter muff end in a bare Approxi¬ 
mation, like a great and prudent Matter of his Art, refts within the readieft and 
moft ufeful limits. And all the endeavours of our late Geometricians reach no fur¬ 
ther, than proceeding in Fractions of greater and greater numbers to bring the 
overplus above the triple to be leffer and leffer than \ or $, yet ftill to be greater 

than 
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thaa #. Which Archimedes hath demonftratcd to be the Handing limit dii the other 
lide, unto which endlefs approaches may be nearer and nearer made to very little 
purpOIe* 

PROPOSITION XLII. ' UNto a given Triangle to conflitute an equal Taralklogram in 
an angle equal to a given ttrait-lirid angle. 

Let the given Triangle be abc, and the given ftrait-lin d angles. 
It is required to conftitute a Parallelogram equal to the t riangle 
ABC, in an angle equal to the ftrait- a . 
lin’d angle d. Let b c be cut into halves 
in fe, and let be joyn'd ae, then to 
ftrait line ec, and to a point in the lame 
e, let be conftituted the angle cef, 

qual to the angle D [by Prop, z $.]: And 
by a, let be drawn ag parallel to fee, 
and by c, cg parallel to ef. Therefore fecg is a Parallelogram. 

Now forafmuch as be is equal to ec, therefore the Triangle a be 

is equal to the Triangle aec. For they are on equal bafes % e e c 

and in the fame parallels bg, ag. Therefore the Triangle ab'c is 
double of the Triangle a eg. But alfo the Parallelogram fecg is 
double of the Triangle aec ; for it hath the fame bafe and is in 
the fame parallels. .Therefore the Parallelogram fecg is equal to 
*hfit Triangle abc, and hath the angle cef equal to the given angle d 

therefore to the given Triangle abc, there is conftituted an e~ 
[Parallelogram fecg in the angle cef, which is equal to 

angle d. Which was to be done. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

This Problem concerns the Transformation of Figures one into anotherand 
begins with tranfmuting a Triangle (the moft fimple of ftrait lin’d Figures) into an 
equal Parallelogram. And by con/equence there is imply’d the like tranfmutation of 
all Rectilineal Ipaces into equal Parallelograms; for that every Multilateral Fioure 
may for this end be divided into Triangles. As Euclide hath done in the following 
4f. Proportion. ° 

And forafmuch as all Parallelogram /paces are by the Diameter divided into two 
Triangles, therefore their four angles are equal to four Right [by Prop. 3 2.1. And 
becaufe the oppofite angles are equal, [Prop. 3*.] therefore if one angle of a Paral¬ 
lelogram be given, all the four are given, and determined. For if the given angle 
be Right, the other three are al/o right angles. If the given angle be (Jbtu/e, the 
oppofite is al/o Obtufe, and equal to it, and the other two Acute angles are like- 
wife equal to one another, and together with the two Obtufe do make, or compleafc 
four Right angles. And the like again on the contrary, if the given angle be Acute : 
fo that in one angle given, a Parallelogram is ever to be underftood as determined 
m all its four angles. 

PROPOSITION XLIII. OF every Tar allelogram /pace the complements of the Tar a lie- 
lograms about the Diameter, are equal to one another. 

Let the Parallelogram fpace be abcd, and the Diameter of the 

R z fame 
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fame be Ac, and about ac let the Parallelograms be EH, fg, and 
what are called the complements be bk, kd. I fay, that the com¬ 
plement bk is equal to the com- *-■■**— --— 
plementKD. Forafmuchas aecd 
is a Parallelogram, and the Dia¬ 
meter thereof a c : therefore the 
Triangle abc is equal to the Tri¬ 
angle adg. Again,becaufeekha 
is a Parallelogram, and the Dia- b-cr~ c 
meter thereof ak: therefore the Triangle a ek is equal to the Tri¬ 
angle ahk. By the fame reafon alfo the Triangle kgc is equal to 
the Triangle kfc. Now becaufe the Triangle aek is equal to the 
Triangle ahk, and the Triangle kgc, is equal to the Triangle kfc, 
therefore the Triangle aek with the Triangle kgc, is equal to the 
Triangle ahk, with the Triangle kfc. But the whole Triangle 
abc is equal to the whole Triangle adc: wherefore the remaining 
complement bk, is equal to the remaining complement ki>. 

Therefore of every Parallelogram fpace the complements of the 
Parallelograms about the Diameter, are equal to one another. Which 
was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XLIV. UNto a given fir ait line to apply a Tarallelogram equal to a 
given Triangle y in a given Sir ait lind angle. 

Let the given ftrait line be ab, and the given Triangle c, and the 
given ftrait lin’d angle d. It is required unto the given ftrait line ab> 
to apply a Parallelogram equal to the given Triangle c, in an angle 
equal to d. 

Let be conftituted the Paral¬ 
lelogram befg equal to the 
Triangle c in the angle ebg, 
which is equal to d. [by Prop. 
4/l.] 

And letBEbeputdire&ly to 
ab, and fg be produced to h. 
Then by a to either of the lines 
bg, ef,let ah be drawn paral¬ 
lel, and let be joyn’d hb. 

Now forafmuch as the ftrait line hf falls on the parallels ah,ef, 

therefore the angles a h f, h f e, are equal to two Right [Prop. 29.]; 
wherefore bhg,gfe, are lefs than two Right. But lines infinitely 
produced from angles lefs than two Right fhall meet: therefore hb, 
fe, being produced fhall meet. Let them be produced, and meet 
inK: then by the point k to either of the lilies E a, f h, let k l be 
drawn parallel, and let h a, g b, be produced to the points l,m. 

There- 
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Therefore hlkf is a Parallelogram, and h k the Diameter thereof, 
and the Parallelograms about hk are ag, he, and the Parallelo¬ 
grams called complementszxs lb,bf: therefore lb is equal to bf 
[Prop. 4.3.]. But bf is equal to the Triangle c; therefore alfo lb is 
equal to c. And becauie the angle g b e, is equal to a b m, and alfo gbe 
is equal to the angle n, therefore abm is equal to the angle d. 

Therefore unto the given ftrait line ab, is apply’d the Pallelo- 
gtam lb, equal to tliegiven Triangle c, in the angle abm, which is 
equal to the given angle d. Which was to be done. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

It is required unto the given line A B to apply a Parallelogram equal to the riven Tri¬ 
angle C.] That is, to conftitute a Parallelogram, one of whole Sides lhall be the 
given line AB, and the Paiallelogram be alfo equal to the given Triangle C 

And let BE be put direUly to AB] 6 
That is, let the Parallelogram B E F G 
be fo conftru&ed, that one of the fides 
containing the angle E B G, equal to 
the given angle D, be put diretftly to 
A B the given line, unto which a Pa¬ 
rallelogram equal to the given Trian¬ 
gle G is required to be apply’d. Now 
this is to be thus effected. 

Produce A B to E, and to the line 
E B, and to the point B let be confti- 
tuted the angle EBG, equal to the t> _ 
given angle D [by Prop. 23.]. Then H A 
let the Parallelogram B E F G, be conftituted equal to the given Triangle C [by 
Prop 42.] ; And let F G the oppolite fide to E B, be produced indefinitely toward 
H. And fo proceeding onward according to Euclids conftru&ion in compleating 
the Diagram, and applying the required Parallelogram LB to the given line AB°, 
as it is at the firft pofited in any Situation whatfoever given. 

For note, that the Application of that Parallelogram which is required to be 
equal to the given Triangle, ought to be made ad Datum T{e£lam, that is, to the 
very line A B in itspofition, and not to an other line, which fhall be put equal to 
it; as Clavius hath in his Expofition of this Propofition without juft caufe devi¬ 
ated from Euclide. But afterward in his Scholion he rightly corrects himfelf^ ex 

Jententia Euclidis, and there follows the general Law of Problems, that 'The thing 
is always to be cjfecled according to the Pojition given. As in the Ufe of this Problem 
it will every where be found necefiary, and even in the next following Propofition. 

It is farther to be obferved, that in the Conltriuftion of this Problem there are 
made four Parallelograms Equiangl’d to one another, and to the whole, viq. Two 
about the Diameter of the whole, and their two Complements. One of which, 
the Parallelogram F B is firft [by Prop. 42.] conftituted equal to the given Triangle 
C: by which means the other Complement BL, equal to the former (and there¬ 
fore equal to the fame given Triangle) is apply’d to the given line A B, according 
to the full Tenor of this eminent Problem. 

Advertilement. 
The 42d. Propofition hath (hewed how to conftitute a Parallelogram equal to a 

given Triangle, in an angle equal to a given angle. 
Now in this Problem there is moreover required to apply fuch a Parallelogram 

alfo to a given ftrait line, as well as in a given angle. That is, the given line is to 
be one fide of the apply’d Parallelogram, and an angle of that ParaUelogram is to 
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be equal to the given angle. And always remind, what hath been before noted, 
that in Parallelograms, if one angle be given, all the four are given, becaufb the 
oppolite angles are equal, and the two inward are equal to two Right, by Prop. 
34. and 29. So that in this Problem the Parallelogram is three ways reftrained. 
I. in the giyen line the Parallelogram is confined to one certain fide. II. It is de¬ 
termined in Area, or Magnitude, in that it is to be equal to a given Triangle* 
111. In the one given angle all the four anglesare determined ; wherefore of this 
Parallelogram nothing is left undetermined, but the other fide whereby to effeft 
this Problem. 

From this exaU Application, or Parabolifm of a Parallelogram to a given ftrait 
line prectfely, is one of the Conic Sedrons named Parabola. As Apollonius fliews in 
Prop. 11. Lib. I. of his Conic Elements. The ftrait line to which the Application 
is made in the Conic Elements, is by Mydorgius properly called the Parameter. 

There is likewife in Prop. 28, and 29. El. VI. of Eucltde, an Application of a 
given Parallelogram unto a given ftrait line, and in a given angle: but befidesthefe 
Reftraints, there are added more ftrid: conditions of Defeat, and Excels, that 
is, the Application is to be made either unto a part of the given line in a certain 
Defed:, or to the given line Augmented in a certain Length, or Excels; which 
Conditions have occafioned the names of EUipfa, and Hyperbola, to the other Conic 
Sections, As Prop. 12, and 13. Lib. I. of Apollonius fet forth. So that Euclid's three 
fold Application of a Parallelogram to a ftrait line, has afforded to Apollonius 
names for the three famous Conic Sedions. Whereas more ancieniy, the Parabola 
was called the Sediion of a Right-angl'd Cone, the Hyperbola of an Obtufe-angld 
Cone, the Elhpjis of an Acute-angl'd Cone, as we find in Archimedes. But for ap¬ 
plying thefe three Sediions in general to any one Cone of whatfoever angle, and 
accordingly moulding the old Conic Elements, Apollonius was in his time, and ever 
fince renowned with the Title of the great Geometrician. 

PROPOSITION XLV. TO a given Rectilineal /pace to confiitute an equal ‘Parallelo¬ 
gram in an angle equal to a given ftrait lin'd angle. 

Let the given Redilineal fpace be abcd, and the given ftrait- 
lin’d angle e. It is required to conftitute a Parallelogram equaito 
the Redilineal {pace abcd, 

in an angle equal to e. For let D 
be joyn’d db; and let be con- 
ftituted [by Prop4i.] the Pa¬ 
rallelogram f h equal to the 
Triangle adb in the angle 
hkf, which is equal to e. 

Then unto the ftrait line gh, let be apply’d the Parallelogram 
gm/equal to the Triangle dbc in the angle ghm, which is equal 
to E, [by Prop. 44.] 

Now forafmuch as the angle e is equal to each of the angles fkh, 

ghm; therefore fkh is equal to gh m. Let khg be added in com¬ 
mon, therefore the angles fkh, khg, are equal to the angles khg, 
ghm. But the angles fkh,khg, are equal to two Right [Prop.L9.]; 
therefore alfo khg, ghm, are equal to two Right. Now to the ftrait 
line gh, and to a point in the fame h, the two ftrait lines kh, hm, 

not lying the fame way, make the confequent angles equal to two 
Right; therefore kh isdired to hm [Prop. 14..]. And becaufe the 

ftrait 
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ftrait linehg falls on the parallels km, f g, therefore the Alternate 
angles mhg,hgf, are equal to one another [ Prop. 19.]. Let hgl be 
added in common, therefore mhg, hgl, are equal to hgf, hgl 
But the angles mhg, hgl, are equal to two Right: therefore fg is 
direft to gl [Prop. 14,.]. And becaufe kf is equal, and parallel to 
hg, andlikewife hg to ml; therefore alfo kf is equal,and parallel 
to ml [Prop. 30.]. And the ftrait lines km, fl, joyn the fame, 
therefore km, fl, are alfo equal, and parallel [Prop. 33.]; where¬ 
fore kflm is a Parallelogram. And becaufe the Triangle abd, is 
equal to the Parallelogram hf, and bdc to gm, wherefore the 
whole Rectilineal fpace abcd, is equal to the whole Parallelogram 
kflm. Therefore the Parallelogram kflm is conftituted equal to 
the Rectilineal fpace abcd in the angle fkm, which is equal to the 
given angle e. Which was to be done. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

And let be conftituted the Parallelogram FH equal to the Triangle ADR] To effeCfc 
this Problem, the given Rectilineal fpace is to be divided into Triangles : and firft 
to one of thefe Triangles there is to be conftituted an equal Parallelogram. As here 
the Parallelogram FH is conftituted equal to the Triangle ADB, by Prop. 42. 
But is not required as Clavius propofes to be apply'd to any certain ftrait line, tho“ 
the other Parallelograms are j and after this manner following. 

Then unto the ftrait line G H, let be apply d the Parallelogram G M, equal to the Tri¬ 
angle D B C, in the angle GHM, which is equal to E.] Altho’ the firft Parallelogram 
FH, equal to the Triangle ADB, was not confined to any given ftrait line; yet 
the next Parallelogram G M equal to the Triangle D B C, is of neceflity to be ap- 
ply’d to the ftrait line GH, as it lyes in a given pofition; that by this means there 
might be conftituted from fuch particular Parallelograms one entire Parallelogram 
KFLM, equal to the given Rectilineal fpace ABCD. And fo forward, if the 
Rectilineal fpace required a divifion into more Triangles, Parallelogram is after 
Parallelogram to be apply’d to fuch a certain ftrait line, that makes fucceffiveiy 
one common Side; and all of them are equal to one another, and the Parallelo¬ 
grams are together equal to the whole Parallelogram fpace, which was required 
to be conftituted equal to a given Rectilineal fpace. 

Advertifement. 

The Application of Rectilineal fpaces to a given ftrait line, if alfo the given 
angle be a Right angle, does truely anfw^r to the operation of Divifion in Arith¬ 
metic. For the given plain fpace is as the Dividend in Numbers, the given ftrait 
line as the Divifor, and the other Side of the Parallelogram emergent from this 
Application is as the Quotient. And again, as the Divifor multiply’d into the Quo¬ 
tient makes up the Dividend, fo the given fide drawn into the emergent fide, gives 
the Area of the Parallelogram. 

PROPOSITION XLVI. 

^ a ^Ven ftrait ^ne i0 defer ibe a fquare. 

Let the given ftrait line be ab. It is required on the ftrait line 
a b to defcribe a fquare. To the ftrait line a b from a given point in 

the 
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the fame a; let be drawn at Right angles the line ac, and to a4 
let ad be put equal: then by the point d, let de be drawn parallel 
to ab, and by the point b let be be drawn parallel to ad; therefore 
adeb is a Parallelogram : wherefore ab is equal to de, and ad to 

be [Prop. 33.]. But alfoBA is equal to ad; there¬ 
fore the four lines b a, a d, d e, e b, are equal to one 
another: wherefore the Parallelogram adeb is 
Equilateral: I fay, it is alfo Right angl d. For be- d 
caufe on the parallels ab, de, falls the ftrait line 
ad, therefore the angles bad, ade, are equal to 
two Right [Prop. 19.]. But bad is a Right angle, 
alfo ade is a Right angle, and of Prallelogram 
fpaces the oppolite fides and angles are equal to one A B 

another [Prop. 34.]; wherefore each of the oppofite angles a be, 

bed, is a Right angle, therefore adeb is Right angl’d. But alfo 
it hath been prov’d Equilateral: therefore it is a Square; And it is 
defcrib’d on the ftrait line ab. Which was to be done. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

Euclide, before he makes ufe of a fquare, does demonftrate the Being and C011- 
ftruCtion of fuch a Figure. And therefore hath here premifed this problem in or¬ 
der toward the demonftration of the next following Theorem, which is the firft 
wherein fquares are concern’d. 

And accordingto his 29th. Definition he now {hews how to defcribe a Figure of 
four Equal Sides, and four Right Angles on any given ftrait line. 

Thus having demonftrated this Figure, he does hereafter upon occafion juftly 
a flume from the nature of a Square, that Squares defcribed on equal firait lines are 
equal to one another. As likewife that Equal Squares are defcribed on equal ftrait lines. 
Altho’ Commandinus and Clavius after Proclus, have thought fit to demonftrate thefe 
moft natural Conceptions: which were before as evident of themfelves, and imme¬ 
diately conjoyn’d in common fenfe with the definition of a Square. 

PROPOSITION XLVII. IN a Right angled Triangle, the Square of the fide fuh tending 
the Right angle, is equal to the Squares of the fides containing 

the Right angle. 

Let the Right angl’d Triangle be abc, having the Right angle 
b ac. I lay, that the fquare of bc, is equal to the fquares of b a, a c. 
For on bc, let be defcrib’d the fquare bdec, and on ab, ac, the 
fquares g b, h c, and by a let a l be drawn parallel to either of the 
lines bd, ce, and let be joyn’d ad, fc. 

Now forafmuch as each of the angles b ac, b a g, is a right angle, 
and to the ftrait line ba, and to a point in the fame a, the two 
ftrait lines ac, ag, not lying the fame way, make the confequent 
angles equal to two Right, therefore ca is direct to ag: by the 
fame reafon alfo ab is direct to ah. And becaule the angle dbc is 
equal to the angle fba, for each is a right angle, let the angle 

ABC 
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abc be added in common, therefore the whole angle dba is equal 
to the whole angle f b c. And becaufe 
the two lines db, ba, are equal to 
the two lines cb, bf, each to each, 
and the angle dba is equal to the 
angle f b c, therefore the bafe a d is e- 
qual td the bafe fc, and the Triangle 
abd is equal to the Triangle fbc. 

Now the Parallelogram bl is dou¬ 
ble of the Triangle abd, for they 
have the fame bafe bd, and are in the 
fame parallels bd, a l [Prop. 41.]. Al- 
fo thefquareGB is double of the Tri¬ 
angle fbc, for they have the fame 
bale fb, and are in the lame parallels fb,gc. Now the doubles of 

equals are equal to one another; Therefore the Parallelogram bl 
is equal to the fquare gb. 

In like manner ae,bk, being joyn’d, may be proved that the Pa¬ 
rallelogram cl, is equal to the fquare hc; therefore the whole 
fquare bdec is equal to the two fquares gb, hc, and the fquare 
bdec, is defcribed on bc, andGB, Hcon ba, ac; wherefore the 
fquare of the fide b c, is equal to the fquares of the fides ba, ac. 

Therefore in Right angl’d Triangles, the fquare of the fide fub~ 
tending the Right-angle, is equal to the fquares of the fides contain¬ 
ing the Right angle. Which was to be demonftrated. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

This Propofition among Geometricians moft famous, is laid to have been found 
out by Pythagoras, and the Invention publickly celebrated with a Sacrifice to the 
Mufes. Yet the hint from whence the difcovery of this Truth might firft arife, 
leems to be very obvious. 

For in this Figure the fquare EFGH, is apparently double of the Iquare 
ABDC; but EFGH is defcribed on EF, which is equal to 
B C, the fide fubtending the Right angle B A C of the Equicru- 
ral Triangle ABC; and the fquare ABDC is delcribed on ei¬ 
ther of the fides A B, A C, containing the Right angle B A C, of _ 
the lameEquicrural Triangle ABC. It is therefore hereupon 
very reafonable to conceive, that the lame property might like- 
wile belong to Scalene Right-angl’d Triangles, and give the oc- ,. 
cafion of a farther enquiry into this matter. “ 

Thus Geometricians often happen to dilcover a Truth, before they have framed 
a legitimate demonftration of it: and find out their Propofitions one way (which 
they ufually conceal) but prove them in an other. We have an Example of this 
kind in the Remains of Archimedes, who fhews, how firft he found the Quadrature 
of a Parabola Mechanically, as he calls it, and afterwards gives a Geometrical de¬ 
monftration. 

Now Euclid's demonftration reaches in general all Right-angled Triangles, Equi- 
crural, and Scalene: and is very eafy, natural and immediate, being framed from 
the two Fundamental Propofitions 35th and 41ft: by which all plain Surfaces are mea- 
lured, and proved to be equal, or unequal to one another. 

S But 
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But forafmuch as no fquare number added to it felf, can make a fquare number 

flor any fquare number be the doable of an other fquare number: therefore in an 
Equicrural Right-angl’d Triangle, as ABC, if the length of the;fides AB, or AC, 
containing the Right angle, be expreffed by the number of any known meafure 
as 2 inches, Feet, &c. then the length of the fide B C fubtending, the Right an<*le 
is not expreffible by a number of the fame meafure, or by any 
poffible part thereof. For the fquare of 2 is 4, which added to ^ 
it felf makes 8 the fquare of B C, whole length is lefs than 3, 
becaufe the fquare of 3 is 9. And on the contrary, if the length 
of BC be put 4 Inches, Feet, &c. then the length of either fide ® 
ABor AC is not expreffible by any part of the fame meafure. 
For the fquare of 4 is 1 <5, therefore the fquare of A B or A C, is 
8, and the length of the fide AB or AC, is lefs than 3, and ex- ^ D G 
preffible by no part or parts of BC. For tho’ BC be divided into 4000000 &c.of 
parts of the fame meafure ; yet the cafe is ftill as before, and not one of thofe parts 
fliall meafure AB, which will ever be lefs than 3000000 &c. of thefe parts and 
greater than 2999999 &c. of the fame. 

So that in an Equicrural Right-angfd Triangle, if the fide fibtending the Rjofit 
angle be Rational, that is, be expreffed in quantity by a certain Number, and Meafure, 
then each of the other fides is Irrational to that Meafure, and cannot be expreffed* 
in quantity by any number of parts belonging to the fame. 

And becaufe every fquare is divifible by the Diameter into two equal and Equi¬ 
crural Right-angl’d Triangles, therefore if the fide of a fquare be Rational, the 
Diameter is Irrational: and if the Diameter be put Rational, the fide is Irrational. 
And the 10th. Element oi Euchde ends with a demonftratioii, that the fide of a 
Square, and the Diameter, are to one another incommenfinable, that is, what- 
foever length any certain times repeated fliall make up exactly, and meafure either 
the fide, or the Diameter, the fame tho’ never fo fmall, cannot precifely mea¬ 
fure the other, but repeated fliall fall under, or over it. As let any length ex¬ 
actly meafure AB from the point A to the point B; the fame fliall not precifely 
meafure BC, from B to C; but repeated will either comefhort of the point C, or 
pafs beyond it. And this is meant by incommenfurable Magnitudes. For tho’ 
every finite Magnitude is in it felf menfurable, yet all finite Magnitudes are not 
capable of the fame meafure fo as to have their quantities fignified by any one and 
the fame, as appears from this 47th. Propofition. 

There are infinite other ftrait lines of the like nature: fome of which are the 
whole fubjed of that moft fubtile 1 oth. Element. As alfo here, not only in all 
Equicrural but in all Scalene Right-angl’d Triangles, where the fquaresof the fides 
containing the Right angle added together, make not a fquare number, there the 
fide fubtending the Right angle is irrational, and incommenfurable to either of 
them. 

As in the Right-angl’d Triangle 
ABC, let the fides containing the 
Right angle be of a certain length, as 
AB 2 inches, and AC 3 inches; their 
fquares are then 4, and 9, which ad¬ 
ded together, make the fquare 13. 
wherefore the fide B C fubtending 
the Right angle is greater than 3, 
whofe fquare is but 9, and lefs than 4, 
whofe fquare is 16, fo that the quan¬ 
tity of B C, is only expreffible by a 
fill'd number between 3 and 4, and is 
no part, nor any poffible fradion,that 
can be made out of 3, or 4; but is call¬ 
ed the Square Root of r 3; and there- _. t 

fore irrational it is, and incommenfurable to the fides A B and~AC. And if an inch 

were 
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were divided into an hundred thoufand millions of parts, the cafe would be ftill the 
fame, and not one of thole particles Ihould exactly mealiire, and make up the 
line B C. 

Again, let a Right-angl'd Triangle A B C, be 
the half of an Equilateral Triangle A C D, each 
of whole fides let be put 4, fo that AC is 4, 
and B C the half of A C is 2. Now the fquare 
of AC is id, the fquare of BC is 4, and there¬ 
fore the fquare of A B is 12, or 16 lefs 4, whole 
lide A B is a furd between 3 and 4, and called 
the Square Root of 12. Yet thele Squares are 
commenliirable, and the fquare of A C is qua¬ 
druple of the Iquare B C, and the Iquare of 
A B is triple of the lame; tho’ the lide A B be 
irrational and incommenfurable to the other 
fides A C, B C. This is the Archimedean Right- 
angl’d Triangle expofed in fmall numbers, luch 
as plainly give the mutual proportions of the 
fides and fquares, on which his Cyclometries 
are founded ; where the furd lide A B he makes 
the Radius of his Circle. The numbers of Ar¬ 
chimedes are thele, A C is put 306, therefore 
BC the half of AC is 15^, and the Radius d; 
AB is a furd, fomewhat greater than 265-. For the Iquare of AC 306 is 9363d: 
and the Iquare of BC iy3, is 23409; which fubftradted from the fquare 9363d, 
there remains 70227, which is the fquare of AB: fo that AB is fomewhat greater 
than 267, whole exadt fquare is 70225-, and only lefs than 70227, the fquare ofAB 
by two units: and therefore A B is a furd, fomewhat infenfibly greater than 26 y, 
the Root of the fquare number 70225-. 

Now from the fides, and fquares of a Right-angl’d Triangle, which is half of 
an Equilateral, Archimedes demonftrates by repeated Bifecftions of angles, and a rches, 
and juft Calculations thereupon, that a Polygon of 96 fides circumlcribed about a 
Circle, and by confequence that the Circumference of the Circle, is triple, and more¬ 
over fomewhat lefs than \ or of the Diameter. 

And further, upon this occafion to declare fully the ufe Archimedes makes of 
this 47th. Prop, in the menfuration of a 
Circle, let there be again fuch an other 
Right-angld Triangle ABC, being the 
half of an Equilateral. And let A C fub- 
tending the Right angle ABC, be the 
Diameter of a Circle, and fuppofed to 
conlift of 15-60 equal parts: therefore 
B C the half of A C is 780. And the lide \/_ 
AB is a furd, fomewhat lefs than 135-1. £ 
For the fquare of AC 15-60 is 2433600: and the fquare of BC 780 is 608400: 
which fubftradted from the fquare 2433600, there remains 1825-200, which is the 
fquare of AB: fo that AB is fomewhat lefs than 135-1, whole exadt fquare is 
1825-201, and only exceeds 1825-200 the fquare of AB by a lingle unite; and there¬ 
fore A Bis a furd, fomewhat infenfibly lefs than 135-1 the Root of the fquare num¬ 
ber 1825-201. 

Now from the Sides, and Squares of this Right-angl’d Triangle, Archimedes de¬ 
monftrates, that a Polygon of 96 fides infcribed in a Circle, and by confequence 
that the Circumference of the Circle, is triple, and moreover fomewhat greater 
than % parts of the Diameter. 

Thus far upon this 47th. Prop, we have explained the Grounds of Archimedes his 
Cyclometries taken from an Equilateral Triangle, where the angles are always 
known, and the Sides may be put of any quantity at pleafure, and out of which is 
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made fuch a Right-angl’d Triangle of known angles and Tides, that whoever is but 
moderately exercifed in the ufe of numbers, may now with eafe go forward through 
the reft of Archimedes^ demonftrations, which would otherwile be fomewhat ob- 
fcure and difficult to younger Students. For whofe fake alfo we have from this 
Propofition given in brief lome eafy, and ufeful Notions of incommenfurable ma¬ 
gnitudes. And farther tis to be noted, that between incommenfurable magnitudes 
ft is at the firft arbitrary and changeable at pleafure, which of them be put Ratio- 
nal; as whether the Side, or the Diameter of a Square, But thefe are of themfelves 
in nature incommenfurable to one another, which is the apparent caufe of then; 
mutual Irrationality. But the caufe of incommenfurability is more fubtil, and lyes 
in the infinite divisibility of magnitude, which hath not in nature a Minimum to 
be a common meafure of magnitudes, as an Unite is of Numbers, 

This incommenfurability between magnitudes of the fame kind (whereof we 
fhall have occafion to fpeak more at large in the Fifth Element) is one of the 
many inexplicable Myfteries in Geometry. Habet enim Gemetrta miraculafua, 

PROPOSITION XLVIII. IF the fquare of one fide of a Triangle he equal to the fquares of 
the two remaining fides of the Triangle, the angle contained by 

the two remaining fides of the Triangle, is a Right angle. 

For of the Triangle abc, let the fquare of bc be equal to the 
fquares of ba, ac, I fay, that the angle B ac is a Right angle. For 
from the point a to the line a c, let be drawn at Right angles the 
line ad ; and to b a let ad be put equal,and dc be joyn’d. Now for- 
afmuch as da is equal to ab, therefore alfo 
the fquare of d a is equal to the fquare of 
ab. Let the fquare of ac be added in com¬ 
mon ; therefore the fquares of d a, a c, are 
equal to the fquares of ba, ac. But the 
fquare of dc is equal to the fquares of da 
a c [Prop. 47.]; for the angle d a c is a Right 
angle ; and the fquare of bc is put equal to 
the fquares of b a, a c ; therefore the fquare 
of dc is equal to the fquare of bc. So that alfo the fide dc is equal 
to the fide bc. And becaufe da is equal to ab, and ac common; 
therefore the two lines d a, a c, are equal to the two lines b a, a c, and 
the bafe dc is equal to the bafe bc; therefore the angle dac is equal 
to the angle bac; but the angle dac is a Right angle, therefore 
alfo bac is a Right angle. 

If therefore the fquare of one fide of a Triangle be equal to the 
fquares of the two remaining fides of the Triangle, the angle con¬ 
tained by the two remaining fides of the Triangle is a Right angle. 
Which was to be demonftrated. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

This Propofition is the Converfe of the precedent. And fbrafmuch as here is 
demonftrated, that of a Triangle if the fquare of one fide be equal to the fquares of the 
other two, then Jhall that be a Right angled Triangle: wherefore to form a Right an¬ 
gled Triangle of Rational, and CommenfuraWe fides, we are to find three ftrait 

lines, 
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lines, whole quantities may be exprefled in numbers of one, and the fame meafure 
common to all the three fides s fo that alfo of thofe numbers the fquare of one {hall 
be equal to the fquares of the other two, that is, to find two fquare numbers, 
which added together fhall make a fquare number according to this Problem. 

A Problem. 

From two given numbers to derive three numbers, where the 
fquare of one fhall be equal to the fquares of the other two. 

The Solution. 
Of the two given numbers the Sum of the fquares, the Difference of 

the fquares, and twice the Rectangle make a Right angl’d Triangle of 
Rational, and Commenfurable fides. 

In Species the Rule is thus fet forth. Let the given numbers be A, and E: then 
[hall A^-f-E^. A^-E^. 2A into E make a Right angl’d Triangle of Rational, 
and Commenturable fides. 

As to begin with 1 and 2. The fquare of 1 is 1. The fquare of 2 is 4. The fum 
of the fquares, 4 q-1 is y, The difference of the fquares 4 — j is 3. The Rectangle 
is 1 multiply’d into 2, which makes 2: and 2 twice taken is 4. $<} that the fides of 
this Right angl’d Triangle are 3,4, $\ Where the fquare of ? is 2;, and equal to 
the two fquares 16, and 9, whofefides are 4, and 3. This is the firft Triangle of 
this fort. 

Again, the fecond is this. Let be given the numbers 2, and 3. Now the fquare 
of 2 is 4. The fquare of 3 is 9. The fum of the fquares 9 + 4 is 13. The difference 
of the fquares 9 — 4 is y. The Re&angle of 2 multiply’d into 3 makes <5, which 
twice taken is 12. So that the fides of this Right angl’d Triangle are y, 12, 13. 
Where the fquare of 13 is 169, and equal to the two fquares 144, and 2?, whole 
fides are 12, and y. 

The third of thefe kind of Triangles, made from 3 and 4, is 7, 24, 27. The 
fourth from 4 and y, is 9, 40, 41. The fifth from y and 6 is 11,60,61. and fo 
forth infinitely. Where note, that in fuch kind of Triangles the two greater fides 
only differ by an unite and the fum of thefe is always equal to the fquare of the 
leaft fide. 
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THE SECOND 

ELEMENT. 

E 

DEFINITIONS. 

DEFINITION I. 

Very Right angl'd Tarallelogram is [aid to he contained hy any 
two of the Jlrait lines, which contain a Right angle. 

Altho’ a Right angl’d Parallelogram be comprehended, or encompafled by four 
ftrait lines, yet becaufe by Prop. 34. El-1. theoppofite Tides of Parallelograms are 
equal to one another, therefore any of the two fides, which contain a Right angle, 
are laid to contain the whole Parallelogram. 

For A B being equal to DC, and AD to BC, there-A b 

fore A B, and B C, or B C and C D, or C D, and D A, or ' 
D A, and AB, are indifferently faid to contain the whole 
Right angl'd Parallelogram ABC D. 

Obferve alfo, that a Parallelogram /pace is for bevity 
fake, often noted by two oppofite letters, as the Paral¬ 
lelogram AC, or DBj by either of which is fignify’d i 
the Parallelogram A B C D. "f 1 

DEFINITION IT 

N every Tarallelogram fpade, any one of the Tarallelograms a- 
Jf hont the Diameter, together with the two Complements, Jhall he 
called a Gnomon. 

What are Parallelogram (paces about the Diameter, and what are Complements, 
is before declared in Prop. 43. El. I. Now here, the two Complements with either 
of the Diagonal /paces, taken to¬ 
gether, are for brevity fake, in one 
word, as a term of Art, called a 
Gnomon; as in the Parallelo¬ 
gram /pace A D, the two Comple¬ 
ments AG, GD, with any one of 
the Parallelograms about the Dia¬ 
meter, either C G, or B G, are called 
the Gnomon HLK. 

E B 

f Q X 
V 
/ K J 

F D 

Becaufe this Second Element treats of the powers of ftrait lines, and of the 
Section of ftrait lines into feveral Segments, which are in power varioufly com¬ 
pared to one another, it will be requi/ite to add to Euclide thefe two following 
Definitions. 

DEFINITION III. 
The power of a ftrait line is the fquare of the fame line. 

As on the line AB, let there be defcribed the/quare ABCD, then the /quare 
A BCD is faid to be the power of the line AB. 

Geome- 
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Geometricians have with good reafbn uled the term Power, in this fen/te be- 

caufe the fquare is the greateft Pa- r * • 
rallelogram fpace that can be deferi- 
bed on one and the fame line. For 
produce the line AB, and put B EK--±l_cr j, 
equal to AB; and on B E delcribe 
the Rhombus BEFG, tis manifeft, 
that the Rhombus BEFG is lels 
than the fquare A B C D. For pro¬ 
ducing the line FG,to K,the Rhom- 

bus BEFG is equal to the Redtangle ABHK [by Prop. }«. El.I.] which is 
but a part or the fquare ABCD. 

DEFINITION IV. 

The power of two ftrait lines is the ReUangle contained by thofe 
lines. 

As the Redangle ABCD, contained by the lines AB, BC, is laid to be the 
power of the lines A B, B C. Becaufe here as before in a fquare, the Redangle is 
the greateft Parallelogram fpace that £> q 
can be comprehended by any two 
and the lame lines. For produce the ^ 
line AB, and put BE equal to AB,a 
and from the point Edraw E F equal 
to B C, and compleat the Parallelo¬ 
gram Figure; then by the fame 
Prop. 3 <5. El. I. the Rhomboides_ _ 
BEFG is equal to the Redangle A B E 
ABHK, which is but a part of the Redangle ABCD: yet the Redangle A B C D, 
and the Rhomboides BEFG, are comprehended by the fame, that is, by equal 
lines, for that B E is equal to A B, and' E F to B C. Wherefore only the Redangle 
ABCD is laid to be the power of the lines A B, B C. 

PROPOSITION I. 

F there be two Ur ait lines, and one of them be cut into hoi,i/ 
_many Segments foever, the Re Bangle contained by the two ftrait 
lines, is equal to the Rectangles contained by the undivided line, 
and the feveral Segments of the other line. 

Let there be two ferait lines a, bc, and let b c be cut at adventure 
in the points d, e. I fay, that the ReCtangle contained by the lines 
a, bc, is equal to the Rectangles contained by a, bd, and by a,de, 
and alfo by a, e c. 

For from the point b, let there be drawn 
bf, at right angles to bc; and let bg be 
put equal to a [Prop. 3.1.]: Then by the 
point g let gh be drawn parallel to bc. 
Again, by the points d5 e, c, let there be 
drawn dk, el, ch, parallels to bg. 

Now the ReClangle bh is equal to the 
ReCtangles bk,dl,eh; andBH is contain¬ 

B D E c 

• 

| 

G 
1- 

K, L H 

F A 

ed by a,bc, for it is contained by gb, bc, but gb is equal to a 

Again- 
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Again, the Rectangle bk is contained by a, bd, for it is contained 
by gb,bd, but gb is equal to a. 

Alfo the Rectangle d l is contained by 

a,de, for d k, that is bg, [Prop. 34.. El. I.] 
is equal to a. 

And in like manner the Redangle eh 
is contained by a, e c, 

Wherefore the Redangle contained by 

a, b c, is equal to the Redangles contained 
by a, p d; and by a, d e, and alio by a, e c. 

Therefore if there be two ftrait lines, and one of them be cut 
into how many Segments foever, the Redangle contained by the 
two ftrait lines, is equal to the Redangles contained by the undi¬ 
vided line, and the feveral Segments of the other line. Which was 
to be domonftrated. 

B D EC 

G K L H 
1—---- 

F A 

PROPOSITION II. IF a Ur alt line he cut at adventure, the Re Bangles contained by 
the whole line, and each of the Segments are equal to the fquare 

of the whole line. 

Let the ftrait line ab be cut at adventure in the point c. 
I fay, that the Redangle contained by ab, ac, together with the 

Redangle contained by ab,bc, is equal to the fquare of ab. 
For on the line ab, let there be defcribed the fquare adeb; 

and by c, draw cf parallel to either ad, or be. 
Now ae is equal to af, ce; but a e is the fquare A-£—1 

of a b, and a f is the Redangle contained by a b, a c; 
for it is contained by d a, a c ; but d a is equal to a b. 

Alfo c e is contained by ab,bc, for b e is equal to 
ab; wherefore the Redangle contained by ab, ac, 
together with the Redangle contained by AB,Bc,is 
equal to the fquare of a b. D F E 

Therefore if a ftrait line be cut at adventure, the Redangles con¬ 
tained by the whole line, and each of the Segments are equal to 
the fquare of the whole line. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION III. 

JF a ftrait line he cut at adventure, the Re Bangle contained by 
the whole, and one of the Segments is equal to the Re Bangle con¬ 

tained by the Segments, and the fquare of the forefaid Segment. 

Let the ftrait line ab be cut at adventure in the point c. 
1 fay, that the Redbangle contained by ab, bc, is equal to the 

Redangle contained by a c, c b, together with the fquare of c b. 

For on the line cb let there be defcribed the fquare cdeb, and 
produce 
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produce ed to f: Then by the point a, draw [by Prop. 31. El. 1.1 
a f, parallel to either cd3 or b e. 

Now the Rectangle a e is equal to theRe&angle A 
ad, and the fquare ce; and ae is the Rectangle 
contained by ab,bc; for itis contained by ab,be, 

but be is equal to bc. 

Again, ad is contained by a c, cb, for dc is e- 
qual to cb; alfoDB is the fquare of cb; wherefore 
the ReCtanglecontained by ab3bc; is equal to the 
Redangle contained by a c, c b, together with the fquare of c b. ' 

Therefoie if a ftrait line be cut at ad venture, the Rectangle con¬ 
tained by the whole and one of the Segments, is equal to the Rect¬ 
angle contained by the Segments, and the fquare of the forefaid Seg¬ 
ment Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION IV- 

Fa ftrait line he cat at adventure, the fquare of the whole is 
equal 10 the fquare s of the Segments, and to the Re ft angle twice 

contained by the Segments. 
Let the ftrait line ab be cut at adventure in the point c. 
I fay, that the fquare of a b is equal to the fquaresof ac, CB,and 

to the ReCtangle twice contained by ac, cb. 

For, on the line ab let there be defcribed the 
fquare a deb, and draw the line bd. Then by 

the point c, let there be drawn parallel to either 
ad, or be, the line cgf: and by the point g, 

draw h k, parallel to a b, or d e. 

Now becaufe c f is parallel to a d, and there 
falls on them the line bd, therefore the outward 
angle b g c is equal to the inward and oppolite 
bda; but the angle bda is equal to the angle 
dba, becaufe the fide ab is equal to the fide a d [by Prop, y. El. I.]; 
wherefore alfo the angle cgb is equal to the angle cbg, and there¬ 
fore the fide cb, is equal to the fide cg [by Prop. 6. El.I.]; but c b is 
equal tOGK, and cg to bk [by Prop. 34.. El.I.]; therefore alfo gk is 
equal to kb, and the Parallelogram cgkb is Equilateral. 

I fay alfo, that it is Rectangular. For becaufe c g is parallel to b k, 

and there falls on them the line c b, therefore the inward angles 
kbc,gcb, are equal to two right angles [Prop. 19.El. I.]. But the 
angle kb c is a right angle [by ConftruCtion]; wherefore the angle 
gcb is a right angle, and alfo the oppolite angles cgk, gkb, are 
right angles [Prop. 34. El. I.]; wherefore the Parallelogram cgkb 

is Rectangular, And it hath been proved to be Equilateral; there¬ 
fore cgkb is a fquare, and it is defcribed on the line cb. 

By the famereafon alfo the Parallelogram hf is a fquare, and it 
T is- 

G F^ x ic 
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is defcribed on the line hg, that is on a c ; therefore hf, ck, are the 
fquares of ac, cb, the Segments of the line ab. 

Moreover, becaufethe Complement ag is equal to the Comple¬ 
ment ge [by Prop. 43. El. I.], and ag is contained by the lines a c, 
cb, for that Gcis equal to cb; therefore alfo ge is equal to the 
Rectangle contained by ac, cb; wherefore ag, ge, are equal to th6 
Rectangle twice contained by the lines ac,cb: But alfo hf,ck, are 
the fquares of a c, c b. 

Therefore the four Parallelograms hf, ck, ag, ge, are equal to 
the fquares of ac, cb, and to the Redangle twice contained by ac, 
cb. But hf, ck, ag, ge, are the whole adeb, which is the fquare 
of ab ; wherefore the fquare of ab is equal to the fquares of ac,cb, 
and to the Rectangle twice contained by ac, cb. 

Therefore, if a ftrait line be cut at adventure, the fquare of the 
whole is equal to the fquares of the Segments, and to the Rectangle 
twice contained by the Segments. Which was to be demonftrated. 

Otherwife. 

I fay, that the fquare of ab is equal to the fquares of ac, cb, and 
to the Rectangle twice contained by a c, c b. For in the fame Figure, 
becaufe ab is equal to ad, therefore the angle abd, is equal to the 
angle adb [Prop. y. El.I.j. And forafmuch as the three angles of 
every Triangle are equal to two right angles 
[Prop 31. El. I.]; therefore of the Triangle abd, a 

the three angles abd, adb, bad, areequalto 
two right. But the angle b a d is a right angle; 
therefore the remaining angles abd, adb, are 
equal to one right angle, and they are alfo equal 
to one another; wherefore each of the angles 
abd, adb, is the half of a right angle. But the 
angle b c g is a right angle [Prop. zy. El. L]; for 
it is equal to the inward and oppofite angle at a; wherefore the re¬ 
maining angle cgb is the half of a right angle; and therefore the 
angle cg b is equal to the angle cbg, and the fide c b is equal to the 
fide c g [Prop. 6. El. I.]; but c b is equal to gk, and cg to bk [Prop. 
34.. El. I.]; wherefore the Parallelogram c k is Equilateral. 

And becaufe the angles b cg, cbk, are right angles, therefore ck is 
alfo a fquare. And it is defcribed on the line cb. 

Likewife by the fame reafon, the Parallelogram hf is a fquare, 
and equal to the fquare of ac; wherefore hf, ck, are fquares, and 
equal to the fquares of ac, cb. 

Moreover, becaufe the Re6tangle ag is equal to the Re&angle ge 
[Prop. 43. El. 1.], and ag is contained by the lines ac,cb, (for that 
cg is equal to cb) therefore alfo ge is equal to the Redangle con¬ 
tained by ac,cb; wherefore ag, ge, are equal to the Redangle 

twice 
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twice contained by a c, c b j but alfo hf3ck, are equal to the fquares 
of AC, cb. 

Therefore hf,ck3 ag3 ge, are equal to the fquares of a c, c b, and 

to the Redangle twice contained by a c, c b. But h f, c k, a g, g e, are 
the whole ae, which is the fquare of ab; therefore the fquare of 

ab is equal to the fquares of ac, cb, and to the Redangle twice 
contained by a c, c b. Which was to be demonftrated. 

Corollaries. 

1. From hence 'tis manifefty that in Squares, the Parallelograms, which are about the 

Diameter, are alfo Squares. 
2. And if the fide of a Square be cut into halves, then the Complements are alfo 

Squares. And the Square of the whole line is quadruple to the Square of the half. 

On the fourth Propofition. 

This is amoft remarkable Propofition, and of excellent and various ufes: The 
Analyfis or Refolution of a Square, which, by Arithmeticians, is called the Ex¬ 
traction of the Square-root, wholly depends upon it. But becaufe all things are 
refolved into thofe parts whereof they are at firft conftituted, it will be requifite, 
to begin with the Genefis or ConftruCtion of every compound Square. 

The better to explain this matter, we fhall apply to the Scheme of this fourth 
Propofition, by the addition of E, making it A -f E : Then fquare it, that is, draw 
A 4- E into A + E, thus, 

A + E 
A+E 

Aq -f- A E 
-}- AE + Ey 

A q-\- 2 AE-J-E q 

This Genefis of a Square exactly anfwers to Euclids Propofition, and back again, 
by Analyfis, fhews how the molt fimple divifion of a Square rnuft necelfarily fall 
into thefe kinds of parts. But indeed Euclide begins with the fquare it felf, and 
then refblves it, by dividing it into any two parts, becaufe in magnitude, there is 
no Square fingly the Firft, as Unity is in Numbers, which anfwers to all Powers. 
And therefore dividing a line, on which a Square is defcribed, into any two parts, 
he fhews of what parts the moft fimple that may be a Square can confift. And ac¬ 
cordingly the practice of extracting the Square root anfwers to it. As for example. 

Every Square is encreafed by the addition of twice the root for the Comple¬ 
ments, and i for the Diagonal Square, thus 2V-fi. If there be put Ay, it is en¬ 
creafed 2 A -f-1: So that A q -f- 2 A -{-1, is the next Square. 

PROPOSITION V. IF a Jtrait line he cut into two equal Segment si and two unequal\ 
the Reft angle contained by the unequal Segments of the whole, 

together with the Square of the line between the Sections, is equal 
to the Square of half the line. 

Let the ftrait line ab be cut into two equal Segments, at the 
point c, and into two unequal, at the point d. 

I fay, that the Rectangle contained by ad,db, together with the 
fquare of cd, is equal to the fquare of cb. 

T x For 
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For on the line cb, let there be defcribed the fquare cefb, and 
draw the line be. Then by the point d, let there be drawn parallel 
to either ce, or bf, the line dhg, and by the point h, draw km, 

parallel to c b, or e f. And again, by the point a, draw a k, parallel 
to cl, or BM. 

Now forafmuch as the Complement 
ch is equal to the Complement hf 

[Prop. 4.3. ELI.], let dm be added in 
common to both ; therefore the whole 
c m is equal to the whole d f. But c m is 
equal to al, for that ac is [by Suppofi- 
tion] equal to c b : wherefore alfo a l is 
equal to df. Add in common ch, therefore the whole ah is equal 
to DF, DL. 

But ah is the Rectangle contained by ad,db, for that dh is e- 
qual to db [by Coroll. 1. Prop. 4. El. II], and df,dl, is the Gnomon 
nxo; therefore the Gnomon nxo is equal to the Rectangle con¬ 
tained by ad, db. 

Again, add in common lg, which is equal to the fquare of c d ; 

therefore the Gnomon nxo, and l g, are equal to the Rectangle con¬ 
tained by ad, Db, and to the fquare of c d. 

But the Gnomon nx o, and l g, are the whole fquare cefb,which 

is defcribed on the line cb; therefore the Rectangle contained by 
ad, db; together with the fquare of cd is equal to thefquareof cb. 

If therefore a ftrait line be cut into two equal Segments, and two 
unequal, the Rectangle contained by the unequal Segments of the 
whole, together with the fquare of the line between the Sections, is 
equal to the fquare of half the line. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION VI. 

IF a ftrait line he cut into two equal Segments, and to it he added 
another ftrait line dire Elly, the Re El angle contained by the whole 

with the adjunEl (as one line) and by the adjunEl, together with 
the fquare of the half, is equal to the Jquare defcribed on the half 
and the adjunEl, as one line. 

Let the ftrait line ab be cut into two equal Segments at the 
point c, and to ab, let bd be added diredtly. I fay, that the 
Rectangle contained by ad, db, together with the fquare of cb is 
equal to the fquare of cd. 

For on the line cd, let there be defcribed the fquare cefd, and 
draw the line de. Then by the point b, let there be drawn paral¬ 
lel to either ce or df, the line bhg. And by the point h, draw 
klm, parallel to ad,or ef : And alfo by the point a draw ak, pa¬ 
rallel to cl, or dm. 

Now 
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Now forafmuch as ac is equal to cb [by Suppofition], therefore 
the Rectangle al is equal to the Rectangle ch [by Prop. 36. ELI.], 
But c h is equal to h f [Prop. 4.3. El. I.]; wherefore a l is equal to 
hf. Let cm be added in common; therefore the whole am, is 
equal to the Gnomon nxo. 

But a m is the Redangle contained by 

ad, db, for that dM is equal to db [ by 

Corol.i. Pr0p.4-.El.il.]; wherefore the Gno- -L-y- ■r >r_. . jhfrg 
mon nxo is equal to the Rectangle con¬ 
tained by ad,db. 

Again, add in common lg, which is e- 
qual to the fquare of cb; therefore the 
Redangle contained by ad, d b, together with the fquare of cb^ is 

equal to the Gnomon nxo, and to the fquare lg. 

But the Gnomon nxo, and l g are the whole fquare c e f d, which 

is defcribed on the line cd ; therefore the Redangle contained by 
ad, d b, together with the fquare of cb, is equal to the fquare of cd. 

If therefore a ftrait line be cut into two equal Segments, and to 
it be added another ftrait line directly, the Rectangle contained by 
the whole with the adjund (asone line) and by the adjund, toge-' 
ther with the fquare of the half, is equal to the fquare defcribed on 
the half and the adjunct, as one line. Which was to be demonftrated, 

PROPOSITION VII. 

F a ftrait line be cut at adventure, the fquare of the whole, and 
the fquare of one of the Segments, both thefe fquares together 

are equal to the Reffangle twice contained by the whole, and the 
faid Segment, and alfo to the fquare of the remaining Segment. 

Let the ftrait line ab be cut at adventure in the point c. I fav 

that the fquares of ab, bc, are equal to the Rectangle twice coil 

tained by ab, bc, and to the fquare of ac. 

For on the line ab, let there be defcribed the 
fquare adeb, and let the Figure be conftruded. F _j__l_H 

Now forafmuch as ag is equal to GE[Prop. 
4.3. ELI.], add in common cf: therefore the 
whole af is equal to the whole ce: wherefore 
af, c e, are double to af. But af,ce, are the 
Gnomon KLM,and the fquare cf; therefore the 
Gnomon klm, and the lquare cf, are double to af. 

But the Rectangle twice contained by ab, bc, is double to af, for 

bf is equal to bc; therefore the Gnomon klm, and the fquare cf 

are equal to the Redangle twice contained by ab,bc. 
Again, let there be added in common hn, which is the lquare of 

ac; therefore the Gnomon klm, and the fquares c f, h n, are equal 
T 3 to 
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to the Redangle twice contained by ab; BC,and to the fquare of a c. 
But the Gnomon klm, and the fquares cf, hn, are the whole 

adeb, and c f, which are the fquares of a b, b c ; therefore the fquares 
of a b, b c, are equal to the Redangle twice contained by a b, b c, to¬ 
gether with the fquare of ac. 

If therefore a ftrait line be cut at adventure, the fquare of the 
whole, and the fquare of one of the Segments, both thefe fquares to¬ 
gether are equal to the Redangle twice contained by the whole, 
and the faid Segment; and alfo to the fquare of the remaining Seg¬ 
ment. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION VIII. 

IF a fir ait line be cut at adventure, the Re Ft angle four times con¬ 
tained by the whole, and one of the Segments, together with the 

fquare of the other Segment, is equal to the fquare defcribed on the 
whole, and the faid Segment, as one line. 

M 

X 

B 

H 

N 

O 

Let the ftrait line ab be cut at adventure in the point c. I fay, 
that the Redangle four times contained by ab, bc, together with 
the fquare of a c, is equal to the fquare defcribed on ab,b c, as one 
line. 

For let the line a b be produced diredly to d, and let bd be put 
equal to cb; then on ad let there be defcribed the fquare aefd, 
and let the double Figure be conftruded. 

Nowforafmuch as cb is equal to bd, but 
alfo cb is equal to gk, and bd to k n [Prop. 
34. El. I.], therefore g k is equal to k n. By the 
fame reafon alfo p r is equal to r o. 

And becaufe cb is equal to bd, and gk to 
kn, therefore the Redangle ck is equal to 
the Redangle kd; and gr to rn [Prop. 36. 
ELI.]. But ck is equal to rn (becaufe they 
are the Complements of the Parallelogram 
co) wherefore alfo kd is equal to gr: therefore the four Redan¬ 
gles ck,k d,gr, Rn, are equal to one another; and thefe four there¬ 
fore are quadruple to c k. 

Again, becaufe cb is equal to bd, but alfo bd is equal to bk [by 
Coroll. 1. Prop. 4.. El II.] that is, to c g, [by Prop. 36. El.I.]; and alfo 
becaufe cb is equal to gk, that is, to Gp[by Corol. 1. Prop. 4. EL II.]; 
therefore cg is equal to gp. 

And becaufe cg is equal to gp, and p r to ro,therefore the Red¬ 
angle ag is equal to the Redangle mp, and pl to rf [by Prop. 36. 
EL I.]. 

But mp is equal to pl (becaufe they are the Complements of the 
Parallelogram ml); wherefore alfo ag is equal to rf. 

1 
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Therefore the four Redangles ag, Mp, pl, rf, are equal to one 
another; and thefe four therefore are quadruple to ag. 

But the four Redangles ck, kd,gr3 rn3 have been proved qua¬ 
druple tOCK. 

Wherefore the eight Redangles which contain the Gnofnon st v, 

are quadruple to the Redangle a k. 

And becaufe ak is contained by ab, bc, for bk is equal to bd, that 
istoBc, therefore the Redangle four times contained by a b, bc; is 
quadruple to ak. 

But the Gnomon stv hath been proved quadruple to ak; there¬ 
fore the Redangle four times contained by ab, bc, is equal to the 
Gnomon stv. 

Let there be added in common xh, which is equal to the fquare 
of a c; wherefore the Redangle four times contained by ab,b c, to¬ 
gether with the fquare of ac, is equal to the Gnomon stv, and xh. 

But the Gnomon stv, and x h are the whole fquare aefd, which 
is defcribed on the line ad; therefore the Redangle four times con¬ 
tained by the lines ab, bc, together with the fquare of ac, is equal 
to the fquare of ad, that is, to the fquare delcribed on ab,bc, as 
one line. 

If therefore a ftrait line be cut at adventure, the Redangle four 
times contained by the whole, and one of the Segmeuts, together 
with the fquare of the other Segment, is equal to the fquare de¬ 
fcribed on the whole and the faid Segment, as one line. Which 
was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION IX. I Fa fir ait line he cut into two equal Segments, and two unequal\ 
the fquares of the unequal Segments of the whole line are double 

to the fquare of the half and to the fquare of the line between the 
Sedtions. 

Let the ftrait line ab be cut into two equal Segments at the point 
c, and into two unequal, at the point d. I fay, that the fquares of 
ad, db, are double to the fquares of ac,cd. 

For from the point c to the line a b, let 
there be drawn at right angles ce, and let 
it be put equal to either ac, or cb; then 
draw a e, e b. And by the point d, let there 
be drawn, parallel to ce, the line df, and 
alfo by the point f, draw f g parallel to a b. 

Then let there be drawn a f. 

Now forafmuch as ac is equal to ce, therefore the angle e a c is 
equal to the angle aec. And becaufe the angle at c is a right angle, 
therefore the remaining angles aec, eac, are equal to one right 
angle [Prop. gx. El. I.], and they are equal to one another: where¬ 

fore 
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fore each of the angles a eg, eac3 is half of a right angle. 
By the fame reafon alfo each of the angles be c, ebc, is half of a 

right angle. 

Therefore the whole angle aeb is a right angle. 
And forafmuch as ge f is half of a right angle, but e gf is a right 

angle [Prop. 19. El. I.], (becaufe it is equal to the inward "and op¬ 
posite ecb) therefore the remaining angle efg is alfo half of a 
right angle. 

Wherefore the angle feg is equal to efg, and therefore the fide 
eg, is equal to the fide fg. [Prop. 6. El. I.]. 

Again, forafmuch as the angle at b is half 
of a right angle, and that fd b is a right an¬ 
gle (becaufe it is equal to the inward and 
oppofite ecb) therefore the remaining an¬ 
gle b fd, is alfo half of a right angle. 

Wherefore the angle at b is equal to the 
angle dfb, fo that alfo the fide df is equal to the fide db [Prop. 6. 
El. I.]. 

Now becaufe ac is equal to CE,and fothe fquare of ac is equal 
to the fquare of ce, therefore thefquares of ac, ce, are double to 
the fquare of ac. But the fquare of a e is [Prop. 47. El. I.] equal to 
the fquares of ac, ce [for ace is a right angle by Conftru&ion]; 
wherefore the fquare of ae is double to the fquare of ac. 

Again, forafmuch as eg is equal to gf ; and fo the fquare of eg 

is equal to the fquare of gf; therefore the fquares of eg, gf, are 
double to the fquare of gf. But the fquare of ef is equal to the 
fquares of eg, gf ; therefore the fquare of e f is double to the fquare 
of gf. But the line gf is equal to cd [Prop. 54. El. I.]; where¬ 
fore the fquare ofEV is double to the fquare of cd. 

But the fquare of ae is double to the fquare of ac. 

Therefore the fquares of a e, e f, are double to the fquares of ac, cd. 

But the fquare of af is equal to the fquares of ae, ef, [for aef 

is a right angle]; therefore the fquare of a f is double to the fquares 
of a c, c D. 

But again, to the fquare of af are equal the fquares of ad, df, 

(for the angle at d is a right angle) therefore the fquares of ad, 

df, are double to thefquares of ac, cd. 

But df is equal to db, wherefore the fquares of ad, db, are dou¬ 
ble to the fquares of ac,cd. 

If therefore a ftrait line be cut into two equal Segments, and two 
unequal, the fquares of the unequal Segments of the whole line, are 
double to the fquare of the half, and to the fquare of the line be¬ 
tween the Sections. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPO- 
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proposition X. 

I anolhrvZih beadded 
adjunct {as one line) and the haump />T °fwhole, with the 
ther are double to the Zat at he hi''**??“?*> W* both toge- 
on the half, and thel^^t ft^ *° de^d 

*??* 

of ad, db,are double to the fquares of a/cd. } quarcs 
For hom the point c to the line ab let there hp Hr, 

angles ce, and let it be put equal to either fr b dirawn at light 

i■■ Af Jr«»rJ!.S„b %:zi *-*r 
lineef, and alfo by the ooinr n Hr-,,,, „n> Parallel to cd, the 

caufe there falls on the paSs e c Z f° c E’ N™ he- 

the inward angles cef.efd are equal’ / l£Ut ,ineEIT therefore 

fo,« ,hr„e,e; Ev 

inhmtely produced from ingle, leS thin t»o right do , !™ 
ther, wheiefoie eb, fd, produced towards b d Ihall meet I er r ^* 
be produced, and meet atthe point a Then draw ' t0em 

Now foralmuch as a c is equal to c E) 
therefore the angle a e c is equal to 
the angle e a c. And the angle at c is 
a right angle; wherefore each of the 
angles eac, aec, is half of a right angle. 

By the fame reafon alfo each of the a 
angles bec; ebc; is half of a right 
angle. D 

Therefore the whokangle aeb is a right angle. 

alfo halfof a^ght angle' ^ *«**?« dbg fs 

becaufe it is equal to the alternate angle dce [Prop Zfl* th^’ 

fore the remaining angle dgb is half of a nght angle. ’u h6''0' 

* ** *“ *•mJ»■>»4* »,£ 

Again, forafmuch as egf is half of a rieht an^le ,„h .1, . .1 

rProoM il I T tL / e u IS eclual.t0 the oppofite angle at c L P* 54“ hd. l.J, therefore the remaining1 an?le pnr ic c 

SfKgS, 

JTfPrt ,he f,“re of ^ 'XfXXZ:, 
Therefore the fquare of e a is double to the fquare of ac. 

3 " U Again, 
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Again, forafmuchas gf is equal to ef, and fo the iquareof gf 

to the fquare of ef; therefore the fquares of gf ef, are double to 
the fquare of ef. But the fquare of eg is equal to the fquares ot 

q p E F 
Therefore the fquare of e g is double to the fquare of E f. But ef 

is equal to cd; therefore the fquare of eg is double to the fquare 

of CD. 

But the fquare of e a has been proved 
double to the fquare of a c. 

Therefore the fquares of e a,eg, are 
double to the fquares of a c, c d. 

But the fquare of a g is equal to the 
fquares of ea, eg; wherefore the 
fquare of a g is double to the fquares 

of AC, cd. , , r . 
But to the Iquare of a g are equal the fquares of ad, dg; there¬ 

fore the fquares of ad, dg, are double to the fquares of ac,cd. 

But dg is equal to db; wherefore the fquares of ad, db, are 

double to the fquares of a c, c d. 

If therefore a ftrait line be cut into two equal Segments, and to 
it be added another ftrait line dire&ly, the fquare of the whole, 
with the adjunct (as one line) and the fquare of theadjunft, thefe 
both together are double to the fquare of the half, and to the fquare 
defcribed on the half and the adjuntt, as one line. Which was to 

be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XI. 

T \q cut a Strait line given, fo that the Rectangle contained by 
_ the whole, and one of the Segments may be equal to the 

fquare of the other Segment. 

Let the ftrait line given be ab. It is required fo to cut ab, that 
the Rectangle contained by the whole a b, and one of the Segments 
may be equal to the fquare of the other Segment. 

On ab let there be defcribed the fquare abdc: 

and let ac be divided into two equal Segments at 
the point e, then draw be : and let ca be produced 
to f, and ef be put equal to eb. Then on af, let 
there be defcribed the fquare afgh; and letGH 

be produced to k. 

I fay, that ab is cut in the point h, fo that the 
Re&angle contained by the whole a b, and by the 

Segment. 
For whereas the ftrait line ac is cut into two equal Segments at 

the point e ; and there is added to it af ; therefore the Reftangle 
r con- 
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contained by c f,fa, together with the fquare of a e is equal to the 
fquare of e f [Prop. 6. El. II.]. 

But ef is equal to eb; therefore the Rectangle contained by cf, 

fa, together with the fquare of ea, is equal to the fquare of eb. 

But to the fquare of eb are equal the fquares of ba, ae ; for the 
angle at a is a right angle. 

Therefore the Rectangle contained by cf,fa, together with the 
fquare of a e, is equal to the fquares of b a, a e. 

Let the common fquare of ae be taken away. Therefore the re¬ 
maining Redangle contained by c f, f a,is equal to the fquare of ab ; 

and the Redangle contained by cf, fa, is the Redangle fk (for af 

is equal to f g) and alfo the fquare of ab is the fquare ad; there* 
fore fk is equal to a d. 

Let the common Redangte ak be taken away. Therefore the re¬ 
mainder f h is equal to the remainder hd. 

But hd is the Redangle contained by ab,bh (for ab is equal to 
bd by Conftrudion), and fh is the fquare of ah. 

Therefore the Redangle contained by ab, eh, is equal to he 

fquare of ah. 
Wherefore the lira it line given ab, is cut in the point h, fo that 

the Redangle contained by the whole AB,and by the Segment b h, is 
equal to the fquare of the other Segment ah. Which was to be done. 

PROPOSITION XII. 

N Obtufe angl'd Triangles, the fquare of the fide fubtending the 
[ Obtufe angle, is greater than the fquares of the fides containing 

the Obtufe angle, by the Rectangle twice contained by one of the 
fides about the Obtufe angle, on which being produced a perpendi¬ 
cular falls; and by the line intercepted without, between the per¬ 
pendicular and the Obtufe angle. 

Let abc be an Obtufe angld Triangle, having the Obtufe angle 
bac; and from the point b on the fide c a produced, let there be 
drawn the perpendicular bd. 

I fay, that the fquare of bc is greater than the fquares of ba, ac, 
by the Redangle twice contained by ca,ad. 

For becaufe c d is cut at adventure in the point 
A,therefore the fquare of c d is equal to the fquares 
of c a, ad, and to the Redangle twice contained 
by c a, ad [Prop. 4.. El. II.]. Add in common the 
fquare of d b ; therefore the fquares of c d, d b, are 
equal to the fquares of c a, a d, d b, and to the Red- c 
angle twice contained by c a, ad. 

But to the fquares of cd,db, is equal the fquare of cb (for the 
angle at d is a right angle), and to the fquares of a d, p b, is equal 
the fquare of a b. 

U x There- 
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Therefore the fquare of cb is equal to the fquares of ca, ab, and 
to the Rectangle twice contained by c a, ad. 

So that the fquare of cb is greater than the fquares of ca,ab; by 

the Redangle twice contained by ca, ad. 
Therefore in Obtufe angl’d Triangles, the fquare of the fide fub- 

tending the Obtufe angle, is greater than the fquares of the fides con¬ 
taining the Obtufe angle, by the Redangle twice contained by one 
of the fides about the Obtufe angle, on which being produced a per¬ 
pendicular falls; and by the line intercepted without, between the 
perpendicular and the Obtufe angle. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XIII. 

N Acute angl d Triangles the fquare of the fide fubtending the 
Acute angle, is lefs than the fquares of the fides containing the 

Acute angle, by the Rettangle twice contained by one of the fides 
about the Acute angle, on which a perpendicular falls; and by the 
line intercepted within, between the perpendicular and the Acute 
angle. 

Let abc be an Acute angl’d Triangle, having an Acute angle at 
b; and from the point a, on the fide bc, let there be drawn the 
perpendicular ad. 

I fay, that the fquare of a c is lefs than the fquares of c b, b a, by 
the Redangle twice contained by cb, bd. 

For becaufe c b is cut at adventure in the point d, 

therefore the fquares of cb, bd, are equal to the 
Redangle twice contained by cb, bd, and to the 
fquare of dc [Prop. 7. El. II.]. Add in common 
the fquare of a d. 

Therefore the fquares of cb, bd, da, are equal 
to the Redangle twice contained by cb, bd, and B 
to the fquares of d a, d c. 

But to the fquares of bd, da, is equal the fquare of ab (for the 
angle at d is a right angle), and to the fquares of da,dc, is equal 
the fquare of a c. 

Therefore the fquares of cb, ba, are equal to the fquare of ac, 

and to the Redangie twice contained by cb, bd. 

So that the fingle fquare of a c is lefs than the fquares of cb, ba, 

by the Redangle twice contained by cb, bd. 

* Therefore in Acute angl’d Triangles the fquare of the fide fub- 
tending the Acute angle, is lefs than the fquares of the fides contain¬ 
ing the Acute angle, by the Redangle twice contained by one of the 
fides about the Acute angle, on which a perpendicular falls; and by 
the line intercepted within, between the perpendicular and the 
Acute angle. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPO- 
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PROPOSITION XIV. 

0 confiitute a fquare equal to a right-lind Figure given. 

Let the right-lind Figure be a. It is required to conftitute a 
fquare equal to a. 

By Prop. 4.5- El. I. let the Redangled Parallelogram bd be confti- 
tuted equal to the right-lind Figure a. 

If therefore the line be be equal to the line ed, then what was 
required is now done, for there is conftituted the fquare bd, equal 
to the right-lind Figure a. 

But if not, then one of the lines 
be, ed, is the greater. Let be be, 
the greater; and let it be produced 
to f 5 and let e f be put equal to \ A 
e d. Then let b f be cut into halves 
at the point g ; and to the center g, 

and the diftance one of the lines gb, 

g F,let there be defcribed the Semi¬ 
circle bhf; and let de be produced to h. Then let GHbe joyn’d. 

Now forafmuch as b f is cut into two equal Segments at g, and 
into two unequal at e,; therefore the Rectangle contained bv be, 

ef, together with the fquare of ge, is equal to the fquare of gf 

[Prop S- El. II.]. But gf is equal to gh, therefore the Rectangle 
contained by be, ef, together with the fquare of ge, is equal to 
the fquareof gh. But to the fquare of gh, are equal thefquares of 
g e, e h, therefore the Redangle contained by be, ef, together with 
the fquare of ge, is equal to thefquares ofGE, eh. Let the com¬ 
mon fquare of ge be taken away. Therefore the remaining Red¬ 
angle contained by be, ef, is equal to the fquare of eh. But the 
Redangle contained by be, ef, is the Parallelogram bd, becaufe 
e f is equal to e d. 

Therefore the Parallelogram bd is equal to the fquare of eh. But 
the Parallelogram b d is equal to the right lin’d Figure a; wherefore 
the right-lind Figure a, is equal to the fquare of eh. 

Therefore there is conftituted a fquare defcribed on e h equal to a, 

the right-lind Figure given. Which was to be done. 

U 3 THE 

r 
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THE THIRD 

ELEMENT. 
DEFINITIONS. 

DEFINITION L EQual Circles are fuch, whofe Diameters are equal; or, whofe 
lines from the Center are equal 

DEFINITION II. A Strait line is faid to touch a Circle, 
which meeting a Circle, and being pro¬ 

duced, cuts not the Circle. 

DEFINITION III. 

Ircles are [aid to touch one another, 
j which meeting together, do not cut one another. 

DEFINITION IV. IN a Circle fir ait lines are [aid to be equally diflant from the 
Center, when the perpendiculars drawn from the 

Center to the fame lines are equal. 
Sind that line is faid to be more diflant', on which 

the greater perpendicular falls. 

DEFINITION V. 

A Segment of a Circle is a Figure comprehended by a fir ait 
line, and the circumference of the Circle. 

The Sir ait line is called the bafe of the Segment. 

DEFINITION VI. 

A N angle of a Segment is that which is con- ,   
tained by a Strait line, and the circumference of the Circle. 

DEFINITION VII. AN angle in a Segment is when in the circumfe¬ 
rence of a Segment Jhall be taken a point, and 

from that point to the ends of the line, which is the 
bafe of the Segment, foall be drawn fir ait lines: it is 
the angle contained by thofe fame lines. 

DEFI- 
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DEFINITION VIII. 

ANd when the Ur ait lines containining the angle do affume a 
circumference, the angle is [aid to infiU upon that circumference. 

DEFINITION IX. ASe&or of a Circle is a Figure, which, when an 
angle\pall he fated at the center of the Circle; 

is comprehended hy the fir ait lines containing that an¬ 
gle, andhy the circumference affume d under the fame 

hues. _ _ 
DEFINITION X* Like Segments of Circles are fuch, which receive equal angles. Or 

in which the angles are equal to one another. 
That is, if the Segments of two Circles are fuppo- 

fedlike, or fo proved, then we are to allow the an¬ 
gles in thofe Segments to he equal. Or contrarily, if 
the angles he fuppofed, or proved eopual, then we are 
to allow the Segments to he like to one another. 

PROPOSITION I. 
* ♦ 

rjjn o find the center of a given Circle. 

Let the given Circle be abc. It is required of the Circle abc, to 

find the center. , _ . v 
Let in the Circle be drawn at adventure any ftrait line as ab; 

and let it be cut into halves in the point d; and from d draw dc 

at right angles to ab, and produce it to e. Then 
let ce be cut into halves in f. I fay, thepoint f 

is the center of the Circle abc. For if not: let 
if poflible, be the point g ; and let g a, gd, gb, 

be joyn d. Now forafmuch as a d is equal to d b 

and dg is common; therefore there are the two 
lines a d, D g, equal to the two lines db,dg, each 
to each, and the bafe g a is equal to the bafe gb, 

for they are from the center g; wherefpre the angle adg is equal 
to the angle gd b [Prop. 8. El. I.]. But when a Ibait line handing 
upon a ftrait line, makes the angles on each fide equal to one ano¬ 
ther, each of the equal angles is a right angle; therefore g d b is a 

right angle. But alfo fdb is a right angle [by Conftruftion]; there¬ 
fore fdb is equal to gdb, the greater to the lefs, which is impof- 
fible. Wherefore g is not the center of the Circle abc. And in Iikc 
manner may we prove that no other point can be befides f. 

Therefore the point f is the center of the Circle abc. Wnicii 

was to be done. Cor of 
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Corollary. 

From hence it is manifejl, that if in a Circleaft,rail line cats a ftrait line into halves, 
am, at i ight angles j the center of the Circle is m the cuttingline. , 

PROPOSITION II. 

Fin the circumference of a Circle any two points he taken the 
Jlratt line joyning tlx fame points Jhall fall within the Circle. * 

Let the Circle be a b c, and in the circumference thereof let be 
taken any two points a,b. I fay, that the ftrait line drawn from A 
to b falls within the Circle. For if not: let it, if poffible, fall with- 
out, as aeb, and let the center of the Circle abc be taken, and let 
!t. e D' ^^.en AD'DBi be joynd, and let df be produced to e 

Now forafmuch as D a is equal to d b, therefore 
the angle dae is equal to the angle d be [Prop. 
$■ El. I.]. And becauleof the Triangle dae, one 
fide a eb is produced; therefore the angle deb 

is greater than the angle dae [Prop. 16. El. I.]. 
But the angle dae is equal to the angle dbe 

[Prop, s- El. I.]; therefore deb is greater than 
dbe. But under the greater angle is fubtended 
the gieatei fide [Prop. 19. El. IJ; therefore bd _— 
is greater than de. But db isequaltoDF, wherefore DFisgreater 
than DE, the lefs than the greater, which is impoffible; therefore 
the ftiait line drawn from a to 11J fliall not fall without the Circle 
In like manner we may lhew that it fliall not fall upon the circum¬ 
ference : therefore it fliall fall within. r 

.If therefore in the circumference of a Circle any two points be 

Pirr!1’ hnejuynJng the fame points fliall fall within the 
Circle. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION III. I Fin a Circle a sir ait line drawn through the center cuts a ftrait 
line not drawn through the center into halves; it Jhall alfo cut 

tne fame at right angles, stnd if it cuts it at right angles, it f all 
aljo cut the fame into halves. 6 ’ JU 

Let the Circle be abc, and in the fame let the ftrait line cd 
drawn through the center, cut the ftrait line ab not drawn through 
the center, into halves in the point f. I fay, that it alfo cuts “he 
fame at right angles. Let the center of the Circle abc be taken 

Lby Sapportion], and feis common; therefore two to two 
are equal, and the bafe ea is equal to thebafeEB; wherefore the 
ang.eAFE is equal to the angle bfe [Prop. 8. El. I.]. But when a 
ftiait line Handing upon a ftrait line, makes the angles on each fide 

equal 
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equal to one another, each of the equal angles is a right angle; 
wherefore each of the angles afe, bfe, is a right angle. Therefore 
cd dravvn through the Center cutting ab not drawn through the 
Center into halves, does alfo cut it at right angles. 

But again, let the ftrait line cd cut the ftrait 
line ab at right angles. I fay, that it alfo cuts the 
fame into halves: which is, that af is equal to 
fb For the fame conftru&ion being made, be- 
caufe in the Triangle eab, ea, a line from the 
Center is equal to eb; therefore the angle eaf is 
equal to the angle ebf [Prop. $*. El.I.]; but 
the right angle afe is equal to the right angle 
bfe: therefore there are the Triangles efa, efb, having two an¬ 
gles equal to two angles, and one fide equal to one fide, namely 
ef common to both, which fubtends one of the equal angles: 
Therefore they lhall have the remaining fides equal to the remain¬ 
ing tides [Prop. 16.EI. I.]; wherefore a f is equal to bf. 

11 therefore in a circle a ftrait line drawn through the Center cuts 
a ftrait line not drawn through the Center into halves; it lhall alfo 
cut the fame at right angles. And if it cuts it at right angles, it lhall 
alfo cut it into halves. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION IV. 

IF in a circle two ftrait lines not drawn through the center, cut 
one another, they fiall not cut one another into hakes. 

Let the circle be a b c d, and in the fame let the ftrait lines a c, bd, 

not drawn through the Center, cut one another in the point E. I 
fay, they do not cut one another into halves; lo 
that ae be equal to ec, and be toED. Let the 
Center of the circle ab cd be taken, and be it f, 

and let ef be joyn’d- Now forafmuch as the 
ftrait line fe drawn through the Center, cuts 
the ftrait line ac not drawn through the Cen¬ 
ter into halves, it lhall alfo cut the lame at right 
angles [Prop. 3. El. III.]; therefore fea is a 
right angle. Again, becaufe f e cuts the ftrait line b d not drawn 
through the Center into halves; it lhall alfo cut the fame at right 
angles; therefore feb is a right angle. But it has been proved, 
that f ea is a right angle; therefore fea is equal to feb; the lels 
to the greater, which is impoflible; wherefore ac, bd, do not cut 
one another into halves. 

If therefore in a circle two ftrait lines not drawn through the 
Center, cut one another, they lhall not cut one another into halves. 
Which was to be demonftrated. 

X PROPCt 
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PROPOSITION V. IF tv>o circles cut one another, they Jhall not have the fame 
Center. 

Let the two circles abc, cd g, cut one another in the points b, c. 
I fay, they have not the fame Center. For, if poffible, let e be the 
Center, and let ec be joyn’d ; alfo let efg 
be drawn at adventure. Now becaufe e is 
the Center of the circle abc, therefore ec 
is equal to e f. Again, becaufe e is the Cen¬ 
ter of the circle cdg, therefore ec is equal G 
to eg. But it has been proved, that ec is 
equal toEF; therefore ef is equal to eg; 
the lefs to the greater, which is impoffible. 
Therefore the point e is not the Center of the circles abc, cdg. 

Wherefore if two circles cut one another, they fhall not have the 
fame Center. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION VI. IF two circles touch one another within, they Jhall not have the 
fame Center. 

Let the two circles abc, cde, touch one another within in the 
point c. I fay, they have not the fame Center. For if poffible, let 
the Center be f, and let fc be joyned: alfo let 
feb be drawn at adventure. Now forafmuch 
as f is the Center of the circle abc, therefore 
fc is equal to fb. Again, becaufe f is the Cen¬ 
ter of the circle cde, therefore f c is equal to f e. 
But it has been proved that fc is equal to fb; 
therefore f e is equal to f b ; the lefs to the great¬ 
er, which is impoffible. Therefore the point f 
is not the Center of the circles abc,cde. 

Wherefore if two circles touch one another within, they fhall 
not have the fame Center. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION VII. IF in the Diameter of a circle he taken any pointy which is not 
the Center of the circle; and from that point do fall upon the 

circle any fir ait lines: the great eft pall he that, in which the Cen¬ 
ter is; and the remaining part pall he the leafi. Of the others the 
nearer to the line through the Center, is always greater than the 
more remote. 

And two only equal lines can from the fame point fall upon the 
circle, on each fide of the lead line. 

Let the circle be a b c d, and the Diameter thereof be ad> and in 
AD, 
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ad, let be taken any pointas f, which is not thecenterof the Circle. 
Latict the center of the Circle bes; and from f let the (trait lines 
fb, fc, fg, tall upon the circle abcd. 

1 fay, that thegreateft is fa, and the lead fd: Of the others fe is 
greater than fc, and fc than FG. For let be,c e, ge be joyn’d. 

Now becaufe two Tides of every Triangle are greater than the re¬ 
maining fide [1 rop. 20. El. I.]; therefore be, e f, are greater than 
fb; but a e is equal to be, therefore be,e f, are equal to af- there¬ 
fore a f is greater than bf. Again, becaufe 
be is equal to c e, and fe common, there¬ 
fore there are the two lines b e, e f, equal to 
the two lines ce, ef. But the angle bef is 
greater than the angle cef , therefore the 
bale bf, is greater than the bafe cf [Prop. C' 
a*. ELI.]. And by the fame reafon cf is 
greater than fg. Again, becaufe ge, fe, 
aie gieater than eg, and eg is equal to ed ; 
therefore gf, fe, are greater than e d. Let 
e f common be taken away, therefore the re¬ 
maining line gf, is greater than the remaining line fd; Wherefore 
fa is the greateft line, andFD the leaft: And fb is greater than fc 
and fc than fg. 3 

1 fay alfo, that fiom the point f, two only equal lines can fall 
upon the Circle abcd, on each fide of the leaft line fd, 

Foi to the line ef, and to the point e in the fame, let be confli¬ 
cted the anglefeh, equal to the angle gef [Prop. 12.El II and 
let eh be drawn. Forafmuch then as ge is equal to eh and ef 
common; therefore there are the two lines ge, ef, equal to the 
two lines he, ef, and the angle gef is equal to the angle hef : 
therefore the bafe f g is equal to the bale fh [Prop. 4,. El. 1.1. 

I fay now, that from the pointF there cannot fall upon the Circle 
any other line equal to eg. 

For if poflible, let fk fo fall, and becaufe fk is equal to fg 
fh is equal to fg; therefore f k is equal to fh: The nearer to the’ 
line through the Center, equal to the more remote; which is im- 
poilible. 

Or alfo thus. LetEK be joynd, and becaufe ge is equal to ek 
fe common, and the bafe gf equal to the bale fk; therefore the 
angle gef is equal to the angle kef. But the angle gef is equal 
to the angle hef; therefore the angle hef is equal to the angle 

Tne lefs to the gi eater, which is impoflible. Wherefore from 
the point f any other line cannot fall upon the Circle equal to fg* 
therefore one only. 

Jf theref°re in Diameter of a Circle be taken any point. See. 
Which was to be demonftrated. 

Xx 2 PRO- 
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PROPOSITION VIII. 

F without a Circle he taken any point, and from that point he 
j, drawn to the Circle any Jlrait lines, of which one u through the 
Center, and the refl at adventure. Of thofe that fall upon the 
Concave circumference, the greatefi is that through the Center Of 
the others the nearer to the line through the Center, Jhall he al¬ 
ways greater than the more remote. 

But of thofe lines which fall upon the Convex circumference, the 
lea ft is that between the point and the Diameter. Of the others 
the nearer to the leaU line, is always lefs than the more remote. 

Sind two only equal lines can from that point fall upon the Circle, 
on each fide of the leaH line. 

Let the Circle be abc, and without the Circle abc let be taken 
any point as d5 and from the fame let be drawn to the Circle the 
ftrait lines da,de3df5dc, and let da be through the Center. 

I fay, that of thofe which fall upon aefc, the Concave cir¬ 
cumference, the greateft is da,the line through the Center. And 
always the nearer to the line through the 
Center (hall be greater than the more re¬ 
mote ; that is d e, than d f, and d f, than d c. 

But of thofe lines which fall upon hlkg, 

the convex circumference the leaft is d g, be¬ 
tween the point d and the Diameter a g. And 
the nearer to d g the leaft line, is always lefs 
than the more remote; that is, d k than d l, 

and dl than D h. 

Let the Center of the Circle abc be taken, C| 
and be it M, and let be joyned me, mf, mc, 

MKjML,MH. Now forafmuch as am is equal 
to me,let md common be added; therefore 
ad is equal to em, md. But em, md, are 
greater than ed [Prop. ao. E1.I.]; therefore 
ad is alfo greater than ed. Again, becaufe me is equal to mf, 

and md common, therefore em, md, are equal to fm,md, and the 
angle emd, is greater than the angle fmd; therefore the bafe ed 

is greater than the bafe fd [Prop. 14,. ELI.]. And in like manner 
may we prove, that fd is greater than cd. Therefore da is the 
greateft, and d e is greater than d f, and d f than d c. 

And again, becaufe mk, k d, are greater than md, and mg is equal 

to mk; therefore the remaining line kd, is greater than the remain¬ 

ing line gd, fo that gd is lefs than kd, therefore gd is the leaft. 

And becaufe of the Triangle mld, upon one of the lides md are con- 

ftituted within the fame Triangle two ftrait lines mk,kd; there¬ 

fore mk, kd, are lefe thanML,LD [Prop.xi.ELI.]; of which mk 
is 

1 
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is equal to ml; therefore the remaining lineDK, is lefs than the 
remaining line dl. In like manner we may Ihow that dl is lefs 
than dh ; therefore dg is the lead: and dk is lefs than dl, and dl 

than dh. 
I fay alfo that two only equal lines can from the point d fall 

upon the Circle on each fide of the lead line d g. 

For to the line md, and in it to the point m, let be conftituted 
the angle dmb, equal to the angle kmd,and let d b be joyned. Now 
becaufe mk is equal to mb, and md common; therefore there are 
the two lines km, md, equal to the two lines bm, MD,each to each, 
and the angle kmd is equal to the angle bmd; therefore the bafe 
d k is equal to the bafe D b [Prop. 4-. El. I.]. 

I fay now, that from the point d there cannot fall upon the Cir¬ 
cle any other line equal to d k. 

For if pollible let a line fo fall, and be it d n. Now foralmuch as 
dk is equal to d n, and d k is equal to db; therefore db is equal to 
dn: The nearer to dg the lead,equal to the more remote, which 
has been proved to be impoffible. 

Or otherwife, let mn be joyned: and becaufe k m is equal to m n, 

and m d common, and the bafe d k is equal to the bale d n, therefore 
the angle kmd is equal to the angle dmn [Prop. 8. El. I.]; but the 
angle kmd is equal to the angle bm d ; therefore the angle bmd is 
equal to the angle nmd: the lefs to the greater, which is impofli- 
ble. Wherefore not more than two equal drait lines can from the 
point d fall upon the Circle abc, on each fide of the lead line dg. 

If therefore without a Circle be taken any point, &e. Which 
was to be demondrated. 

PROPOSITION IX. IF within a Circle he taken any point, and from that point do fall 
upon the Circle more than two eo[ual fir ait lines, that point 

taken is the Center of the Circle. 

Let the Circle be abc,and within the fame the point be d: and 
from d let upon the Circle abc fall more than 
two equal drait lines, as d a, d b, d c. I fay, that 
the point d is the Center of the Circle abc. 

For let ab, bc, be joyned, and be cut into B 
halves at the points e,f. And de,df, being 
joyned, let them be produced tathe points g, 

k; h,l. Now forafmuch as a e is equal to eb, 

and ed common; therefore there are the two 
lines ae, ed, equal to the two lines be, ed, 

and the bafe da is equal to the bafe db (by Suppofition); therefore 
the angle aed is equal to the angle bed : wherefore each of the an¬ 
gles a e d, b e d, is a right angle; therefore g k cutting a b into halves, 

X g does 
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cioes, alio cut it at right angles. And becaufe if in a Circle a ftrait 
line cuts a ftrait line into halves, and at right angles, the center of 
the Circle is in the cutting line; therefore in the line gk is the cen¬ 
ter of the Circle a bc [by Coroll. Prop. i. El. III.]. And by the fame 
reafon alio the center of the Circle abc, is in the line hl. But the 
lines gk,hl, have no other common point than d; therefore the 
point d is the center of the Circle abc. 

If therefore in a Circle be taken any point, &c. Which was to be 
demonftrated. . \ 

Otherwife. 

For within the Circle ab c let be taken any point as d : and from 
d let* upon the Circle abc, fall more than two equal ftrait lines, as 
d A, D b, D c I fay, that d the point taken is the center of the Circle 
a b c. For if not; let it, if poflible, be e, and d e being joyned, let it 
be produced to the points f. g \ then the 
line fg is the Diameter of the Circle abc. 
Now forafmUch as in fg the Diameter of 
the Circle abc, is taken a point d, which is 
not the center of the Circle,thegreateft (hall f 
he d g, and dc greater than db, and db than 
da [Prop. 7. El. III.]. But they are alfo e- 
qual, which is irrrpoflible: Therefore e is 
not the center of the Circle abc. In like 
manner may we prove, that no other point can be the center befides 
d : therefore d is the center of the Circle abc. 

PROPOSITION X. 

Circle does not cut a Circle in more points than two. 

For if it be poflible let the Circle abc, cut the Circle def in more 
points than two, as, b, g, f, h, and bg,b h, being joyned, let them be 
cut into halves in the points k, l, and 
from k, l, to the lines bg, bh, let be 
drawn at right angles kc, lm, [Prop. 
11. El. I.] and produce them to a,e. 
Now becaufe in the Circle abc, the 
ftrait line ac cuts the ftraitline bh in- H 
tohalves,and alfo at right angles;there- 
fore in a c is the center of the circle abc 

i Corol.Prop. 1. El.III.] Again, becaufe 
in the fame Circle abc, the ftrait line 
NX cuts the ftrait line b g into balves,and alfo at right angles; there- 
fore in nx is the center of the Circle abc. But it has been proved 
to be alio in ac, and in no other point doe the ftrait lines ac, nx, 

agree than in o: therefore the point o is the center of the Circle 

ABC. 
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abc. In like manner may we prove, that o is the center of the 
Circle def. Therefore of two Circles cutting one another, there is 
the fame center o, which is impoffible [Prop. y. El. III.]. 

Therefore a Circle does not cut a Circle in more points than two. 
Which was to bedemonftrated. 

Other wife. 

Let again the Circle abc cut the Circle def in more points than 
two, as, b, g, f,h, and of the Circle abc let the center be taken, as 
k, and let kb, kg, kf, be joyned. Now 
becaufe within the Circle def, is taken 
the point k, and from k do fall upon the 
Circle def, more than two equal ftrait 
lines, namely, kb, kg, k f; therefore the 
point k is the center of the Circle def 
[Prop. 9.EI.III.]; but k is alfo the center 
of the Circle abc: wherefore of two 
Circles cutting one another, there is the 
fame center k; which is impoffible. Therefore a Circle does not 
cut a Circle in more points than two. Which was to be demon* 
ftrated. 

PROPOSITION XI. 

F two Circles touch one another within, and the centers of the 
fame he takgn, the fir ait line joyning their centers being pro¬ 

duced, Jhall fall upon the Contaft of the Circles. 

Let the two Circles abc, ade, touch one another within in the 
point a. And of the Circle abc, let be taken the center f: alfo of 
the Circle ade, the center g. I fay, that the ftrait line drawn from 
g to f, being produced falls upon the point a. For if not, let it, if 
poffible, fall as f g d h, and let a f, a g be joyned. 
Now forafmuch as ag,gf, are greater than fa, 
that is, than fh (for f a is equal to f h, both be¬ 
ing from the center) let f g common be taken 
away; therefore the remaining line a g is great¬ 
er than the remaining line gh. But ag is equal 
to gd, therefore gd is greater than gh; the lefs 
than the greater, which is impoffible. Where¬ 
fore the ftrait line drawn from f to g being produced, does not fall 
befide the point of Contact a, therefore it muft fall upon it. 

If therefore two Circles touch one another within, and the cen¬ 
ters of the fame be taken, the ftrait line joyning their centers being 
produced does fall upon the Contaft of the Circles. Which was 
to be demonftrated. 

Otherwife, 
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Otherwife. 

But let it fall as gFc, and produce dire&ly cfg to the point h; and 
let ag, af, be joyned. Now forafmuch as ag, \ 

g f, are greater than a f, and a f is equal to f c, 

that is, to fh, let fg common be taken away; 
therefore the remaining line a g, is greater thaij 
the remaining line g h, that is, g d greater than 
g h ; the lefs than the greater, which is impo£ 
fible. In like manner may we prove the fame 
abfurdity, if the center of the greater Circle 
be without the left. 

PROPOSITION XII. IF two Circles touch one another without, the Ur ait line joyning 
their centers )hallpafs through the ContaCi. 

Let the two Circles abc, a de, touch one another without in the 
point a. And of the Circle abc, let the center f be taken: alfo of 
the Circle ad e the center g. I fay, that the ftrait line drawn from 
f to g, lhall pafs through the Contact in a. 

For if not, let it, if pofiible, pafs as f c d g, 

and let af, ag, be joyned. Now for¬ 
afmuch as the point f is the center of the 
Circle abc; therefore fa is equal to fc. 

Again, becaufe the point g is the center 
of the Circle ade, therefore ga is equal to gd. But it has been 
proved, that fa is equal to fc, therefore fa, ag, are equal to fc, 

dg. So that the whole fg is greater than fa, ag; but it is lefs 
[ Prop. 20. El. I.], which is impoffible. Therefore the ftrait line 
drawn from f to g, cannot pafs otherways but through the Contact 
in a: wherefore it paffes through the Contaft. 

If therefore two Circles touch one another without, the ftrait 
line joyning their centers (hall pafs through the Contaft. Which 
was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XIII. 
Circle touches not a Circle in more points than one, whether 
it touches within or without. 

c a.01 ^ ^ poflible, let the Circle abdc, touch the Circle ebfd, 

firft within, in more points than one, as iiiB,D. And of the Circle 
abd c, let the center g be taken : alio of the Circle ebfd the cen¬ 
ter h; wherefore the ftrait line drawn from g to h, fhall fall upon 
the points b,d [Prop. 11. El. III.]. Let it fall as bghd. Now for¬ 
afmuch as the point g is the center of the Circle abdc, therefore 
bg is equal to gd; wherefore bg is greater than hd, andBH much 
greatei than h d. Again, becaule the point h is the center of the 

Circle 
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Circle ebfd, therefore bh is equal to hd. But it has been proved 
to be much greater, which is impoflible; therefore a Circle touches 
not a Circle within, in more points than one. 

I fay alfo that neither without. For if poflible, let the Circle 
ack touch the Circle abdc without, in 
more points than one, as in a, c: and let a c 
be joyned. Now forafmuch as in the cir¬ 
cumference of each of the Circles abdc, 
ack, are taken any two points a, c; the 
ftrait line a c joyning the fame points Ihall 
fall within each of the Circles [by Pr.i. El. 
III.]; but a c falling within the Circle abdc, 

mult fall without the Circle ack; which 
is abfurd, (viz. to fall within and without 
the fame Circle ack: ) therefore a Circle 
touches not a Circle without, in more 
points than one. And it has been proved that it touches not within. 

Therefore a Circle touches not a Circle in more points than one, 
whether it touches within,or without. Which was to be demonltrated. 

GJ PROPOSITION XIV. 
N a Circle equal ftrait lines are equally diftant from the cen¬ 
ter. And lines equally diftant from the center, are equal to 

one another. 

Let a Circle be a b d c, and in the fame let the equal ftrait lines be 
ab,cd. I fay, that they are equally diftant from the center. For 
of the Circle ab cd let the center be taken, and be itE; then from 
e let be drawn to ab, cd, the perpendiculars ef,eg, and let ae, ce, 

be ioyned. Now forafmuch as the ftrait line ef 

drawn through the center, cuts the ftrait line 
ab not drawn through the center, at right an¬ 
gles, it alfo cuts the fame into halves [Prop. 3. 
E1.1 II.]; wherefore af is equal to fb ; therefore 
ab is the double of af. And by the fame reafon 
alfo c d is the double of c g. But a b is equal to c d 

"by Suppofition ], therefore af is equal to cg 

=Ax. 7.]. And becaufe ae is equal to ec, therefore the fquareofAE 
is alfo equal to the fquare of ec. But the fquares of af,fe, are 
equal to the fquare of ae [Prop.4/7.EL I.]: for the angle at f is a 
rwht angle. But alfo the fquares of eg, gc, are equal to the fquare 
ec; for the angle at g is a right angle. Therefore the fquares of 
af, fe, are equal to the fquares of cg, ge, of which the fquare of 
af is equal to the fquare of cg ; for the line af is equal to the line 
cg: Therefore the remaining fquare of fe, is equal to the remain¬ 
ing fquare of eg; therefore ef is equal to e g. But in a Circle ftrait 

° ^ Y lines 
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lines are faid to be equally diftant from the center, when the per¬ 
pendiculars drawn from the center to the fame lines are equal [Def. 
4 EL III.]; therefore ab, cd, are equally diftant from the center. 

But now let the lines ab,cd, be equally diftant from the center, 
that is, let ef be equal to eg. I fay, that ab is alfo equal to cd. 
For the fame conftru&ion being made, we fhall 
in like manner prove that ab is the double of 
af, and cd the double of cg. And becaufe ae 
is equal to e c, therefore the fquare of a e is alfo 
equal to the fquare of e c. But the fquares of ef, 
fa, are equal to the fquare of ae, and the 
fquares of eg, gc, are equal to the fquare of ec. 
Therefore the fquares of e f, f a, are equal to the -  
fquares of eg,gc, of which the fquare of eg is equal to the fquare 
of ef, for ef is equal to eg; and therefore the remaining fquare 
of a f, is equal to the remaining fquare of c g : wherefore a f is equal 
to cg. But ab is the double of af, and cd the double of cg; where¬ 
fore a b is equal to c d [Ax. 6.]. 

Therefore in a Circle equal Trait lines are equally diftant from the 
center. And lines equally diftant from the center, are equal to one 
another. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XV. 

N a Circle the greatett line is the Diameter. And of the others, 
always the nearer to the center is greater than the more remote. 

Let the Circle be abcd, and the Diameter thereof be ad, and the 
center e. Now to the center e let bc be nearer, and fg more re¬ 
mote. I fay, that ad is thegreateft, and bc greater than fg. Let 
from the center be drawn to bc, fg, the perpendiculars eh,ek. 
Now becaufe bc is nearer to the center, and 
fg more remote, therefore e £ is greater than 
eh [Defy. El. III.]. Let el be put equal to 
eh,and through l, let lm be drawn at right 
angles to ek, and produced to n: then let be 
joyned em, en,ef,eg. Now forafmuchasEH 
is equal to el, therefore bc is equal to mn 
[Prop. 14.]. Again, becaufe aeis equal to em, 
and de to en, therefore ad is equal to me, 
en; but me,en, are greater than mn [Prop. 20. El. I.]{therefore 
ad is greater than mn, but mn is equal toBca therefore ad is 
greater than bc. And becaufe the two lines me, en, are equal to 
the two lines fe, eg, and the angle men is greater than the angle 
feg, therefore the bafe mn is greater than thebafe fg [Prop.x^. 
El. I.]. But mn has been proved equal to bc, wherefore bc is greater 
than fg. The greateft therefore is ad the Diameter, and bc is 
greater than fg. ' There- 
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Therefore in a Circle the greateft line is the Diameter. And of 
the others, always the nearer to the center is greater than the more 
remote. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XVI. A Strait line drawn at right angles to the "Diameter of a Circle, 
from an extremity thereof [hall fall without the Circle: And 

in the place between the fir ait line and the circumference, an other 
Jlrait line Jhall not fall. 

And the angle of the Semicircle is greater than any Acute fir ait- 
lirid angle; andf he remaining angle is lefs. 

Let the Circle be abc about the center d, and the Diameter be 
ab. I fay, that the ftrait line drawn at right angles to ab from the 
point a the extremity of the Diameter, (hall fall without the Circle. 
For if not, let it, if poffible,fall within as AC,and let dc be joyned. 
Now forafmuch as da is equal to dc, 

therefore the angle d a c is equal to the 
angle acd [Prop. y.El.I.]. But dac is 
a right angle [by Suppolition], therefore 
acd is alio a right angle, wherefore dac, 

a c D,are equal to two right angles, which 
is impolfible [Prop. 17. El. I.]. There- D 
fore a ftrait line drawn from the point 
a at right angles to ab, fliall not fall 
within the Circle. In like manner we 
may Ihew that it (hall not fall upon the 
circumference; therefore it mult fall without, as ae. 

I fay, that in the place between the ftrait line ae,and the circum¬ 
ference c ha, another ftrait line fliall not fall. For if poffible, let it fall 
as fa, and from the point d to the line fa, let be drawn the perpen¬ 
dicular dg. Now becaufe agd is a right angle, and dag is lefs than 
aright angle; therefore ad is greater than dg [Prop. 19. El. I.]. But 
da is equal to dh, therefore dh is greater than dg, the lefs than 
the greater, which is impolfible. Therefore in the place between 
the ftrait line and the circumference, another ftrait line fliall not fall. 

I fay moreover, that the angle of the Semicircle, which is con¬ 
tained by the ftrait line ba, and the circumference cha, is greater 
than any Acute ftrait-lin’d angle; and the remaining angle con¬ 
tained by the circumference cha, and the ftrait line a e, is lefs than 
any Acute ftrait-lin’d angle. For if there be any Acute ftrait-lin’d 
angle greater than the angle contained by the ftrait line ba, and 
the circumference cha, and any other lefs than the angle contained 
by the circumference cha; and the ftrait line ae, then in the place 
between the circumference cha and the ftrait line a e, fliall fall a 
ftrait line, which fliall make one ftrait-lin’d angle greater than the 

Y 2 angle 
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angle contained by the ftrait line ba, and the circumference cha, 

and another ftrait-lin’d angle lefs than the angle contained by the 
circumference cha and the ftrait line ae. But fuch a line cannot 
fall; therefore there fhall not be any Acute ftrait-lind angle greater 
than the angle contained by the ftrait line b a, and the circumference 
cha, nor any lefs than the angle contained by the circumference 
cha and the ftrait line ae. Which was to be demonftrated. 

Corollary. 

From hence H is manifeft, that a ftrait line drawn at right angles to the Diameter of a 

Circle, from the extremity thereof doth touch the Circle [Def 2.]. And that a ftrait line 

touches a Circle in one point only : Becaufe a ftrait line concurring with a Circle in two 

points, has been proved to fall within the fame [ Prop. 2.] 

PROPOSITION XVII. FRoni a given point to draw a fir ait line, which Jhall touch a 
given Circle. 

Let the given point be a, and the given Circle bcd. It is required 
from the point a, to draw a ftrait line which fhall touch the Circle 
bcd. Let the center of the Circle be taken as e, and draw ae; then 
the center e and diftance ea, let the Circle afg be deferibed; and 
from the point d to the line ea, let df be drawn 
at right angles, and let ebf, and ab be joyn- 
ed. I fay, that from the point a, is drawn the 
line a b, which touches the Circle bcd. Now 

forafmuchas e is the center of the Circles bcd, 

afg, therefore ea is equal to ef, and ed to 
eb. There are then the two lines ae, eb,equal 
to the two lines fe, ed, and they contain a 
common angle atE; wherefore the bafeDF is 
equal to the bafe ab, and the Triangle def equal to the Triangle 
be a, and the remaining angles to the remaining angles; therefore 
the angle e b a is equal to the angle edf: but e d f is a right angle, 
therefore eb a is alfo right; and eb is from the center. But what 
is drawn at right angles to the Diameter of a Circle from an extre¬ 
mity thereof does touch the Circle: Wherefore a b does touch the 
Circle. 

Therefore from the given point a is drawn a ftrait line a b, touch¬ 
ing the given Circle bcd. Which was to be done. 

V PROPOSITION XVIII. IF a ftrait line touches a Circle, and from the center he drawn a 
[trait line to the Contact, that line Jhall he perpendicular to the 

Tangent. . 

Let the ftrait line de touch the Circle abc in the point c; and 
of the Circle abc, let the center f be taken; then from f to c let 

be 
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be drawn fc. I fay, that fc is perpendicular to de. For if not; 
let from the point f, be drawn fg perpendicular to de. Now be- 
caufe the angle fgc is a right angle, there¬ 
fore gcf is an acute angle [Prop. gx. El.I.]. 
But under the greater angle is fubtended 
the greater fide [Prop. 19. El. I.]; therefore 
fc is greater than fg; but fc is equal to 
fb, therefore fb is greater than fg; the 
lefs than the greater, which is impoffible. 
Therefore f g is not perpendicular to de. 

In like manner may we prove, that no other line can be befides 
fc; therefore fc is perpendicular to de. 

If therefore a ftrait line touches a Circle, and from the center be 
drawn a ftrait line to the Contact, That is perpendicular to the Tan¬ 
gent. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XIX. 

F a ftrait line touches a Circle, and from the Contad be drawn 
a strait line at right angles to the Tangent, the Center of the 

'Circle Jhall be in the fame line. 

Let the ftrait line de touch the Circle abc, in the point c, and 
from c let c a be drawn at right angles to de. I fay, that the cen¬ 
ter of the Circle is in the line ca. For if not, let it, if poflible, be 
f, and let cf be joyned. Now forafmuch as the ftrait line de 

touches the Circle abc, and from the center 
is drawn to the Contadt the line f c : where¬ 
fore fc is perpendicular to de [Prop. 18. El. 
III.]; and therefore FCF.is a right angle; but 
ace is alfo a right angle [by Suppofitionl; 
wherefore f ce is equal to ac e ; the lefs to the 
greater, which is impoffible. Therefore f is 
not the center of the Circle abc. And in like 
manner may we prove, that no other can be is 
befides a point in ac. 

If therefore a ftrait line touches a Circle, and from the Contadt 
be drawn a ftrait line at right angles to the Tangent, the center of 
the Circle fhall be in the fame line. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XX. 

IN a Circle, the angle at the center is double to the angle at the 
circumference, . when the angles have the fame circumference 

for their bafe. . q 
Let the Circle be abc, the angle at the center bec , and at 

the circumference b a c; and let them have the fame circumference 
Y 1 bc 
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bc for their bafe. I fay, that the angle bec is double to the angle 
bac. For drawing the line ae, let it be produced to f. Now for- 
afmuch as ea is equal to eb, therefore the angle eab; is equal to 
the angle eb a [Prop. y. ELI.]: wherefore the angles eab,eba, 

are double to the angle eab. But the angle 
b e f is equal to the angles e ab, eb a [Prop. 
iz. El. I.]: therefore the angle bef, is double 
to the angle eab. By the fame reafon alfo 
the angle fec is double to the angle eac; 

therefore the whole angle bec, is double to 
the whole angle bac. Again, let the angle 
at the circumference be declined beyond the 
center e, and let it be b d c: then drawing d e, 

let it be produced to g. In like manner may 
we prove, that the angle gec is double to the angle gdc; of 
which angles geb is double to gdb: wherefore the remaining an¬ 
gle bec, is double to the remaining angle bdc. 

Therefore in a Circle, the angle at the center is double to the an¬ 
gle at the circumference, when the angles have the fame circumfe¬ 
rence for their bafe. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XXL 

N a Circle angles in the fame Segment are equal to one ano¬ 
ther. 

Let the Circle be ab cd, and in the Segment b aed, let the angles 
be bad, bed. I fay, that the angles bad, bed, are equal to one 
another. For let the center of the Circle be 
taken, and be it f; and let bf,fd, be joyned. 
Now forafmuch as the angle bfd is at the cen¬ 
ter, and the angle bad at the circumference, and 
they have the fame circumference for a bafe bcd; 

therefore the angle bfd is double to the angle 
bad [Prop. 20. El. III.]. By the fame reafon the 
angle b f d is alfo double to the angle be d ; there¬ 
fore the angle bad is equal to the angle bed [Ax.7.] 

Therefore in a Circle angles in the lame Segment are equal to 
one another. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XXII. OF four fided Figures in Circles, the oppofite angles are equal 
to two right. 

Let the Circle be a bcd, and in the fame the four fided Figure be 
a b cd. I fay, that the oppofite angles are equal to two right angles. 
Let ac, bd, be joyned. Now forafmuch as, of every Triangle the 
three angles are equal to two Right [Prop. 31. El. I.]; therefore of 

the 
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the Triangle a b c, the three angles c a b, a b c, b c a, are equal to two 
Right. But the angle cab, is equal to the angle bdc, for they are 
m the fame Segment badc. And the angle 
acb is equal to the angle adb, for they are in 
the fame Segment adcb. Therefore the whole 
angle adc, is equal to the angles bac, acb; 

let the common angle abc be added; there¬ 
fore the angles abc, bac, acb, are equal to 
the angles abc, adc. But the angles abc, 

bac, acb, are equal to two Right: therefore 
a b c, ad c, are alfo equal to two Right. In like 
manner may we prove that bad, d cb, are alfo equal to two Right 
angles. 5 

Therefore of four fided Figures in Circles, the oppofite angles are 
equal to two Right angles. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XXIII. UTon the fame Ur ait line two Segments of Circles like, and un¬ 
equal, cannot he conflicted the fame way. 

For if poflible, upon the fame ftrait line a b let two like, and un¬ 
equal Segments of Circles acb, adb, beconftituted the fame way: 
then let adc be drawn, and cb,bd, be joyned. 
Now forafmuch as the Segment a cb is like to 
the Segment adb; and like Segments of Circles 
are fuch, which receive equal angles [Def 11. El. 
III.]; therefore the angle acb, is equal to the 
angle adb ; the outward to the inward, which is impoflible. 

Therefore upon the fame ftrait line two Segments of Circles 
like, and unequal, cannot be conftituted the fame way. Which 
was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XXIV. U^on equal fir ait lines like Segments of Circles, are equal to 
one another. 

For upon equal ftrait lines ab, cd, let like Segments of Circles be 
aeb, cfd. I fay, that the Segment a e b^ is equal 
to the Segment cfd. For the Segment aeb being 
apply d to the Segment cfd, and the point a put 
upon the point c, and the line ab upon cd; then 
fhall the point b agree with the point d ; for that 
ab is equal to cd. Now the ftrait line a b agreeing 
with the ftrait line cd, the Segment aeb fhall alfo 
agree with the Segment cfd. For if a b fhall agree 
with c d, and the Segment aeb fhall not agree with 
the Segment cfd, then fhall it differ from cfd, as c 
chgd. But a Circle cuts not a Circle in more points than two, yet 

here 

A 
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here the Circle chgd} cuts the Circlec?d,in more points than two, 
namely in c, g, d, which is inipoffible [Frop. 10.EL III.], Whcre^ 
fore the ftrait line ab, agreeing with theffnpt line cd, the Segment 
a e b cannot difagree with the Segment cfp: wherefore it (hall a- 
gree, and be equal to it. r 

Therefore upon equal ftrait;Tines like Segments of Circles, are 
equal to one another. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XXV. 

Segment of a Circle being given to defcribe unto it the Circle, 
of which it is a Segment. 

Let the given Segment of a Circle be abc. It is required to de¬ 
fcribe unto it the Circle of which abc is a Segment. Let ac be cut 
into halves in d, and from the point D let db be drawn at right 
angles ro ac, and let ab be joyned. Now then the angle abd is 
either greater than the angle bap, or equal to it, or lefs. Firft, let 
it be greater, and to the ftrait line BA,and to the point a in the fame, 
let the angle b ae be conftitutqd equal to the angle abd [Prop. 13. 
El.L], and let bd be produced to e, and ec be joyned. Now foraft 
much as the angle a b e, is equal to the angle b ae; 
therefore the ftrait line eb is equal to the ftrait 
line e a. And becaufe a d is equal to d c; and d e 
common, therefore there are the two lines ad, 
d e, equal to the two lines c d, d e, each to each, 
and the angle ade is equal to the angle cde, 
for each of them is a right angle; therefore the 
bafe e a is equal to the bafe e c. But it has been 
proved, that ea is equal to eb, therefore eb is U 
alfo equal to ec, wherefore the three lines ea, 
eb, ec, are equal to one another; therefore the 
center e, and diftance any one of the lines ea, 
e b, e c,a Circle beingdelcribed fliu.ll pafs through 
the other points, and the Circle lhall be defcribed 
to the given Segment. Therefore a Segment of A 
a Circle being given, there is defcribed unto it the Circle of which 
it is a Segment. And it is manifeft that the Segment abc is lefs 
than a Semicircle, for that e the center of the fame falls without. 

In like manner if the angle abd, be equal to the angle bad, and 
fo ad be equal to either of the lines bd, dc; therefore the three 
lines ad, d b3 d c, are equal to one another, and d ftiall be the cen¬ 
ter of the compleated Circle; and the Segment abc lhall be a 
Semicircle. 

But if the angle abd, be lefs than the angle bad, and to the line 
ba, and to the point a in the fame an angle be conftituted equal 
to abd; the center lhall fall within the Segment abc, and in the 

line 
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line bd; and the Segment fhall be greater than a Semicircle, 
Therefore a Segment of a Circle being given there is defcribed 

unto it, the Circle, of which it is a Segment. Which was to be done. 

PROPOSITION XXVI. IN equal Circles, equal angles infifl upon equal circumferences, 
whether the in fitting angles he at the centers, or at the circum¬ 

ferences. 

Let the equal Circles be abc, DEF,and in the fame let the equal 
angles at the centers be b g c,e h f, and the circumferences bac,edf. 
I lay, that the circumference bkc, is equal to the circumference 
elf. For let bc, ef, be joyned. Now forafmuch as the Circles abc^ 
d e f, are equal; therefore the lines 
from the centers are equal: where¬ 
fore there are the two lines bg,gc, 
equal to the two lines eh,hf, and 
the angle at g is equal to the angle 
at h ; therefore the bafe b c is equal 
to the bafe ef [Prop. 4. El. I.]. And 
becaufe the angle at a is equal to the angle at D, therefore the 
Segment bac is like to the Segment edf: and they are upon equal 
ftrait lines bc,ef. But upon equal ftrait lines like Segments of 
Circles are equal to one another [Prop. z<\.. El. III.]; therefore the 
Segment bac, is equal to the Segment edf. But alfo the whole 
Circle abc, is equal to the whole Circle def: wherefore the re¬ 
maining Segment bkc, is equal to the remaining Segment elf, and 
therefore the circumference e k c, is equal to the circumference elf. 

Wherefore in equal Circles, equal angles inlift upon equal circum¬ 
ferences, whether the infilling angles be at the centers, or at the cir¬ 
cumferences. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XXVII. IN equal Circles, angles infifling upon equal circumferences are 
equal to one another; whether the injitting angles he at the 

centers, or at the circumferences. 

For in the equal Circles abc, def, and upon the equal circumfe¬ 
rences bc, ef; let inlift the angles bgc,ehf, at the centers g,h ; and 
at the circumferences the angles 
bac, edf. I fay, that the angle 
b g c is equal to the angle ehf, and 
the angle bac, to the angle edf. 
For if the angle bgc be equal to 
the angle ehf, t is manifeft that - . N /c 
alfo the angle bac, is equal to the ^ 
angle edf [Prop. zo.El.IIL]. But if not, one of them is the greater. 

Z Let 
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Let the greater be b g c ; and to the line b g, and in the fame to the 
point g, let be conftituted the angleBGK equal to the angle ehf 

[Prop. xg. ELI.]. But equal angles inlift upon equal circumferences, 
when they are at the center [Prop. i6.El.III.]; therefore the circum¬ 
ference bk is equal to the circum¬ 
ference ef. But ef is equal to bc 

| by Suppofition]; therefore alfo bk 

is equal to b c ; the lefs to the great¬ 
er, which is impolfible; wherefore 
the angle bgc, is not unequal to 
the angle ehf; therefore it is e- 
qual. Now the angle at a is the half of the angle bgc, and the an¬ 
gle at d half of the angle ehf [Prop. 10.ELIIL]; wherefore the an¬ 
gle at a is equal to the angle at d [Ax. 7.]. 

Therefore in equal Circles, angles which inlift upon equal circum¬ 
ferences are equal to one another, whether the inlifting angles be 
at the centers, or at the circumferences. Which was to be de- 
monftrated. 

PROPOSITION XXVIII. 

N equal Circles equal ftrait lines take off equal circumferencesy 
the greater equal to the greater, the lefs to the lefs. 

Let the equal Circles be a b c, d e f; and in the fame let the equal 
ftrait lines be bc, ef, taking off the greater circumferences bac, 

edf, and the lefs bgc, ehf. I fay, that bac the greater circum¬ 
ference, is equal to edf the greater circumference, and bgd the 
lefs circumference, is equal to ehf the lels. For 
let the centers of the Circles be taken k, l ; and 
let bejoyned kb, kc; le,lf. Now forafmuch as 
the Circles are equal, therefore the lines from the 
centers are equal. There are then the two lines 
b k, k c, equal to the two lines e l, l f, and the bafe 
bc equal to the bafe ef; therefore the angle bkc 

is equal to the angle elf [Prop. 8. El. I.j. Now 
equal angles inlift upon equal circumferences when 
they are at the centers [Prop.xd El.Ill]: where¬ 
fore the circumference b g c, is equal to the circum¬ 
ference ehf. But alfo the whole Circle abc, is 
equal to the whole Circle def; wherefore the re¬ 
maining circumference bac, is equal to the remaining circumfe¬ 
rence EDF. 

Therefore in equal Circles equal ftrait lines take off equal cir¬ 
cumferences, the greater equal to the greater, the left to the left. 
Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPO- 
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PROPOSITION XXIX. 

N equal Circle sounder equal circumferences are fuh tended equal 
fir ait lines. 

Let the equal Circles be abc, def, and in the fame let be taken 
equal circumferences bgc, ehf; and let bejoyned the ftrait lines 
b c, e f. I fay, that b c is equal to 
e f. Let the centers of the Circles 
be taken k, l, and let be joyned 
kb, kc; le, lf. Now forafmuch 
as the circumference bgc, is equal 
to the circumference ehf; there¬ 
fore the angle bkc, is equal to the 
angle elf [Prop. 17. El. III.]. And becaufe the Circles abc, dEf^ 

are equal, therefore the lines from the centers are equal. There are 
then the two lines bk, kc, equal to the two lines el, lf, and they 
contain equal angles, wherefore the bafe b c, is equal to the bafe e f 

[Prop. 4,. ELI.]. 
Therefore in equal Circles, under equal circumferences are fuff 

tended equal ftrait lines. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XXX. 
r | ^ 0 cut a given circumference into halves. 

Let the given circumference be adb; it is required to cut the 
circumference adb into halves. Let ab be joyned, and cut into 
halves in the point c, and from the point c to the line ab, let be 
drawn at right angles c d, and let be joyned ad,db. Now forafmuch 
as a c is equal to c b, and c d common: therefore 
there are the two lines a c, cd, equal to the two 
lines b c, cd, and the angle acd equal to the an¬ 
gle bcd, for each of them is a right angle; 
therefore the bafe ad is equal to the bafe db [Prop. 4. ELI.]. Now 
equal ftrait lines take off equal circumferences, the greater to the 
greater, the lefs to the lefs [Prop. 18. El. III.]; and each of the cir¬ 
cumferences ad, db, is lels than a Semicircle; wherefore the cir¬ 
cumference ad is equal to the circumference db. 

Therefore the given circumference is cut into halves. Which was 
to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XXXI. 
* 

N a Circle the angle in the Semicircle is a right angle. But the 
angle in the greater Segment is lefs than a right: And the angle 

in the lefs Segment is greater than a right angle. .And moreover 
the angle of the greater Segment is greater than a right angle', and 
the angle of the lefs Segment is lefs than a right angle. 

Let the Circle be a bcd, and the Diameter thereof besc, and 
Z r the 
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the center e. Then taking any point in the circumference as a, let 
bejoyned ba, ac, ad,dc. I fay, that the angle in the Semicircle 
bac is a right angle: And the angle in the Segment abc greater 
than the Semicircle, namely, the angle abc is lefs than aright 
angle: And the angle in the Segment adc lefs than the Semicircle, 
namely, the angle adc is greater than a right angle. Let ae be 
joyned, and ba be produced to f. Now forafmuch as be is equal 
to ea, therefore the angle eab is equal to the angle eba [Prop. y. 
El. I.]. Again, becaufe e a is equal to ec, therefore the angle ace 
is equal to the angle c ae : wherefore the whole angle bac is equal 
to the two angles abc,acb. But the angle fac without the Tri¬ 
angle abc, is alfo equal to the two angles abc, acb [Prop. 32. 
El. I.]; wherefore the angle bac is equal to the angle fac, each 
therefore of them is a right angle [Def. io.El. I.]. Therefore in the 
Semicircle bac the angle cab is a right angle. 

And becaufe of the Triangle abc the two an¬ 
gles abc, bac,are lefs than two right [Prop. 17. 
EL I.], and bac is a right angle; therefore the 
angle ab c is lefs than a right angle: and it is in 
the Segment abc greater than the Semicircle. 

And becaufe in a Circle the Figure a b c d is qua¬ 
drilateral, and of quadrilateral Figures in Circles, 
the oppofite angles are equal to two right angles 
[Prop. xi. El. III.]. Therefore the angles a b c, a d c, are equal to two 
right angles, and abc is lefs than a right angle; therefore the re¬ 
maining angle adc, is greater than a right angle: and it is in the 
Segment adc lefs than the Semicircle. 

I fay, moreover, that the angle of the greater Segment contained 
by the circumference abc, and the ftrait line ac is greater than a 
right angle: And the angle of the lefs Segment contained by the 
circumference adc and the ftrait line ac, is lefs than a right angle. 
This is of it felf very manifeft. For becaufe the angle contain’d 
by the ftrait lines ca, ab, is a right angle, therefore the angle con¬ 
tain’d by the ftrait line ca, and the circumference abc, is greater 
than a right angle. Again, becaufe the angle contain’d by the ftrait 
lines c a, af, is a right angle, therefore the angle contain’d by the 
ftrait line c a, and the circumference adc, is lefs than a right angle. 
In a Circle therefore the angle in the Semicircle is a right angle: 
but the angle in the greater Segment is lefs than a right angle: and 
the angle in the lefs Segment is greater than a right angle. And 
moreover the angle of the greater Segment is greater than a right an¬ 
gle ; and the angle of the lefs Segment, is- lefs than a right angle. 

Other wife. 
That the angle bac is a right angle. Becaufe the angle aec is 

double of the angle bae, for it is equal to the two inward and op¬ 
pofite 
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pofite angles [Prop. 32. ELI.]: and alfo the angle aeb is double of 
the angle eac [Prop. 32. El. I.]; therefore the angles aeb, aec are 
double of the angle ba c. But the angles aeb, a ec, are equal to tvvd 
right angles [Prop. 13. ELI.]; therefore the angle bac is a right 
angle. Which was to be demonftrated. 

Corollary. 
From hence it is manifefl, that if of a Triangle one angle be equal to two it is a right 

angle : For that its confequent angle is equal to the fame; and when confequent angles are 
equal, they are right angles. 6 

PROPOSITION XXXII. IF a [trait line touches a Circle, and from the Contact to the Cir¬ 
cle he drawn a [trait line cutting the Circle, the angles, which it 

makes with the Tangent line, [all he ec[ual to the angles in the al¬ 
ternate Segments of the Circle. 

Let the ftrait lineEF touch the Circle abcd in the point b : and 
from b to the Circle abcd let be drawn any ftrait line as bd cut¬ 
ting the Circle. I fay, that the angles which the line bd makes 
with the Tangent line e f, Ihall be equal to the angles in the alter¬ 
nate Segments of the Circle, that is, the angle fbd is equal to the 
angle conftituted in the Segment dab: and the angle ebd is equal 
to the angle in the Segment dcb. From the point b to the line ef, 

let be drawn at right angles the line ba; and in the circumference 
bd, let be taken any point, as c, and let be joyn- 
ed ADjD c,cb. Now forafmuch as the ftrait line 
ef touches the circle abcd, in the point B;and 
from the Contact at b is drawn the ftrait line 
b a at right angles to the Tangent, the center 
of the Circle abcd is in b a [Prop. 19. El.III.]; 
therefore ba is the Diameter of the Circle 
abcd; and the angle adb in the Semicircle E 
is a right angle [Prop.31.El. III.]; therefore the remaining angles 
B a d, a b d, are equal to one right angle. But the angle a b f is a right 
angle; wherefore the angle abf is equal to the angles bad, abd. 

Let the common angle abd be taken away : therefore the remain¬ 
ing angle dbf is equal to the angle bad in the alternate Segment 
of the Circle. And becaufe in a Circle the Figure abcd is quadri¬ 
lateral, therefore the oppolite angles are equal to two right angles 
[Prop. 22. El. III.]: wherefore the angles dbf,dbe, are equal to the 
angles bad, bcd, of which bad has been provd equal to dbf; 

therefore the remaining angle dbe, is equal to the angle dcb in 
the alternate Segment of the Circle. 

If therefore a ftrait line touches a Circle, and from the Contact to 
the Circle be drawn a ftrait line cutting the Circle, the angles which 
it makes with the Tangent line, Ihall be equal to the angles in the al¬ 
ternate Segments of the Circle. Which was to be demonftrated. 

Z 3 PROP O 
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PROPOSITION XXXIII. U Ton a given ftrait line to defcribe a Segment of a Circle which 
may receive an angle equal to a given ftrait-lind angle. 

Let the given ftrait line be a b, and the given ftrait-lin d angle be 
at c. It is required upon the ftrait line a b to defcribe a Segment of 
a Circle, which may receive an angle equal to the angle at c. Now 
the angle at c, is either an Acute, or a Right, or an Obtufe angle. 

Firft, let it be Acute, as in the tirft Figure. And to the ftrait 
line ab, and to the point a, let the angle bad be conftituted equal 
to the angle c [by Prop. 23. El.I.]; therefore the angle bad is an 
Acute angle. Now from the point a to ad, let ae be drawn at right 
angles; and let ab be cut into halves in the point f [by Prop. ir. 
El.I.]: then from the point f to ab let fg be drawn at right an¬ 
gles, and let gb 

be joyned. Now 
forafmuch as a f 

is equal to fb, 

and fg common; 
therefore there 
are the two lines 
af, fg, equal to the two lines bf, fg, and the angle afg, is equal 
to the angle gfb; wherefore the bafe ag, is equal to the bafe bg 

[Prop. 4,. El. I.]; therefore the center g, and diftance ga, a Circle 
defcribed fhall pafs alfo by b. Let it be defcribed, and be it a be, 

and let be joyn d eb. Now forafmuch as from the extremity of the 
Diameter ae, namely from the point a to ae, is drawn at right 
angles ad, therefore ad does touch the Circle [Prop. 16. El. III.]. 
And becaufe the ftrait line ad touches the Circle a be, and from the 
Contadl at a to the Circle a be, is drawn the line ab; therefore 
the angle dab, is equal to the angle aeb in the alternate Segment. 
But the angle dab, is equal to the angle at c [by Conftru&ion ]; 
wherefore the angle at c is equal to the angle aeb. Therefore upon 
the given ftrait line ab is defcribed a Segment of a Circle aeb, re¬ 
ceiving an angle aeb, equal to the given angle at c. 

But now let the angle at c be a right angle. And again, let it be 
required upon the ftrait line ab, to defcribe a Segment of a Circle, 
which may receive an angle equal to the right angle at c. 

Let again the angle bad be conftituted equal to the right angle 
at c, as in the fecond Figure. And let ab be cut into halves in the 
point f; then from the center f, and to the diftance of either f a, or 
fb, let the Circle aeb be defcrib’d; therefore the ftrait line ad 

touches the Circle aeb, for that the angle at a is a right angle; 
and the angle bad is equal to the angle in the Segment a e b : for 
being in a Semicircle, it is alfo a right angle. But the angle b ad is 

equal 
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equal to the angle at c; wherefore the angle aeb in the Segment, 
is equal to the angle at c. Therefore again upon the ftrait line ab, 

is deferibed a Segment of a Circle aeb, receiving an angle equal to 
the angle at c. , 

But again, let the angle at c be an Obtufe angle, and to the 
ftrait line ab, and to the point a, let the angle bad be conftituted 
equal to c, as in the third Figure. Then to ad let ae be drawn 
at right angles; and again, let ab be cut into halves in the point 
F ; and from f let fg be drawn at right angles to ab, and let 
gb be joyned. Becaufe again, af is equal to FB,and fg common; 
therefore there are the two lines af, fg, equal to the two lines bf, 

fg, and the angle afg is equal to the angle bfg; wherefore the 
bafe ag, is equal to the bafe bg: therefore the center g, and diftance 
ga, a Circle deferibed fliall pafs alfo by b. Let it pafs as abe. Now 
becaufe to the Diameter ae, and from the extremity thereof is 
drawn at right angles ad, therefore ad does touch the Circle abe, 

and from the Contact at a is drawn ab; therefore the angle bad 

is equal to the angle conftituted in the alternate Segment of the 
Circle ahb. But the angle bad is equal to the angle at c; where¬ 
fore the angle in the Segment ahb, is equal to the angle at c. There¬ 
fore upon the given ftrait line a b, is deferibed a Segment of a Circle 
ahb, receiving an angle equal to the angle at c. Which was to be 

done. 

PROPOSITION XXXIV. FRom a given Circle to take off a Segment, which may receive 
an angle equal to a given Brait-lirid angle. 

Let the given Circle be abc, and the given ftrait-lind angle be 
at D. It is required from the Circle abc, to take off a Segment, 
which may receive an angle equal to the angle at d. Let be drawn 
ef touching the Circle abc in the point b [Prop. 17. El. Ill], 
and to the ftrait line ef, and to the point in it 
b,let the angle fbc be conftituted equal to the 
angle at d [Prop. 31.El.I.]. Now forafmuch 
as the ftrait line ef touches the Circle abc, in 
the point B;and from theContadl at b is drawn 
the line bc: therefore the angle fbc, is equal 
to the angle conftituted in the alternate Seg¬ 
ment bac. But the angle fbc is equal to the angle at d; where¬ 
fore the angle in the Segment b a c, is equal to the angle at d. 

Therefore from the given Circle abc is taken off the Segment 
bac, receiving an angle equal to the given ftrait-lin’d angle at d. 

Which was to be done. 

PROPO 
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PROPOSITION XXXV. 
Fin a Circle tzvo ft r ait lines cut one another, the Re Cl angle con- 

[ tained by the Segments of the one, is equal to the Re dangle con¬ 
tained by the Segments of the other. 

For in the Circle abcd, let the two ftrait lines ac, bd5 cut one 
another in the point e. I fay; that the ReCtangje contained by ae, 

ec, is equal to the ReCtangle contained by d e,eb, If ac,bd, pafs 
through the center, fo that e be the center of the Circle a b c d, then 
it is manifeft that the lines a e, e c; de, eb, being equal, the Rect¬ 
angle alfo contained by ae,e c, is equal to the ReCtangle contained 
by DE, EB. 

But now let the ftrait lines a c, 

d b, not pafs through the center. 
And let the center of the Circle 
a b c d be taken, and be it f, and 
from f to the ftrait lines ac,db, 

let perpendiculars be drawn fg, 

fh: and let be joyned fb, f c, 

fe. Now forafmuch as the ftrait 
line gf drawn through the cen¬ 
ter cuts the ftrait line ac, not drawn through the center, at right 
angles, it fhall alfo cut the lame into halves [Prop. 3. El.III.]; 
therefore ag is equal to gc. And becaufe the ftrait line ac is cut 
into equal parts in g, and into unequal parts in e: therefore the 
ReCtangle contained by ae, ec, together with the fquare of eg is 
equal to the fquare ofGC [Prop. 5-. EL II.], let be added in common 
the fquare of gf: therefore the ReCtangle contained by ae, ec, to¬ 
gether with the fquares of eg, gf, is equal to the fquares of cg,gf. 

But the fquare of fe, is equal to the fquares of eg, gf [Prop.47, 
ELI.]; and the fquare of fc is equal to the fquares of cg, gf; 

therefore the ReCtangle contained by ae, ec, together with the 
fquare of ef, is equal to the fquare of fc. But fc is equal to fb ; 

therefore the ReCtangle under ae, ec, together with the fquare of 
fe, is equal to the fquare of fb. By the lame reafon the ReCtangle 
under de,eb, together with the fquare of fe, is equal to the fquare 
of fb. But it has been proved, that the ReCtangle under ae, ec, 

together with the fquare of fe, is equal to the fquare of fb; there¬ 
fore the ReCtangle under ae,ec, together with the fquare of fe, is 
equal to the ReCtangle under de, eb, together with the fquare of 
fe. Let the fquare of fe common, be taken away; therefore the 
remaining ReCtangle contained by a e, e c, is equal to the ReCtangle 
contained byDE, eb. 

If therefore in a Circle two ftrait lines cut one another, the ReCt¬ 
angle contained by the Segments of the one, is equal to the ReCtangle 
contained by the Segments of the other. Which was to be demon- 
ftrated. PRO- 
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PROPOSITION XXXVI. 

f F without a Circle be taken any point, and from the fame do fall 
on the Circle twojlrait lines, of which one does cut the Circle[the 

other does touch it: The Re61 angle contained by the whole Secant, 
and the outward Segment between the point and convex circunu 

fere nee,fhall be equal to tbefquare of the Tangent. 

Let without the Circle abc be taken any point as d, and from d 
let the two (trait lines dca, db, fallen the Circle abc: and let:dca 

cut the Circle abc, and db touch it. I fay, that the Rectangle con¬ 
tained by ad,dc, is equal to the (quare ofDB. Now dca either 
paflfes through the center, or not. 

Firft, let it pafs through the center, and let f be the center of the 
Circle abc. Then let bejoyned fb; therefore the angle fed is a 

right angle [Prop. 18. El. III.]. Now forafmuch as the (trait line a e 

is cut into halves in f, and to it is added cd ; therefore the Red¬ 
angle contained by ad, dc, together with the fquare of Fc is equal 

to the fquare of fd [Prop. 6. El.II.]. But fc is equal to fb; there¬ 

fore the Rectangle of ad, dc, together with the fquare of fb, is 

equal to the fquare of fd. But the fquare of fd is equal to'the 

fquares offb, bd, for the angle fbd, 

is a right angle: therefore the Red¬ 
angle contained by ad,d c, together 
with the fquare of fb, is equal to 
the fquares of f b, b d. Let the fquare 
of f b common be taken a way there¬ 
fore the remaining Redangle under 
a D, d c, is equal to the fquare of the 
Tangent d b. 

But now let d c a not pafs through 
the center of the Circle abc: and let the center e be taken, and 
from e to ac let be drawn a perpendicular ef; and let be joyned 
eb, e c, ed. Now the angle EBD is a right angle [Prop. 18. El. Ill ] 
And forafmuch as the (trait line ef drawn through the center cuts 
the (trait line ac, not drawn through the center at right angles♦ it 
fliall alfo cut the fame into halves [Prop. 5; El. III.]; therefore af 
is equal to fc. And becauie the (trait line ac is cut into halves in 
f, and to it is added cd, therefore the Redangle contained by ad 

dc, together^with the fquare of fc, is equal to the fquare of fd 

[Prop. 6. El.JH.]. Let be added in common the (quare of e f ; there¬ 
fore the Redangle under a d, d c, together with the fquares of c f, 

fe, is equal to the fquares of df, fe. But the (quare of de is equal 
to the (quares of df, fe, for efd is a right angle; and the (quare 
of CE IS equal to the fquares of cf,fe: Therefore the Rectangle 
contain’d by ad3dc, together with the fquare of ce, is equal to the 

■A a fquare 
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fquare of e d. But c e is equal to e b ; therefore the Redangle under 
ad, dc, together with the fquare of eb, is equal to the fquare of 
ed. But the fquares of eb, bd, are equal to the fquare ot ed, for 
the angle ebd is a right angle: therefore the Redangle contained 
by ad, dc, together with the fquare of eb, is equal to the fquares 
of eb, b d. Let the fquare of eb common be taken away; therefore 
the Redangle contained by ad, d c, is equal to the fquare of db. 

It therefore without a Circle be taken any point, &c. Which was 
to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XXXVII. 
r F without a Circle be taken any point, and from the fame do fall 

upon the Circle two Brad lines; of which one does cut the Circle; 
The other does fall upon it: and the Re Bangle contained by the 
whole Secant and the outward Segment between the point and the 
convex circumference, be equal to the jquare of the incident line; 
the incident line [hall touch the Circle. 

Let without the Circle aec be taken any point as d ; and from 
D let the two flrait lines dca, db, fall upon the Circle abc, and let 
dca cut the Circle, andDB fall upon it: Alfo let the Redangle 
contained by ad, dc be equal to the fquare of db. I fay, that db 

touches the Circle abc. For let the flrait line 
de be drawn touching the Circle abc [Prop. 
17. El. III.]: and let be taken f the center 
of theCircle abc; then let bejoyned fe, fb, 

fd. Now the angle fed is a right angle [Prop. 
18. El. Ill ]: And foralmuch as d e touches the 
Circle abc, and dca cuts it; therefore the Red- 
angle under ad, dc, is equal to the fquare of 
de. But the Redangle under ad, dc, is put 
equal to the fquare of d b; wherefore the fquare _ 
of de, is equal to the fquare of DB,and therefore de is equal to db. 

But fe is equal to fb; there are then the two lines de, ef, equal to 
the two lines db, bf, and the bafe fd is common; therefore the 
angle def is equal to the angle dbf [Prop. 8.El. I.]. But def is a 
right angle, therefore dbf is alfo a right angle. Now BFbeingpro- 
duced is the Diameter, but a flrait line drawn at right angles to the 
Diameter, from the extremity thereof touches the Circle abc. In 
like manner the fame fhall be demonftrated, if the center were in 
a c it felf. 

If therefore without a Circle be taken any point, &c. Which 
was to be demonftrated. 

THE 
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THE FOURTH 

* ELEMENT. 
DEFINITIONS. 

✓ ' -j r I \ f • "fr «■ ; » ► . . . . A 

DEFINITION I. 

Strait-lin’d Figure is faid to be infcribed in a ftrait-lind 
_Figure, when every angle of the infcribed Figure touches 
every fide of the Figure, in which it is infcribed. 

___ DEFINITION II. 
T Fkewife a Hr ait-lin’d Figure is faid to be cir- 
1 t cumfcribed about a slrait-lind Figure, when A 

every fide of the circumfcribed Figure touches 
every angle of the Figure, about which it is cir¬ 
cumfcribed. 

DEFINITION III. 
Strait-lin d Figure is faid to be infcribed in a 

_Circle, when every angle of the infcribed Ft- al 
gure touches the circumference of the Circle. 

DEFINITION IV. 
Strait-lin’d Figure is faid to be circumfcribed about a Circle, 

_when every fide of the circumfcribed Figure 
touches the circumference of the Circle. 

DEFINITION V. 
Ikgwife a Circle is faid tobe infcribed in a jlrait- 

l_j lin'd Figure, when the circumference of the 
Circle touches every fide of the Figure, in which it is infcribed. 

DEFINITION VI. 
Circle is faid. to be circumfcribed about a Jlrait-lin d Figure, 
when the circumference of the Circle touches every angle of 

the Figure, about which it is circumfcribed. 

DEFINITION VII. A Strait line is faid tobe adapted in a Circle, when 
the extremes of the line are in the circumference 

of the Circle. 

A a i PROPO- 
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PROPOSITION L IN a given Circle to adapt a [trait line equal to a given [trait line, 
which is not greater than the Diameter of the Circle. 

Let the given Circle be abc, and the given ftrait line, which is 
not greater than the Diameter of the Circle, be d. It is required in 
the Circle ab c, to adapt a ftrait line equal to the ftrait line d. 

Let there be drawn b c, the Diameter of the Circle abc. Now if 
bc be equal to d, then that is done which 
was propofed. For in the Circle abc isa- 
dapted the line bc, equal to the given line d. 

But if not, then bc is greater than d [by 
Suppofition]; and let there be put ce equal 
to d. Then to the center c, and diftance c e, 

let the Circle eaf dedefcribed, and let ca 
be drawn. Now forafmuch as the point c is 
the center of the Circle eaf, therefore ca is equal to c e, but D is 
equal to c e ; wherefore alfo d is equal to c a. 

Therefore in the given Circle abc, is adapted a ftrait line ca, 
equal to given ftrait line d, which is not greater than the Diameter 
of the Circle. Which was to be done. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

Becaufe the Diameter is the greateft line in a Circle [Prop. if. El. III.]; there¬ 
fore this provifo, or limitation, is here made, that the given line, to which an equal 
line is required to be adapted in the Circle, ought not to be greater than the Dia¬ 
meter. 

PROPOSITION II. IN a given Circle to infcr'ibe a Triangle equiangled to a given 
Triangle. 

Let the given Circle be abc, and the given Triangle def. It is 
required in the Circle abc, to infcribe a Triangle equiangled to the 
Triangle def. Let there be drawn a ftrait line g ah, touching the 
Circle a b c, in the point a [by Prop. 17. El. III.]. Then to the line 
ah, and to the point in it a, let the angle h ac be conftituted equal 
to the angle de f [by Prop, x3. El. I.]. 
Again, to the line g a, and to the point F. 
in it a, let the angle gab be conftitu¬ 
ted equal to the angle dfe; and draw 
bc. Now forafmuch as a ftrait line 
hag, touches the Circle ab c,and from 
the Contaft is drawn ac; therefore 
the angle hac, is equal to 'the angle 
4BC, in the alternate Segment of the Circle [Prop. 31. El. III.]. But 
the angle hac is equal to the angle def [by Conftruclion]; there¬ 
fore the angle abc, is equal to the angle def. By the fame reafbn 

alfo 
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alfo the angle acb, is equal to the angle dfe; therefore the remain¬ 
ing angle bac is equal to the remaining angle edf; wherefore the 
Triangle abc, is equiangled to the Triangle def, and is infcribed 
in the Circle abc. 

Therefore in a given Circle is infcribed a Triangle equiangled to 
a given Triangle. Which was to be done. 

PROPOSITION III. 

Bout a given Circle to circumfcribe a Triangle equiangled to a 
given Triangle. 

Let the given Circle be abc, and the given Triangle def. It is 
required about the Circle abc, to circumfcribe a Triangle equian¬ 
gled to the Triangle def. Let ef be produced both ways to the 
points g, h; and of the Circle abc let the center k be taken [by 
Prop. i. El. III.]; and let a ftrait line kb be drawn at pleafure. Now 
to the line kb, and to the point in it k, let there be conftituted the 
angle bka, equal to the angle deg [by Prop. x$. El. I.], and alfo the 
angle bkc, equal to the angle dfh. Then by the points a,b,c, let 
there be drawn the ftrait lines lam, mbn, ncl, touching theCircle 
abc [by Prop. 17.El.III.]. Now forafmuch as lm,mn,nl, touch 
the Circle a b c, in the points a,b,c; 

and from K,the center,to the points 
a, b, c, are drawn k a,k b, k c; there¬ 
fore the angles at the points a,b, c, 
are right angles [Prop. 18.El.III.]. 
And becaufe the four angles of the 
quadrilateral Figure a mbk, are e- 
qual to four right angles, for that 
it is divided into two Triangles (by fuppofing a ftrait line drawn 
from k to m, making two Triangles kam, kbm, each of which 
have their three angles equal to two right. Prop. gx.El. I), of which 
the angles kam, kbm, are right angles; therefore the remaining 
angles a kb, a mb, are equal to two right angles. But the angles 
deg,def, are equal to two right angles [Prop. 13.El. I.]; there¬ 
fore the angles a kb, a mb, are equal to the angles deg, def, ol 
which akb is equal to deg : wherefore the remaining angle a mb, 

is equal to the remaining angle def. In like manner may be de- 
monftrated that the angle lnm, is equal to the angle dfe ; there¬ 
fore alfo the remaining angle mln, is equal to the remaining angle 
edf: wherefore the Triangle lmn, is equiangled to the Triangle 
def; and it is circumfcribed about the Circle abc. 

Therefore about a given Circle is circumfcribed a Triangle equi¬ 
angled to a given Triangle. Which was to be done. 

Aa g PRO* 
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PROPOSITION IV. i - ' 

N a given Triangle to infcribe a Circle. fs 

l 1 i 31 at ' 1 i- • » qo 8t \ olgrifirff 

Let the given Triangle be abc. It is required in the Triangle 
abc, to infcribe a Circle. Let the angles abc, bc a, be cut into 
halves by the ftrait lines bd,cd [by Pi op. 9. El. IJ, and let them 
meet together in the point d; and Irom the point d let there be 
drawn to the lines ab,bc,ca, the perpendiculars de,df,dg [by 
Prop. n.El. I.]. Now lorafniuch as the angle abd is equal to the 
angle c b d (for that the a ngle a b c is cut into halves) and the right 
angle bed, is equal to the right angle bfd: there are then two 
Triangles, ebd, fbd, having two angles equal 
to two angles, and one lide equal to one fide, 
namely bd common to both, and fubtended 
under one of the equal angles; therefore they 
fhall have the remaining tides equal to the re¬ 
maining fides [Prop 26. El. I.]; wherefore d e 

fhall be equal to df. By the fame reafon dg E 

is alfo equal to df; therefore the three lines 
d e, D F, d g, are equal to one another; where¬ 
fore to the center d, and the diftance any one of the lines de,df’ 

dg, a Circle being oefenbed, fhall pals through the remaining 
points, and fhall touch the lines ab, bc, ca, becaule the angles at 
the points e, f, g, are right. For if the Circle fhall cut them, then 
to tlie Diameter of a Circle fhall, from the extremitv, be drawn, at 
rght angles, a ftrait line falling within the Circle, which is abfurd 
[Prop. 16. El.III.]; therefore to the center d, and diftance one of 
the lines de, df, dg, a Circle being deferibed, fhall not cut the 
lines a b, b c, c a : wherefore it fhall touch them, and there fhali be 
a Circle inferibed in the Triangle abc. 

Therefore in the given Triangle a b c, is inferibed the Circle efg. 
Which was to be done. 

PROPOSITION V. 

J^out a &ven Triangle to circumfcribe a Circle. 

Let the given Triangle be abc. It is required about the given 
Triangle abc,to circumfcribe a Circle. Let ab, ac, 

be cut into halves in the points d,e [by Prop! 10* 
El. I.], and from the points d, e, let there be drawn 
at right angles, to a b, a c, the lines df,ef [by Prop. 
11. El. l.J. Now thefe lines fhall meet either with¬ 
in the Triangle abc,or in the line bc, or without 
it. Fuft, let them meet within, at the point f, 
and let fb, fc, fa, be joyned. Now foraimuch as ad is equal to 
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DB,and df common, and at right angles; therefore the bafe af, is 
equal to the bafe fb [Prop.4. ELI.]. In like manner we fhall 
demonftrate, that fc is alfo equal to fa, fo that alfo bf is equal 
toFc; therefore thefe three fa, fb, fc, are equal to one another: 
wherefore to the center f, and diftance, any one of the lines fa,fb, 

fc, a Circle being defcribed, fhall pafs alfo through the remaining 
points; and there fhall be circumfcribed a Circle about the Tri¬ 
angle abc : And let it be defcribed, as abc. 

But again, let df, ef, meet in the line bc, at 
the point f, as it is in this Figure, and let af be 
joyned. 

In like manner we fhall demonftrate, that the 
point f is the center of a Circle circumfcribed a - 

bout the Triangle abc. 

Laftly, let d f,ef, meet without the Triangle abc, at the point 
f, as in this laft figure; and let f a, f b, f c, be joyn’d. 

Now forafmuch as ad is equal to db, and df 

common, and at right angles, therefore the bafe a f 

is equal to the bafe fb. In like manner we fhall de- b 
monftrate, that F c is equal to f a ; fo that alfo b f is 
equal to fc: therefore again to the center f, and 
diftance any one of the lines f a, f b, f c, a Circle be¬ 
ing defcribed, fhall pafs alfo through the remaining points; and 
fhall be circumfcribed about the Triangle abc: And let it be de¬ 
fcribed as ABC. 

Therefore about a given Triangle a Circle is circumfcribed. 
Which was to be done. 

a A * * * i ■ f *i * 

Corollary. 

And it is manifefi, that when the center of the Circle falls within the Triangle, then 
the angle B A C, being in a Segment greater than the Semicircle, is lefs than a right an¬ 
gle [Prop. 31. El. Hid* But when it falls in the line BC, being in the Semicircle, then 
B A C JhaU be a right angle. And when the center falls without B C, then the angle 
B A C, being in a Segment lefs than the Semicircle, is greater than a right angle. So that 
when the given angle is lefs then a right angle, then the lines D F, E F, frail fall 

within the Triangle. But when it is a right angle, they JhaU faU in B C: And when greater 
than a right angle, they JhaU fall without B C. 

PROPOSITION VI. 

J N a given Circle to infcribe a fquare. 

Let the given Circle be ab c d. It is required in the Circle a b c d, 

to infcribe a fquare. Of the Circle abcd, let the Diameters ac,bd, 

be drawn at right angles to one another; and let be joyned ab, b c, 

cd, da. Now foralmuch as be is equal to d e, for the center is e ; 
and ea is common, and at right angles; therefore the bafe ab is 

equal 
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equal to the bafe ad. And by the fame reafon either of the lines 
bc, CD, is equal to either of the lines ab, ad; therefore the qua¬ 
drilateral Figure abcd3 is equilateral. 1 fay, that 
it is alfo Redtangular. For becaufe the line bd 

is the Diameter of the Circle abcd, therefore 
bad is a Semicircle: wherefore the angle bad 

is a right angle [Prop. 31. El. 111.]. By the fame 
reafon alfo every one of (he angles abc3bcd.cda, 

is a right angle: therefore the quadrilateral Fi¬ 
gure abcd is rectangular. But it has been pro¬ 
ved to be equilateral; therefore it is a fquare, and it is inferibed in 
the given Circle abcd. 

Therefore inthegiven Circle abcd, is inferibed the fquare abcd. 

Which was to be done. 

PROPOSITION VII. 
J^Bout a given Circle to circumfcribe a fquare. 

Let the given Circle be abcd. It is required about the Circle 
abcd, to circumfcribe a fquare. Let two Diameters ac, bd, be 
drawn at right angles to one another; and by the points a.b,c,d, 

let there be drawn the lines fg,gh, hk,kf, touching the Circle 
abcd [Prop. 17. El. 111.]. Now forafmuch as fg touches the Circle 
ABCD, and from e the center, to the ContaCt at a, is joyned ea; 

therefore the angles at a are right angles [Prop. 18. El. III.]; and’ 
by tne fame reafon, the angles at the points b, c, d, are alfo right 
angles. Now becaufe a e b is a right angle, and that 
ebg is alfo aright angle; therefore gh is parallel 
to ac [Prop. 18. El. I.], and by the fame reafon a c 
is alfo parallel to fk. In like manner we lhall de- 
monftrate, that either of the lines gf,hk, is parallel 
to the line bed: wherefore g k, g c, a k, f b, b k, are 
Parallelograms; and therefore gf is equal to hk; 

as alfo gh to fk [Prop. 34.. El. I.]. 
Note, thus far is only proved, that the oppofite fides, namely, 

g f is equal to hk, as alio gh to fk. Next is to be proved, that all 
“four are equal to one another. 

ISow becaufe ac is equal to bd; but ac is equal to each of the 
lines gh, fk; and bd is equal to each of the lines gf,hk; where¬ 
fore alfo each of the lines gh, fk, is equal to each of the lines gf, 

hk; therefore the quadrilateral Figure fghk is equilateral. 
I fay, that it is alfo reftangular. For becaufe g b e a is a Paralle¬ 

logram, and aeb is a right angle; therefore agb is alfo a right an¬ 
gle. In like manner we lhall demonftrate, that the angles at the 
points h, k, f, are right angles; therefore the quadrilateral Figure 

FGHK 

A 
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fghk is re&angular. But it has been proved to be equilateral* 
therefore it is a fquare,and it is circumfcribed about the Circle abcd! 

Therefore about a given Circle a fquare is circumfcribed. Which 
was to be done. 

PROPOSITION VIII. 

a given fquare to infcribe a Circle. 

Let the given fquare be abcd. It is required in the fquare abcd 

to infcribe a Circle. Let both of the lines ab, ad, be cut into halves 
in the points e, f, and by e let there be drawn eh parallel to either 
of the lines ab, dc [by Prop. 51. El. I.]; and by f, let there be 
drawn fk, parallel to either of the lines ad, bc; therefore every 
one of the fpaces a k, k b, a h, h d, a g, g c, b g , g d, is a Parallelogram; 
and therefore their oppofite fides are equal [Prop. 34.. El. 1.1 

Now forafmuch as ad is equal to ab, and of ad a 

the half is a e, and of a b the half is a f ; therefore 
ae is equal to af; and alfo the oppofite fides 
are equal; therefore fg is equal to ge. In like 1 
manner we fliall demonftrate, that either of the 
lines g h, g k, is equal to either of the lines fg,ge ; 

therefore the four lines ge,gf,gh,gk, are equal 
to one another. Wherefore to the center g, and diflance any one of 
the lines ge,gf, gh, gk, a Circle being defcribed, fhall alfo pafs by 
the remaining points, and fhall touch the ftrait lines a b, b c, c d.d a 

for that the angles at e, f, h, k, are right angles. For if the Circle 
cut the lines ae, bc, cd, da, then to the Diameter of a Circle a 

n b<Tm§ 1rawn at riSht an§les from the extremity thereof, 
fhall fall within the Circle; which is abfurd [Prop. 16. El III ]• there¬ 
fore to the center g, and diflance any one of the lines ge, gf gh 

gk, a Circle being defcribed does not cut the lines ab, bc, cd da* 

wherefore it fliall touch them, and fhall be infcribed in the fquare 
ABCD. 1 

Therefore in a given fquare a Circle has been infcribed. Which 
was to be done. 

PROPOSITION IX. 

Jj^Bout a given fquare to circumfcribe a Circle. 

Let the given fquare be abcd. It is required about the fquare 
abcd, to circumfcribe a Circle. For the lines ac, bd, being drawn, 
let them cut one another in f. Now forafmuch as d a is equal to 

ab, and ac is common; therefore there are the two lines da, ac, 

equal to the two lines ba, ac, and the bafeDc is equal to the bafe 
cb; therefore the angle dac, is equal to the angle bac; wherefore 

B b the 
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the angle dab is cut into halves by ac. In like manner welhalt 
demonftrate, that every one of the angles abc, bcd, cda, is cut 
into halves by the lines ac;db. And becaufe the angle dab is 
equal to the angle a bc ; and of the angle dab, the half is the angle 
e a b, and of the angle abc, the half is the angle 
eba; therefore the angle E ab is equal to the an¬ 
gle eb a. So that the fide e a is equal to the fide 
eb [Prop. 6. El. I.]. In like manner we (hall de- B 
monftrate, that either of the lines e c, e d, is equal. 
to either of the lines ea, eb : wherefore the four 
lines e Aj EBj ec, ed, are equal to one another; 
therefore to the center e, and diftance any one 
of the lines ea, eb, ec, ed, a Circle being defcribed, fhall pafs 
alfo through the remaining points, and (hall be circumfcribed 
about the iquare abcd. Let it be defcribed as a bcd. 

Therefore about a given fquare a Circle has been circumfcribed. 
Which was to be done. 

PROPOSITION X. TO conflitute an equicruralTriangle having each of the angles 
at thebafe> double to the remaining angle. 

Let there be put a ftrait line ab, and let it be cut in the point 
c, fo that the Rediangle contained by ab, bc, be equal to the fquare 
of c a [by Prop. 11. El.II.]. Then to the center a, and diftance ab, 

let the Circle bde be defcribed; and in the Circle bde, let be 
adapted [by Prop. i.El. IV.], the ftrait line bd equal to a c, which 
is not greater than the Diameter of the Circle bd e 3 and let da,dc, 

be joyned. Alfo about the Triangle acd let be circumfcribed the 
Circle acd. 

I fay, that of the equicrural Triangle bad, 
each of the angles a b d, a d b, is double to the 
angle bad. 

Forafmuch as the redangle a b, b c, is equal 
to the fquare of ac; and ac is equal to 
bd; therefore the redangle ab,bc, is equal 
to the fquare of bd. And whereas there has 
been taken a point b, without the Circle acd ; 

and from the point b, on the Circle acd, 

have fallen the two ftrait lines bca, bd, whereof one does cut, and 
the other does fall upon it; and the redangle ab, bc, is equal to 
the fquare of bd; therefore the line b d fhall touch the Circle acd 

[Prop. 37. El. III.]. Now forafmuch as bd does touch, and from 
the Contad at d, is drawn dc; therefore the angle bdc is equal to 
the angle in the alternate Segment of the Circle, that is, to dac 

[Prop. gi. El.III.]. Now becaufe the angle bdc is equal to dac. 
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let there be added cda, common to both; therefore the whole bda 
is equal to the two angles cda, d ac. But to cda; dac, is equal 
the outward angle bcd, therefore bda is equal to bcd: but bda is 
equal cbd, for that the lide a d is equal to ab ; that is db a is equal 
to bcd; therefore the three angles bda, dba, bcd, are equal to 
one another. And becaufe the angle dbc is equal to the angle bcd; 
therefore the fide bd is equal to the fide dc. But bd is put equal to 
ac; wherefore alfo ac is equal to cd; fo that the angle cda is 
equal to the angle dac; therefore the angles cda,dac, are double 
to the angle dac: but bcd is equal to cda, dac, and therefore 
b c d is double to d a c. But b c d is equal to each of the angles bda, 
dba; wherefore each of the angles bda, dba, is double to dab. 

Therefore there is conftituted an equicrural Triangle ad b,having 
each of the angles at the bafe double to the remaining angle. 
Which was to be done. 

PROPOSITION XI. IN a given Circle to infer ibe an equilateral and equiangled Ten- 
tagon. 

Let the given Circle be a bcd e. It is required in the Circle 
abcde, to inferibe an equilateral and equiangled Pentagon. Let 
there be put an equicrural Triangle fgh, having each of the angles 
at g, h, double to the angle at f ; and let there be inscribed in the 
Circle a b c d e, the Triangle a cd, equiangled to the Triangle fgh; 

fo that to the angle at f may 
be equal the angle cad: And 
to either of the angles at g, h, 

be equal either of the angles 
a c d, c d a, and therefore either 
of the angles a c d, g d a, is dou¬ 
ble to the angle cad. Now let 
each of the angles acd, cda, 
be cut into halves by the ftrait L--\h 
lines c e, d b [by Prop.9. El. I.], 
and let there be drawn ab,bc, cd,de,ea. Forafmuch then as each 
of the angles acd, cda, is double to cad, and they have been cut 
into halves by the lines ce,db; therefore thefe five angles dac, 
ace,ecd,cdb,bda, are equal to one another. But equal angles 
infill on equal circumferences [Prop. 26. El. III.]; therefore the 
five circumferences ab,bc,cd,de,ea, are equal to one another. But 
under equal circumferences are fubtended equal ftrait lines [Prop. 
29. El. III.]; wherefore the five ftrait lines a b, b c, c d, d e, e a, are 
equal to one another; therefore the Pentagon abcde is equilateral. 
I lay, that it is alfo equiangular. For becaufe the circumference a b, 
is equal to the circumference de, let bcd be added in common: 

B b 2 there- 
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therefore the whole circumference abcd is equal to the whole cir¬ 
cumference edcb. And the 
angle aed infills on the cir¬ 
cumference abcd; as alfo the 
angle bae infifts on the circum¬ 
ference edcb; therefore the 
angle b ae is equal to the an¬ 
gle aed [ Prop. X7. El. III. ]. 
By the fame reafon alfo every 
one of the angles abc, bcd, 

cd e, is equal to each of the 
angles bae, aed: wherefore the Pentagon abcde is equiangular. 
But it has been proved to be equilateral. 

Therefore in a given Circle an equilateral and equiangled Penta¬ 
gon has been infcribed. Which was to be done. 

PROPOSITION XII. A Bout a given Circle to circumfcribe an equilateral and equian¬ 
gled Tent agon. 

Let the given Circle be abcde. It is required about the Circle 
abcde, to circumfcribe an equilateral and equiangled Pentagon. 
Let the points of the angles of the infcribed Pentagon be conceived 
to be abcde; lo that the circumferences ab,bc, cd, de,ea, are 
equal. And by the points a,b, e,d,e, let there be drawn gh,hk,kl, 

lm, mg, touching the Circle [by Prop. 17. El. III.]: and of the 
Circle abcde, let the center f be taken, then let fb, fk, fc, fl, 

fd, be joyned. Now forafmuch as the (trait line kl toucheth the 
Circle abcde, in the point c, and from the 
center f to the Contadl at c, is drawn fc; 

therefore fc is perpendicular to kl [Prop. 
18. El. III.]; and each of the angles at c is 
a right angle: By the fame reafon alfo the 
angles at b,d are right. And becaufe fck is 
a right angle, therefore the fquare of fk is 
equal to the fquares of f c, c k. By the fame 
reafon alfo, the fquare of fk is equal to the 
fquares of fb, bk; therefore the fquares of fc, ck, are equal to the 
fquares of fb, bk, of which the fquare of f c is equal to the fquare 
of fb; therefore the remaining fquare of ck is equal to the remain¬ 
ing fquare of bk: wherefore bk is equal to ck. And becaufe fb is 
equal to fc, and fk common,therefore there are the two lines bf, 

fk, equal to the two lines cf,fk, and the bafe bk is equal to the 
bale ck; wherefore the angle bfk is equal to the angle kfc 

[Prop. 8. El. I.]. And alfo the angle b k f is equal to the angle fkc; 

therefore the angle bfc is double to the angle kfc, and the angle 
bkc 

/ 
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bk c is double to the angle fkc. By the fame reafon alfo, the angle 
cfd is double to the angle cfl, and the angle cld is double to the 
angle clf. And becaufe the circumference bc is equal to the cir¬ 
cumference cd; therefore the angle bfc is equal to the angle cfd 

[Prop. 27. El.III.]. But the angle bfc is double to the angle kfc3 

and the angle dfc is double to the angle lfc; therefore the angle 
kfc is equal to the angle cfl. Now there are two Triangles f kc, 
flc, having two angles equal to two angles, each to each, and one 
fide equal to one fide, namely f c, common to both; therefore fliall 
they have the remaining (ides equal to the remaining (ides, and the 
remaining angle equal to the remaining angle [Prop. 26. ELI.]; 
therefore the lineKC is equal to the line cl, and the angle fkc to 
the angle flc. Now forafmuch as kc is equal to cl, therefore kl 

is double to kc. By the fame reafon hk fhall be proved double to 
bk: and now becaufe bk has been proved equal to kc, and that kl 

is double to kc, as alfo hk to bk; therefore hk is equal to kl. 

In like manner every one of the lines gh,gm, ml, (hall be proved 
equal to each of the lines hk, kl; therefore the Pentagon ghklm, 

is equilateral. 
I fay, that it is alfo equiangled. Forafmuch as the angle fkc is 

equal to the angle flc, and that the angle hkl, has been proved 
double to the angle fkc, as alfo klm, double to flc: therefore 
the angle hkl is equal to the angle klm. 

In like manner, every one of the angles khg,hgm,gml, (hall 
be proved equal to each of the angles hkl, klm; wherefore the 
five angles ghk, hkl, klm, l mg, mg h, are equal to one another; 
therefore the Pentagon ghklm, is equiangled. But it has been 
proved equilateral; and it is circumfcribed about the Circle abcde. 

Which was to be done. 

PROPOSITION XIII. IN a given Tent agon, 'which is equilateral and equiangled\ to 
infer the a Circle. 

Let the given Pentagon, which is equilateral and equiangled, be 
A BCD E It is required in the Pentagon ABCDE,toinfcribe a Circle, 
Let each of the angles bcd,cde, be cut into 
halves by the lines cf,df; and from the point 
f, wherein the lines c f, df, do meet, let there 
be drawn fb, fa, fe. Now forafmuch as bc 

is equal to c d, and c f common; therefore 
there are two lines bc, cf, equal to two lines 
d c, c f, and the angle bcf is equal to the angle 
dcf; therefore the bafe bf is equal to the 
bafe df, and the Triangle bf c is equal to the 
Triangle dfc, and the remaining angles are equal to the remaining 

B b 3 angles 
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angles, under which are fubtended equal Tides [Prop. 4. El. I.]; 
therefore the angle cbf is equal to the angle cdf. And becaufe 
the angle c d e is double to the angle cdf; but the angle c d e is 
equal to the angle abc, and c d f, to c b f ; wherefore the angle cba 

is double to the angle cbf; and therefore the angle abf is equal 
to the angle fbc: therefore the angle abc is cut into halves by the 
line bc. In like manner fhall be demonftrated that each of the an¬ 
gles BAE,AED, are cut into halves by the lines fa, fe. 

Now from the point f to the lines ab, bc, 

cd, de, e a, let be drawn the perpendiculars 
fg, fh, fk,fl,fm. Now becaufe the angle 
hcf is equal to the angle kcf, and the right : 
angle fh c, is equal to the right angle fkc; 

therefore there are two Triangles fhc, fkc, 

having two angles equal to two angles, and 
one lide equal to one fide, namely f c com¬ 
mon to both, and fubtended under equal an¬ 
gles; wherefore they fhall have the remaining Tides equal to the re¬ 
maining fides [Prop. 16. E1.I.]; therefore the perpendicular fh is 
equal to the perpendicular fk. In like manner fhall be demonftra¬ 
ted, that alfo every one of the lines fl,fm,fg, is equal to either of 
the lines fh, fk; therefore the five lines fg, fh,fk, fl, fm, are 
equal to one another. Wherefore to the center f, and diftance* any 
one of the lines fg,fh,fk,fl,fm, a Circle being defcribed, fhall 
pafs alfo through the remaining points , and fhall touch the lines 
AB,BC, CD, DE,EA, becaufe that the angles at the points g,h,k,l, 

m, are right angles. For if the Circle fhall not touch, but cut them, 
then it fhall happen, that to the Diameter of a Circle, a ftrait line 
being drawn at right angles from the extremity thereof, does fall 
within the Circle; which has been proved abfurd [Prop. 16.El.III.]; 
therefore to the center f, and diftance any one of the lines fg, fh’ 

fk,fl,f m, a Circle being defcribed, fhall not cut the lines ab,bc, 

c d, d e, e a ; wherefore it fhall touch them. Let it be defcribed, as 
GHKLM. 

Therefore in a given Pentagon, which is equilateral, and equi- 
angled, a Circle is infcribed. Which was to be done. 

PROPOSITION XIV. A Bout a given Tentagon, which is equilateral, and equiangled, 
to circumfcribe a Circle. 

Let the given Pentagon, which is equilateral, and equiangled, be 
abcde. It is required about the Pentagon a b c d e, to circumfcribe 
a Circle. Let each of the angles bcd, cde, be cut into halves by 
the lines cf, df; and from the point f, wherein the lines cf, df, 

do 
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do me^t, let there to the points b,a,e, be joyned the lines fb,fa, 

F£. As it was in the foregoing Propofition fo may it here be de- 
inonftrated, that every one of the angles c b a, b a e, a e d, is cut into 
halves by the lines fb, fa, fe. 

Now forafmuch as the angle b c d is equal 
to the angle Ode, and of the angle Bcd, the 
half is f c D, and of c d e, the half is c d f; there¬ 
fore the angle E c D is equal to the angle Ed c; fo 
that the fide fc is equal to the fide fd. 

In like manner lhall be demonftrated, that 
every one of the fides fb, fa, fe, is equal to 
each of the fides fc, fd. Wherefore the five 
lines f a, f b, f c, f d, f e, are equal to one ano¬ 
ther; therefore to the center f, and diftance, any one of the lines 
f a, f b, f c, f D, FE, a Circle being defcribed, lhall pafs alfo through 
the remaining points, and lhall be circumfcribed about the Pen¬ 
tagon abcde, which is equilateral and equiangled. Let it be cir¬ 
cumfcribed, and be the Circle abcde. 

Therefore about a given Pentagon, which is equilateral and equi¬ 
angled, a Circle is circumfcribed. Which was to be done. 

PROPOSITION XV. 

IN a given Circle to infcribe an equilateral, and equiangled 
Hexagon. 

Let the given Circle be abcdef. It is required in the Circle 
abcdef, to infcribe an equilateral, and equiangled Hexagon. Of the 
Circle abcdef, let the Diameter ad be drawn, and the center g 

be taken. Now to the center d, and diftance dg,let the Circle egch 

be defcribed, and eg, c g being joyned, let them 
be produced to the points b,f, and let ab, bc,cd, 

DE, ef, f a, be joyned. Ifay, that the Hexagon 
abc£>£, is equilateral and equiangled. Nowfor- 
aftnuch as the point g is the center of the Circle 
abcdef; therefore ge is equal to gd. Again, 
becaufe d is the center of the Circle egch, 

therefore de is equal to dg. But ge has been 
proved equal to G d; wherefore g e is equal to E d ; 

therefore the Triangle egd is equilateral, and 
the three angles egd,gde,deg, are equal to one 
another. Now becaufe in equicrural Triangles, the angles of the 
bafe are equal to one another [Prop, f. El. I.], and the three angles 
of a Triangle are equal to two right [Prop. 31. El. I.]; therefore the 
angle egd is a third part of two right angles. In like manner the 
angle dgg lhall be proved a third of two right angles; and becaufe 

the 
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the line c g, Handing upon the line e b, makes the collateral angles 
egc, cgb, equal to two right angles [Prop. ig. El. I.]; therefore 
the remaining angle cgb is alfo a third of two right angles: where¬ 
fore the angles egd, dgc,cgb, are equal to one another: And 
alfo the vertical angles bga;agf, fge, are equal to egd, dgc,cgb 
[Prop, i ELI.]; wherefore the fix angles egd,dgc, cgb,bga, agf, 
fge, are equal to one another: But equal angles infill upon equal 
circumferences [Prop. zo. El. III.]; therefore the fix circumferences 
a b, b c, c d, d e, e f, f a, are equal to one another. 
But under equal circumferences are fubtended 
equal ftrait lines [Prop. 19. El. III.]; therefore 
the fix ftrait lines are equal to one another: where¬ 
fore the Hexagon abcdef is equilateral. 

I fay, that it is alfo equiangled. For becaufe the 
circumference af is equal to the circumference 
ed, let there be added the circumference abcd 
common; therefore the whole circumference 
fabcd, is equal to the whole circumference 
edcba. But the angle fed inlifts upon the cir- 
cumlerence fabcd, and the angle afe upon the circumference 
edcba; therefore the angle afe is equal to the anglefed [Prop. 
x7. El. III.]. In like manner lhall be demonftrated, that the re¬ 
maining angles of the Hexagon abcdef, are every one equal to 
either of the angles afe, fed; therefore the Hexagon abcdef, 
is equiangled. But it has been proved alfo equilateral; and it is in- 
fcribed in the Circle abcdef. 

Therefore in a given Circle, an equilateral, and equiangled Hexa¬ 
gon is infcribed. Which was to be done. 

Corollary. 
From hence it is manifejl, that the fide of an infcribed Hexagon, is equal to the Radius 

of the Circle. 

And if by the points A, B, C, D, E, F, voe draw Tangents to the Circle, there Jhall be 
circumfcribed about the Circle an equilateral and equiangled Hexagon, according to what 
hath been /aid of the Pentagon. And moreover, by the like as hath been Jaid of the Pentagony 
we Jhall in a given Hexagon infcribe a Circle, and alfo circumfcribe. 

Corollary z. added. 
Becaufe the circumference of a Circle is greater than the Perimeter of any 

Polygon infcribed in it ; and every fide of an infcribed Hexagon is equal to 
the Radius; therefore the circumference of the Circle, being greater than the fix 
lides of the infcribed Hexagon, is alfo greater than the fix Radii, that is, than 
three Diameters of the Circle. 

It being therefore manifeft from this Propfition of Euclide, that the circumfe¬ 
rence is more than triple of the Diameter, Geometricians have in all Ages en¬ 
quired how much more it is. 

The great Archimedes has brought it within the eafieft limits, and the belt for 
common ule. 

Therefore if we fiippole the Diameter to be 7, and fo conlequently divided 
into 
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into feven parts, then the circumference lhall be mor<? than thrice feven, that is, 
more then ai by almoft j part of the Diameter. 

And hereupon the circumference,compared to the Diameter, is generally taken to 
be as 22 to 7: this proportion (tho’ fbmewhat too great) being near enough the truth 
for any common ufe. To which only end this Rule was given by Archimedes, who 
could otherwife have proceeded nearer and nearer, to any approximation defireable; 
but becaufe after all, the nature of the fubjedt admits not of a Geometrical exadt- 
nefs, and equality, That great Matter of Geometry rightly judg’d it moft conve¬ 
nient, to ftate the menfuration between the Circumference and Diameter in the 
ealieft and readieft Terms, as 22 to 7 almoft. So that if the Diameter be fuppofed 
to be 7, as for inftance 7 Inches, then lhall the circumference of the Circle be almoft: 
22 Inches. And the like in Feet, Cubits, Miles, or any other meafure. 

Advertifement. 

We are laftly to obferve in this place, that the Equilateral Triangle, the Square, 
the Equilateral Pentagon and Hexagon, are the four Ample and primitive Figures, 
from which all other Regular Polygons do arife, that are mutually with a Circle, 
or with one another Infcriptible and Circumfcriptible: therefore Euclide has«moft 
accurately, in thefe four Figures, fet forth a general method fufficient for this kind 
of Subject, and applicable to all other regular Polygons. But of them in parti¬ 
cular he makes here no mention; becaufe thefe four are only requifite to the con- 
fideration of the five regular Platonic^ Bodies, wherewith Euclide concludes his 
Elements. And befides, the reft, as they are infinite in multitude, fo are they di¬ 
vided from thefe after one and the fame manner of Conftru&ion j and their De- 
monftration is agreeable every way to what is here already fet forth in thefe 
primitive Figures. ... , , , 

Firft then, from an infcribed Square is conftituted an infcribed Odtagon, by the 
bifedtion of aQuadrantal Arch [Projk 30. El. III.], and by drawing ftrait lines 
from the angular points of the infcribed Square, to the points of bifedtion. 

Again, if there be drawn by the angular points of the infcribed Odtagon, ftrait 
lines touching the Circle, then lhall be conftituted a circumfcribed Odtagon, like 
as before in the Circumfcription of the Pentagon [Prop. 12. El. IV.]. Now again, 
if the Odtagonal Arch be bifedted, there may, in like manner, be infcribed and 
circumfcribed, a regular Polygon of 16 fides j and fo forwards of 32, of <54, &c. 
infinitely. 

Secondly, from the bifedtion of the Pentagonal Arch, may in like manner be in¬ 
fcribed and circumfcribed a Decagon: And from the bifedtion of a Decagonal Arch 
may be infcribed and circumfcribed a regular Polygon of 20 fides, and fo forward 
of 40, of 80, &c. infinitely. 

Laftly, from the bifedtion of an Hexagonal Arch, may be infcribed and circum¬ 
fcribed a Duodecagon: And from the bifedtion of a Duodecagonal Arch, may be 
infcribed and circumfcribed a regular Polygon of 24 fides, and fo forward of 48, 
of 9 5, &c. infinitely. 

In this method therefore, by the bifedtion of a given Arch, there are from a 
Square, Pentagon, and Hexagon, conftrudted all Polygons of this kind: Only in 
theTollowing Propofition is conftituted a Polygon of 1 y fides; which, although it 
be effected by the bifedtion of an Arch alfo j yet it is in a peculiar and different 
manner from the forementioned Polygons. For which reafon it is fubjoyn’d 
by Euclide to the precedent Propofitions, to compleat this Element. 

Cc PROPO- 
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PROPOSITION XVL 

IN a given Circle to infcribe an equilateral and equiangled Quin- 
decagon, or a Figure offifteen /ides. 

Let the given Circle be abcd. It is required in the given Circle 
a b c d, to infcribe an equilateral and equiangled Quindecagon. Let a c 
be the fide of an equilateral Triangle infcribed in the Circle abcd: 
and of an equilateral Pentagon let the fide be a b ; therefore of 
what equal parts the Circle abcd is fifteen, of fuch the circumfe¬ 
rence abc, being the third part of the 
Circle, (hall be five: and the circumfe¬ 
rence a b,being the fifth part of the Circle, 
Ihall be three; therefore the remaining 
Arch b c is two of thofe equal parts. Let 
b c be cut into halves in the point e [by 
Prop. 30. El. III.]; wherefore each of the F 
circumferences be, ec, is the fifteenth 
part of the Circle abcd. If therefore 
drawing the ftrait lines be,ec, we adapt 
continually, in the Circle abcd, ftrait 
lines equal to them, there Ihall be infcribed in the fame an equi¬ 
lateral and equiangled Quindecagon. Which was to be done. 

In like manner, as before in the Pentagon, if by the divifions of 
the Circle, we draw Tangents to the Circle, there Ihall be circum- 
fcribed an equilateral and equiangled Quindecagon. And moreover 
by the like as before faid in the Pentagon, we Ihall in a given 
Quindecagon, Equilateral, and Equiangled, infcribe a Circle • and 
alfo circumfcribe. 

Advertifement. 
_ . . 1 * 

The Quindecagon is the only derivative Polygon that Euclide thought neceflarv 
to be confiderd, after the four Primitive Figures, namely, a Triangle, a Square, a 
lentagon, and an Hexagon: becaufe of its peculiar manner of Conftru&ion, from 
tne mlcription of an Equilateral Triangle, and Pentagon compared together. Yet 
it may be faid, that a Polygon of 24 fides might alfo have been conftrudted in the 
ielf lame manner, from the infcription of a Square and Hexagon compared too-e- 
ther But we are to know, that this Polygon of 24 fides anfes more naturally from 

he bifeoion of an Hexagon and then of a Duodecagon ; like as others, from the bi- 

Anrl°^ r SvTe)J ofja “is obfervd m the foregoing Advertifement. 
And therefore Euclide judged it inartificial to take notice of it in this place, as he 
hath done of a Quindecagon, which admits of no other way of Conftrudtion. 

But of the Heptagon and Nonagon, Euclide makes no mention, becaufe, as before, 
for the infcription of the Pentagon, there was firft to be infcribed an Equicrural Tri¬ 
angle having the angles at the bafe double to the angle at the Vertex; and then 
thofe angles were to be bifefted : So, for the infcription of an Heptagon, it is firft 
lequilite to infcribe an Equicrural Triangle, having the angles at the bafe triple to 

e angle at the Vertex; and then to divide thofe angles into three equal angles. 
Again, for the infcription of a Nonagon, it is firft neceffary to infcribe an Equi¬ 

lateral Triangle, and then to divide every one of its angles into three equal angles, 

* whereby 
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whereby to let forth the Arch of a Nonagon0 for that thrice 3 is 9 5 wherefore 
thefe Polygons depend upon the Trifedtion of an angle. Bat how to trisect 
any Angle, or Arch, as Euclide hath demonftrated h o w to bisect, in Prop. 9. 
El. I. and Prop. 30. El. III. falls not within the power of the Euclidean plain 
Geometry, whole inftruments are only a firait Line, and a Circle, according to the 
three limple Pofiulata, laid down at our entrance into the Elements. For every 
Angle cannot, by the help of a ftrait line and a Circle only, be divided into 
three equal Angles. Yet, notwithftanding the incapability of foch a Trifedtion, 
Orontius and many others, not having a true and full infight into the nature of 
this matter, that is, not underftanding what belongs to Plain, and what to Solid 
Geometry ; what belongs to Magnitudes of two Dimenlions, and what to Magni¬ 
tudes of three: They have after much toyl, loft their labour and reputation, 
therein vexing thenilelyes with impoflibilities. 

Ci c x T H E 
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THE FIFTH 

ELEMENT. 
v». ’ 4 * £ i . • « -. J' I ■ ■•••!* j . 1 • N *■ 

•v v_ * ■ 

Th i s Element depends upon none of the foregoing, but ftands alone as ah uni- 
verfal Mathefis. It is like Metaphyfics to Natural Philofophy : a Tranfcen- 

dent Element of pure, and prime Mathematics, and fo much abftraded not only 
from Matter in any Subject, but alfo from every particular kind of Subjects, fo as 
to be equally applicable to all the Species of Quantity ; to the Sciences, Geometry, 
and Arithmetic ; and befides, univerfally to all other things, which are capable of 
companion, fuch as Force, and Power in Agents; Intention, and Remiflion in Qua¬ 
lities j Velocity, and Tardity in Motions; Gravity, and Levity in Ponderations; 
Modulation in founds; Value, and Eftimation in Things; and whatfoever elle may 
admit of any Gradation. 

But Euclide in a Geometrical method purfiies his courle, and does accordingly 
apply this Element to Magnitudes: yet in fuch an artificial and fubtil Form of 
Demonftration, that it might in general be made ufe of wherefoever in the nature 
of things, the reafon of Man can compare one thing with an other. 

This Dodrine of Proportions cannot be well explained without the ufe of Num¬ 
bers ; and therefore whoever intends rightly to underftand this Element, muft come 
furnifhed with a moderate skill in Arithmetic. We have therefore apply’d Num¬ 
bers to the Definitions and Propofitions, for illuftration fake to the younger 
Students. 

I fliould farther advife that with the Study of this Element, alfo Euclids Ele¬ 
ments of Numbers were together perufed, efpecially thofe Propofitions where 
Proportions are concern’d. For the Dodrineof Proportions is chiefly, or rather 
only explicable by Numbers: and what here is apply’d to Magnitudes, was fe- 
cretly derived from thofe Elements, which do much further a right underftanding 
of this. It will be at firft fufficient for Beginners only to read the Propofitions of 
thofe Elements, and carefully to obferve the Expojitiom; which may inftrud them 
enough for their prefent ufe in this Element, without giving themfelves the 
trouble of being convinced by Demonftrations. 

DEFINITIONS. 

Of Part and Multiple. 

DEFINITION I. A Tart is a magnitude of a magnitude, a lefs of a greater, when 
the lefs meafures the greater. 

DEFINITION II. A Multiple is a greater of a lefs, when the greater is meafured 
b the lefs. 

A Part 
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A Part and Multiple are each a magnitude of a magnitude; a Part a leis magni¬ 

tude of a greater; a Multiple a greater magnitude of a 
lefs: both combin’d in a mutual refpedt to one another. A- 
As A is faid to be a part of B C, when repeated fome cer¬ 
tain times, as here tis thrice, It doth exa&ly meafure, !;--+--G 
and compleat the magnitude B C. 

For a Part is here to be underftood in a peculiar fenfe; and not as when it is 
laid that the whole is greater than its part: where’a part is taken indifferently 
for any portion of the whole, as a lefs quantity contained in a greater. 

But now in this place, by a Part is meant fuch a portion of the whole, which 
repeated meafures the whole precifely. And again, in this refped: the whole is 
call'd a Multiple of that part, either Duple, Triple, Quadruple, &c. becaufe it con¬ 
tains the fame juft fo many times, as twice, thrice, four times, &c. and is noted thus, 
ij tj t> &c. And the Part which fo many times repeated, meafures the whole, is ac¬ 
cordingly faid to be one half, or one third, or one fourth part, &c. of that whole 
or Multiple; and is noted thus, 1, {■> &c. 

Euclide begins with Part and Multiple as a proper foundation of the Do&rine 
of Proportions, becaufe thefe are in the nature of an Unite and a Number, by 
which only, the Meafure, Value, and Proportion of one thing to another can be 
exprefled. For as an Unite is a part and meafure of every Number, and every Num¬ 
ber is a Multiple of an Unite; fo in magnitudes a part is as an Unite, the meafure 
of its Multiple ; and eveiy magnitude may as a Multiple be divided by equal par¬ 
titions into meafuring parts, as Number into meafuring Unites. Befides, a Part 
and Multiple, not only anfwer to Unity and Number, but alfo to Numbers them- 
felves. For any Number may be a part of fome other Numbers, and thefe again 
be Multiples of the fame. For inftatjce, 2 is a part of 12, becaufe 2 taken 6 times 
meafures, or makes 12, and is therefore a fixth part of 12. In like manner 3 is a 
fourth part, 4 a third, 6 an half of 12. And again 12 is a Multiple of each of 
thefe: Sextuple of 2, Quadruple of 3, Triple of 4, Duple of 6. So that 2, 3,4, and 
6 ; tho’ each be a Number, yet in refpedt of 12, each being a part of 12, is as an 
Unite. For 2 is |, 3 is J, 4 is |, 6 is { of 12. 

But again, f is not in this fenfe a part of 12, becaufe y being twice taken makes 
but 1 o, and thrice taken makes 1 y, and fo added to it felf doth not meafure 12, 
but is either under, or over it. For the fame reafon neither 7, 8, 9,10,11, are 
faid to be a part of 12. But in this cafe fuch a portion of any Number, or Magni¬ 
tude is called Parts, for that it contains fome certain and meafuring parts of the 
whole, but is not it felf a meafure of that whole : As 8 meafures not 12; yet 
becaufe it contains 4, a meafure and part of 12 fome certain times, therefore 8 is 
faid to be parts of 12, namely two thirds, or two third parts of 12. Likewife y 
meafures not 12, yet becaufe it doth certain times contain 1, the Monade or Unite, 
which is the common part and meafure of all Numbers, therefore y is properly 
faid to be parts of 12, as being five Unites of 12 the whole. 

And in general Euclide hath demonftrated in Prop. 4. El. VII. That every lefs 
Number is of every Greater either a Part, or Parts. 

Such like Quantities both in Number, and Magnitude, are diftinguifhed by the 
names of Quotal, and Quqntal Parts, ufually called Pars Aliquota, and Pars Aliquanta. 

A Quotal part meafures the whole: which is then called a Multiple of that part. 
A Q^antal part meafures not the whole: but repeated is either lefs or greater 

than it. 
From hence we may perceive that a Quotal part is either an Unite, or if a Num¬ 

ber, yet ufed as an Unite in the menfuration of the whole. And that a Quantal part 
is an Aggregate of Quotal parts, which together are not a meafure of the whole, 
that is, make not any Quotal part thereof. 

C c '3 Of 
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Of Equimultiples. 

Moreover in Number and Magnitude, when two or more Magnitudes are equally 
Multiple of other Magnitudes, that is do equally, or equal times (bwx<s-fays Eu- 
elide) contain other Magnitudes, they are then call’d Equimultiples of their re- 
fpe&ive Magnitudes, or Quotal parts. As 20 and 12 are Equimultiples of y and 3, 
for that 20 contains y four times, as likewife 12 does 3, fo that how many fives 
are in 20, fo many threes are in 12: the multitude or number of the Quotal 
parts being in both Multiples equal, vi\. four in each. And therefore all Equi¬ 
multiples as they equally contain their Quotal parts, fo are they again equally 
divilible into the fame number of Quotal parts: As 20 into 4 fives, and 12 into 
4 threes, which kind of Divilion is moft frequently ufed in the Demonltrations 
of this Element. 

Of Proportions, and Proportionals. 

DEFINITION III. PRoportion is an habitude of two Homogeneal c.Magnitudes un¬ 
to one another, according to Quantity. 

Proportion is by Euclide called aoyos, Logos, a word among the Greeks of various 
hgnifications, and commonly Tranllated fiatio, as ambiguous a word as the Greekr. 
Cicero therefore calls it Proportio, a name properly ufed where the confideration is 
■what Portion one thing is of an other. 

Proportion therefore in general is an Habitude, Relation, or Companion of two 
things to one another, as of A compared to B, according to fomething, which is 
common to them both, or of which they both partake, each in fome degree of 
companion toward the other. A the firft of the two is in the ordinary way of 
fpeaking the Antecedent, likewife B the fecond is called the Confequent, unto 
which the Antecedent is compared. The Antecedent and the Confequent, are faid 
to be the Terms of the Proportion, for that in them the Proportion between An¬ 
tecedent and Confequent, is bounded and terminated. 

In this place Proportion is only conlidered between two Magnitudes; and there¬ 
fore, as all other things comparable to one another, lo thele are alio tobeHomo- 
geneal, that is, of the fame kind: as a Line to a Line, a Superficies to a Superfi¬ 
cies, a Solid to a Solid, is to be compared according to the Dimenlions that each 
do in fua fpecie partake of: and therefore the comparifon is to be made according 
to Quantity, that is, as far as appertains to Quantity: not in refpect to any Qua¬ 
lity, Power, Weight, Motion, Price (as Lead or Gold), or any other Eftimation 

whatloever. . . 
Neither again is Quantity here taken abjolutely, or in a Predicamental Notion, 

as a Genus to Continual, and Dilcrete Quantity, to Magnitude, and Multitude. 
But it is to be underftood relatively, in order to luch a quantitative Valuation of 
Magnitude, as where the Quantity of one Magnitude is comparatively to be efti- 

mated by an other. 
In this fenfe is Euclide to be underftood by %cvm according to Quan¬ 

tity. For the Greeks make a juft diftin&ion between 7romnyjS, and TrrjAtxsTvc, between 
Quantity ablolute, as conlidered in its own nature, and Quantity relative, in a 
refped: to Menfuration and Eftimation. The Latmes ule only Quantitas for both, 
as Peclus for tv&vs and eftos ; but where proper words are wanting, the fenfe mult 
make out the proper meaning of ambiguous words. 

For the better underftanding this prelent matter, review the Annotations at 
Def. 2. El. I. concerning the application of Number to Magnitude; where the 
whole bufinels about the Quantity of Magnitudes is fully explained. And further 
obferve, that the Quantity of every number is Ihewn by the name of the num¬ 
ber, as Ten fignifies fo many Unites colle&ed into one number under that name: 

& Unity, 
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Unity, or a Monade being the only prime conftituent part, aud therefore the 
common meafure alfo of all numbers, giving the Quantity of every number by a 
known name m all Languages. 7 7 

But the Quantity of Magnitudes doth not appear after fuch an open manner, 
becaufe every Magnitude, be it never fo great, or fo little, is in it felf onlv unum 
Integrum, one Integral thing, and tho* divifible into infinite parts ; yet hath no 
prime conftituent part for a common meafure of Magnitudes, like an Unite in 
num ers. When theiefore it is asked Quantum, or quam Alagnum, how much or 
how great a thing is? The queftion tacitely relates to fome arbitrary meafure com- 
monly received amongft us, by which Magnitudes are ulually eftimated: as an 
Inch, boot, Cubit, or the like. And when a Magnitude is laid to contain a cer- 
tain number of fuch, or fuch a meafure; That then is reputed to be the quantity 
of the fame Magnitude: but in reality it is its proportion to i. that is, to its Geo¬ 
metrical Vmte, and meafure. If an Inch be put for a general meafure of Magni¬ 
tudes, then the Quantity of a Yard is faid to be 3 6 Inches, becaufe it contains the 
ltated meafure fo many times. In like manner a Foot is faid to be 12 Inches. 
But again, if a Yard as a certain length be compared to a Foot as another length, 
then a Yard mall be found to be triple of a Foot: and this is called the Proportion of 
aTard to a Foot. Likewife in general, the quantity of any number is everaccord- 
mg to its name fo many Unites, becaufe an Unite is the natural conftituent of all 
numbers. As the Quantity of 12 is always 12 Unites: but in particular companions 
Of number to number, the Proportion of 12 compared to 4, is faid to be triple of 4, 
or in a triple proportion; and compared to 3 is quadruple. The value of the 
Antecedent in Proportion being changeable according to the change of the Con¬ 
fequent 5 becaufe in fiich particular companions the Confequent is as a meafure, 
by which the Antecedent ought to beeftimated. For in every Proportion iscon- 
fidered how much the Antecedent contains of the Confequent j the or 
Quantuplum, what Quantuple the Antecedent is of the Confequent. For be the 
Antecedent either equal, greater or lefs than the Confequent, it is always the 
Quantum of the Confequent contained in the Antecedent, which gives the propor¬ 
tion of Antecedent to Confequent. And as the Antecedent contains more, or lefs 
of its Confequent, fo tis proportionally valued in a refpedt to that Confequent. 
As to give a familiar inftance, if a Penny be made the meafure of Mony j then the 
Quantity of a Shilling fhall always be accounted 12 Pence. But the Proportion of 
a Shilling compared to a Groat, or to a Crown, or to a Pound, is in thefe divers 
companions of a. different value; triple of a Groat, a fifth part of a Crown, a 
twentieth part of a Pound, as containing fo much of each Confequent. And in this 
fenfe Proportion is laid to be an Habitude according to Quantity. 

The Divifion of Proportions. 
Proportion is either of Equality, when the Antecedent is equal to the Confe¬ 

quent ; or of Inequality, when greater or leli. 
If the Antecedent be greater, then it is called Proportion of the greater Inequality, 

for that the companion is of the greater to the lefs. 
If the Antecedent be the lefs, it is called Proportion of the lefs Inequality, becaufe 

the lefs is compared to the greater. 
Moreover, becaufe there are many Homogeneal Magnitudes which are incom- 

menfurable to one another (as the fide of a Square and its Diameter); fo that 
their mutual Proportions, or how much one contains of the other, cannot be let 
forth by any common meafure, nor be exprefled by any number whatfoever; 
therefore in magnitudes, Proportion is again divided into Effable and Ineffable, Ex- 
preffible and Inexpreflible by number: and commonly called proportion Rational 
and Irrational. This fifth Element is framed with fuch an artifice as indifferently 
to comprehend both. 

Proportion of Equality is always Rational (tho’ the Terms be fometimes Irra¬ 
tional) ; for that every thing may have its equal, and be to an other in a Rational 

account, 
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account, as x to i. It is alfo the ground from whence all other Proportions do 
arife; and a principal Subjedfc of the preceding Elements, tho’ not un der the name 
of Proportion : As that Vertical Angles are equal to one another, the three Angles of 

a Triangle are equal to two Jtyght, &c. Befides infinite other fuch like Proportions 
throughout all Geometry. It is alfb of a moft general ufe in Algebra, and the 
Do&rine of Equations. 

Proportions of Inequality which are Rational, are diftinguilhed into five kinds 
of the greater Inequality, and into as many of the lefs. 

The Varieties of Rational Proportion. 
Of Multiple Proportion, and Submultiple. 

The moft fimple Proportions of Inequality, are founded in the firft and fecond 
Definitions of Part and Multiple. 

If in comparifon of the one to the other, the Multiple be Antecedent and the 
Part be Confequent, then it is called Multiple Proportion. If the Part be Antece¬ 
dent and the Multiple be Confequent, then it is called Submultiple Proportion. As 
12 compared to 4 is Multiple Proportion, and named triple: And 4 to 12 is Sub¬ 
multiple Proportion, and named Subtriple. The like appellation is ufed in all 
Multiple and Submultiple Proportions5 as Quadruple, Subquadruple; Quintuple, 
Subquintuple, &c. The other Rational proportions of Inequality, are made by the 
various Compofitions of Part and Multiple, as followeth. 

Of Multiple Superparticular, and Submultiple Superparticular. 

Firft, if above the exadfc Multiple of the Confequent, there remains in the Ante¬ 
cedent any Quotal part of the Confequent, as an half, a third, a fourth, or a 
tenth part of the Confequent, (or otherwife thus named, a Sefquialteral, a Sefqui- 
tertial, a Sefquiquartal, a Sefquidecimal part, &c.) then the proportion is called 
Multiple Superparticular, becaufe the overplus befides the exadt Multiple is a parti¬ 
cular and meafuring part of the Confequent. As 2 3 to 4 is in Multiple Superpar¬ 
ticular proportion, which is known to be fb, by dividing the greater by the lefs; 
where then the Quotient 3 i fhews 13 to contain 4 thrice, and one fourth part of the 
Confequent 4; wherefore this proportion is named triple Sefquiquartal, and is noted 
thus 3 5. So 10 to 4 is in Multiple fuperparticular proportion duple Sefquialteral 
21, that is 2J: For where the Numerator is a part, that is, a meafure of the De¬ 
nominator, dividing the Denominator by the Numerator, and this by it felf, it 
will be brought to an Unite, and the proportion plainly appear to be fuperpar¬ 
ticular, as here | is reducible to So in all Superparticulars the Numerator is, or 
may ever be reduced to an Unite: As 40 to 12 is 3 7| or 31, Triple Sefquitertial. 
Again, upon tranfverfion of the Terms, the lefs is compared to the greater, and 
called Submultiple Superparticular as 13 to 4, inverted, is 4 to 13 vt\. Subtriple fef- 
quiquartal, and is noted thus 4 which fignifies that 4 the Antecedent, contains four 
parts of the Confequent, confifting of 13 fuch equal parts. 

Of Multiple Superpartient, and Submultiple Superpartient. 

But now, if above the exadt Multiple of the Confequent, the Surplufage be a 
Quanta! part of the Confequent, then the proportion is called Multiple Superpar¬ 
tient, for that the Overplus is not any quotal part of the Confequent, but fome 
quotal parts taken together, which make a quantal part, that meafures not the 
Confequent: As 8 to 3 is in proportion Multiple Superpartient: for dividing the 
Antecedent 8 by 3 the Confequent, the Quotient 2? fhews 8 to contain 3 twice, 
and two thirds of the Confequent 3: therefore this proportion is named Duple 
fuperbitertial, and according to the Quotient is noted 2 f. So 22 to 8 is 2 | or 2 f. 
Duple fupertriquartal. For in all Superpartients where the Numerator and Deno¬ 

minator 
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minator happen to have a common part and meafure, as here | have 2 to each in 
common; then are they by Divilion to be reduced to other numbers, which are 
Prime to one another, that is, have no number for a meafure common to them 
both : as g is reduced to And again, by tranfverfion comparing the lefs to the 
greatei, th*~ proportion is called Submultiple Superpartient, as 8 to 3, inverted, is 7 
to 8, Subduple, and is noted thus f, which figmfies, that 3 the Antecedent, con¬ 
tains three paits of the Confequent, confifting of eight fuclr equal parts. 

Superparticular and Subfuperparticular. 

Now if the Antecedent be not in any manner a Multiple of the Confequent 
but contains the Confequent Only once , and moreover a particular Quotal part of 
the Confequent, then the proportion is called by the fingle name of Superparti¬ 
cular : as 3 to 2 is in proportion Superparticular, according to the Quotient 1 «, 
which flieweth 3 the Antecedent to contain 2 the Confequent once, and one half 
of two j and is named proportion Sefquialteral: fo i;to 12 is 1 Tf, or 1 For the 
Numerator 3 being a quotal part of the Denominator 12,-j is by Divilion reduced 
to 5, and the proportion fhewn. to be Sefquiquartal 11. So in all Superparticular 
proportions the Quotient is always an Unite with a fra&ion, whofe Numerator is 
likewife an Unite, or reducible to an Unite. Again, by tranfverfion comparing 
the lefs to the greater, as 2 to 3, the proportion is Subfuperparticular, and named 
Subfefquialteral, which is thus noted f: fhewing that the Antecedent 2 contains 
two parts of 3 the Confequent. 

Superpartient and Subfuperpartient. 

Laftly, if as before, the Antecedent be not any ways a Multiple of the Confe¬ 
quent, but contains its Confequent Only once, and moreover fome parts (which to¬ 
gether meafure not the Confequent) then the proportion is thereupon called Su¬ 
perpartient i as 8 to y is by the Quotient 1 \ fhewn to be in proportion Superpar¬ 
tient, and particularly Supertriquintal j, that is, the Antecedent 8 contains the 
Confequent y once, and moreover three parts of the Confequent y. So 14 to 10 
is 1 A, or 15, by diving 4 and 10 by their common meafure 2, and this is named 
proportion Superbiquintal. So in all Superpartient proportions the Quotient is 
always an Unite with a fra&ion, whofe Numerator is ever a number: and by this 
it is diftinguifhed from the Quotient of a Superparticular proportion, where the 
Numerator of the fraction is ever to be an Unite. 

For further, note that in this matter of fractions, whenfoever the Numerator 
can meafure the Denominator, the fame may divide it felf, and the Denomina¬ 
tor j and then fhall that Numerator be brought to an Unite, and the fraction 
be Superparticular in its leaft Terms. 

And when both Numerator and Denominator can be rneafured by an other num¬ 
ber, then each of them being divided by that common meafure, the fraction will 
be Superpartient and expofed in its imalleft Terms. 

Alfo in all fractions, whether of Magnitudes or Numbers, the Denominator is 
ever a fuppofed Totum, which confifts of fo many parts, as the Number of that 
Denominator fignifies. 

Again, to finilh all the Varieties of Rational proportions; the Superpartient is 
likewife by tranfverfion of its Terms in comparing the lefs to the greater, called 
Subfuperpartient, as y to 8, or g is Subfupertriquintal: and 10 to 14, or is Sub- 
fuperbiquintal. 

Thefe are the five kinds of Rational proportion of the greater Inequality, Mul¬ 
tiple-, Superparticular, Superpartient, Multiple Superparticular, Multiple Superpartient. 
To which anfwer as many of the lefs Inequality, arifing from the tranfverfion of 
the fame Terms, and diftinguilhed by adding Sub to the other Appellations. 

Now here from the Quotients you may obferve, that all thefe kinds of Rational 
proportions arife from Unity, Part, and Multiple. For one compared to one 

D d makes 
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makes proportion of Equality: One with a part to one makes Superparticular pro¬ 
portion : One with parts to one makes Superpartient. Again, many to one makes 
Multiple proportion: Many with a part to one makes Multiple fuperparticular: 
Many with parts to one makes Multiple fuperpartient, as thefe Quotients repre¬ 
sent : which are alio the Denominators or Exponents of Proportions in the man-. 
ner following. 

The Species. Superparticular. Superpartient. Multiple. 

Exponents. 11. i 11. i if. r |. if i T|. f f. 

Leaji Terms. f. ». 2. ?. *3. f. f. §. 

The Species. Multiple Superparticular. Multiple Supirpartient. 

Exponents, 2*. a 3 f 4 k y|. af. 3* 4|. 

Leaf Terms. |. *f & 2i. ‘|. |. » « «|. « 

Of the Exponent of Rational Proportion. 

NoW to difcover unto which of thefe kinds the proportion between any two 
propofed Terms (as between 4* and 40) (liquid be referred, we are to reduce thofe 
Terms unto two fuch others, which fhaH b& one and the fame Chara&er and Ex¬ 
ponent, common to all poffible Terms in that proportion, and which therefore 
mull neceffarily be the leaft and prime Terms of the fame. 

How then to find out the leaft and ^rrme Terms of any proportion, we are to 
divide the greater by the lefs; and then the Quotient gives the foie and proper 
Terms of that proportion. For as the Divifor is to the Dividend, fo is an Unite to 
the Quotient: and as the Dividend to the Divifor, fo the Quotient to an Vnite. Here 
therefore the Antecedent or Confequent being brought to an Unite the leaft of 
Terms, the Quotient is manifeftly the only common Exponent, and the certain 
ftandard of any proportion that can be raifed from Unity. Which alfo may be 
the fame proportion in an infinite variety of feveral Terms. As 9 to 3, 12 to 4, 
18 to <?, the Quotient 3, that is, 3 to 1, or ? is the common Exponent of them 
all. So 4j to 40, 27 to 24, 18 to 15, 9 to 8. Here between thefe feveral Terms 
the Exponent of their proportions is the common Quotient 1 which fliews the 
proportion to be in every one Sefquio&aval. And the like infinitely in this and 
in all the other kinds of Rational proportions, the Quotient expounds and fpecifies 
the proportion. Thus the Quotient is the Exponent of every proportion in its 
proper Quantity, Species, and Name, which therefore was by the Ancients called 
nuB-fyi/ rz hoy*. Proportionis Fundum, the Fundamental proportion, or the oropor- 
tion in its Fundamental Terms. Whereas then the Quotient is the Exponent of 
a Proportion, therefore the Notation of the proportion between any two Magni¬ 
tudes, as A and B, is in Species thus properly fignified i that is, A divided by B: 

w^iich being thus noted 7 , fignifies the Quotient, or Exponent of the proportion 

between A and B. So g is C divided by D,and notes the proportion of C to D. 
And v/hen the proportions are equal, it is thus reprefented by their Quotients, 
r = when unequal, the greater thus, £-> §, and the lefs thus, - < § . 

Of Arithmetical Proportion. 

Laftly, there is an other kind of Habitude between two Magnitudes or Num¬ 
bers KdT v7rt£ox.w, according to the Hpyeroche, or Excefs of one above the other : 
that is, according to the difference in majority, or minority between two Magni¬ 
tudes or Numbers. As in comparing 6 to 2, or 2 to 6 is confidered, not as°be- 
fdre how much 6 the Antecedent contains of 2 the Confequent, or two the Ante¬ 
cedent contains of 6 the Confequent; but how much 6 the greater exceeds 2 the 
lefs, or 2 the lefs is exceeded by 6 the greater: that is, what is the difference in 
majority or minority between 6 and 2, or 2 and 6. In both companions either 

r cf 
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of 6 the greater to 2 the lefs, or of 2 the lefs to 6 the greater, the excefs, or dif¬ 
ference is the fame, namely 4. But now the proportion of 6 to 2 is triple, three 
to one; and of 2 tod isfubtriple, one to three : And this only kind of Habitude 

was taken by the Ancients to be a6yof, Proportion. 
But the Modern Mathematicians call the Habitude according to Excefs, or dif¬ 

ference by the name of Arithmetical Proportion j and the other defined by Euclide, 
is by them for diftindion fake called Geometrical Proportion: altho’ both be ap¬ 

plicable indifferently to Magnitudes and Numbers: Arithmetical as well to Magni¬ 

tudes, as to Numbers, and Geometrical as well to Numbers, as to Magnitudes. 
Arithmetical Proportion was likely fo called, becaufe Numbers in their natural 

order of 1, 2, 3, &c. are not otherwife diftinguifhed than from their Excefs, or 
Difference by an Unite: therefore where the Excefs, or Difference between two Num¬ 
bers, or Magnitudes is the thing confidered, there that Habitude is faid to be an 
Arithmetical Proportion. But it might have been more properly called Proportion 

of Majority and Minority. 
Now in Geometrical Proportion becaufe there is confidered how much one 

Term contains of the other, therefore the proportion between the two Terms is 

fhewn in the Quotient, by dividing the greater by the lefs. 
But in Arithmetical Proportion becaufe there is confidered the difference be¬ 

tween the two Terms, therefore this Proportion of majority and minority, appears 
in the Remainder, by fubtrading the lefs from the greater : Divifion being made 
ufe of in Geometrical, and Subfiradion in Arithmetical proportions, as the diffe¬ 

rent nature of thefe two kinds of Proportion do fo require. 

DEFINITION IV. Magnitudes are faid to have proportion to one another, which 
being multiplied can exceed each the other. 

We have noted before, that upon comparifon of one thing to an other, the 
fame muft be made in a matter capable of augmentation and diminution, and of 
which the things compared together do in common participate. Now in Magni¬ 
tudes compared according to quantity, this Definition difcovers when Magnitudes 
have a participation of one anothers quantities, by this fignal property, that upon 
the multiplication of themfelves they can mutually exceed each other : As the fide 
of a Square doubled exceeds the Diameter: the Diameter of a Circle quadrupled 
exceeds the Ctrcumference, and thefe again multiplied can exceed the others. Now 
by this reciprocal Excefs, and Comprehenfion of one another, it manifeftly ap¬ 
pears that they fully communicate in each others Magnitudes, and therefore are 
capable of mutual comparifon according to Quantity. Whereas a finite ftrait line 
multiplied never fo often cannot exceed the Magnitude of an Infinite: The angle 
of Contad in Circles, tho’ infinitely augmented, can never exceed the leaft ftrait- 
lin’d angle. Thefe therefore not being to be made comprehenfive of each others 
Magnitudes by any pollible multiplication, cannot be laid to have proportion to 
one another. Thus Euclide determines in this matter. But forne farther imagine 
that he expounds in this Definition what Magnitudes fhould be accounted Homo- 
geneal. His words import nothing towards fuch a fenfe; but rather fuppofe that 
there are Homogeneal Magnitudes incapable of mutual proportion ; and therefore 

gives us here a Touchftone, by which to know what Homogeneal Magnitudes can 
be faid to have proportion to one another. Moreover in proportion the fiift 
conlideration is, that the compared Magnitudes be Homogeneal (a word here 
taken in that fenfe as vulgarly underftood): and to avoid Philofophical dil- 
putes (no ways fuitable to an Elementary dodrine in Geometiy ) about ang es, 
or other Magnitudes, what are Homogeneal, and what not, Euclide paffes by this, 
(as elfewhere the like Controverfies) and without fuch a confideration, or deter¬ 

mination upon this point, only (hews in general how to difcoverwhen any kind 

of quantities are between themfelves capable of proportion ; tho the fame be un- 
1 D d 2 known: 
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known: And of fuch, on both fides, capable and uncapable, we have now given 
foriie clear inftances. 

It is befides very incongruous, and againft this whole Elementary method to 
make a Definition to be prepofteroufly an interpretation of a word ufed before. 

DEFINITION V. Magnitudes are faid to be in the fame proportion, the firft to 
the fecond^ and the third to the fourth, when according to 

any multiplication whatfoeverjhe Equimultiples of the firftx and 
third compared to the Equimultiples of the fecond and fourth, are 
either together Deficient, 0r together Equal, or together Exceeding 
each the other. 

Let there be four Magnitudes A, B,C,D; where A is compared to B, and Cto 
D. Then let be taken any Equimultiples whatfoever of A the firft and of C the 
third, the two Antecedents. As let E be of A, and F of C any Equimultiples, 
each of each, either duple, triple, quadruple, decuple, centuple, &c. as here they 
are duple. And again, let be taken any Equimultiples of B the fecond, and of D 
the fourth, the two Confequents, namely, let G be of B, and H of D any Equi¬ 
multiples, either the fame as before of the Antecedents, or any other Equimulti¬ 
ples whatfoever, as here they are triple. 

A__ E_,_• 

C _. F 

Now when ever it is demonftrated that according to any Multiplication what¬ 
foever, the Equimultiples E and F.of the Antecedents A and C, compared to the 
Equimultiples G and H of the Confequents B and D, each to each, E to G, and 
and F to Hj when thefe Equimultiples I fay are proved to be either together lels, 
or equal, or Greater, E than G, and F than H ; then thefe Magnitudes A, B, C, D, 
are faid to be in the lame proportion, A to B, as C to D. And therefore when 
in any one particular inftance the contrary fliall be demonftrated, that the Equimul¬ 
tiple of one Antecedent exceeds the Equimultiple of its Confequent, and the other 
exceeds not, but is either equal, or lefs; then thole expofed Magnitudes are not 
in the fame proportion, the firft to the fecond as the third to the fourth; becaufe 
the agteement of the Equimultiples in a joint Defeat, Equality, or Excels, ought 
to hold in any multiplication whatfoever. 

This is a general T e s t, and an infallible Character of Proportional Magnitudes, 
Commenfuiable, or Incommenfurable. But note, that Incommenfurable Magni¬ 
tudes can never have their Equimultiples equal j for then they would prove to 
be Commenfurable to one another ; therefore Incommenfurables are fhewn to be 
proportional only from the joint Excels, or Defeft of their Equimultiples. Where- 
as Commenfurable Magnitudes are capable both of a joint equality, and inequality, 
or their Equimultiples: And in refpedt only to Commenfurable Magnitudes the 
equahty of the Equimultiples was here added, that the Definition might compre¬ 
hends all kind of Magnitudes; and the three forts of Equimultiples according to 
Defedr, Equality, or Excefs, might anfwer to all poffible multiplications indiffe¬ 
rently, without confidering whether the Magnitudes be either Commenfurable, or 
Incommenfurable. 

The 
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The Notation of Proportionals is in Species, or Symbols thus commodioufly 

iignified A . B:: C . D; That is, as A to B, fo C to D. Or thus, — that is, 

the Exponent A is equal to the Exponent ~, and (hews the proportions to be 

the fame. 

DEFINITION VL Magnitudes that have the fame proportion, let them he called 
Analogals, or Troportionals. 

After the Definition, which had now declared what Magnitudes are laid to be 
in the fame proportion; there is next a name given to them. Let them be 
called AjtctAoyov, Analogon, fays Euclide. This word is ufed adverbially, and literally 
tranflated is Equiproportionally: So that it is indifferent to fay Magnitudes to be 
in the fame proportion, or in one word to be Equiproportionally, or Analogally, the 
firft to the lecond, as the third to the fourth. For Ava is a Praspofition of equa¬ 
lity, and AvaAoycv implies am to? Aoyov: In, or of equal proportion, or the fame 
proportion repeated. From Analogon is the abftradt Analogia, that is equality of 
proportions, which is commonly rendred Analogy, or Proportionality. 

Annotations on the Fifth Definition. 

This Definition all the Greeks received without exception, and Archimedes 

himfelf makes frequent ufe of it, as the only general and infallible fign of propor¬ 
tional Magnitudes. But many of the Modern Geometricians ftumble at it; for 
want it feems of a through infpe&fion into the bottom of this matter, which the 
Ancients better underftood. 

Firft, Therefore we (hall examine upon what motives Men are commonly in¬ 
duced to except againft it. Secondly we fhall explain the nature of this Definition, 
and what was Euclids intent, and meaning, in defining proportional Magnitudes 
after fuch a manner. Thirdly, we fhall prove that this Definition is moll fuitable 
to the nature of Magnitude, and fully fatisfatftory when rightly underftood. 

Firft then the joint, or Simultaneous Defedt, Equality, or Excels in the Equimul¬ 
tiples of Antecedents, and Confequents, which affection Euclide puts for the de¬ 
termining of proportional Magnitudes, feems to have no affinity, or conjunction 
with the ufual, and natural notion that Men have of things, which they account, 
and name Proportionals: and therefore they are ftartled at fuch a ftrange, and 
unexpected Definition, fb much different from the common Idea they have of 
this matter. For in all affairs wherein Men are converfant, whether concerning 
Quantities, Qualities, Powers, Actions, Motions, Value, Commerce, or other Nego¬ 
tiations, they do naturally judge by Number, and Meafure, when things have between 
themfelves the fame proportion, and when not. Where then between things com¬ 
pared together they find an agreement according to Number, and Meafure, there 
fuch are properly accounted Proportional to one another. As when A is as much 
of B, as C is of D, Tantum, Quantum, the one of the other, then A to B, and C 
to D, are commonly reputed to be in the fame proportion. So that in Propor¬ 
tionals the Antecedents are conceived to be always Ecluiqa ntu ples of their 
Confequents: and this Equality to be let forth in number, and meafure. 

Wherefore Men thus rationally conceiving aforehand the condition, and ftate 
of things they call proportional, and being thus already acquainted both with 
the thing, and name, they are thereupon prepoffeiled in their judgements, and 
their very prasnotion, or natural prsecognition of things Proportional, necelfanly 
creates in them a prejudice againft Euclid's Definition : wherein there appears no 
I'elation to number, or meafure, nor any coherence with their own Conception 
of Proportionals. 

This feems to have been the chief ground of the Exceptions, that are made 
D d 3 againft 
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againft Euclids Definition. For the i ith. Definition of the Third Element, where 
like Segments of Circles are defin’d by the Equality of singles which they receive, is as 
lyabie to be excepted againft as this Definition of Proportional Magnitudes; be- 
caule the fimilitude of Circular Segments appears not from the equality of thole 
Angles: but does properly confift in this, that they are the fame, or equal por¬ 
tions of their own Circles. But then how to let forth, why they are the fame, 
that is, to define like Segments of Circles Elfentially, from the immediate, and 
formal Caufe of their likenels lyes under the fame difficulties with the Definition 
of like Proportions of other Magnitudes. Wherefore in both thele Cafes Euclide 
is conftrained to take a fign of the thing, inftead of the thing it lelf, that is, to 
give a Secondary, or Artificial Definition inftead of the Prime, and Natural. For 
in Mathematics Definitions are not always Philolbphical, but Specially framed 
in order to their Geometrical ules; as here Def. y. El. V. is on purpole contrived 
for the Demonftrations of Proportional Magnitudes. Yet it is to be oblerved that 
Def. 11, El. III. (tho’ of the fame nature with this) is received without dilpute, 
becaule Men being lefs converfant with the true nature of like Segments of Circles, 
than of like Proportions, come not prepolfefled with any other notions of their 
own, but do acquielce in what Euclide gives them to underftand by like Segments 
of Circles. Whereas they quarrel at this Definition of Proportional Magni¬ 
tudes, finding themfelves difappointed in their own thoughts and preconception 
of Proportionals. We muft acknowledge the vulgar notion among Men to be 
moft agreeable to the nature of Proportionality, and of all things, that can be 
efteemed Proportionals. For number alone it is, by which in common Commerce 
the Meafure and Value of things is moft naturally made, and iigmfied: but 
where Number, and Meafure cannot be appiy'd as fit inftruments for a Mathema¬ 
tical proof in all fuch things, that are really Proportionals, there tor Demonftra- 
tion lake fome other certain, and definitive mark is to be taken : as Euclide hath 
done in his Definition of Proportional Magnitudes. 

But where the Subjed would bear it, Euclide clears this matter, and gives an 
other Definition of Proportional Numbers, tho’ not ol Proportion it lelf; for 
that his former Definition of proportion given in this ycb. Element anlwers 
as well to Numbers, as to Magnitudes, only changing the names, and putting 
Numbers in the place of Homogeneal Magnitudes. For in both Numbers and Magni¬ 
tudes the Habitude is xcmt TrjjA^-njTa, according to Quantity. 

Now the 20th. Definition of the 7th. Element concerning proportional Numbers 
is very plain, and conformable to the common conception that Men have of things 
proportional, in thefe perfpicuous words. 

The Definition of Troportional Numbers. 

Numbers are Proportional, when the firft is of the fecond, and the third of the 
fourth, equally Multiple; or the fame Part; or the fame Parts. 

This Definition is moft natural, and plainly fhews Numbers to be proportional 
from the immediate caufes, which make them lo. For in equally Multiple, or the 
fame Part, or the fame Parts is exprelly laid down wherein the Antecedents do 
equally contain their Conlequents, that is, are each Equiquantuples of their Con¬ 
lequents. Only tis to be noted, that Multiple is here to be interpreted in a more 
general fenle than ufual, as not ftridly fignifying precilely many times, or more 
than once, for one number to contain an other number, as one to be exadly Du¬ 
ple or Triple, &c. of the other; but numbers are here underftood to be Equally 

Multiple ol others, when the Antecedents do equally, or alike contain the Quan¬ 
tity, that is, the numerical parts of their Conlequents, one as much, or as often 
as the other does in any manner, As either limply once in Proportion of Equa¬ 
lity : or once with a Part, or Parts in proportion Superparticular, or Superpartient: 
or elfe more than once with a Part, or Parts in proportion Multiple Superparticular, or 
Superpartient. Here therefore for a farther illuftration of this matter, take thefe 

f examples: 
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examples: In which we have according to the Form of this Definition given the 
Varieties of four Rational Proportionals, both particularly in Numbers, and ge¬ 
nerally in Species. 

.'Multiple. 
6.2:: 9.3. 

3 A. A:: 3B.B. 
Multiple Superparticular. Multiple Superpartieni. 
7.2:: 21 . 6 . 11 . 4 : : 33 . 12 . 

3! A. A: : 31B.B* 2f A . A :: i|B.B . 

Superparticular. Superpartient. 
y . 4 : : 1 jr. 12 . 7 . 4 : : 21 . 12 . 

I i A . A :: Ij B. B » 1 f A. A:: ifB.B. 
Submultiple. Subfuperparticular. 

3.12:: y.20. 9.12:: if.20 . 
| A . A : : l B . B. | A . A i : |B .B . &c 

Thus in Multiple, Part, or Par*/, taken fometimes and fometimes jointlyj 
arc comprehended all kinds of Rational Proportions, and Proportionals. 

Whereas then this Definition evidently lets forth the nature of Proportional 
Numbers, which alfo very much correfponds with the common notion of Mens 
wherein they deem things to be proportional; it may be reafonably demanded, 
why fome fuch like Definition might not have been accommodated to porpor- 
tional Magnitudes; feeing that the Definition of Proportion anfwers both to Mag¬ 
nitudes, and Numbers? But the reafons why fo clear, and natural a Definition 
could not be apply’d to Magnitudes, are irrefiftibly cogent, and manifeft to a 
Geometrician, tho’ not falling within the cognizance of the vulgar. 

And to explain this matter, we are to recoiled: ift. That Proportion is an Habi¬ 
tude according to Quantity. 2iy. That the Quantity of a Magnitude, or Number 
is only to be fhewn in its reference, or proportion to fome certain, and known 
meafure. 3 That every Meafure is fome one fimple thing: In Magnitude it is 
an Inch, or Foot, or Cubit, or any other fiated meafure: In Numbers it is an 
Unites of which it naturally confifts; therefore as afore laid, every fingle number 
carries in its very name the quantity of it feIf s that is, its proportion to an Unite, 
the common Conftituent, and natural meafure of all Numbers: As the quantity 
of 9 is nine Unites s that is, nine times one, or 9 to 1: The quantity of 10 is fb' 
many Unites, or 10 to 1. And again , in companion of number to number, 9 
compared to 10, is nine parts of 10, or the proportion of 9 to 10. The quantity 
of S to 10 is an half part of 10, or f to 10; Every lefs number compared to a 
greater being apparently a part, or fome parts of the greater. 

But Magnitude (tho’ infinitely divifible into parts) is not, as Number, an Ag¬ 
gregate of certain parts. It hath no fuch fundamental beginning, nor any Ori¬ 
ginal Part ^ No Minimum, or Geometrical'Unite from which to demonftrate in an 
Elementary method the equality, and inequality of Proportions s as Euclide hath 
clearly delivered the whole matter in his Elements of Numbers. 

What of this kind Magnitude hath, or can have, is only arbitrary, and variable 
after the cuftoms, and ufages of feveral Nations, and People, which therefore 
cannot give a natural foundation to the Geometrician, whereon to build a general 
dodrine of proportional Magnitudes upon the fame grounds, or fuch a kind of 
Definition from Multiple, Part, and Parts, on which that of numbers is fettled, 
and Demonftrations framed accordingly. 

And aitho’ there be but one True, and the fame eflential notion of Proportio¬ 
nality both in Magnitude, and Number, which confifts in this, that the Antecedents 
are Equiquantiples of their Conjequents ; which in numbers is plainly, and demonftra- 
tively to be let forth from an Unite, the natural Minimum of all numbers : yet in 
Magnitudes, becaufe there is not a natural Minimum, the fame, or like method can¬ 
not poffibly be ufed. Again? 
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Again, befides this main impediment, founded in the very nature of Magnitude, 

there is another more invincible obltacie of Incommenfurability among Magni¬ 
tudes, which renders Incommenfurable Magnitudes utterly uncapable of any imagi¬ 
nary common Part, or that one can ever be made a Multiple of the other; and 
therefore that plain, and natural Definition of proportional Numbers can be no 
ways applicable to all Magnitudes, whereby to demonftrate that they are propor¬ 
tional to one another. 

Euclide therefore is neceffitated to feek for a more general Character of Propor¬ 
tionals, which may ferve for all Magnitudes, Commenfurable, and Incommenfurable. 
And tho’ he is in Magnitudes Incommenfurable to one another deprived wholly 
of any helps from a common Part, or that one can ever be made a Multiple of 
the other; which are the fundamental inftruments of demonftration in the Do¬ 
ctrine of Numbers : yet becaufe all Magnitudes Commenfurable, and Incommen¬ 
furable, may have any Multiples of themjelves, as duples, triples* quadruples, &c. and 
fo by confequence any Equimultiples; for that any two Magnitudes may each be 
alike doubled, tripled, quadrupled, &c. Therefore Euclide has recourfe to fuch a 
Multiplication, as the only, or at leaft the molt commodious remedy left in this 
matter, and fearches how far an Equimultiplication of the Antecedents, and an 
Equimultiplication of the Confequents might contribute toward a lure and cer¬ 
tain difcovery what Magnitudes (whether Commenfurable or Incommenfurable to 
one another) are proportional, and what not, when they are compared together; 
which proved very ufeful to his purpofe. 

§. 1. For Euclide found demonftratively in any four proportional numbers (and 
in no other but proportional numbers), that if the Antecedents be equally 
multiplied according to any multiplication whatfoever, and again the Con¬ 
fequents be equally multiplied according to any multiplication whatfoever; 
then .fliall the Equimultiples of the Antecedents be proportional to the Equi¬ 
multiples of their Confequents in fome one, or other proportion for ever. So 
thole that are once Proportionals fliall in this manner ever be fome Propor¬ 
tionals. 

This Angular Power, and Property of four Proportionals, always to make from 
fuch a multiplication other four Proportionals, is the foundation of Euclid's Defi¬ 
nition of proportional Magnitudes; as will clearly appear in the following 
Paragraphs. 

§. 2. For becaufe all proportions are either of equality, or of the greater, or leffer 
inequality; therefore in any four Proportionals if one of the Antecedents be 
either equal to its Confequent, or greater, or lefs; the other Antecedent 
alio mult accordingly be either equal, greater, or lefs than its Confequent. 
For if one Antecedent fhould be equal to its Confequent, and the other un¬ 
equal, or the one be greater, and the other lefs, it is an immediate contra¬ 
diction, and impofiibiiity to fuppofe equals to be to one another in the 
fame proportion with unequals; or the greater to the lefs to be in the fame 
proportion with the lefs to the greater. 

$. 3. Seeing then that of four Proportionals the Equimultiples of the Antece¬ 
dents, and Confequents taken according to any multiplication whatfoever, 
are found to be always Proportionals (as it is noted in the firfi Paragraph): 
therefore the Equimultiples of the Antecedents are together equal, or toge¬ 
ther greater, or together lefs than the Equimultiples of the Confequents {by 
the foregoing Paragraph ). When therefore it (hall be demonftrated that ac¬ 
cording to any multiplication whatfoever the Equimultiples of the Ante¬ 
cedents Oif. of the firit, and third Terms] are together equal, greater, or 
lefs than the Equimultiples of the Confequents [ vi%. of the fecond, and 
fourth Terms], then are the Antecedents themfelves in the fame proportion 
to their Confequents, the firft to the fecond, as the third to the fourth, ac¬ 
cording to the yth. Definition. 

5 Thus 
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* ,Thus,w5 fee *lia{ Euclid's Chara&enflic property of Proportional Magni¬ 
tudes is but one fingle remove from the immediate, and apparent Caufe of the 
fanie as it hath been laid down *» the firfi Paragraph. For four Magnitudes are 
laid by Euclid? to be Proportionals, when the Equimultiples of the Antecedents 
are together either equal, greater, or lefs, than the Equimultiples of their Confe- 
quents, according to any multiplication whatfoever j Becaufe according to anv 
multiplication whatfoever the Equimultiples of the Antecedents are always pro¬ 
portional to the Equimultiples of their Confequents. But: this intermedial Propo- 
fition was concealed by Euclide, and in filence paffed over: as Geometricians ufe 
to do, who are not obliged to give the reafon of their Definitions. They are 
only to be privately affined of the truth of that property, which is attributed to 
the thing: and it lyes whoHy on our part either to accept it, or to make mam- 
feft fome unaptnefs, or infufficiency in the ufe of it. Now for the matter in hand 
Euchds Definition of Proportional Magnitudes hath flood the tryal of about two 
thoufand years unfhaken: and altho* the Antecedents, and Confequents multi¬ 
plied according to any multiplication whatfoever, feem in words to make this 
thing perplext, and troublefome (as Tacquet unjuftly calls it a Labyrinth) yet in 
ufe, and practice it is moil plain and eafie, as we fhall find in the firfi, and lafl Pro- 
pofitions of the dth. Element. 5 1 ° 

If it be farther demanded why Euclide did not define Magnitudes to be propor¬ 
tional, when the Equimultiples of the Antecedents were porportional to the Equi¬ 
multiples of the Confequents; but rather when the Equimultiples of the Antece¬ 
dents were together either equal, greater, or lefs than the Equimultiples of the 
Confequents, feeing that this is only a Refult of that; the reafon is apparent 
For to define four Magnitudes to be proportional, when the Equimultiples of the 
Antecedents are proportional to the Equimultiples of the Confequents, is to define 
the fame thing by it felf, Ignotum per aque Ignotum; becaufe we are Hill as much to 
leek how to know that thefe Equimultiples are proportional, which was the grofs 
overfight of Campanus, and Orontius in this matter. But how to know when the 
Equimultiples of the Antecedents are together either equal, greater, or lefs than 
the Equimultiples of the Confequents, each Equimultiples being taken according to 
any multiplication whatfoever, can be readily made out,and be at once demonflrated 
by fome known Geometrical Propofition: As may be found in all the Ancient 
Greek Geometricians, with what facility it is apply’d upon any occafion of demon- 
llrating Magnitudes to be Proportionals: Therefore Euclide gave this general 
Concomitant of any four Proportionals for an infallible Indicant, and the°defini- 
tive Character of Proportional Magnitudes. 

And for a farther Explanation of this matter, we fhall here give a demofiflration 
of the Fundamental Propofition mentioned in the firfi Paragraph, upon which 
Euclid's Definition of Proportional Magnitudes is grounded, and from whence it 
doth moft naturally arife. 

Of four Proportionals the Equimultiples of the Antecedents are 
proportional to the Equimultiples of the Confequents, according to 
any Multiplication whatfoever. 

Let the four Proportionals be A. E: :B . C . and let N denote any number 
multiplying the Antecedents A, B, and let n denote any number multiplying the 
Confequents E, C. I fay, that * 0 

$ A in N. E in n :: B in N. C in n. 

For let it be A . E 
$ A . B 

A . B: 
E . C: 

£ But A . B: 
A in N. B in N: 

$ A in N. E in n : 

: B . C . and then Alternately. Prop. 13. El. VII, 
; E . C . Therefore 
AinN. B inN. and ? * n yttt 
£ inn. C in n. Prop. 17. El. VII, 
E . C. Therefore 
E in n, C in n. and Alternately 
B in N , C in n. Which was to be demonflrated. 

Ee * If 
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* Jf a Number multiply two Numbers the ProduBs are in the fame proportion with the 

given Numbers. This is next to a common notion, for who naturally fees not 
that as three to two, fo 4 threes to 4 twoes ? And upon this obvious Principle Eu- 
elide multiplied the Antecedents by any one number whatfoever, and again the 
Confequents by any one number whatfoever; from whence by one, or two 
eafie heps he found (as we fee) his Definition of Proportional Magnitudes. 

Thus from the very natural Power of Proportionality to make of any four Pro- 
portionals, other four Proportionals for ever j whofe Antecedents therefore fhall 
alio ever be together either equal, greater, or lefs than their Confequents, Euclide 
puts this neceflary Adjunct for the general, and next immediate Indicant of all 
Proportionals. 

For whether the proportions be Rational, or Irrational j the Magnitudes Com- 
menfurable, or lncommenfurable, there is this agreement in all things conceived 
to be Proportionals, that the Antecedents do equally, or alike contain certain 
quantities of their Confequents j altho' this Equality, or Similitude cannot be de¬ 
clared, and fignalized by Equimultiples, or the fame Part, or the fame Parts of the 
Confequent, as it is in Numbers; yet in regard that Proportionality is every where 
of the fame nature, therefore one common Property is by Euclide juftly applied 
to all for a ftanding Indicant of any four Proportionals. 

For the fide of one Square is the fame portion of its Diameter, that the fide of 
an other is of its Diameter, as truely and really, as if it were explicable by Part, 
or Parts, by Number, or fome common Meafure: So that in Magnitudes Incom- 
menfurable, there is fomethiug in nature, which is Equivalent, and Tantamount. 
For the Square of the fide is demonftrated to be equal to half the Square of the 
Diameter j and therefore the Tides of all Squares are manifeftly Equiquantuples, 
and the fame portions of their own Diameters, and fo in the fame proportion 
to them: the nature of Proportionality, orEquiquantiplenefs between Antece¬ 
dents, and Confequents, being no ways altered in having the proportions either 
effable, or ineffable by number, and meafure.. For the Affe&ions, and Properties 
of Proportionals, are the fame in Numbers, and Magnitudes, only they cannot be 
demonftrated after the fame manner. y- 

And therefore to require a Definition of Proportional Magnitudes (anfwerable 
to that of Numbers) from which to demonftrate by fome certain meafures in what 
manner the Antecedents do equally contain their Confequents, in the making of 
equal proportions, where between the Antecedents, and Confequents there are 
in nature no fuch meafures, is an impoffibility unreafonably required of Euclide to 
make polfible. But what is polfible, he performs: and gives a Definition, or ra¬ 
ther a Definitive mark, which certainly fhews when Magnitudes are Proportional, 
tho’ not Why, and in what particulars they are Proportional: and in this Cafe 
to demand of him a demonftration of his own Definition is Iniquijfvnum mandatumy 
repugnant to the do&rinal methods of all Arts, and Sciences. It had been a bufi- 
nefs proper enough for a Scholiafi, or Commentator to illuftrate, and as a Phi- 
lofopher, to fet forth the caufes of the different Definitions given by Euclide of 
proportional Numbers, and of proportional Magnitudes, from the different Natures 
and Conftitutions of Number, and Magnitude: but this had been improper for the 
Elementator himfelf to fubmit unto. 

In fnort therefore, to fiimm up this whole and much controverted matter. 
Forafinuch as it hath been Ihewn, that Magnitudes are uncapable of being made 
known, how they are in the fame proportion to one another from any Equimul¬ 
tiples, or the fame Part, or the fame Parts of the Confequents, according to the Definition 
of proportional Numbers j therefore inftead of fuch a Primary, and Effential De¬ 
finition, Euclide laid hold of the next immediate Property that he found to fpring 
from the natural Power of proportionability, and might produce an infallible Cha¬ 
racter of all Proportionals: which is thus apparently deduced. 

Of 
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Of all Proportionals, and only of Proportionals any whatfoever 

Equimultiples of the Antecedents, (hall ever be Proportional to 
any whatfoever Equimultiples of the Confequents. 

Wherefore of all Proportionals, and only of Proportionals any what¬ 
foever Equimultiples of the Antecedents ever are together ei¬ 
ther equal, greater, or lefs, than any whatfoever Equimultiples 
of the Confequents. 

And therefore where any whatfoever Equimultiples of the Ante¬ 
cedents are demonftrated to be together either equal, greater, 
or lefs, than any whatfoever Equimultiples of the Confequents’ 
there the firft: expofed Magnitudes were Proportionals: The An¬ 
tecedents Equimultiples of their Confequents, each of each Equi- 
quantuple in any proportion whatfoever. Rational or Irrational. 

Thus now this general Teft, and property of Proportionals, that by fome of 
our Moderns hath been calumniated for being lb remote and intricate, is in brief 
fhewn to be nearly conjoyn’d with the nature of whatfoever Quantities are, or can 
be efteemed Proportionals, and laid open in few words. 

If any thing yet remains of diffatisfadtion, it lyes unavoidably in the nature of 
Magnitude it felf, which hath no Minimum, and therefore no natural, or Handing 
Meafure; where alfb incommenfurability between Magnitudes is not capable of 
any imaginable common Meafure; or of any better evidence than what Euclide 

hath given in his Definition of Proportional Magnitudes: and not in any deficiency 
either in 'Geometry, or the Geometrician. 7 

DEFINITION VII. WHen of Equimultiples the Multiple of the firftJhall exceed 
the Multiple of the fecond\ and the ^Multiple of the third 

Jhall not exceed the eJMultiple of the fourth ; then the firft is faid 
to have to the fecond a greater proportion, then the third hath to 
the fourth. 

In Def. y. Magnitudes were determined to be in the fame proportion, when the 
Equimultiples of the Antecedents Ihould together be either equal, greater, or lefs 
than the Equimultiples of their Confequents, according to any multiplication 
whatfoever; and therewithal twas necefiiarily implied, that when it fhould be 
found otherwife in any one multiplication, then thofe Magnitudes were not in the 
fame proportion to one another. 

Now this Definition farther declares which Antecedent hath to its Confequent 
the greater proportion, and which the lefs. * 

As for inftance, let A 4, be compared to B 3 j and C 6, to B 7: then let be 
taken Equimultiples of the Antecedents A 4, and C 6; namely quadruples E 16, 
and F 24. And again, take of the Confequents B 3, and D y; other Equimul¬ 
tiples; namely quintuples G iy, and H 2y. Here 16 the quadruple of the Antece¬ 
dent 4 exceeds 1 y the quintuple of the Confequent 3 : but 24 the quadruple of the 
Antecedent 6, exceeds not 2y the quintuple of the Confequent y. Therefore the 
Antecedent A 4, is faid to have to the Confequent B 3, a greater proportion, than 
the Antecedent C 6, has to the Confequent D y : and accordingly the Quotients 
fhew the fame inequality of thefe proportions. For 4 to 3 is 1 f, or fefquitertial: 
and 6 to y is but 11, or fefquiquintal. 

When therefore in Magnitudes, or Numbers fuch a difagreement is demonftrated 
to be between the Equimultiples of the Antecedents, and of the Confequents in 

Ee 2 equality, 
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equality* excels, or defedtupon any one multiplication; then as they are not in 
the fame proportion by Def. y; fo this Definition expounds which Antecedent 
hath to its Conlequent the greater proportion, and which the lefs. 

But again it is to beobferved, that Magnitudes, or Numbers may alfo have ana- 
greement between the Equimultiples of the Antecedents and Confequents in equality, 
excels, or defed, according to fome multiplications; yet not according to all, as it 
is required in this matter of Proportionals. 

For in the former inftance take of the Antecedents 4 and 6, the quadruples 16 
and 24; and of the Conlequents 3 and y, the triples 9 and 17. Here of the Ante¬ 
cedents 4 and <J, their Equimultiples 16 and 24, exceed 9 and 1 y the Equimul¬ 
tiples of the Confequents 3 and 7, each exceeding each, i<5, 9, and 24, iy: yet the 
proportion of 4 to 3 and of 6 to 7, is not the fame in both, as was now before 
Ihewrt. 

Wherefore tho’ in lome multiplications of Dilproportionals, the Equimultiples 
of the Antecedents and Confequents may happen to agree in a joint equality, 
excefs, or defed: yet if any one multiplication lhall be demonftrated todifagree, 
then by Def. 7. thefe Equimultiples did not arile from four Proportionals; for 
the reafon before given that Proportionals lhall ever make the Equimultiples of 
the Antecedents proportional to the Equimultiples of the Conlequents; and be 
therewithal either together equal, or greater, or lefs according to any multiplica¬ 
tion whatloever: which is the given Signal of Proportionals. 

DEFINITION VIII. 

J^NalogVy or Troportionality is a fimilitude of Troportions. 

Magnitudes, which have the fame proportion were before in Def. 6. named 
Analogals, or Proportionals. Now again in the Abftrad is here defined Analogy. 
And what in the comparifon of Magnitudes was called Equality, that in the com¬ 
panion of proportions this Definition calls Similitude: So that to have the fame 
proportion or or equals fignifies all one thing. Yet Euclide never ules to lay 
Magnitudes in /%> or equal proportion; but always Magnitudes in the fame pro¬ 
portion, or having the fame proportion. 

This Definition therefore ought farther to be examined, which is more fuitable 
to the {peculations of a Philosopher, than of any ufe to a Geometrician. For 
firft, in Def. 3. Euclide tells us what is proportion ; next in Def. 4. what Magni¬ 
tudes are capable of proportion to one another; then in Def. 7. what Magni¬ 
tudes are in the lame proportion, and therewithal what are not. Again in Def. 6. 
to Magnitudes in the fame proportion he gives a name; and laftly Def. 7. Ihews 
when Magnitudes are not proportional, where the proportion is the greater, and 
where the lels. And thus he having finilhed his Explanations of Proportions, 
Proportionals, and Difproportionals; it is manifeftly to no purpole to define 
again Analogy to be a fimilitude of Proportions: which bare Definition neither 
fliers wherein it confifts, nor by any lign to know when there is between two 
proportions a fimilitude, that fome ufe might be made thereof in the following 
Demonftrations. But for this end a Sign and Character of Proportionals was 
given before in Def.y. Plainly then this is a fuperfluous Definition, a remark of fome 
Scholiaft Ihuffled into the Text without any order, and to no ufe. The next that 
follows is likewile a By-note to as little purpole, and both evidently interrupt 
the Coherence of Euclid's genuine Definitions. 

DEFINITION IX. 

Terms at the fewejl. 

This is fo far from being one of Euclids Definitions, that it is moft dearly no 
3 Definition 
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Definition at all. Befides in ftri&ly fpeaking it is not true. For Analogy is 
always in four Terms, two and two in the fame proportion, Antecedent to Con¬ 
sequent, and Antecedent to Confequent: tho’ it may fometimes be only between 
three Magnitudes, or Numbers expreffed and expofed : As let there be three Mag¬ 
nitudes A, B, C, in the fame proportion A to B, as B to C; that is, in whatfoever 
proportion A is to B, in the fame again is the felf fame B to C. Here are in re¬ 
ality only three Magnitudes, but between them two proportions, and therefore 
two Antecedents, and two Confequents: fo of neceffity there are always four 
Terms in every Analogy, the firft to the fecond, and the third to the fourth j and 
therefore when the Magnitudes are only three, the middle is neceffarily under- 
ftood to fupply the fecond, and third Term, and the like in Numbers. Now for- 
afmuch as two equal proportions may fometimes be in three, fometimes in four 
Magnitudes, or Numbers> therefore equal proportions are diftinguifhed into 
Continual, and Difcrete. 

Of Continual Proportion. 

When Magnitudes, or Numbers in any proportion whatfoever are continued in 
the fame proportion, by an immediate Coherence of Terms with one another, 
each intermedial being twice taken, firft as a Confequent to the preceding, next 
again as an Antecedent to the following, then this is called Continual proportion : 
as A to B, fo B to C, fo C to D, and is thus noted, A, B, C, D And the Mag¬ 
nitudes, or Numbers are faid to be dmAtysv, Deinceps proportionates, continu- 
edly Proportionals. 

Of Difcrete Proportion. 
Again, when the intermedial Magnitudes, or Numbers are not continued, or 

twice taken, as a Confequent, and an Antecedent, but the proportions are as A to 
B, fb C to D (noted thus A . B:: C. D) j yet fo is not B to C; the intermedials 
B and C being difcontinued, and feparated from each other in that proportion, then 
this is called Difcrete proportion. 

So that a Proportion is laid to be continual, when the Proportions (whether 
two, or three, or more) are the fame, and expofed in continued Terms. As A to 
B, fo B to C, fo C to D: Or in numbers, as 16 to 8, 8 to 4, 4 to 2. 

And Difcrete Proportion is, when the Proportions are likewife the fame, but 
expofed in difcontinued Terms. As A to B, fb C to D, fb E to F: Or in numbes, as 
12 to 8, 6 to 4,3 to 2. 

Of Concatenate Proportions. 

There are alfo Concatenate Proportions, Aoyot, Proportiones deinceps; when 
the proportions are different (not all the fame, as in Continual, and Difcrete pro¬ 
portions) yet are expofed in continued Terms, b e^oic. As iy to 10, 10 to 6, 
6 to 3, are to be called Concatenate Proportions. 

Therefore we are carefully to diftinguifh between Continual Proportion, and Pro¬ 
portions in continued Terms. By continual Proportion is always meant the fame, 
or equal Proportions repeated orderly in continued Terms. By the other is to be 
underftood various, and different proportions, which likewife follow one another 
in continued Terms. As 4 to 3, 3 to 2 are Concatenate proportions: But 8 to 4, 
4 to 2, are to one another in Continual proportion: as 8 to 4, 6 to 3, are in 
Difcrete proportion. 

It is farther worthy of obfervation that in Difcrete proportion, becaufe the in¬ 
termedials break off one from the other, therefore an Analogy may be here be¬ 
tween Magnitudes of different kinds, fb that a Line may be to a Line, as a Super¬ 
ficies to a Superficies, or a Solid to a Solid. But in Continual proportion, becaufe 
all the Terms from the firft to the laft are continued in the fame proportion to 
one another, therefore they muft all be Homogeneal, for that Heterogeneals can 
have no proportion one to an other: therefore in Continual proportion the 

E e 3 Terms 
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Terms are either all Lines, or all Planes, or all Solids. Likewife in Concatenate 
proportions where the proportions are put various, and different; yet are in Con¬ 
tinued Terms Concatenated, as A to B in one proportion, B to C in an other, C 
to D in fome other, there the Magnitudes muft alfo for the fame reafon be all 
Homogeneal, like as they were in Continual proportion. 

DEFINITION X. 

WHen three Magnitudes are Proportional, the fir ft is )aid to 
have to the third a Duplicate Vroportion of the firtt to the 

[econd. 

Let A, B, C, be three proportional Magnitudes, as A the firft to B the fecond, fo 
B the fecond to C the third. From which continuation of proportions the pro¬ 
portion of A the firft to C the third is underftood to be compounded of the two 
intermedial proportions. vi%. of the proportion of A the firft to B the fecond, and 
of the proportion of B the fecond to C the third: and therefore A the firft is faid to 
have to C the third a Duplicate proportion of A the firft to Bthe fecond; becaufe 
the proportion of A to B is the fame with that of B to C, and fo is doubled, or 
twice continued between the porportion of A the firft to C the third. But if the 
two intermedial proportions be not the fame, and one of them be different from 
the other, as 4 to 3 in proportion Sefquitertial, and 3 to 2 in proportion Sefqui- 
alteral, then 4 the firft cannot be faid to have to 2 the third a Duplicate propor¬ 
tion of 4 the firft to 3 the fecond, as in equal proportions; but yet in reference 
to this Definition, it is faid by Euclide at Prop. 23. El. VI. to have a proportion 
compounded of 4 to 3, and of 3 to 2, by which the extent of this tenth Defini¬ 
tion, and Euclid's meaning is plainly declared. So that whether the intermedial 
proportions be equal, or unequal, the proportion of the extremes is in general un¬ 
derftood by Euclide to be compounded of the intermedial proportions: And when 
the intermedial proportions are put the fame, then the proportion of the firft to 
the third, is in Special called by Euclide a Duplicate porportion of the firft to 
the fecond. 

Now to illuftrate this farther in Numbers, let the three Proportionals be 9, 3, r, 
The proportion of 9 to 1 is faid to be a duplicate proportion of 9 to 3, becaufe 
between 9, and 1 the proportion of 9 to 3, or triple proportion is twice conti¬ 
nued. For 9 is triple of 3, and 3 ofV : fo that the Noncuple proportion of 9 
to 1 is faid to be triple proportion duplicated; that is, to be compounded of two 
triple proportions, which continuedly intervene between 9, and 1. 

DEFINITION XI. WHen four Magnitudes are proportional, the fir fl is faid to 
have to the fourth a triplicate proportion of the firft to the 

fecond: Andfo forward always more by oney as long as the Ana¬ 
logy fhall be continued. 

Let A, B, C, D, be four proportional Magnitudes as A to B, fo B to C, fo C to 
D, in continual proportion, then A the firft is faid to have to D the fourth a 
triplicate proportion of A the firft to Bthe fecond; becaufe between the Term A 
and D, the fame proportion of A to B is thrice iterated. 

Likewife if there be a Series of five Terms A,B, C, D, E, the proportion of A the 
fit ft to E the fifth, is laid to have a quadruplicate proportion of A the firft to B 
the fecond, and fo forward in a continuate Chain the proportion of the extremes 
has its name from the number of the intermedial proportions; Duplicate from 
two, Triplicate from three, &c. which proportion of the extremes is alfo faid to 
be compounded of thofe intermedial proportions. 

When 
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When equal proportions are continued in many Terms, it is ufually called Pro¬ 
gression, or Geometrical Progreffion. 

; -vav* vri ■ o 8tto:3ipqoiq vdenodw 'gtfrauovhiG-..- .. ibsri'in; • c. ; 
DEFINITION XII. 

* *■ t s , * t. f * * i ' * 
1 » A ■ r • j ^ • f . JL r; • i HOmologal Magnitudes are Antecedents to Antecedents, and 

Confequents to Confequents. 

When four Magnitudes as A, E, B, C, are faid to be Proportionals, it is farther 
requifite to fet forth diftinbtly thednalogifm, or order of thefe proportional Magni¬ 
tudes in their proper Terms; that is, to declare which are the Antecedents, and 
which the Confequents, and befides which Antecedent belongs to each Confequent: 
whether A to E as B to C,or othenvife. If it be put, as A to E fo B to C, then A, 
and B the Antecedents are called Terms Homologal: and E and C the Consequents 
are likewife Terms Homologal ; that is, Comproportimal, or Terms of the lame condition 
as Conjugate or Conjociate Pairs in the order, and difpolition of four Proportionals. 
The Antecedents being the Terms compared, and the Confequents the Terms to 
which is made the companion.: . 

Now when four Magnitudes are proportional, and the Analogifm; that is, the 
Homologal Terms are orderly let forth, as A . E:: B. C, Euchde Ihews.in the fol¬ 
lowing Definitions what changes, and befides what alterations the four primary, 
or firlt propoled Proportionals ate capable of; lo that the changed, or altered 
Terms may ftill be proportional to one another. Thele variations are made five 
manner of ways. 

DEFINITION.* XIII. ALternate Troportion is a Sumption of the Antecedent to the 
Antecedenty and of the Confequent to the Confequent. 

Here is made only a change in polition of the primary Proportionals, withoilt 
any alteration of the lame Terms, and the Sumption, or Companion of one An¬ 
tecedent to the other as a Confequent; and of one Confequent as an Antecedent to 
the other Confequent is called Alternate proportion: As let the primary Proporti¬ 
onals be A to E, as B to C, and thus fet forth. 

it . t : : 12 . 4„ 
Primary Proportionals, r A . E : : B . C. 

then Alternately, \ B : : E . C. 
iy . 12: : t • 4. 

The Analogy between the Terms of Alternate proportion is demonftrated in 
Prop. 16, 

DEFINITION XIV. 

INverfe Troportion is a Sumption of the Confequent as Antece: 
dent, to the Antecedent as Confequent. 

Here the Proportional Terms are otherwife changed in polition only, the Con¬ 
fequents into Antecedents, and the Antecedents into Confequents: The inward 
Terms into the outward, and the outward into the inward : As let there be again 

it . t : : 12 • 4« 
Primary Proportionals, C A . E : : B . C. 

then Inverjly, . A : : C . B„ 
t . it 1 1 4 * I2° 

We may obferve, that in Alternate proportion only one Antecedent 
7 ’ changed 
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changed into one Confequent, and one Confequent into one Antecedent. But in 
inverfe proportion, both the Confequents are made Antecedents; and both the 
Antecedents are turned into Confequents, whereby proportions of the greater and 
lefs inequality are tranfinuted into one another. 3 3 

It is likewife Inverfe proportion when the Terras are taken backward, or con- 
tranly, as ir A . E :: B. C. It is likewife between the Terms inverfly C. B: • E A 

The Analogy of inverted proportion is demonftrated by a Corollary of Prop, 4! 

DEFINITION XV. COmpofitwn of proportion is a Sumption of the Antecedent to¬ 
gether with the Confequent as one, to the fame Confequent. 

Here now is made an alteration of the primary, or firft propofed Terms, bv 
adding each Antecedent, and Confequent, together as one Term, and fo compared 
to its correfpondent Confequent. For let here be as before, r 

ly . y : : 12 . 4. 
Primary Proportionals r A . E : : B . C. 

then by Compofition> CA-fE. E:: B-[-C . C. 
**+ f(=*o). y :: 12 + 4 (=l6) , 4. 

The Analogy between the Terms of Compound proportion is demonftrated m 
Prop. 18. 

definition XVI. 

Mfion of proportion is a Sumption of the excefs, wherein the 
Antecedent exceeds the Confequent, to the fame Confequent. 

Here again is made another alteration of the primary Terms, by fubtradting 
each Conlequent from its Antecedent, and then each excefs is affirmed as an An- 
tecedentj and compared to its proper Confequent: As let there be 

D 

if - y 
. A. E 

: 12 
: B C. Primary Proportionals c. 

^A-E.E : : B — C . C. 
— s ra-4(=8). 4. 

then by Vivijion, 

The Analogy between the Terms of Divided proportion is demonftrated in 
Prop. 17 , and tis manifeft, that divided proportion mull be of the greater in- 
eqnahty, for that the Confequent is to be fubtrafted from the Antecedent 

1SfT,m°n\ Compofition, and Divifion of proportion, and 
called by Emltde Synthefo,md Duerejis, is only an addition, and liibtraiftion of 
Proportional Terms: an addition of each Confequent to its Antecedent, and a fub- 
tradtion of each Confequent from its Antecedent. But Compofition, of which we 
have madefome mention in the Annotations on the iothand 11th foresoinff Defi¬ 
nitions, is taken m a far different fenfe, and called Xvymw, Synfoifaa Compo- 
fition, or Commixture of Proportions one with another, and not a Syntbefcot 

Srofthe^Elemlnr6 ^ '’***** &rther at the ^ 

DEFINITION XVII. C1 Omerfion or Anastropheo/proportion is a Sumption of the 
1Antecedent to the excefs, wherein the Antecedent exceeds 

the Confequent. 2 * 
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As let it be 

Then by Convcrjion, 

iy. y 
A . E 

: 12 
: B 

4- 
c. 

C A * A —E : : B . B —C. 

if. if —f(=io): : 12.11 — 4 (=8). 

The Analogy between the Terms of Converted Proportion is demonftrated by the 
Corollary of Prop. 19th. 

Again, the Confequent alfo might have been compared td the fame excefs, as 
E.A — E:: C.B — C . y . 10 :: 4.8. But this is only proportion of Divifiort 
inverted, and inverfion of proportion having been laid down before * it were in¬ 
artificial to repeat the fame again as a new kind of change. For it is to be noted 
that the Pimple, or primary Proportional Terms being either compounded, divi¬ 
ded, or converted, may in like manner be again changed by Alternation, and 
Inverfion. As 

by Compofition, and Alternation* A-j-E.B-J-C — E.C. 
by Divifion, and Alternation, A — E . B — C :: E. C. &c. 

Again, if the Terms be only three in continual proportion, as A,M,E-^—, 8, 
4, 2, they may in like manner be changed, and altered, for that M the middle 
Term is both a Conlequent, and Antecedent* As 

8 • 4 • • 4 • 2-* 
A . M : : M. E . and 

by Compofition, and Alternation, A -f- M . M -f E :: M . E. 
by Divifion, and Alternation, A — M . M — E :: M . E. &c* 

All thefe changes, and alterations of four Proportionals may in a view be thus 
let forth. 

The primary Proportional Terms. 

Alternation, 

Inverfion, 

Compofition, 

Divifion* 

Converfion, 

A 

A 

E 

A + E 

A —E 

A . A- 

E 

B 

A 

E 

E 

E 

B . C. 

E . C. } The primary Terms changed 

C . B. 5 only in pofition. 

B-f-C . C.^ The primary Terms aP 

B — C . C. C tered by Addition, and 

B . B —C. $ Subtradion. 

Here are firft put four primary Terms, two, and two in the lame proportion, 
as A to E, fo B to C, front which are made by five ways of variation four other 
proportional Terms, two, and two in fome one, and the fame proportion to one 
another. 

But now befides thele, there may be put after another manner more Terms then 
four; as five, or fix, or feven, &c. in two diltind orders, with an equal number 
of Terms in each order, two, and two in the fame proportion , from which are 
alfo made four other Terms proportional to one another, as this following Defi¬ 
nition declares. 

DEFINITION XVIII* PRoportion of Equidifiance (commonly called proportion of Equa¬ 
lity ) is a Sumption of the extremes by Subtraction of the inter- 

medial Terms; when, there being many magnitudes in one Rank, 
and others as many in an other Rank, takgn tivo, and two in the 
fame proportion, the firCt fnall be afumed to the laft in the pre¬ 
ceding Rank, and like wife the firfl to the laft in the following 
Rank. 

I8, Si &•> 9> I2> 
Here is put a double Series C A, B, C, D, E, 

of Magnitudes, as £ F, G, H, I, K, 
24, 4, 8, i?, 16, 

F f Two, 
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Two, and two of each Rank being in the fame proportion to one another, A to B, 

as F to G: and again, B to C as G to H,&c. Then fubtra&ing, or parting over the 
intermediate in each Rank, if A the firft be aflumed to E the laft, in one Rank} 
and F the firft to K the laft, in the other Rank, this Sumption, or companion of 
thefe extremes, A to E, and F to K, is called proportion of Equidifiance, or of Equality. 

Here I fray? adventured to give a neve Name to this Definition from Euclids 
very words Ahoyos: It is commonly tranflated ex aqualitate Ratio, or ex aqua 
Ratio, proportion of Equality, or even proportion : but without any reafon given 
pf this interpretation to inform us what it plainly means: AuVa a6ycs, ftrnftly 
translated, is Ratio ex vquo. Bnt ex quo? Of what? Certainly ex aquo Intervallo. For 
wh.af cau more fuitably be underftood by aitr* than in taking it for «JY i<w 
7?rj ex aqua Intcrvullo, for an equal interval, or even diftance of the extreme Terms 
from one another. The ufe ot this Definition makes this interpretation manifeft; 
for that the compared extremes are always taken at the fame diftance from one 
another, by fiibtra&ing an equal number of the intermedials in each Series. And 
indifferept it is, whether the ocher extreme from the firft, be either the third, the 
fourth, the fifth, the fixth, or any further Term, only, for inftance, if A the firft: 
be aflumed to D the fourth in one Rank, then alfo F the firft is aflumed to I the 
fourth in the other, and the like in the reft : For that the Equidiftance of the 
extremes is conftantly to be obferved in both the Ranks; as Euclids words imply, 
when in the Sumption of the extremes he puts the Magnitudes in each Rank to 
be equal in multitude, and fo the aflumed extremes, the firft to the laft fhall 
ever be equidiftant from one another in each of the Ranks. 

The Analogy between the extreme Terms of equidiftant proportion is demon- 
ftrated in the 22d. and 23d. Propofitions of this fifth Element. 

Befides the Phyfical reafon why thefe extremes are Analogals, or Proportionals, 
is very apparent, in that the proportion of the two extremes in each Rank, vi\. 
of A to E, and of F to K, is compounded of the lame intermedial proportions, 
and therefore in common fenfe thole extremes muft be in the fame proportion 
to one another, A to E as F to K. For upon a full confideration of this matter, 
we fhall find, that proportion ex aqug is nothing elfe, but a companion of two 
proportions to one another, which are each compounded of like or equal propor¬ 
tions, that intervene between the extreme Terms of both Ranks: which extremes 
are therefore eafily perceived to be Proportionals, as alfo is hereafter demon- 
ftrated. 

And farther, this Definition of proportion ex aquo (a proportion of admirable 
ufe) is derived from the 10th. and r 1lh. Definitions of Duplicate, and Triplicate 
proportion, and agrees with them in a like Sumption of the extremes to one 
another: and alfo in that the proportion of the extremes is upon the fame ground 
^d t° be compounded of the intermedial proportions, expofed in continued Terms, 
iv Tiif ifjis o£o<s-, as are thofe proportions which Euclide calls compounded. And the 
only difference between them is, that in a Series of Duplicate, and Triplieate propor¬ 
tion the intermediate proportions are all throughout one and the fame: whereas in 
proportion ex aquo each Series may be of various proportions} which yet in their or* 
der are the fame with one another, the firft proportion of one Rank the fame with 
the firft of the other; the fecond the fame with the fecond, &c. So that the propor¬ 
tions of the extremes in this 18th. Definition, juft as before in the 10th. and 11th. 
Definitions, are alike laid to be compounded of equal intermedial proportions. 
The agreement between thefe Definitions in this point is of fpecial remark, and 
whoever fhall ftudioully pierce into the depth, and fubtil Contrivances of the yth, 
iotn, and 18th, Definitions, wherein Euclide hath fhewn a wonderful fagacity in fet- 
ting forth Proportional Magnitudes, and the compofition of proportions, will upon 
a juft confideration find, that nothing in all thefe Elements ought to be more 
worthily admired, or received with greater efteem} notwithftanding the Cavils 
of fome modern Geometricians. 

AijVtf is a manner of brief expreffion ufual with tha Greece, and like to Diatefa- 
ron, and Diapafon in Mufical Notes. 

In 
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In this proportion ex aquo, or of Equidiftance, there are two Cafes. For the 
Analogal intennedial Terms of both Ranks, two, and two in the fame proportion, 
may proceed either in order, one Term after the other, or elfe fome of the Terms 
may be taken out of order, as the twb following Definitions of Ordinate, and Per¬ 
turbate Analogy do declare. 

DEFINITION XIX. ORdinate Analog is, when it (hall he as Antecedent to Confe- 
quent fo Antecedent to Confequent: and again as Conjequent 

to fome other Magnitude, fo Confequent to fome other Magnitude. 

18, 3, 6, 
Let the double Series r A, B, C, £ 

be as before, C F, G, H, 
24) 4j 

And the Analogy be as A the Antecedent to B the Confequent, fo F the Ante¬ 
cedent to G the Confequent: And again as B the Confequent to C an other Magni¬ 
tude, fo G the Confequent to H an other Magnitude in a diredt order. 

This orderly progrefs in all the Analogal Terms of both Ranks fucceffively 
one after the other, is called Ordinate Analogy, wherein the extremes taken 
ex aquo A to C, andFtoH, are demonftrated to be proportional to one another 
in Prop. 22d. 

And the proportions of the extremes are each laid to be compounded of the in¬ 
termedia! proportions taken in an Ordinate Analogy to one another.. 

DEFINITION: XX. PErturhate Analogy is, when in the precedent Rank itfhall he 
as Antecedent toConfequent,fo in the following, Antecedent 

to Confequent'. and again in the "Precedent, as the Confequent to 
fome other cJMagnitude, fo in the following, fome other Magnit ude 
to the Antecedent. 

Let there be again a 

double Series, as 
j- lx, 

12, 4, 2. 
A, B, C. 

F, G, 

ir r 

19) St 

12 . 8.6 
. . . A . B . C 

X . F . G . 
12 . 9 . 6 . 

And the Analogy be as A the Antecedent to B the Confequent, fo F the Ante- 
dent to G the Confequent: And again, as B the Confequent to C an other Magni¬ 
tude in a direct order, fo X an other Magnitude to F the Antecedent* in a dtjlurbed 
order. From the prepofterous Sumption of two Terms in one of the Ranks, as 
namely here of X to F, making X the Term laft put to become the firft extreme, 
this ''Yregov npcmpov, is called Per turbate Analog: Wherein the extreme Terms tho’ 
taken ex aqua A to C, and X to G, are demonftrated in Prop. 23. to be propor¬ 
tional to one another, as well as the extremes in Ordinate Analogy. 

And the proportions of the extremes are each faid to be compounded of the 
intermedial proportions taken in a Perturbate Analogy to one another. 

For the intermedial proportions of both Ranks, either in Ordinate, or Perturbate 
Analogy, are alike the fame (tho* not taken in a like order); and therefore the 
extremes being alike compounded of the fame intermedial proportions, are eafily 
conceived to be in the fame proportion to one another. And this is the Phyfical, 
or Philofophical reafbn of this matter, which is Geometrically demonftrated in 
Prop. 22. and 23. El* V. 

F f 2 In 
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In the Definitions of Ordinate, and Perturbate Analogy, Euclids words imply 

only three Magnitudes in each Series, whereas they might have been farther con¬ 
tinued at plealure, if the matter had fo required. But he having before fully de¬ 
fined. Proportion ex eequo in general, let the Terms be never fo many 5 three Terms 
now fufficed to Ihew in what order, or disorder the extremes might be ex aqua 
taken, and afiumed to one another, and ftill be either way found proportional to 
one another. For this reafon Euclide puts only three Terms as moft readily ferving 
to fet forth the two Cafes of Ordinate, and Perturbate Analogy, which may happen 
in this proportion of Equidiftance, or Equal Interval of Terms. 

DEFINITION XXI. HArmonkal Analogy is 'when there being three Magnitudes, or 
Numbers, it Jhall be as the fir ft to the third, fo the difference 

between thefirft and fecond} to the difference between the Jecond 
and third. 

Otherwife. 
Harmonical Analogy is a Sumption of the extremes to the diffe¬ 

rences between the extremes, and the middle Term. 

Let there be three Magnitudes, or Numbers if A be to E, as the dif- 
Aj M} JQr# 

ference between A and M to the difference between M and E, that is, if A be to 
E, as A—M toM—E, then this is called Harmonical Analogy, and fignified after 
this manner, if A, M,E, be put as Terms of Harmonical Proportion. 

A . E : : A — M . M —E. 
6 • 3 : •* 6 — 4(=*)« 4 — 3 (=I) - 

This Analogy is called Harmonical, becaufe many Mufical Confonancies fuit 
often with the Terms of this Analogy, as 6 to 4, or proportion Sefquialteral is 
Diapente, 4 to 3, or Sefquitertial is Diatejfaron, 6 to 3, or Duple proportion is 
Diapajon. 

There is likewife Harmonical Analogy in four Terms, as A, M, N, E: 3 o, 12,8, y: 
when as the firft is to the fourth, fo is the difference of the firft, and fecond to the 
difference of the third, and fourth. 

A . E : : A—M . N —E 
30. r : : 30 —I2(~i8). 8 — y (=3) 

1 have added this Definition to the reft of Euclid/, becaufe moft Commentators 
make mention of Harmonical Proportion as worthy of Confideration j and for 
that it hath fbme affinity with proportion ex (equo. 

Clavius in his Comments hath abundantly fet forth, and explained the various 
Properties, and mutual Correfpondencies of Proportions Geometrical, Arithmetical, 
and Harmonical, whom the Studious may confult with much profit and delight. 

PROPO* 
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PROPOSITION I. 

IF there he Magnitudes how many foever Equimultiples of as 
many other Magnitudes, each ofeach \ Quptuple one of the Mag¬ 

nitudes is of one, Totuple /hall all he of all. 

Let there be magnitudes how many foever ab, cd, Equimulti¬ 
ples of as many other magnitudes e, f, each of each. I fay, that 
Quotuple ab is of e, Totuple fhall ab, cd together, be of e, f to* 
gether. 

c h D .---1* 

If ab . e :: cd . f. Then ab.e ::ab + cd«e+f. 

6.5:14.1. Then 6 . 3 :: 6 + 4 . 3 + *• 

For becaufe a b is equimultiple of e, as c d is of f ; therefore how 
many magnitudes are in ab equal to e, fo many are in cd equal to f. 

Let ab be divided into the magnitudes equal to e, namely into 
ag,gb; and c d into the magnitudes equal to f, namely into ch,hd. 

Now then the multitude of thefe magnitudes ch, hd, contained 
in cd, fhall be equal to the multitude of thofe magnitudes a g, g b, 

contained in ab [for that ab, cd are hy fuppofition Equimultiples 
f E, F. ] 

And forafmuch as ag is equal e, and ch to f; therefore ag,ch 

together, are equal to e,f together [Ax. i. If equals be added to 
equals, the wholes are equal.]. 

By the fame reafon gb is equal to e, and hd to f; therefore alfo 
gb,hd together, are equal to e,f together [by Ax. i.]. 

Wherefore how many magnitudes are in a b equal to e, fo many 
are in ab,cd together, equal toe,f together. 

Therefore Quotuple ab is of e, Totuple (hall ab, cd together, be 
of e,f together. 

If therefore there be magnitudes how many foever Equimulti¬ 
ples of as many other Magnitudes, each of each, dec. Which was 
to be demonftrated. 

ANNOTATIONS. ,Vy t 

To this Propofition anfwer in Numbers the j-th. and 6lh. Propositions of the (e- 
venth Element, which are thus comprifed. 

PROP. V, VI. El. VII. 

If a number he a Tart, or Tarts of a number, and another be 
the fame Tart, or Tarts of an other number, alfo both together, 

Jhati be the fame Tart, or Tarts of both together, that one is of one. 
3 F f 3 This 
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This is differently expreffed from our prefent Propofition, but yet to the fame 

purpofe. For what Eudide demonftratp in Magnitudes from Multiples, the fame 
is m Numbers more perfpicuoufly demonftrated from Submultiples; becaufe 
Numbers have a common Part, j Movas, The Monade, a natural Meafnre of all 
Numbers: from whence may be taken a certain and (landing beginning for 
the framing of demonftraUons much more clearly, than what can be mad! ou 
m Magnitudes, which are wholly deftitute of fucli a natural foundation! there¬ 
fore Eudide is forced to make ufe of Multiples, for that (as we have formerlv 
noted) every Magnitude .nay have any Multiple of it felf, and alf Incommenfu- 
rables may be equally multiplied. From which Equintnltiplication Eudide mod 

Magnitudes' ^ W'th admlrable Artlficc ™nageth this Element of Proportional 

Foiafinuch therefore that equals added to equals make the wholes equal He 
join thence proves that equal Proportions added to equal Proportions make in 

the fumm the fame equal Proportions. 
And the meaning of this Propofition is, that if there be magnitudes never fo 

many, Equimultiples of as many others, that is, in the fame Multiple proportion 
to as many other Magnitudes, then as one of the Antecedents is to one of the Con- 
lequents, fo all the Antecedents Ihall be to all the Confequents. 

2 B. 2D. 2F. 

As if A . B :: C . D :: E .F. &c. Then A . B:: A -f-C-f E. B + D-f F. 

4 • 2 ;t 10.*. <S. J :: g +4 + 10. 3-(- 2 q. y. 

Eudide here in his demonftration gives an inftance only in duple proportion be¬ 
tween two and two magnitudes for brevity fake: becaufe we may in like manner 
eafily proceed to any further Multiple proportion what(bever, triple, quadruple 
Sc. And alfotoany number of Magnitudes infinitely; which are to one another 
in the fame Multiple proportion. CL 

But Eudide exprefleth Magnitudes that are to one another in the fame Mul¬ 
tiple proportion by Equimultiples, becaufe the word Equimultiples does more im- 
mediately denote the Antecedents to contain an equal number of their Confe- 
quents, into wmch they may be accordingly divided: And of fuch a divifion 
Eudtde forefaw he was to make a fpecial ufe in the demonftration of this Propo- 
lition ; as likewite euewhere. ^ 

Now what is here fet forth only in Multiple proportion, the fame is afterwards 
univerfa ly demonftrated at Prop.. w*. in any other kind of Proportion, both 
Rational, and Irrational. But this was premifed to prove other Propofitions 
which were nepeflanly required towards the demonftration of that ia-"P Prooofi- 
tion. Like as the i«'h. Propofition El. I, proves the outward angle of a Triangle 

™w§nfafn thaV“hnf °f rhe inwai,d and oppofite angles, to make way for the 
proof of fome other Propofitions, which were requifite to demonftrate that the 
lame outward angle was equal to the two inward and oppofite angles, Prop. 3 a. El.I. 

PROPOSITION II. IF the fir ft he Equimultiple of the fecond', as the third is of the 
fourth- and there he a fifth Equimultiple of the fecond, as a 

pxth is of the fourth: then the fir ft andfifth taken together fhall 
^Equimultiple of the fecond, as the third and fixth are of the 

Let ab the firft be Equimultiple of c the fecond, as d e the third 
is of f the fourth: and let there be bg a fifth Equimultiple of c 
the lecond, as eh a fixth is of f the fourth* 
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I fay, that ag the firft and fifth together taken, (halt be Equi¬ 
multiple ot c the fecond, as dh the third and fixth together taken 
is of f the fourth. 7 

For becaufe a Bis equimultiple of e, as de is of f; therefore how 
many magnitudes are in a b equal to c, fo many are in d e equal to f. 

/ 

A 3 B 6 
*-----' 1  -- 1-—-—i.—. 

P & E 4* H --1-—j0 

F 
•-<2 

3^ 3 f 2,C 2F 3 ^ “f c 3 F -}- 2 F 

a b . c:: d e . F.and bg. c::eh.F. Then ab+bg.c::de + eh.f. 

9.3:: 6 .i. and 6.3:: 4, . 2. Then 946.3:: 644.x. 

By the fame reafon how many are in b g equal to c, fo manv are 
in eh equal tOF. 

Wherefore how many are in the whole ag equal to c, fo many 
alio are in the whole d h equal to f. 

Therefore Quotuple a g is of c, Totuple d h is of f. 
And therefore a g the firft and fifth together taken, ftiall be equi- 

ttiultiple of c the fecond, as dh the third and fixth together taken 
is of f the fourth. 9 

If therefore the firft be equimultiple of the fecond, as the third 
is of the fourth, &c. Which was to be demonftrated. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

This Propofition puts the fifth and fixth Magnitudes to be equimultiples of the 
fecond, and fourth: but the proportion would hold the fame, if the fifth were 
only equal to the fecond, and the fixth to the fourth. For in this Cafe alfo the 
firft, and fifth together fha 11 be equimultiple of the fecond, as the third, and fixth 
together is of the fourth. ’ 

A 12 B — J- 5 
iiy 

c 

D 
• j 

E 2 H -1- no 

For let A B the: firft be 12, and BG the fifth be 3, equal to the Confequenc 

quent F a 1 ° E hC hlrd ^ h and EH the fixth be eq^l to the Confe- 

Then AB4 BG * C:: DE4EH. F* That is, 
AB+ c * C:: D E-f- F . K 

12 + 3 • 3 >: 8 4. 2,2. 

But here now tis to be obferved, that when the fifth and fixth Terms, BG,EH, 
f are 
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are put equal to C,F, the fecond and fourth, onlyjhe Confequents are added to 
the firft and third, AB, D E, the Antecedents j and then this will be the very fame 
with that, which Euclide calls Compofition of Proportion inDef. 14. El. V. For 
the Confequents C, and F are plainly added to the Antecedents, A B, DE, in that 
they are equal to B G, E H, the fifth and fixth Terms. And befides, this Compo- 
fition of Proportion is particularly demonftrated hereafter at Prop. 18. and made 
a diftind notion, and of a different ufe from this Propofition, which is applied 
after a more general manner, and not confined to the addition of the Confequents 
to the Antecedents; but admits of any other Terms whatfoever : and not only in 
equimultiple Proportion as in this place, but alfo uniyerfally in any kind of Pro¬ 
portion, as is demonftrated at Prop. 24th. 

PROPOSITION III. IF the first he equimultiple of the fecond, as the third is of the 
fourth : and there he taken equimultiples of the firft and third, 

then hy Equidiftance each of the taken equimultiples JImII he equi¬ 
multiple of each, one of the fecond, the other of the fourth. 

Let a the firft be equimultiple of b the fecond, as c the third is 

d the fourth: and of a and c let be taken equimultiples ef,gh. 

I fay, that excequo, by equidiftance [Def 18.] ef is equimultiple 

of b the fecond, as g h is of d the fourth. 

rr IV 
—; [3 

A 

B 

K 
12 

D 

-16 

. r> 

EF GH 

a . b :: c . d. Then exrequo ia.b::ic.d 

9.3:16.x. Then ex tfquo 18.3 :: ix. 2. 

■rj 

Forafmuch as ef is equimultiple of a, as gh is of c; therefore 
how many magnitudes are in ef equal to a, fo many are in gh 

equal to c. 
Let ef be divided into the magnitudes equal to a, namely into 

ek, kf; and gh into gl,lh equal to c. 

Now then the multitude of the magnitudes ek, kf fhall be equal 
to the multitude of the magnitudes gl,lh. 

And forafmuch as [ by Suppofition] a is equimultiple of b, as c 

is of d ; and e k is equal to a, and g l to c; therefore e k is equi¬ 
multiple of b, as gl is of D. 

By the fame reafon kf is equimultiple of b, as lh is of d. 
* Becaufe 
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i i i * ) is equimultiple ofb the fecond, 
as gl the third is of d the fourth: and a fifth kf is equimultiple of 
b the fecond,as a fixth lh of d the fourth* therefore ef the firft 
and fifth together taken, is equimultiple of b the fecond, as gh the 
third and fixth together taken, is of d the fourth [by Prop. 2 EL V1 

If therefore the firft be equimultiple of the fecond, as the third 
is of the fourth: and of the firft and third there be taken equimul¬ 
tiples, then ex cequo each, &c. Which was to be demonftrated. 

, 

This is univerfally demonftrated at Prop. 21. and at prefent pro- 
pofed only in multiple proportion to be made ufe of for the de- 
monftration of the following Proportion. 

PROPOSITION IV. IF the firft hath to the fecond the fame proportion, that the third 
hath to the fourth, then according to any multiplication whatfo- 

ever, the equimultiples of the firft and third fijalt have to the equi¬ 
multiples of the Jecond and fourth the fame proportion, being com¬ 
pared to one another. ( . 

Let a the firft have to b the fecdnd the fame proportion, that c 
the third hath to d the fourth: apd let there be taken of a and c 
the firft and third any equimultiples e and f; and of b and d the fe¬ 
cond and fourth any equimultiples g and h. 

I fay, that as e is to g, fo is f tb h. For again, of e andF let 

be taken any equimultiple^*; andi;; and of g and h any equimul¬ 
tiples m and N.: : . .. . < . « .: ; 

F l*~-t_ 

A:—:—1 

<> -1 

B 

G 1—i—1 

Mi- 

. . D—■ 
li;. 

. r ft I * , 
ii-—1—1—1 

4 * 11 *tff«*in 

-» N •-•-*- 

1 i 

a . b : : c . d. Then 
e . g : : f . h. 

k . m : : l . n. 

Now becaufe e is equimultiple of a, as f is of c; and of e and f 

hath been taken equimultiples k and l : Therefore [ex a;quo by 
Prop. 3. ] k is equimultiple of a, as l is of c. 

Likewife becaufe g is equimultiple of b, as h is of d ; and of g 

and h hath been taken equimultiples m and n: Therefore ex re quo, 
m is equimultiple of b, as n is of d. 

Forafmuch then that [ by Suppofition ] as a the firft is to b the 
G g . fecond. 
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fecond, fo c the third to d the fourth; and of a and c hath been 
taken any equimultiples k and e; and of b and d any equimultiples 
m and n: therefore [*by the fifth Definition ] if k exceeds m,l 
exceeds h, if equal, ’tis equal, if lefs, lefs. 

But K, L are equimultiples of e, f ; and m, n of g, h according 
to any multiplication whatfoever : Therefore [*byDe£ y.] as e 
is to g, fo is f to H. 

If therefore the firft hath to the fecond the fame proportion that 
the third hath to the fourth, then &c.Which was to be demonftrated. 

Corollary. 
Of Inverfe Proportion. 

From hence tis manifeft, that if four Magnitudes be proportional, 
they fhall alfo be lnverfly proportional. 

For ifE and f equimultiples of a and c, the firft and third be 
greater than g and h the equimultiples of c and d, the fecond and 
fourth; then on the contrary g and h fhall be lefs than e and f : and 
if e and f be lefs, then fhall g and h be greater; if equal, equal: 
Therefore Inver fly, b fhall be to a, as d to c: the fecond to the 
firft, as the fourth to the third* 

A Declaration of this fourth Tropofition in Numbers, 

Shewing the equimultiples of the Antecedents to be proportional 
to the equimultiples of the Confequents in fomekind of proportion, 
either of equality, or of the greater, or left inequality. 

6. g • • 4 • ^ ^ ‘ 1 •• 4* • • 3 • • 4* ^ • 
a. b :: c.d a. b :: c. d. a . b :: c. d . 

2 a . 3 b :: 2 c. gD. ia . 4B:: xc . 4D. 2A. ys:: xc . yD. 
ix. 9 :: 8 . 6. ix. n:: 8 . 8. ix. iy:: 8 . io. 

Proportion Sefquitertial. Proportion of Equality. Proportion Sublelquiquartal. 
The Antecedents A, C The Antecedents A, C The Antecedents A, C 
Multiplied by 2, and Multipliplied by 2, and Multiplied by 2, and 

the Confequents B,D the Conlequents B, D the Confequents B, D 
by 3. by 4. by y. 

ANNOTATIONS. 
[ * By Def. y. ] The turning of this Definition, in which lyes the chief force of 

Euclids demonstration may feem to the younger Students fomewhat perplext. 
But we ought to confider, that in all Definitions the Subject, and Praedicate are 
fimply convertible, and do mutually put one another. So here there are firft four 
Magnitudes propofed to be proportional; and thereupon their equimultiples, taken 
according to any multiplication whatfoever, are fuppofed to be together either 
equal, greater, or lefs, as the Definition requires. Again, on the contrary, becaule 
the equimultiples of four Magnitudes are found to be fo affedted, therefore thole 
four Magnitudes are concluded to be projportional. Thus here the Definition of 
proportional Magnitudes, and the Converfe, or Dtfinitum are immediately turned 
upon one another in the demonftration of this Fundamental Propofition, the 
Caufe putting the Effedt, and theEffedfc the Caule. 

! Adver- 
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Advertifement. 

This Proportion ought to be of a more fpecial Remark, than is commonly 
taken notice of. It is the principal and moft immediate property of four Propor¬ 
tionals, and the foie ground from whence Enclide raifed his Definition of propor¬ 
tional Magnitudes; as hath been explained in the Annotations on the yth. Definition 
Where it was alfo made manifeft, that the Primary, and EfiTential Conception of 
Proportionals confiftsin this general notion, that the Antecedents do equally contain 
their Confequents: How much one is of one, fo much the other is of the other. As 
to inftance clearly and diftindtly in this main matter, If the Antecedents be Equimul¬ 
tiples of their Confequents, each of each, as if Abe triple of B, and C triple of D 
then in common fenfe A the firft is to B the fecond, in the fame Multiple propor¬ 
tion, that C the third is to D the fourth. And fo again, if the Antecedents be 
any otherwise Equiquantuples of their Confequents, each of each, then the firft is to 
the fecond in the fame proportion that the third is to the fourth: Let the Pro¬ 
portion be any whatfoever poflibly can be. This Equiquantuplenefs in Numbers Eu- 
clide exprefly fets forth in Def. 20. El. VII. But now in Magnitudes it cannot be 
expreffed from their own natural Conftitution (as in Numbers) wherein the Ante¬ 
cedents are equimultiples of their Confequents; for that Magnitudes have no Ori¬ 
ginal meafure, or Geometrical Unite, whereby to exprefs their quantities, but only 
what is made by content among our telvcs. And then again there are numberlefs 
Magnitudes tfhich can have no common meaifure at all to be made between them 
whereby to exprefs their mutual proportions. Wherefore feeing that the EfTential 
and Phyfical Definition of proportional Magnitudes cannot be made ufe of in Geo¬ 
metrical demonftrations (as it is in Numerical) unlefs we could let forth wherein 
the Antecedents do equally contain their Confequents: therefore recourte muft 
be had to fome other property, which does flow from this Equiquantuplenefs, that 
is, from the Eflence of Proportionality. Now in this 4th. Propofition fuch an im¬ 
mediate property of four Proportionals is demonftrated of them: namely, that 
the equimultiples of the Antecedents fhall be proportional to the equimultiples of 
their Confequents, according to any multiplication whatfoever, when the four 
Magnitudes, whereof they are equimultiples are proportional, let the Magni¬ 
tudes be Commenfurable, or Incommenfurable, the proportions Rational, or Irra¬ 
tional. But how again, and by what deductions from this fame property Euclide 
gave us ain other infallible fign of all kinds of proportional Magnitudes in the place 
of a Formal, or EfTential Definition of Proportionals, the Annotations on the f-b. 
Definition have before fully declared. 

PROPOSITION V. 

IF a Magnitude be equimultiple of a Magnitude, as a part de¬ 
tracted is of a part detracted, thenfloall the Remainder be equi¬ 

multiple of the Remainder, as the whole is of the whole. 

Let the Magnitude ab be equimultiple of cd, as the part de¬ 
tracted ae is of the part detracted cf. 

I fay, that the Remainder eb lhall be equimultiple of the Re¬ 
mainder fd, as the whole a Bis of the whole cd. 

For Quotuple a e is of cf, Totuple let eb be made of another 
Magnitude cg. 

And becaufe ae is equimultiple of cf, as eb is of cg, therefore 
a e, e b together, are equimultiple of c F, c G together* that is, the 
whole a b is equimultiple of the whole g f, as a e is df c F [by Prop ! 

Ggz 
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sill equimultiple of all, as one of one. ] But ae is alfo fuppofed equi¬ 
multiple ofcF, asAB is of CD. 

Wherefore a b is equimultiple of eachGF, and cd, and therefore 
gf is equal to cd [by Ax. 7.]. 

Let c f common to both be taken away, therefore the Remain¬ 
der gc, is equal to the Remainder fd. 

A 12 E <T £ 
1-——  —-‘— ‘ -----—* JS 

2 C 4- F 2 D , 
G.•.i-\C 

^CD 3 C F 3 F D 3CD 
ab.cd:: ae.cf. Then eb.fd:: ab.cd. 

18.6:: ii. 4-. Then 6 . z :: 18. 6. 

Forafmuch then that ae is equimultiple of c F,as e b is of gc, and 
gc is equal to fd; therefore ae fhall be equimultiple of cf, as 
E b of F D. 

But ae is fuppofed equimultiple of cf, as ab of cd; therefore 
the Remainder eb is equimultiple of the Remainder fd, as the 
whole ab is of the whole cd. 

If therefore a Magnitude be equimultiple of a Magnitude, as a 
part detracted is of a part detracted, &c. Which was to be demon¬ 
strated. 

This here in multiple proportion is univerfally demonftrated at 
Prop. 19. 

To this Propofition anfwer in Numbers the 7 h. and 8th. Propofi- 
tions of the feventh Element, only what is here demonftrated 
of Multiple proportion, the like is there demonftrated e contra 
of Submultiple proportion; for the reafons before noted upon 
Prop. I. of this Element. 

PROP. VII, and VIII. El. VII. 

If a number be a Part, or Parts of a number, fuch as a number de¬ 
tracted is of a number detracted; fo alfo the Remainder Ihall be the 
fame Part,or Parts of the Remainder, which the whole is ofthe whole. 

PROPOSITION VI. 

IF two Magnitudes be equimultiple of two Magnitudes, and fome 
parts of them detracted be equimultiple of the fame Magni¬ 

tudes, then the Remainders alfo )hall be either equal to the fame 
zMagnitudes, or equimultiples of them. 

Let the two Magnitudes ab, cd be equimultiples of the two 
Magnitudes e, f, and the parts detracted ag,ch, be fome equimul¬ 
tiples of the fame e, f. 

I fay. 4 
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I fay, that the Remainders gb, hd, are either equal to e, f3 or 
equimultiples of them. 

Firft let gb, be equal to e. I fay, that hd is alfo equal to f; for 
to f let c k be put equal. 

3 E 
~'iy 

K 2- 8 H 2 D --• IO 
F i-—-—12 

ab . e:; cd. f.and ag.e:: qh. f. Gb=e. ThenHD = F. 
1 y • 3:110.1. and 11.3:: 8 . 2.an 11 3=3. Then 2 = 2. 

And becaufe ag thefirft is equimultiple of e the fecond, as ch 
the thirds ofF the fourth; and gb a fifth is equal to e the fecond^ 
and ck a fixth is equal to f the fourth; Therefore ab the firft and 

fifth together, are equimultiple of e, as kh the third and fixth are 
of f the fourth [by Prop. 2.]. 

But a b is by Suppofition equimultiple of e, as c d of f ; there¬ 
fore kh is equimultiple of f, ascDof f. Becaufe now kh, cd, 
each is equimultiple of f; therefore k h is equal to c d [by Ax. 6.]. 

Let c h common to both be detracted, therefore the Remainder 
kc is equal to the Remainder hd. But kc was put equal to f; 
therefore hd is alfo equal to f. If therefore gb be equal to E, then 
(hall h d be equal to f. 

In like manner (hall be demonftrated, that if gb be multiple of 
e, alfo hd Ihali be as equally multiple of f. 

> & {T B ---v-' I)' 
i * A* 4 f ■ ' <_ 1 £> ft V ^ . r^. t : — , , »? 

i 3 
€ H D 
7---1—---: 10 

F y— 2 1 

ab.e :: cd .f. and ag.e::ch.f. 
1 y. 3:: 1 o. 2. and 9 . 3 :: 6.2. 

and if 
GB = 2E. Then HD - 2 f. 

f ■ j / ; . ' ' , ‘ 

6 6. Then 4: 4. 

If therefore two Magnitudes be equimultiple of two Magnitudes, 
and fome parts of them detra&ed be equimultiple, &c. Which 
was to be demonftrated. 

This here in multiple proportion is at Prop. 24th. univerfally de¬ 
monftrated in all kinds of proportion. 

Thefe few Propofitions, which hitherto only concern mul¬ 
tiple proportion, are all again demonftrated in general. But they 
were to be premifed as fubfervient to many of the following de- 

Ggg monftrations, 
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monftrations, before the affettions of Proportionals could be uni- 
verfally demonftrated according to all proportions Rational and 
Irrational whatfoever. 

PROPOSITION VII. 

EQual Magnitudes have the fame proportion to the fame Magni¬ 
tude : sind the fame Magnitude hath to equal Magnitudes the 

fame proportion. 

Let the equal Magnitudes be a,b, and any other Magnitude be 
c. I fay, that each of theie a, b, have the fame proportion to C. 

And again, that c hath to each, a and b, the fame proportion. For 
of a, b, let be taken any equimultiples d, e : and of 
c any multiple whatfoever f. Whereas then d is e- 
quimultiple of a, as e of b; and that a is equal to 
b, therefore d is alfo equal to e [by Ax. 6.]; * 
wherefore if d exceeds f, alfo e (hall exceed f; ‘if 
equal, equal*, if left, left. But d, e are any equi- ■ 
multiples of a, b [ the firft andthird~\, alfo f is 
any multiple whatfoever of c [ the fecond and i> 

fourth for c is inflead of two Magnitudes ]; there¬ 
fore as a to c, fo b to c [ Def. y. El. V.]. e* 

Upon the fame conftruftion we may alike de- 
monftrate that Dis equal to e: and therefore if f 

exceeds £>, it alfo exceeds e ; if equal, equal; if left, 
left. But f is any multiple of c \the firft and 
third~\; and d, e are any equimultiples of a, b 

[ the fecond and fourth ]; therefore as c to a, fo 
c to B. 

Wherefore equals have to the fame Magnitude the fame proporti¬ 
on : and the fame hath to equals, &c. Which was to be demonftrated. 

‘ ANNOTATIONS. 

This 7th. with the 8 h, 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th. Propofitions following, are taken by ~ 
Tacquet as meer Axioms, to be received without demonftration. They are indeed 
evident truths, efpecially in Numbers: but becaufe thefe are to be applied in ge¬ 
neral to Magnitudes of all forts, as Lines, Planes, and Solids, commenfurable, or 
incommen!urable indifferently; therefore being capable of a juft demonftration, 
they ought to be demonftrated; as Euclide hath upon good reafon done with an 
admirable fubtility of Ratiocination uled in theie Propofitions, and throughout 
this whole Element; which Tacquet might have well perceived, if his vanity had 
not mi Head him. And yet to help out his own method he was conftrained to ufe 
thefe Propofitions in the nature of Axioms, or common Notions: whereas Borellus 
alfo hath thought fit to demonftrate them, as well as Euclide had before. 

But Borellus likewile hath his failures, who is forced in his method to make his 
deraonftrations apart, fome for commenfurable Magnitudes, fome for incommen- 
furable: whereas Magnitudes, when compared together in this Elementary Do¬ 
ctrine of Propbrtions and Proportionals, are not propofe'd in particular, fome- 

4 t times 
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times commenfurable, fometimes incommensurable ; bat as Magnitudes in general. 
Wherefore Euclide frames his demonftrations with fuch artifice, as at once to com¬ 
prehend alike all Magnitudes commenfurable or incommenfurable, in any kind of 
proportion without reftri&ion, or any mention of commenfiirability, or incom- 
menfurability, to be diftin&ly confidered. And therefore in this point Borellus his 
method is defective, and comes much fhort of Euclid's general way of demonftra- 
tion in this excellent Element: where the demonftrations extend themfelves to all 
things in nature capable of proportion. 

V V PROPOSITION VIII. OF unequal magnitudes the greater hath to the fame a greater 
proportion, than the lefs; And the fame hath to the lefs a 

greater proportion, than to the greater. 

Let the unequal Magnitudes be a b, c, and a b the greater, [a b, y. 
c, 3]. Let alfo d be any other Magnitude [as x ]. 

I fay, that ab [y] hath to d [x] a greater proportion, than c [3] 
to D [x]. And d [x] hath to c [3] a greater proportion than tOAB[y]. 

Whereas ab is greater than c, let in ab be put a Magnitude 
equal to c, namely be [3]. 

Now the lefs of thefe two ae, eb, being multiplied, fhall at 

length be greater than d. 

Firft, let ae (the excefs of a b above c) be lefs than e b ( which 
is equal to c), and multiply ae [x] till the multiple thereof be 
made greater than d [1], and let this multiple of ae be fg [4.] 
greater than d [x]. 

Now Quotuple fg [4] is of ae [xj, Totuple let gh [6] be of 
eb [3], and k [6] of c [3]. So that eb being put equal to c, they 

Jhall likewife have their equimultiples g h, k, equal to one another, 
by Ax. 6. 

And now of d [x] let be taken the IO,F»-^—>—«—» T <-*—iH 
duple l[4], and the triple M[6],andi 
fo onward more by one, till the mul¬ 
tiple of d [x] be the firft greater than 
k [6] the multiple of c [3]. Let now 
this multiple of d be taken, and let 
it be n [8] the quadruple of d [x], 

and the firft greater than k [6] the 
multiple of c [3]. So that k [6] is 
the firft lefs than n [8]. 

Forafmuch then as k, is the firft lefs than N the quadruple of d ; 
therefore k is not lefs than m the triple of u [but either equal, or 
greater]. 

And whereas fg is equimultiple of ae, as gh of eb; therefore 
the whole fh is equimultiple of the whole ab, as fg of ae [by 
Prop. 1. El. V.]. But fg is equimultiple of ae, as k of c [by Con- 
ftru&ion]; wherefore fh is equimultiple of ab, as k of c; and there¬ 
fore fh and k, are equimultiples of a b, and c. 

x Again, 
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Again, becaufe gh is equimultiple of eb,as Kof c, and eb is put 
equal to c [by Conftru6hon]; therefore gh ftiall be equal to k * 
[by Ax. 6.] » 

* But k is not lefs than m, therefore gh is not lefs than m, and 
e g is greater than d [by Conftruclion]; wherefore the whole fh 
is greater thano,M together. ;> .. :.i: n 

But d,m together are equal to n; therefore fh exceeds n; bntK 
exceeds not n [by Conftrudtton] and fh,k are equimultiples of ab 

c, and n is any whatever multiple of . ' 
.i>; therefore ab hath to d a greater ^-y-r f ? , , f , j jK 
proportion, than c to d [by Def 7 
elv.]., 

I fay moreover, that d hath a great¬ 
er proportion to c the lefs, than d to CtKi~ 
ab the greater. For on the fame Con- 
flru&ion we ftiall in like manner de¬ 
mon [irate, that n exceeds k, but ex¬ 
ceeds not fh;and that n is any multi¬ 
ple of d, and FH,K,are any whatever 1 ' 1 ' * 
equimultiples of ab, c; therefore d hath to cthe lefs,a greater pro¬ 
portion, than hath d to ab the greater. 

But again, of the unequal Magnitudes ab, c, when in the greater 
a b there is taken a Magnitude equal to c the lefs: Let ae the excefs 
of ab, above c be greater than eb, which is put equal to c [ae, 2; 
eb, 2 ]. Now eb the lels being multiplied, ftiall at length be greater 
than d. Let eb [2] be multiplied, and let gh [4.] the multiple of 
eb (equal to c) be greater than d [5]. 

And Quotuple gh [4] isofEB [x], Totuple let fg [6] be of a e 
L l] and k [4] of c [2]. So that e b be¬ 
ing put equal to c, they [hall likewife 
have their equimultiples gh3k equal 
to one another, by 6. ylnd alfo 

from the fame Idxiom it follows, that 
of thefe equimultiples, * f g the equi¬ 
multiple of a e is greater than Jg h, 

that 1s, k the equimultiple of e b, c; 

becaufe a e is now fuppofed greater 
than e b, which is equal to c. For as jn ;—^ 1 1 , ; 
of equals the equimultiples are equal’ 
fo of unequals the equimultiples are unequal, the greater of the 
greater, the lefs of the lefs. 

Now after the former manner we fhall demonftrate that fh Tiol 
and k |_4j, are equimultiples of ab [y], and c [t], J’ 

And as before, let of d [3] be taken the multiples, till n be the firft 
multiple of d, that is greater than fg [6] the multiple of ae hi 
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Wherefore again, fg [6] is not lefs than m [6], and gh [4-] is 
greater than d [3] by Conftru&ion; therefore the whole fh [10], 

exceeds d,m together; that is n [9]. But k exceeds not n,becaufe fg 

being greater than gh which is equal to k, exceeds not n, by Conftru- 
clion. And fh, k, are equimultiples of ab, c; and n is any what¬ 
ever multipleof d; therefore ab [y], hath to d [3] a greater pro¬ 
portion, than c [x] to d [3]. by Def.7. El. V. 

Wherefore of unequal Magnitudes the greater hath to the fame 
a greater proportion, than the lefs; And the fame hath to the lefs a 
greater proportion, than to the greater. Which was to be demon- 
ftrated. 

i ANNOTATIONS. 

In this Propofition there are in effect four Magnitudes, whether A B, and G be 
compared to D, or D to A B, and C. For in each of thefe Cafes D is twice taken: 
and in the tirft as a common Confequent to A B, and C: in the latter as a com¬ 
mon Antecedent to the fame Magnitudes. 

The ftrefs of this fubtil demonftration lyes in three remarkable points. Firjl, 
of the two unequal Magnitudes A B, C, there is in the greater A B taken a part 
EB equal to C, the lefs Magnitude: fo that the Remainder AE is the excels of 
A B above C. 

Secondly, of thefe two parts A E, E B, That, which happens to be the lefs, is to 
be multiplied, till the multiple thereof is allowed to exceed D the third Magnitude* 

Thirdly, D is to be multiplied,till its multiple firft exceeds the multiple of the 
greater part in AB, whether it be either AE,or EB. Upon thefe Conftrudtions 
the demonftration chieffy depends. 

Laftly, note that of the two unequal Magnitudes, each may be either greater, 
or lefs than the third; or one greater, and the other lefs. As for inftance, let a 
Pound, and a Crown be compared to a Shilling; or a Crown, and a Shilling to a 
Pound j or a Pound, and a Shilling to a Crown: And the demonftration ferves 
alike to all. 

Advertifement. 
In this Propofition are expofed two unequal Proportions that have the fame 

Confequents: and again contrarily, two unequal proportions that have the fame 
Antecedents. As I, and I, that is, 6 to 2, and 4 to 2. And contrarily I, and f. Now* 
in this 8 th. Propofition is only demonftrated which in each companion is the greater 
proportion. But a farther enquiry may be made, in what proportion one is 
greater than the other. This queftion is, De proportions Proportionum, of the pro¬ 
portion of Proportions, for the difcovery whereof take thefe two Rules. 

1. Two unequal proportions having the fame Confequents, are to one another 
as their Antecedents. Thus | is to I as 6 to 4, or 15, in proportion Sefquialteral,, 

one greater than the other: and thus in general fignified, - :: A. E. 1. '§:: 18 .12. 

2. Two unequal proportions having the fame Antecedents, are to one another 
Reciprocally as their Confequents. Thus f is to f, as 6 to 4; That is Subduple pro¬ 
portion is to Subtriple in proportion Sefquialteral, fo that \ is in fuch a propor¬ 

tion greater than % and in general, . j:: A. E. f» • fs:: 18. 12. But now if the 

two unequal proportions have different Antecedents, and Confequents, as 9 to j, 
and 4 to 2. In this Cafe to difcover which of them is the greater proportion, 
and in what proportion one is greater than the other, the Terms of thefe pro¬ 
portions are to be fo changed, that the fame unequal proportions may have the 
fame Confequents, which is called Reduclion of proportions to a common Confequent s 

and performed by this Rule. 
, Hh Redu- 
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Reduction of Proportions to a common Confequent. 

Multiply the Confequents into one another; and each Antecedent into the 
others Confequent. t 

As and § are brought to 1, and '§ by multiplying the Confequents 3 and 2 into 
one another: And the Antecedent 9 into 2 the others Confequent j likewife the 
Antecedent 4 into 3 the formers Confequent. 

Now this 8th. Propofition demonftrates, that 18 hath to 6 a greater proportion 
than 12 to 6: and 6 tq 12 a greater than 6 to 18. 

Moreover in both Cafes ’tis fhewn by the two foregoing Rules, in what pro¬ 
portion one proportion is greater than the other. Thus is greater than % and 

greater than Tf, in the fame proportion of 18 to 12, or ij. But the proportions 
of I, and I are the fame with % and % which is thus demonftrated : 3 multiplied by 
2 make % and I multiplied by 3 make ‘§: But if a number multiply two numbers, 
the Products fhall be in the fame proportion with the multiplied numbers, by 
Prop. 17. El. VII. Again, of the proportions f, and § the Confequents 3 and 2 
multiplied into one another, fhall make one aqd the fame common Confequent. 
For 3 into 2, of 2 into 3 make the fame number d, by Prop. id. El. VII. If two 
numbers multiply each the other, the Produ&s fhall be equal to one another; 
therefore f, and I are the fame proportions with 1, and % Thus the Rule for Re¬ 
duction of Proportions to a common Confequent is demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION IX. 
* | * • f % • » . ■. rr - . Magnitudes which have the fame proportion to the fame mag- 

nitude, are equal to one another : fdnd to what magnitudes 
the fame magnitude hath the fame proportion, they alfo are equal 
to one another. 

Let each of the Magnitudes a,b, have to c the fame proportion. 
I fay, that a is equal to b. For if not, then each of thofe 
Magnitudes a, b, lhould not have to c the fame propor¬ 
tion [by Prop. 8. El. V.]. But each have; therefore a is 
equal to B. 

Again, let c have to each of the Magnitudes a, b, the r 

fame proportion. I fay, that a is equal to b. For if not, B 
then c lhould not have to a and b the fame proportion a 

[by Prop. 8.E1.V.]. But it hath; therefore a is equal to b. I 1 

Wherefore Magnitudes which have the fame propor¬ 
tion to the fame Magnitude, are equal to one another. 
&c. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION X. 

OF Magnitudes having a proportion to the fame magnitude, 
that which hath the greater proportion, is the greater, yind 

to what magnitude the fame magnitude hath a greater proportion, 
that is the lefs magnitude. 

Let a have to c a greater proportion than b to c. I fay, that a 

*'■ li: Y is 
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is greater than b : For if not, then a is either equal to b, or left. But 
a is not equal to b. For then each of the magnitudes a, b Ihould 
have to c the fame proportion [by Prop. 7. El. V.]. But each of them 
have not; therefore a is not equal to b : neither alfo is 
a lefs than b. For then a (hould have to c a left propor¬ 
tion than b to c [by Prop. 8.El. V.]. But it hath not; 
therefore a is not lefs than b : And it hath been demon¬ 
itrated that it is not equal; therefore a is greater than b. 

Again, let c have to b a greater proportion than c to c 
a. I fay, that b is lefs than a. For if not: it is either A 
equal, or greater; but b is not equal to a; for then c [ 
ihould have to a and b the fame proportion [by Prop. 
7. El.V.]. But it hath not; therefore b is not equal to 
a : neither alfo is b greater than a. For then c fhould 
have to b a lefs proportion than to a [by Prop. 8. El.V.]. 
But it hath not; therefore b is not greater than a : And it hath 
been demonftrated that it is not equal: therefore b is lefs than a. 

Wherefore of magnitudes having a proportion to the fame mag¬ 
nitude, that which hath the greater proportion is the greater, dec. 
Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XL 

PI Roportions which are the fame to the fame proportion, are the 
fame to one another. 

Let a be to b as c to d : alfo e to f as c to d. I fay, that a is 
to e, as e to f. For let be taken of a, c,e (the Antecedents) any 
equimultiples g, h,k: and of b, d,f {the Confequents) any what¬ 
ever equimultiples l,m,n. Now becaufe it is as a to b, fo c to d; 

and of a, c are taken equimultiples g, h : alfo of b, d any whatever 
equimultiples l, m. If therefore g exceeds l, then h exceeds m; 

and if equal, equal; if left, left. [Def 7. El. V.] 
Again, becaufe e is to f as c to d : and of e, c are 

taken equimultiples k,h: as alfo of f,d any whatever (i * H ' K 
equimultiples n, m. If therefore k exceeds n, then h i : : £ :: £ 
exceeds m; and if equal, equal; if left, left. But if h 

exceeds m, then g exceeds l; and if equal, equal; if L * M * N 
lefs, lefs [for by Suppofition a is to Base to d] ; wherefore if g ex¬ 
ceeds l, then k exceeds n; and if equal, equal; if lefs, left. But g-k 
are equimultiples of a, e : and l, n any whatever equimultiples of 
b, f ; wherefore as a to b, fo e to f [Def. 7. El. V.]. 

Therefore proportions which are the fame to the fame propor¬ 
tion, are the fame to one another. Which was to be demonftrated. 

Hh x PROPO- 
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PROPOSITION XII. 

IF magnitudes how many foever he Troportionals: it Jhall he> 
as one of the Antecedents to one of the Confequents, Jo all the 

Antecedents to all the Confequents. 

Let there be Proportional magnitudes how many foever, a, b, 

c, d, e, f ; And as a to b, To c to d, and e to f. I fay, that as a to b, 

fo A, C, E, to B, D, F. 

For of a, c,e (the Antecedents) let be taken any equimultiples 
g,h,k; and of b,d,f, (theConfequents) any whatever equimul¬ 
tiples L, M, N. 

Becaufe therefore it is as a to b, fo c to d, and e 
to f : and there hath been taken of a, c, e any equi¬ 
multiples g, h, k : and ofB,D, f, any whatever equi¬ 
multiples L, M, N. 

If therefore g exceeds l, then h exceeds m, and k 

exceeds n ; and if equal, equal; if lefs, lefs. 
So that if g exceeds l, then g, h, k, exceeds l, m,n ; and if equal, 

equal; if lefs, lefs. 
But G,and g, h,k, are equimultiples of a, and of a,c, e. [For if 

there be magnitudes how many foever equimultiples of as many 
other magnitudes, each, of each, Quotuple one is of one, Totuple 
fhall all be of all. ] 

By the fame reafon alfo l, and l, m, n, are equimultiples of b, 

and of b, d, f. 
Therefore it is, as a to b, fo a, c, e, to b, d,f. 
Wherefore if magnitudes how many foever be proportionals: 

it lhall be, as one of the Antecedents to one of the Confequents, fo 
all the Antecedents to all the Confequents. Which was to be de¬ 
mon ftrated. 

To this Proportion anfwers in Numbers Prop. iz'h. El. VII. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

What is here now univerfally proved of any kind of proportion, the lame hath 
been before in the firft Proportion of this Element demonftrated only of mul¬ 
tiple proportions, that as one of the Antecedents, is to one of the Confequents, 
fo are all to all. And note, that when the Antecedents are thus annexed to An¬ 
tecedents, and Confequents to Confequents, This is called Addition of proportions; 
whofe chief ufe is declared in this 12th. Proportion, that as one of the Antece¬ 
dents is to one of the Confequents, fo is the fumm of the Antecedents to the fumm 
of the Confequents. But when Antecedents are multiplied into Antecedents, 
and Confequents into Confequents, then it is faid to be a Compoftion of Pro¬ 
portions: Which is of frequent ufe in the Mathematics. 
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PROPOSITION NHL 

f F the fir ft hath to the fecond the [ante proportion, that the 
JL third hath to the fourth, and the third to the fourth hath a 
greater proportion, than the fifth to the fixth; alfo the fir ft hath 
to the jecond a greater proportion, than the fifth to the fixth. 

Let a the firft have to b the fecond the fame proportion, that c 
the third hath to d the fourth: and c the third a greater propor¬ 
tion to d the fourth, than e the fifth to f the fixth. 

I fay, a the firft fhall have to b the fecond a greater proportion, 

than e the fifth to f the fixth. 
Forafmuch as c hath to d a greater proportion than e to f • 

therefore there are fome equimultiples of c, e, and again fome other 
whatever equimultiples of d,f, where the multiple of c exceeds the 
multiple of d, and the multiple of e exceeds not the multiple ofF 
[Def. 7. El.V.]. Let them be taken, and of c, e, let g,h, be equi¬ 
multiples; and ofD,Fany whatever equimultiples k, l ; fo that g 

exceeds k, but h exceeds not l. 

Now Quotuple g is of c, Totuple let m be of a: m . g . h 

And Quotuple k is of d, Totuple alfo let n be of b. a ^ c E 
Becaufe therefore it is as a to b, fo c to d ; and of “ * * 5 > f 

a, c are taken equimultiples m,g; and of b, d, any n . k . l 

whatever equimultiples N, k ; then if m exceeds n, alfo 
g exceeds k; and if equal, equal; if lefs, lefs. 

Now G exceeds k, therefore alfo m exceeds n; but h exceeds not 
L [by Conftru&ion], andM,H are equimultiples of a,e [the Ante- 
dents], and n, l any whatever equimultiples of b,f [the Confe- 
quents]; therefore a hath to b a greater proportion than e to f 
[Def. 7. El. V.]. 

If therefore the firft hath to the fecond the fame proportion, 
that the third hath to the fourth, and the third hath to the fourth 
a greater proportion, than the fifth to the fixth, &c. Which was 
to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XIV. 

IF the firft hath to the fecond the fame proportion that the third 
hath to the fourth; and the firft he greater than the third; 

alfo the fecond fhall he greater than the fourth'. dAnd if equal, 
equal; if lefs, lefs. 

Let a the firft have to b the fecond the fame proportion that c 
the third hath to d the fourth ; and let a be greater than c. I fay, 
that b is greater than d. For whereas a is greater than c, and there 
is an other magnitude b; therefore a hath to b a greater proportion 

H h 3 than 
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than c to b [Prop. 8. EL V.] But as a to b,fo c to d ; therefore alfo 
c hath to d a greater proportion than c to b. But to what magni¬ 
tude the fame hath a greater proportion, 
that is the lefs [Prop. io. EL V.]; there¬ 
fore d is lefs than b : fo that b is greater B- 
than d. In like manner we fhalr demon- c__ 
ftrate that if a be equal to c, b lliall alfo 

be equal to d ;and if a be lefs than c, b fhall D 

be alfo lefs than d. 

If therefore the firlt hath to the fecond the fame proportion, that 
the third hath to the fourth; and the firft be greater than the 
third, &c. Which was to be demonftrated. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

Euchde thought fit to demonftrate, that in proportionals if one Antecedent 
were greater, equal, or lefs than the other Antecedent; then one Confequent fhall 
be greater, equal, or lefs than the other Confequent. But needlefs it was to prove, 
that if one Antecedent were greater, equal, or lefs than the Confequent, the other 
likewife is the fame. For that this is of it felf implied in the very notion of 
proportionals i where the proportions are always either of equality, or of the 
greater or lefs inequality : So that the Antecedents are either equal to their Con- 
lequents, or greater, or lefs. 

PROPOSITION XV. I^Slrts compared to one another have the fame proportion with 
their equimultiples. 

Let ab be equimultiple of c, as de of f. I fay, that it is as c to 
f, lo ab to de. For becaufe ab is equimultiple of c, as de of f, 

therefore how many magnitudes are in a b equal to c, fo many are 
in de equal to f. Let ab be divided into the magnitudes equal 
to c, namely ag,gh,hb; And d e into magnitudes A 
equal to f, as dk, kl, le: therefore the multi¬ 
tude of thefe a g, g h, hb, fhall be equal to the mul¬ 
titude of dk, kl, le. Forafmuch then as ag, gh, 
Hare ecjual to one another: and dk, k l, le, are 
alfo equal to one another ; wherefore as ag to dk, 
fo GHtoKL,andHB to le [Prop.7.E1>V.]. Equal 
magnitudes have to the fame (or to equal magnitudes) 
the fame proportion. 

G 

H 

I> 

■K 

' L 

^ And becaufe as one of the Antecedents to one of ^ c £ f 
the Confequents,fo all the Antecedents to all the Confequents [Prop. 
n.El.V]; therefore as ag to d k, fo ab to de. ButAG is equalto 
ci and dk to f j by Conftrudlion], therefore as c to f (part to part), 
fo ab to de (equimultiple to equimultiple). 

Pa ts therefore compared to one another, have the fame propor¬ 
tion with their equimultiples. Which was to be demonftrated. 

ANNO- 
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ANNOTATIONS. 

To this Propofition anfwers in numbers Prop. 1 fh. El. VII. “If a number multi* 
“ tiplying two numbers make fome numbers, their Products lhall have the fame pro¬ 
portion with the nmltiplied numbers. v 

For let 4 multiplying two numbers 3 and 2, make 12 and 8, then the Produ&s 
12 to 8 mall have the lame proportion with 3 to 2: Both in Selquialteral pro¬ 
portion, 11. r 

Thefe Propofitions are very near to common Notions, and therefore likewile 
ought to be as carefully remarked, in regard of their general ufe in proportions 
between magnitudes to magnitudes, and numbers to numbers. Alfo this Prop. 17th, 
ELVIL is the ground of bringing all proportions to a common Confequent, by 
which is dilcovered what proportions are greater, or lels one than an other. As 
hath been before noted upon Propofition 8th. Which Annotations review, and fully 
confider with relation to thefe Propofitions. 

PROPOSITION XVI. IF four magnitudes be proportional, they fall alfo be alternly 
proportional. 

Let four magnitudes a, b, c, d, be proportional, as a to b, fo c to 
D. I fay, that they fhall alfo be alternly proportional, as a to c fo 
B to d. For of a, b, let be taken equimultiples e,f: and 
and of c, d any whatever equimultiples g, h. Forafmuch E * G 
then that e is equimultiple of a, as f of b ; but parts have \ : : ~ 
to one another the farqe proportion with their equimul¬ 
tiples [Prop. 1 y. El. V.j; therefore as a to b, fo e to f : but F * H 
as a to b, fo c to t>; therefore as c to d, fo e to f [Prop. 11. El. V.] 

Again, becaufe G, Hare equimultiples of c,d; therefore as c to d, 
fo g to h : but as c to d, fo e to f ; therefore as e to f, 

_ ^ ^ g~y 

fo g to h. But if four magnitudes be proportional, and * 
the firffc be greater than the third, the fecond lhall be * : : ~ 
greater than the fourth, and if equal, equal; if lefs, lefs 
[Prop. 14. El. V.]. If therefore e exceeds g, alfo f exceeds 
h ; and if equal, equal; if lefs, lefs. But e, f are equimultiples of 
a,b (the firft, and third) alfo g,h are any whatever equimultiples 
of c,d (the fecond, and fourth): Therefore as a to c, fo b to d [Def. 
y. El. V.]. 

Wherefore if four magnitudes be proportional, they lhall alfo be 
alternly proportional. Which was to be demonftrated. 

To this Propofition anfwers in numbers Prop. 13th. El. VII. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

It is in the firft place to be noted, that the alternation of proportions can only 
be ufed between Homogeneal magnitudes, where the four proportional Terms are 
either all Lines, or all Planes, or all Solids, as Def. 3. El. V. declares. For magni¬ 
tudes ofHeterogenal quantities cannot in nature admit of mutual comparifon ac¬ 
cording to quantity. 

PROPO- 
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PROPOSITION XVII- 

IF compounded magnitudes be proportional, theyJhall alfo divi¬ 
ded, be proportional. 

*. ^;. ’ i \ i ’ . ‘< J • * J»• 1 • i J i 1 • llUiJ ' ‘ 

Let theCompounded proportional magnitudes be ab,be,cd,df; 
as ab to BE, fo CD to DF. I fay, that alfo divided they fhall be 
proportional,as ae to eb, locf to fd. For of ae,eb; cF,FD,let 
be taken equimultiples gh,hk: lm,mn. AndofEB,FD, any what¬ 
ever equimultiples kx, np. 

Forafmuch then as gh is equi¬ 
multiple of a e, as H k of e B;there-G f-5—-S--^ x 

fore gh is equimultiple of ae, as aj-S—ib 

(the whole) gk of the whole ab d f lD 
f Prop. i.EI. V.]. But gh is equi- T h n 

multiple of ae, 3slm of cf [by ' * * 
Conftruclion]; therefore gk is equimultiple of ab, as lm of cf 
[Prop. ii.El. V.]. 

Again, becauie l m is equimultiple of c f, as m n of f d, therefore 
lm is equimultiple of cf, as (the whole) ln of (the whole) cd 
[Prop. i. El.V.]. But lm was equimultiple of cf as gk of AB;there- 
fore gk is equimultiple of ab, as ln of cd [Prop. n. El. VJ. 

Again, forafmuch as [by Conftru£lion] hk (the firft) is equi¬ 
multiple of eb (thefecond) as mn (the third)of fd(the fourth): 
And alfo kx (a fifth) is equimultiple of eb (the fecond), asNP 
(afixth) of fd (the fourth); thereforeHX (the firft and fifth) to¬ 
gether, is equimultiple of eb (the fecond), asMP (the third and 
fixth) together, is of fd (the fourth) [Prop. z. El. V.]. 

Isow becauie it is as ab to be, Iocd to df; and of ab, cd are 
taken equimultiples gk, ln ; alio of eb, fd any whatever equi¬ 
multiples hx, mp. If therefore gk exceeds hx, alfo ln exceeds 
mp; and if equal, equal; iflefs, lefs [De£y. El.V.]. Let there¬ 
fore gk exceed hx, and hk common to both being detracted, then 
ihall gh exceed kx. But if gk exceeds hx, alfo ln exceeds mp, 

and mn common to both being detrafted, then Ihall lm exceed np: 

wherefore if gh exceed kx, alfo lm exceeds np. 

In like manner Ihall we prove, that if gh be equal toKX,alfoLM 
Ihall be equal to n p, and if left, left. But gh,lm are equimultiples 
of ae, cf; and kx, np any whatever equimultiples of eb, fd; 

therefore as a e to e b, fo c F, to f d. 

If therefore compounded magnitudes be proportional, they Ihall 
alfo divided be proportional. Which was to be demonftrated. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

In this Propofition there is with great fubtilty demonftrated from compounded 
proportions, the Analogy of divided proportions, as Diyifion of proportion is by 
tuduk defined ill the i«,b. Definition. r r ’ 

PROPO- 
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PROPOSITION XVIII. JF divided magnitudes be proportional, theyflall alfo compounded 
be proportional. 

Let the divided magnitudes be ae, eb; cf, fd ; and as ae to 
E b, fo c F to F d. I fay, that alfo compounded, they fhall be propor¬ 
tional, as A B to B E, fo C D to D F. 

For if it be not as ab to be, fo cd to df, then fhall it be as ab 

to be, fo cd cither to a lefsthan df, or to a greater. 
Firfb, let it be to a lefs, as d g. Foraf- 

much then that it is as ab tOBE,fo cd a’-!-'B 
to d g; therefore thefe compound mag- Ci_ F g_ 
nitudes are proportional. So that di¬ 
vided, they fhall alfo be proportional [Prop. 17. El. V.]. It is there¬ 
fore as ae to EB,fo CG to GD. Butby Suppofition as ae to eb, fo 
cf to fd: wherefore as cg to gd, fo cf to fd. But cg the fir ft is 
greater than c f the third; therefore alfo g d the fecond is greater 
than fd the fourth [Prop. 14.El. V.]; but alfo tis lefs, which is 
impoffible; therefore it is not as ab to be, fo cd to dg. In like 
manner fhall we prove, that c d cannot be to anv magnitude ^renter 

than df: therefore it is as ab to be, fo cd to df. 

Wherefore if divided magnitudes be proportional, they fhall alfo 
compounded be proportional. Which was to be demonftrated. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

In this Propofition is demonftrated from Divided proportions the Analogy of 
Compounded proportions, as Compofition cf proportion is explained in the 1 ?lh. 
Definition. 

PROPOSITION XIX. 

IF it be as the whole to the whole, fo a part detracted to a part 
detracted, then the Remainder flail be to the Remainder as the 

whole to the whole. 

For let it be as the whole ab to the whole cd, fo a part defray¬ 
ed ae, to a part detracted cf. I fay, that the Remainder eb fhall 
be to the Remainder fd, as the whole ab to the whole cd. 

Forafmuch that it is as the whole ab to the whole cd, fo ae to 
c f : therefore alternly as b a to a e, fo d c 

tocF. And becaufe compounded magni- At-?-<b 

tudes are proportional, therefore divided , f 

they fhall be proportional: wherefore as C’ 
b e to e a, fo d f to f c ; and therefore alternly it is as b e to d f, 

fo ea toFc. But as ae to cf, fo by Suppofition, is the whole ab 

to the whole cd: therefore alfo the Remainder eb fhall be to the 
Remainder fd, as the whole ab to the whole cd. 

Ii Where- 
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Wherefore if it be as the whole to the whole, fo a part detra&ed 
to a part detra&ed, &c. Which was to be demonftrated. 

i Corollary 

Of Corner fe Troportion. 

From hence ’tis manifeft, that if compounded magnitudes be pro¬ 
portional, they (hall alfo by Conversion be proportional. 

For let the compounded magnitudes be proportional as a b to be, 

fo c d to d f ; therefore divided, it fhall be as a e to e b, fo c f to fd ; 
And by inverfion as be to ea, foDF to fc; therefore compound¬ 
ed as b a to ae, fo dc to c f : which is Converfion of proportion, 
according to Def 17. EL V. For ae is the E 
excefs of the Antecedent ab above the A>--•-'B 
Confequent be: and cf the excefs of the _f ip 
Antecedent cd above the Confequent df. 

But this Corollary (however it hath hapned to be in this place) 
does more properly follow the i8 \Proportion. As we have now 
{hewn howConverfe proportion is immediately deduced from the 
Composition and Divifion of Proportions, without any relation, or 
dependence on this 19th. Propofition: where the four proportional 
Terms are reftrained, and neceflarily fuppofed to be all Homoge- 
neal magnitudes. Whereas in Converfion of proportion the third 
and fourth Terms may be magnitudes of a different kind, from the 
firft and Second Terms, and one proportion be in Lines, and the 
other correspondent proportion in Planes, or Solids, as the follow¬ 
ing Annotations fhall farther declare. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

This 19th. Propofition and the two foregoing have a clofe correfpondence with 
one another, as appears by their demonftrations; yet there is a notable difference 
to be obferved between them. For here is compared the whole to the whole, and 
each part of one whole to each part of the other refpe&ively, fo that thefe magni¬ 
tudes are put Homogeneal, according to the Definition of proportion. But in 
Compofition, Divifion, Converfion of proportion, each whole is feparately com¬ 
pared to a part of it felf, and each part to the other part of the fame whole. So 
that the four proportional Terms may be all of the fame kind, either Lines, Planes, 
or Solids: or elfe of different: that is, the firft and fecond Terms, may be Lines, 
and the third and fourth be Planes, or Solids. As the whole A B may be a Lineal 
magnitude, and by confluence the parts AE, EB are Lines. But again, the 
whole C D may be either a Plane, or a Solid, and by confequence the parts C F, 
FD are accordingly Planes, or Solids,* yet it is demonftrated, as AB to AE, a 
Line to a Line, fo is C D to C F, whether it be a Plane to a Plane, or a Solid to 
a Solid: Which general Analogy maybe ufed in Compofition, Divifion, and Con¬ 
verfion of proportion. 

Butin this 19th. Propofition, the whole AB is compared to the whole C D, and 
the parts to the parts: fo that thefe are here fuppofed Homogeneal magnitudes, 
interchangeably compared to one another. 

3 PROPO 
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PROPOSITION XX. IF there he three magnitudes in one Rank} and as many in an 
other, taken two and two in the fame proportion: and ex aequo 

the firfl he greater than the third, alfo the fourth fall he greater 
than the fixth; and if equal, equal; if lefs, lefs. 

Let the three magnitudes be a, b, c, in one rank, and d, e, f, as 
many in an other, taken two and two in the fame proportion, as 
a to b, fo d to e ; and as b to c, fo e to f : and ex cequo let a be 
greater than c. I fay, that alfo d fhall be greater than f: and if 
equal, equal; if lefs, lefs. 

Forafmuch as a is greater than c, and there 11.9. 6 
is a third magnitude b ; And that the greater 
hath to the fame a greater proportion than the A B ‘ c 
lefs [Prop. 8. El. V.]; therefore a hath to b a 
greater proportion than c to b. But as a to b, d * E 
foDtoE: wherefore d hath to e a greater pro- 8 . 6 . 4, 
portion than c to b [Prop. 13.EI.V.]. But as 
c to b, fo f to e by inverlion; therefore d hath to e a greater pro¬ 
portion than f to e. But of magnitudes having a proportion to 
one and the fame, that which hath the greater proportion, is the 
greater [Prop. 10. El V.]: Therefore d is greater than f. 

In like manner we lhall demonftrate, that if a be equal to c, alio 
d lhall be equal to f ; and if lefs, lefs. * 

Wherefore if there be three magnitudes in one rank, and as many 
in an other, &c. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XXL IF there he three magnitudes in one rank, and as many in an 
other, taken two and two in the fame proportion; and the 

Analogy he Terturhate: if then ex aequo the firfl he greater than 
the third, alfo the fourth fljall he greater than the fixth; and if 
equal, equal; if lefs, lefs. 

Let the three magnitudes be a, b,c, in one rank, and d,e,f, as 
many in an other,taken two and two in the fame proportion. And let 
the Analogy be Perturbate, as a to B,fo 
e toF, and as b to c, fo d to e: then 
ex requo let a be greater than c. I fay, 
that d fhall be greater than f ; and if 
equal, equal; iflefs, lefs. 

Forafmuch as a is greater than c; 
and there is a third magnitude b; 

therefore a hath to b a greater proportion thane to b [Prop„8. E1.V.]. 
But as a to b, fo e to f; wherefore e hath to f greater proportion 

Iix than 
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than c to b. But becaufe it is as b to c, fo d to e; therefore by in- 
verfion as c to b, fo e to d. But e hath f a greater proportion than 
c to b ; therefore e hath to f a great¬ 
er proportion than e to d. But to 
what magnitude the fame hath a 

greater proportion, that is the lets 
[Prop io. El. V. j; therefore f is lefs 
than d, and d greater than f : where¬ 
fore if a be greater than c, alfoD (hall 
be greater than f. 

In like manner we (hall demonftrate, if a be equal to c, alfo d 
(hall be equal to f ; and if lefs, lefs. 

Wherefore if there be three magnitudes in one rank, and as many 
in an other, taken two and two in the fame proportion, &c. Which 
was to be demonftrated. 

17 . 9 . 6 

PROPOSITION XXII. IF there he magnitudes how ?nany foever in one rank, and as 
many in an other, takgn two and two in the fame proportion; 

alfo ex asquo they Jhall he in the fame proportion. 

Let the magnitudes how many foever be a, b, c, in one rank, and 
o, e, f in another, taken two and two in the fame proportion, as a 
to b, fo d to e ; and as b to c, fo e to f. I fay, that alfo ex requo 
they dial] be in the fame proportion, as a to c, fo d toF. 

For of a, d let be taken equimultiples g,h. 

And of b,e any whatever equimultiples k,l: g . k . m 
alfo of c, f any whatever equimultiples m, n. 

Forafmuch then that it is as a to b, fo d to e, 

and of a, d are taken equimultiples g, h : Alf o of 
b, e any whatever equimultiples k,l ; therefore 
it is as g to k, lb h to l [Prop. 4. El. V.]. By h . l . n 

the fame reafon it is alfo as k to m, fo l to N. 

Forafmuch now as there are three magnitudes in one rank, 

g,k, m; and as many in another, h, l,n, taken two and two in the 
fame proportion; therefore excequo if g exceeds m, alfoH exceeds 
n; and if equal, equal; if lefs> lefs [Prop. io.EI. V.]: And g,h are 
equimultiples of a,d ; alfo m, n any whatever equimultiples of c, f; 

therefore it is as a to c, fo d to f [Def y. El. V.]. 
Wherefore if there be magnitudes how many foever in one rank, 

and as many in an other, taken two and two in the fame propor¬ 
tion, &c. Which was to be demonftrated.. 

D 

B 

E 
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ANNOTATIONS. 

When there is a Concatenation of two, three, or more proportions, as of A to 
B, of B to C, or C to D, either in the fame proportion, or in proportions diffe¬ 
rent from one another, then in both thefe Cafes the proportion of the extremes 
as of A to D, is in Def. 10 h. and i ith. El. V. faid to be compounded of A to B of 
B to C, and ot C to D. 5 

Now in this lTopofition there is put a double Series of Concatenate propor¬ 
tions, in each whereof the firft Term is to the fecond, as the firft to theYecond. 
and the fecond to the third, as the fecond to the third, and fo forth, in an Ordn 
nate Analogy: Then the extremes in each Series taken ex a quo, at equal diftance, 
as the firlt to the third, or the firft to the fourth, &c. are here demonftrated to 
be proportional to one another, which is in effedt to prove, that two proportions 
compounded of equal proportions are equal to one another. 

PROPOSITION XXIII. IF there he three magnitudes in one rank, and as many in an 
other, taken two and two in the fame proportion, and the Ana¬ 

logy he Terturhate: alfo ex asquo they Jhall he in the fame pro¬ 
portion. 

Let the three magnitudes be a, b, c, in one rank, and o, e, f, as 
many in another, taken two and two in the fame proportion; 
and the Analogy be Perturbate, as a to b, fo Eto f; and as b to c’ 
fo d to e. I fay, that ex ecquo as a to c, fo d to f. 

Of a, b, d, let be taken equimulti¬ 
ples g, h, k ; Alfo of c, e, f, any what¬ 
ever equimultiples l,m,n. 

Forafmuch as g, h are equimulti¬ 
ples of a, b ; and parts have the fame 
proportion with their equimultiples 
[Prop, i s El. V.]; therefore it is as a 

to b, fo g to h. And by the fame reafon, as e to f, fo m to n. But 
as a to b, fo e to f; therefore as g to h, fo m to n [ Prop. 11. El. V.]. 

Again, becaufe it is asB to c, fo d to e ; and of b,d are taken equi¬ 
multiples h,k: alfo of c,e any whatever equimultiples l,m ; there¬ 
fore it is as h to l, fo k to m [Prop. 4. El. V.]. 

Whereas now there are three magnitudes g,h,l, in one rank, alfo 
k, M, n, in an other, taken two and two in the fame proportion, 
and the Analogy is Perturbate, as g to h, fo m to n; and as h to l, 

fo k to m; therefore ex cequo if g be greater than l, alfo k fhall be 
greater than n; and if equal, equal; if lefs^lefs [Prop. xi.El. V.]. 

But g, k are equimultiples of a, D,and l, N,are any whatever equi¬ 
multiples of c, f ; therefore it is as a to c, fo d to f [Def y. El. v.]. 

Wherefore if there be three magnitudes in one rank, and as many 
in an other, taken two and two in the fame proportion*, and the 
Analogy be perturbate : alfo ex tequoxhty fhall be in the lame pro¬ 
portion. Which was to be demonftrated. 

n 3 
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ANNOTATIONS. 

Eucltde here propofes only three magnitudes} altho’ they might be quotcunque, 
like as in Prop. 2 2d. But becaufe in proportion ex a quo when the Analogy is Per- 
turbate, the Geometrician never has occafion to ule more than three Concatenate 
Terms, or two proportions; therefore our Elementator puts only three magni¬ 
tudes in this Proportion: as taking fpecial care to be no where in words or mat¬ 
ter, defective or fuperfluous, and ever has a profpedt to what is only and gene¬ 
rally ufeful. Yet otherwife there is not any difference between Ordinate, and 
Perturbate Analogy in the Conclulions of thefe two Propoiitions} for as numbers, 
vi\. 2,3,4, y, &c. taken in any interchangeable order, and added together fhall 
always give the fame fiimm, or multiplied into one another, make the fame Pro¬ 
duct } fo in proportion ex cequo, the Terms placed either Ordinately,or Perturbately, 
lhall notwithftanding ever have their extremes compounded of the fame interme- 
dial proportions; and therefore the extremes taken ex cequo, fhall always be pro¬ 
portional to one another: as here in magnitudes, and m Prop. 14th. and 22^. Eh 
VII. is in numbers demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XXIV. IF the fir ft hath to the fecond the fame proportion, that the 
third hath to the fourth', and a fifth hath to the fecond the 

fame proportion, that a fixth hath to the fourth: jfifo the fir ft 
and fifth together,fhall have to the fecond the fame proportion, that 
the third and fixth hath to the fourth. 

Let the firft a b have to the fecond c, the fame proportion that 
the third de hath to the fourth f. Alfo let a fifth bg have to the 
fecond e, the fame proportion, that a fixth e h hath to the fourth f. 

I fay, that a g the firft and fifth together, hath to c the fecond, 
the fame proportion, that dh the third and fixth together, hath to 
f the fourth. 

D 4. E i H 

1 . —■ »-« q 

a b . c :: d e . f. and bg . c::eh.f. Then ab+bg.c::de + eh.f. 

8 .4.:: 4 .2.and 6 .4,:: 3 .2. Then 8 + 6 .4:: 4 + 3 .2. 

Forafmuch as it is as bg to c, fo eh to f; therefore by inverfion 
as C tO B G, fo F tO E H. 

And becaufe it is as a b to c, fo d e to f, and as c to b g, fo f to 
eh; therefore ex a quo as ab to b g, fo d e to eh [Prop. 22. El. V.]. 

Now divided magnitudes being proportional, fhall alfo com¬ 
pounded be proportional [Prop. 18. El. V.]; therefore as ag to gb, 
lo dh to HE. 

But alfo it is as g b to c, fo e to f ; therefore ex requo as a g to c, 
fo d h to F. 

3 If 
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If therefoie the firft hath to the fecond the fame proportion 
that the third hath to the fourth: and a fif th hath to the fecond, &c 
Which was to De demonftrated. ' 

ANNOTATIONS. 

The i\ Propofition ofthis El. is the fame with this 24th,excepting that it was there 
confined only to multiple proportions, whereas here is comprehended all kind of 
proportions whatfoever. The prefent Example is expofed in Duple, and Sefqui- 
alteral proportions added to one another: As 8 the firft in Duple proportion to 
4 the fecond; and 6 the fifth in Sefquialteral proportion to 4 the ftcond: where 
8 the firft, and 6 the fifth added together, make 14 to 4, or'}; that is. Triple 
Sefquialtera! proportion, or 3}. So again, 4 the third to 2 the fourth; and 3 the 
nxth to 2 the fourth, are in the fame proportions as before 8 was to 4, and 6 
to 4: And here likewife 4 the third, and 3 the fixth added together, make 7 to 2 
the lame Tuple Selqmalteral proportion, or 3!. For 7 contains 2 thrice, and 
one halt ot 2. This Propofition we have here both in Species and Numbers re- 
prefented after this manner. * 

8 , 4 : 4 . 2 . 
A. B : C . D. and 
E . B : F . D . Then 
6 . 4 • 3*2. 

A + E . B:: C-f-F.D 
8 -f 5 • 4”4+3•* 

Note farther hereupon, that the 18th. Propofition is in feme part, of the fame 
nature with this 24’". For there the Confequents added to the Antecedents are 
as the fifth, and fixth Terms added to the firft, and third, making alfo four other 
proportionals: As thus Appears. 

9 • 3 * : 6 . 2. 

If A . B : : C . D. Then 

A+B. B:: C + D.D 

9 + 3 • 3::6-f-2.2. 

Or to fet forth more fully the agreement between the 18th. Propofition, and 
this 24th. As in this form. 

If A . B : : C . D. and 

B . B : : D . D. Then 

A -J- B . B : : C-f-D . D. 

The difference here between them is, that in the 18th. only the Confequents 
are added to the Antecedents, and together compared to the fame Confequents : 
but in the 24th. any magnitudes, or numbers, which are in the fame proportion to 
the given Confequents, may be taken; and added to the given Antecedents, are 
together compared to the fame Confequents. And therefore in Prop. 18. the Con¬ 
fequents being fuppofed as the fifth and fixth Terms compared to themfelves as 
the fecond and fourth Terms, they are always in proportion of equality: but in 
this 24th. the fifth and fixth Terms, may be taken in any proportion whatfoever. 

Addition 
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Addition of Proportions. 

Moreover, from this 14th. Proposition, the Addition of Proportions is plainly 
difcovered: and how feveral proportions, which have the fame common Confe¬ 
quent, are united into one Single proportion, by adding the Antecedents to one 
another, and making the fumm of them an Antecedent to the common Confe- 
quent: As 3 to 1, and 3 to 1, added together make 6 to 1, or \: That is, two 
Triple proportions, which have the fame common Confequent added together in 
this manner, do make Sextuple proportion. So again, 4 to 3, y to 3, 9 to 3 added to¬ 
gether, make 18 to 3, or !f: that is, Sextuple proportion is by addition of the An¬ 
tecedents made of Sefquitertial, Sefquibitertial, and Triple proportions, when they 
have fuch a common Confequent. 

But now when feveral proportions have feveral Confequents, then for to add 
thefe together, they are firlt to be brought to have the lame common Confequent: 
As the proportions of 4 to 3, and of 3 to 2 cannot be added together, unlefs they 
be reduced unto a common Confequent. We have before in the Annotations upon 
the 8th. Propofition, given a Rule how to bring proportions to a common Con¬ 
fequent, like as Fractions are brought to others of the fame denomination. 
For the Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, and Divifionof proportions, are per¬ 
formed after the fame manner as in Fractions: And proportions are as properly 
noted by placing the Antecedent above, and the Confequent beneath the inter- 
pofed ftrait line, as the Numerator and Denominator are ufed to be in Fracti¬ 
ons. And therefore this particular Doctrine is to be fought after among the 
Arithmetical Authors. 

Now in the foregoing Inftance to bring the proportions of 4 to 3, and of 3 to 2, 
or | and | unto a common Confequent, Firft multiply the Confequents 3 and z 
into one another; that is, 3 into 2, or 2 into 3, which by Prop. 16. El. VII. make 
the fame number <5, and this now is to be put for a common Confequent. Then 
multiply each Antecedent into the others Confequent, that is, 4 into 2, making 8 
for one Antecedent, and 3 into 3, making 9 for the other Antecedent. Thus the 
proportions of f, and § are brought unto !, and ?, the very fame proportions as be¬ 
fore, and having a common Confequent: For 4 . 3 :: 8 . 6 in proportion Sefqui¬ 
tertial, 15. and 3. 2 :: 9 . 6 in proportion Sefquialteral, 15. 

The reafon of this practice is manifeft, for \ multiplied by the fame number 2, 
make the Products 1 in the fame proportion, by Prop. 17th. El. VII. or by Prop. iy. 
El. V. So 1 multiplied by 3, make the lame proportion 

Then of thefe two proportions % and % add the Antecedents 8 and 9 together, 
which make 17 the Antecedent to the common Confequent <5, or that is, 2|, 
and named Proportio dupla juperquintu-partiens fext ns. 

Therefore by reduction of the proportions f and f, into a common Confequent, 
it now appears that thefe proportions, i^and 15 added together make 2 The 
like practice is to be ufed in the Addition of all other proportions: but very little 
ufe there is made of it in the Mathematics, farther than what is fhewn in the 18th. 
and 24th. Propofitions of this Fifth Element. From whence we have taken occa- 
fion to touch briefly upon the Addition of proportions, and in what manner it 
can be only made. But the Multiplication of proportions is more remarkable: 
which therefore we fhall here by the way explain in a few words, for that there 
will be a neceffity to confider farther of this matter at the y'h. Definition of the 
Sixth Element: And in this place alfo to fhew the difference between the Mul¬ 
tiplication, and Addition of proportions. 

Multipli- 
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Multiplication of Proportions. 

219 

Multiplication of proportions is made by multiplying the Antecedents into the 
Antecedents, and the Confequents into the Confequents; whofe Produ&s ft all 
make fome certain proportion. As of the proportions § and J, the Antecedents 4 
and 3 multiplied into one another, and the Confequents 3 and 2 multiplied into 
one another, lhall make % or Duple proportion. 

Whereas the lame proportion jf and f, added to one another make 2I; as we 
have before (hewn. So § and §, multiplied together make ’f or |, Triple proportion* 
But added make t, or 3 'J, proportion Triple Sefquialteral. Again, f added to 
make U but multiplied together make Likewife | added to \ make|j but mul¬ 
tiplied make f. Thus it appears, how proportions may by Addition arife to be 
fometimes greater, fometimes lefs than by Multiplication: which is a Property 
peculiar to proportions, and lomewhat remarkable. 

PROPOSITION XXV. 

IF four magnitudes he proportional, the greateft and lea ft are 
greater than the other two. 

Let the four proportional magnitudes be ab,cd,e, f; and as ab 

to c d, fo e to f. Now let the greateft of them be a b, and the lead f. 
I fay, that a b, f, are greater than c d, e. 

For to e let ag be put equal; and to f be put equal c h: fora£ 
much therefore that it is as ab to cd, fo e to f: and that ag is equal 
to e, and c h to f ; therefore as a b to c d, fo a g to c h [Prop. 1 i.El.V.]. 

Alfobecaufe it is as the whole ab to the whole cd, fothe part 
detracted a g, to the part detracted ch; therefore the Remainder gb, 
lhall be to the Remainder hd, as the whole ab to the whole cd 
[Prop. 19. El. V.]. But the whole ab is [by Suppofition] greater 
than the whole cd; therefore alfo the Remainder gb is greater than 
the Remainder hd. 

A t— B 
~i 12 

H 2, D„ 
-i-<8 

-tp 

F 

And forafmuch as ag is equal to e, and ch to f; therefore ag 

and f are equal to cH,and e. For if equals be added to equals, the 

wholes are equal [Ax. 2.". 
But again, if to unequals be added equals, the wholes lhall be un¬ 

equal [Ax. 4.]: Therefore if to the unequals gb,hd be added thefe 
equals, f, ag, and e, ch, namely, f, and ag added to gb the greater, 
and e, and c h to h d the lefs; then lhall a b, and f be greater than c d, 

and e. 
If therefore four magnitudes be proportional, the greateft, and 

leaft are greater than the other two. Which was to be demonftrated. 

Kk Adver- 
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Advertifement. 
\ ... 

Here Euclide ends this Element: but the Moderns have (out of Pappus) annexed 
feveral other Propofitions; which becaufe they are only manifeft Confedaries 
arifing from the foregoing Propofitions, and not of fo frequent ufe, we have 
thought fit not to overcharge the younger Students with. For Peletarius here 
very well fays, Qua (propoJitiones)per fe claric funt, locum tantum occupant: Internum etiam 
onerant, & multitudo tadium parit. What Euclide hath delivered is abundantly fuffi- 
cient in this matter. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

This property of proportional magnitudes hath been formerly intimated in 
Prop. 3jth. and 36th. El. I. where Parallelograms on the fame, or equal bales in 
the fame Parallels, are demonftrated to be equal; that is, to be to one another in 
the fame proportion of Equality. And there alfo it hath been obferved, that of 
thofe equal Parallelograms their Perimeters are unequal, and of two equal Paralle¬ 
lograms the longeft, and fhorteft fides, are greater than the other fides. Now this 
Propofition demonstrates the like AfFe&ion of four proportionals univerfally in all 
kinds of proportion, and in all kinds of magnitude, either Lines, Planes, or So¬ 
lids: and that in each of them the greateft, andleaft Terms added together, fhall 
always be greater than the other two. 

A SY- 
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PRINCIPAL PROPOSITIONS 

OF THE 

eifth element. 

2.31 

Prop, j, and iz. If a . b :: c . d :: e . f. Then 

A.B : : A+ C-l- E . B-f D+F. 
Prop, i,andx4. If a . b :: c . d . and 

e . b :: f . d . Then 
v * "k , i -•: t i.' J.; i 

a + e . b::c+f . d. 

ProP* 3a ^>and ag. Proportionals exceqao Ordinate and Perturbate. 

Prop. 4. If a . b :: c . d. Then 

3A • ?b : : 3c . ?d Sec. 

Like wife 3 a . b :: 3c . d See. 

and a . 3 b ; c . 30. &c. 

Let m = a + ] 

Prop, f, and 19. If je . 

E . 

Pro", 15-. a . 
1 

Primary Proportionals, 

Corol. Prop. 4. Inverlion, 
Prop. 16. Alternation, 

Prop. 17. Compolition, 
Prop. 18. Divilion, 
Corol. Prop. 19. Conyerlion 

i . and ae=ra -f-e 

as :: a . a. Then 
e* • 7T? 

b :: 3A . 3B &c. 

a . e : : b . c. 

E . a : : c . b. 

a . b : : e . c. 

a + e . e : : b + c. c. 
a — e . e :: b — c . c, 

> a.a — e::b.b — c. 

Note farther, that Compolition, Divilion, Converlion of proporti¬ 
onals, may be again, anc^ frequently are proportionally varied by In- 
verlion, and Alternation after this manner. 

Compolition and Alternation, a + e.b + c::e.c 

Divilion and Alternation, a~e.b^c::e.c. Therefore 

Compolition and Divilion, a + e.b + c::a~e.b — c. by Prop. 11. 
K k % Thus 
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Thus hath Euclide finilhed his general Doctrine of Proportions, and Proportion 

nals in magnitudes: which we confefs is more plainly fet forth in his Elements of 
Numbers. For tho’ the Properties of Proportionals be alike in Magnitudes and 
Numbers; yet are they demonftrated in thofe Elements from more natural Prin¬ 
ciples, and more obvious to the common notions of men in this matter. We have 
formerly expounded the different Definitions of proportional Magnitudes, and of 
proportional Numbers, and ffiewn the reafons thereof for want of a natural mea- 
1'ure in Magnitudes. And therefore what evidence, or what demonftrations could 
in this Element be expeded, or made from a certain •meafure between proportio¬ 
nal Magnitudes (as it is in Numbers) where there is in nature no certain meafure? 
Nay farther, where there cannot be put, or fuppofed any imaginable common 
meafure. Number is only one way infinite by augmentation ; but hath its indi- 
vifible Monade for a beginning, and common meafure, the natural inftrument of 
Demonftration in the Dodrine of proportions, and accordingly made ufe of in 
the Elements of Numbers. But Magnitude is both ways infinite, by Augmenta¬ 
tion, and Diminution. It hath not a Monade, that quid Minimum, unum & folum. 
That one and foie meafure of all things. What foundation it hath ufeful for 
Demonftration in thisSubjed, Euclide hath moft ingenioufly found out, and given 
us in the fifth Definition of proportional Magnitudes. And it is either plain 
Ignorance, or great Vanity in thofe, who charge this Element of Intricacy, and 
lmperfedion, which is framed with fo much Art, and in as clear a Manner, as the 
nature of Magnitude could admit. 

The Epicheiremata, or Attempts of thofe Learned Geometricians Joannes Bene- 
diftus, Tacquet, Borellus, &c. in this matter I leave to be at large examined by the 
Profelfors of Geometry in our Univerfities, and Grejham College. 

THE 
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THE SIXTH 

ELEMENT. 

DEFINITIONS. 

DEFINITION I. 

Like ft r ait-lin d Figures are thofe, which have their feveral 
angles equal, each to each, and the fides about the equal 

angles proportional. 

In the Triangles ABC, DEF, if the feveral angles be equal, each to each, A 
to D, B to E, C to F, and the fides about the equal angles proportional, A B to 
BC, asDEto EF 3 BCtoCA, asEFtoFD; CA to A B, as F D toDE,then 
thele are (aid to be like Triangles. 

E 

So again, in theEquiangled Parallelograms AD, EC, if A B be to BD asEB 
to B C, then thele are called like Figures: And fo forth in all Multilateral Figures, 
or Polygons. But Equiangled Parallelograms are not always like Figures; as it 
frequently happens in Right-angled Parallelograms, and Equiangled Rhomboids, 
which are not like Figures; unlefs they have alfo their fides about the equal An¬ 
gles proportional. But every Square is to every Square, and every Equiangled 
Rhombus to every Equiangled Rhombus a like Figure: becaufc they have their 
fides in the fame proportion of Equality to one another. 

Kk 3 DEFI- 
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DEFINITION II. REciprocal Figures are, when in each of the Fig 
7 erms loth c.Antecedent andConfequent. 

tires there are « 

Asm the Triangles ABC, D BE, and the Parallelograms AC, DE, if AB is 
to B E, as back again D B is to B C, then thefe are called Reciprocal Figures In 
which, note for diftindion between Like and Reciprocal Figures, that the* ex¬ 
treme Terms of the two proportions in Reciprocal Figures j namely the firft Ante¬ 
cedent, and the laft Confequent, fhall ever be in the fame figure: whereas in like 
figures the firft Antecedent is in one figure, and the laft Confequent always in 
the other. Moreover, in the foregoing Definition of like Figures, all the Angles 
are to be equal, each to each, and all the fides about the equal Angles diredly 
proportional to one another. But it is not necelfarv in all Reciprocal Figures to 
have the feveral Angles equal, but only that Angle, which is contained by thofe 
iides which are Reciprocally proportional to one another. For in the other An¬ 
gles the figures may be very often unlike, and not agree in equal Angies, and 
fides proportional, as hereafter in Triangular Figures the iyth. Propofiuon will 

Again, note that Reciprocal Figures are fuppofed always equal, tho’ not always 
Eqmangled; and like figures are commonly fuppofed unequal, and ever Equi- 
angled. Foi if like figures be alfo equal in Area, they are as it were only the 
fame figure feated in feveral places. 

Moreover,the Parallelograms F G,F G are in this matter very remarkable Schemes 
wherein the Complements A C, D E, are equal by Prop. 43. El. I; and alfo Reci¬ 
procal Figures (as at Prop. 14th. of this Element is demonftrated) having the fide 
A B to the fide B E, as Reciprocally D B is to B C. And again, the Parallelo¬ 
grams AD, CE, are like figures, having the fide A B to the fide BD, as EB is 
to B C in a dired proportion to one another. As is demonftrated in the following 
24th. Propofition. ^ 

DEFINITION III. 

A Strait line is faid to be cut in [extreme and 7nean proportion, 
when it is as the whole to the greater Segment, [0 the 

greater Segment to the lefs. 

If the line AB be divided at the point C in fuch a proportion, that as the 
whole A B is to the greater Segment AC, fo is the 
fame A C to the lefs Segment C B, then the line A B A _c__ 
is laid to be cut in extreme and mean proportion, 
i or that the whole line, and the lefs Segment are the two extremes, and the greater 
Segment is a mean or middle proportional Term between them. And °fo the 
whole line, the greater Segment, and the lefs are all three in the fame continual 
proportion: Which by our incomparable Mx William Ougbtred, is juftly faid to be 
Se.tw pene Divina, and how to effed thisSedion is demonftrated at Prop. 30th. 

3 DEFI- 
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DEFINITION IV. THe Altitude of every Figure is a Strait line drawn from the 
Vertex perpendicular to the Bafe. 

The Altitude, or Height of anything, is vulgarly accounted to be thediftance 
from the Top to the Bottom j and by diftance is meant the fliorteft length be¬ 
tween them, becaufe the fliorteft length is the only Singular, Certain, and Deter¬ 
minated Space between any two diftant things. 

So the Geometrician determines the Altitude of any Figure by a Perpendicular 
from the Vertex of the Figure to the oppofite Bafe ( produced if need be); as in 
thefe expofed Figures their Altitudes are the Perpendiculars A B, A B, &c; for that 
they are in common fenfe, and alfo demonftratiyely the fhorteft length between 
the Vertex and the Bafe. 

Therefore when Figures are faid to be of the fame Altitude, we are to under- 
ftand that the Perpendiculars from their Vertex to their Bafes are equal to one 
another, and therefore may be placed in the fame parallels. 

For let the Triangles ABC, DEF, be of the fame Altitude, having the Per¬ 
pendiculars AG, DH equal to one another. I fay, the Triangles ABC, DEF, 
are in the fame parallels. For let be drawn the ftrait line A D: Then forafmuch 
as AG, DH are equal, and at right angles to GH; therefore they are alfo paral¬ 
lel one to another [Prop. 28. El. I.]. But ftrait lines equal and parallel are 
bounded by equals, and parallels [Prop. 33. El. 1.]; therefore AD is parallel to 
G H, and the Triangles A B C, D E F, are in the fame parallels. 

Again, if the Triangles DEF, DK L, have a common Vertex D, Co by confe- 
quence a common Altitude D H, which is a Perpendicular to their continued Bafes; 
it is then alfo obvious, that there may be drawn by the fame Vertical point D, a 
parallel to the oppofite Bafes [by Prop. 31. El. I.]. 

So that in general, Triangles, and Parallelograms to be in the fame Altitude, 
and in the fame Parallels import the fame thing. 

DEFT 
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DEFINITION V. 

ATroportion is [aid to be compounded of proportions, when the 
Quantities of the proportions multiplied into themfelves, do 

make jome proportion (or fome Quantities of a proportion ). 

There are various Le&ions of this place; Some Editions have it, ttoiucj xi- 
yw, do make fome proportion: but the more ancient Reading is, man ruas, foil. tpjIu- 

xcaijTthat is, the Quantities of the proportions multiplied into one another do 
make fome Quantities, to wit, of a proportion : which proportion being thus pro¬ 
duced from the multiplied proportions, is laid to be compounded of°them. As 
of the given proportions, let one be Sefquitertial i|, and the other Sefquialte- 
ral i'?: As 4 to 3, and 3 to 2, or I, and I, which multiplied into one another, 
that is, Antecedents into Antecedents, and Confequents into Confequents, do 
make % or 12 to <J, that is, fome Terms, or Quantities of Duple proportion; 
which is here compounded of Sefquitertial, and Sefquialteral proportions, fed. f 
compounded of 1j, and 1 

For by this Definition rvhatfoever proportion arifes from the multiplication qf any 
other proportions, the fame is [aid to be compounded of them : And this is in general 
the meaning of this Definition. 

Now farther to explain the words. By the Quantities of proportions our Com¬ 
mentators would have the Denominators to be underftood : But it is not material 
whether by the Quantities we underftand either the Denominators, or the given, and 

expofed Numbers of the proportions, or the leaf Numbers of the fame proportions : 
For that each of thefe being multiplied together, do produce the fame compound 
proportion , tho’ in different Numbers, and alfo in fuch, as are far enough from 
being the Denominator, or the leaf Numbers of that compound proportion; as the 
foregoing Inftances do apparently fhew : only the Arithmetical operations are 
performed with more eafe in the leaft Numbers: otherwife the effects are ftill the 
fame. And the molt proper ufe of Denominators is to difeern the Species of a 
proportion expofed in any Numbers whatfoever, and to denote the name. But 
Euclide in his Elements of Numbersmever mentions Denominators, or the Quan¬ 
tities of proportions. He only fhews in Prop. 35^. El. VII. how to bring any 
given Numbers into the leaft Numbers in the fame proportion with them: upon 
which Redu&ion all his Demonftrations proceed : And thus much for the inter¬ 
pretation of the words of this Definition. 

We are next to enquire, what ufe is made thereof in thefe Elements, in regard 
that Euclide had before otherwife defined compound proportion, as it is compre¬ 
hended in Def. 10. El. V. And according to that Definition he demonftrates in 
Prop. 23. El. VI. All equiangled Parallelograms to have to one another a proportion com¬ 

pounded of their fdes: And likewife in Prop. y. El. VIII. All Plain, or Superficial 
Numbers to have a proportion compounded of their fides. The demonftrations both in 
Magnitudes and Numbers, are framed juft after the fame manner upon the 10th. 
Definition of the Fifth Element, without the leaft ufe, or any mention of the 
multiplication of proportions according to this ych. Definition of this Sixth Ele¬ 
ment. And ftrange it feems to me, nay very abfurd, to admit that for an Ele¬ 
mentary Definition, which is never ufed either in thefe Elements of Euclide., or in 
the Conics of Apollonius, or elfewhere in Archimedes: but in all thefe, and other 
Geometrical Authors, Compofition of proportion is ever taken in the fenfe, and 
notion of Def, ro'h. El. V. It will not therefore be impertinent to examine how 
another ufelefs Definition of Compound proportion, and which befides can only 
relate to numbers, came to be fo IJngeometricaUy inferted in this place, where the 
proportions of Magnitudes are folely confidered, and the ufe of numbers (as alto¬ 
gether improper, and alfo infiufficient for demonftration in thefe yth. and 6th. Ele¬ 
ments ) is by Euclide ftudioufly avoided. 

The 
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The moft ancient account I have met with, is in Tbeon s Commentaries on Pto- 

lemeys Mathematical Syntaxes, Lib. I, cap. I z. entitled Prolamb andmena, where, (ays 
Ptolemey, Let from the point A be produced two lines 
AB, AG, and from the points B, G, be drawn BE, 
G D, cutting each other in F; and draw EI parallel 
to G D. 1 lay, that the proportion of G A to A E is 
compounded of the proportions of G D to D F, and 
of FB to BE. 

Now to prove this, he introduces an other extra¬ 
neous line, vi\. DF taken Vhfy* (fays Ptolemy) ex- 
trinfecus, or ab extra, as it were from without > and in- 
terpoling DF fora middle Term between GD, and 
El, does alfume that the proportion of GD to El, 
is compounded of the proportions of G D to DF, and 
of DF to El. As a compound proportion is under- 
itood by Euclide in Def. i o. El.V. 

But now altho' in a Series of continued Terms, this be called by Euclide a com¬ 
pound proportion (as he might pro arbitrio give fuch a name to the proportion of 
the extreme Terms) j Yet a queition may be made, How doth it appear that the 
proportion of G D to E I, is really compounded of the Proportions of G D to 
DF, and of DF to El? 

In fatisfadrion to fuch demands, and for the explication of this place, and there¬ 
withal of Euclid’s Definition, Tbeon in his Comment, Page 6a, gives an other Defi¬ 
nition of Compound proportion in thefe words. 

“ A proportion is faid to be Compounded of two, or more proportions, when 
<c the Quantities of thofe proportions being multiplied do make fome Quantity of 
‘ca proportion. 

The ufe now that Theon makes of this Definition, is to explain Euclids ioth. 
Def. El. V* and to Ihew how both agree in producing one, and the fame Com¬ 
pound proportion; as fuppofing his own Definition to be a more natural, and 
clearer Notion of a Compound proportion than that of Euclids and thereby to 
confirm the ioth. Def. of El. V. He therefore with Euclide puts two proportions in 
a Series of three continued Terms. ~ 

For (fays he) Let AB have to CD any given proportion (as 6 to 4) and 
CD to E F any proportion (as4 to 2). I fay, that the 
proportion of AB to EF, is compounded of the pro- A_6_K 

portions of A B to CD, and of CD to EF: that is, 4 
if the Quantity of the proportion of AB to CD be c D 
multiplied into the Quantity of the proportion of C D e---F 
to EF, it fliall make the Quantity of the proportion of 
AB to EF (that is of 6 to 2.). 

For let the given Proportions be 6 to 4, and 4 to 2: then f multiplied into ^ 
make Ss, the fame Triple proportion with f, which is the proportion of the firlt 
Term to the third. And this Theon univerfally demonftrates, vi% That in any 
three Terms (fuppofe A, B, C), if the proportion of A thefirft to B the fecond, 
be multiplied into the proportion of B the fecond to C the third, then the Pro¬ 
duct (hall always make the fame proportion with that of A the firlt to C the 
third. This proportion of the firlt Term to the third, Euclide in Def. io,h. El. V. 
calls a proportion Compounded of the two intermedial proportions expoled in 
three continued Terms, vi\. Of the proportion of the firlt Term to the fecond, 
and of the fecond to the third : and owns no other notion of a Compound pro¬ 
portion in the demonltratiorts of Prop, 23d. El. VI. and Prop. y;b. Bh Vlll. or 
elfe where. 

But becaufe in Euclids Series of three, four, or more continued Terms, the pro¬ 
portion of the firlt Term to the lalt, does not fo immediately appear to be Com¬ 
pounded of the Intermedial, and Concatenate proportions; therefore Tbeon joyns 
the Philofbpher with the Geometrician, and gives another very natural Definition 

L1 of 
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of a Compound proportion. For in Theotis multiplication of Antecedents into 
Antecedents, and Confequents into Confequents, there is manifeftly made a na¬ 
tural Mixture, or Compofition of proportions: which being thus involved into 
one another, do really produce a Compound proportion ; and alfo fuch, as he de- 
monftrates to be the very lame with Euclidsy according to Def. i oTh. El. V. which 
Theon hath from his Definition thus llluftrated, and confirmed. So that this mul¬ 
tiplication of proportions may well be allowed to a Commentator for a good Ani- 
madverfion, and Explication of Def. io h. El.V. as here an occalion was given to 
Theon: but by no means to ftand lo improperly, and ufelelly for a Geometrical 
Definition of Euclid s, as it hath been by lome Scholiajl unadvifedly transferred 
into this Sixth Element. 

The next we find is Eutocius in his Comment on Archimedes, who in Prop. 4. 
Lib. 11. de Spkara, (3 Cyhndro, propofes to cut a Sphere fo that the Segments may 
have to one another the fame proportion with any given. 

In the courfe of his demonftration he ufes Compound proportion in Euclids 
fenfe, according to Def. 10th. El. V. and alfumes that the proportion of RL to 
L Q^( as Archimedes words it) is connetled by, or (as commonly laid <nyKenw\) 
is compounded of the .proportions, which RL hath to LD, and L D to LQ^ 

Hereupon fays Eutocius in his Comment, ’tis manifeft that Compofition of pro¬ 
portions is taken as in the Elements (meaning Def. 10th. El.V.) in that LD is 
interpofed as a middle Term between RL, and LQ. For (fays he) if between two 
Numbers, or Magnitudes, be taken any middle Term, the proportion of thefe firft 
Numbers or Magnitudes, is compounded of the proportion which the firft Term 
hath to the middle, and of the proportion which the middle hath to the third. 

But farther adds, that this is fpoken fomewhat inarticulately (or 
abruptly, as if matters were not well jointed together) 3 i-f nv moictv dva- 

and not in fo plain a manner, as fully to fatisfy our under fundings [to wit) 

in the proper notion of a Compound proportion. Therefore to make Euclids 
Compofition of proportions more perfpicuous, he cites this other Definition of a 
Compound proportion, as being alfo found by him in the Elements (fo early it 
feems to have been tranfimtted into this place) and demonftrates that 

“If between two Numbers or Magnitudes, be taken any middle Term, then the 
“ proportion of thole firft Numbers or Magnitudes, to one another, fhall be the 
“fame with that Compound proportion, which is made out of the proportions 
“of the firft Term to the middle, and of the middle to the third, multiplied into 
“one another. 

Now by the demonftration of this agreement, Eutocius intended to make mani¬ 
feft, that in any three continued Terms, the proportion of the firft to the third 
is rightly faid by Euclide in Def. 10th. El. V. to be a Compound proportion of the 
firft to the fecond, and of the fecond to the third. 

Moreover to illuftrate this matter, he gives feveral inftances in Numbers. Let 
(fays he) between 12 and 2, be interpofed any number, as 4; then the proportion 
of 12 to 2, that is, Sextuple, is Compounded of the proportions of 12 to 4, and 
of 4 to 2, of Triple, and Duple proportions. For 'f multiplied into I makes % that 
is the fame proportion with the firft given Terms. 

In this inftance of Eutocius , note that the two proportions and I, are 
each of the greater inequality: and therefore the proportion 1 refulting from 
their multiplication, is really dtotum Compofitum, a greater proportion confuting of 
two lefs proportions, as a whole of fo many partial Components; that is, a Sex¬ 
tuple proportion is here rightly compounded, and made up of a Triple, and Duple 
proportion multiplied into one another. And every Compound proportion is 
always a totum of the like nature, when the intermedial proportions are all of the 
greater inequality. 

But 
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But now on the contrary, in proportions of the lefs inequality it is to be noted, 

that if between 2 and 12, be again interpofed 4; then |,and tf, multiplied into one 
another, lhall make or g, a Subfextuple proportion, which is emergent from 
Subduple, and Subtriple proportions; yet does not, as in the intermedial propor¬ 
tions of the greater inequality, confilt of thefe intermedials, as a whole of its 
parts; but contrarywife is as it were Subcompounded, and becomes to be a lefs 
proportion derived from two greater. For '6 is a proportion left than either 
or I, from both which it doth defcend ; and the like will be ever found, when 
all the intermedial proportions are of the lefs inequality. 

Again fays Eutocius, Let between 9, and 6 be interpofed 4; then the propor¬ 
tion of 9 to 6, that is Sefquialteral 1is compounded of 9 to 4, and of 4 to <f, 
that is, of Duple Sefquiquartal, and of Subfefquialteral f. For f multiplied in¬ 
to 2 makes If, a proportion Sefquialteral, and the fame with L the firft given 
1 erms. 

In this inftance ’tis to be noted, that If, a proportion Sefquialteral refiiltin°- 
from f multiplied into % is left than ?, a proportion Duple Sefquiquartal, and greater 
than J, a proportion Subfefquialteral. And the like will ever happen, that when 
of the intermedial proportions Jfome are of the greater inequality, and fome of the 
left, then the Compound proportion arifing from them may be fometimes greater, 
fometimes left than fome of the Components : yet it is truely made by a mixture, 
and as it were a temperature of all the intermedial proportions. For proportions 
of the left inequality are an allay to proportions of the greater inequality, and 
may fo counterpoife one another, that the fame proportion may from different 
mixtures be diverfly compounded. 

As again to inftance with Eutocius in Sefquialteral proportion. Let between 
6 and 4, or f, a proportion Sefquialteral, be interpofed 2, then \ is compounded 
of I, and j, that is, of a Triple, and of a Subduple proportion. For \ multiplied 
in | makes % a proportion Sefquialteral, and the fame with f, the firft given Terms. 
Thus Sefquialteral proportion is here compounded of Triple, and Subduple pro¬ 
portions, which in the numbers of Eutocius was made out of Duple Sefquiquartal, 
and Subfefquialteral proportions. 

There are therefore thefe three different Conftitutions of a Compound propor¬ 
tion taken notice of by Tbeon, and Eutocius, as they arife from proportions, which 
are either all of the greater inequality, or all of the left, or of the greater, and 
left intermingled with one another: as the demonftrations of Tbeon^ and Eutocius 
(which may readily be found in Clavius) have diftimftly comprehended. 

Laftly if all the intermedials be proportions of equality, then the proportion 
of the firft Term to the laft is laid to be compounded of a Duplicate, or Tripli¬ 
cate, &c. proportion of the firft to the fecond, according to the number of the 
intermedial proportions, as they happen to be two, three, four, five, or more 
indefinitely. 

But thefe four feveral Conftitutions of a Compound proportion (whether it 
arifes from proportions of equality, or of the greater inequality, or of the left, 
or of the greater, and left intermixed ) may in general be at once demonftratively 
made evident in Species, or Symbolical computation. 

For let there be (according to Def. iath. El. V.) a Series of continued Terms* 
as A, B, C, D, E, which reprefent any Concatenate proportions whatfoever. I 
fay with Euclide, that the proportion of the extremes of A to E, is compounded 
of the proportions of A to B, of B to C, of C to D, of D to E, that is, the pro¬ 

portions of Jp multiplied together, Antecedents into Antecedents, and 

Confequents into Confequents, fliall make the fame proportion with that of A 
to E, as Theon and Eutocius, have expounded Euclids Definition. 

LI 2 For 
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For let the Antecedents A, B, C, D, be multiplied together, and alio the Con- 

lequents B, C, D,E, after this form : Then the intermedial Antece¬ 
dents B, C, D, being expunged by the intermedial Confequents f Aj3 C D 
B, C, D, there only Bands the proportion of A to E, of the firft \ 13 C~DE 
Term to the laft. In this Symbolical form is laid open at one view 
the whole Myftery (if any there be) of Compound proportions; which Tbeon, 
Eutocius, and Eitelho Opticorum, Lib. 1. Prop, i 3. have laborioully demonftrated. 

To conclude therefore this matter, when there are put three magnitudes as in 
Def. 10th. El. V. in a continued Series compared to one another; Euclide calls the 
proportion of the firft to the third a proportion compounded of the proportion 
of the firft to the fecond, and of the proportion of the fecond to the third. Now 
Tbeon explains this Definition by an other, in which the nature of a Compound 
proportion feemed to be made more evident: and fliews that in Euclid's Series of 
three continued Terms, 

“If the proportion of the firft to the fecond be multiplied into the proportion 
“of the fecond to the third, there fhall ever be made the proportion of the firft 
“ to the third. 

Here now Tbeon fuppofes his Definition to be an obvious, and natural notion 
of a Compound proportion, by which multiplication of proportions, and their 
agreement with Euclid's Compofition of proportions laid down in a Series of con¬ 
tinued Terms, he thought it a proper explanation and confirmation of Euclid's 

Definition, which indeed we readily acknowledge, as alfothatit was the firft real, 
and f'ecret ground of Def. 10th. El. V. 

But yet Euclide found this kind of multiplication to be in no manner fervice- 
able for demonftrating all Compound proportions, even no more than his Defi¬ 
nition of Proportional Numbers could be applied to Proportional Magnitudes. 
Therefore he fubftitutes an other of a more general, and ufeful form, as firm and 
true, tho’ notfo perfpicuous. For in Def. 10th. El. V. the Series of Concatenate 
proportions fliews not fo evidently the Genefis, and Production of a Compound 
proportion arifing from them, as Tbeons multiplication of proportions does moft 
naturally, and immediately fuggeft to our common underftanding. And we muft 
confefs that Euclids two eminent Definitions of Proportional Magnitudes, and of 
Compound proportions, lye under the like difficult circumftances, and that both 
are taken up at the fecond hand upon meer neceffity. Yet are they fo admirably 
contriv d for general demonftrations in thofe concerns, that Euclide hath no where 
elfe given a more manifeft teftimony of an exquifite judgement, and through infight 
into all the Mathematics, than in the invention of thofe two Definitions: which 
the ancient Geometricians who had fearched this whole bufinefs to the very bottom 
faw juft reafon to receive, and ufe without exception, or any endeavour to amend 
them, or deviate from Euclid's method in this matter. 
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PROPOSITION I. 

24 i 

TRiangles and Tarallelograms of the fame Altitude, *0 
another as their Bafes, 

Let the Tiiangles be abc^acd, and the Parallelograms ec,cf. 
havmg the fame altitude, the perpendicular drawn from a to bd. 
1 lay, that as the bale bc is to the bale cd, lo the Triangle abc 
is to the Triangle acd; and the Parallelogram Ecto the°Paralle- 
logram cf. 

LetBD be produced both ways 
to the points h,l ; and to the bafe 
bc let be put equals how many 
foever bg,gh. Again, to the bafe 
cd, let be put equals how many 
foever dk,kl’, and let be joyned 
A G, A H, A K, A L. 

Now forafmuch as cb,bg,gh, 
are equal to one another; there- 

f<oeJihTTnaD,gleSrAHG> AGB>ABt> are equal to one another [Prop, 
38. ELI.]; wherefore Quotuple the bafe h c is of the bafe bc To- 
tuple is the Triangle a h c of the Triangle abc. By the fame reafon 
Quotuple the bafe lc is of the bafe cd, Totuple is the Triangle 
alcof the Triangle acd. b 

Now if the bafe hc be equal to the bafe cl, the Triangle ahc 
isalfo equaitothe Triangle alc [Prop. 38. ELI.]: and therefore 
it the bale hc exceeds the bafe cl, the Triangle ahc does alfo ex- 
ceed the TriangleALc: And if the bafe be lefs, the Triangle isalfo 
lefs [byCorol. Prop. 38.ELI.]. 0 

There being then four magnitudes the two bafes bc,cd, and the 
two Triangles abc, acd: and of the bafe bc, and of the Triangle 
abc, are taken equimultiples (any whatfoever) the bafe hc, and the 
Triangle ahc. alio of the bate cd, and of the Triangle acd are 
taken other equimultiples (any whatfoever) the bafe cl and’the 
Triangle alc. 

And it hath been provd that if the bate hc exceeds the bale 
cl, the Triangle AHcdoes exceed the Triangle a l c : and if equal 
tis equal, and if lefs, tis lefs. Therefore as the bale b c is to the 
bate c d, lo the Triangle a b c is to the Triangle acd [Def y. El V1 

And now becaufe the Parallelogram ec is double of the Trian¬ 
gle abc [Prop. 41-El. I.], and the Parallelogram fc is double of 
the Triangle acd; and that parts have the fame proportion with 
their equimultiples [Prop. ly. El. V.J; therefore as the Triangle 
abc is to the Triangle aCD,fo the Parallelogram ec is to the Paral¬ 
lelogram CF. 

LI 3 Becaufe 
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Becaufe therefore it has been prov’d, that as the bafe bc to the 
bafe cd, fo the Triangle abc to the Triangle acd: And as the Tri¬ 
angle abc to the Triangle acd, fo the Parallelogram ec to the Pa¬ 
rallelogram cf : wherefore alfo as the bafe b c to the bafe c d, fo the 
Parallelogram ec to the Parallelogram cf [Prop. it. El. El. V.]. 

Therefore Triangles and Parallelograms of the fame altitude ^are 
to one another as their bafes. Which was to be demonftrated. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

On this Proportion depends the main part of this Element, as alfb the whole 
do&rine of proportions in Magnitudes throughout all Geometry: and by this 
demonftration it plainly appears, with what facility the ph. Definition of El. V. 
is applied to Magnitudes. For what is of more eafy ConftruCtion than to Duple, 
ol Tiiple, &c. the bale BC; and then by joyning AG, AH, to Duple, or Triple, 
&c. the Triangle A B C, that is, the firlt F ^ 
Term, and the third, the Antecedents. 
Again, to Duple, or Triple, &c. the bafe 
C D, and accordingly the Triangle ACD, 
that is, the fecond Term, and the fourth, 
the Confequents, is the fame obvious 
ConftruCtion. Neither is there elle- 
where in Euclide, or Arclritned.es any great¬ 
er trouble in the multiplication of mag¬ 
nitudes according to Def. ;th. El. V : And 
upon luch like eafy ConftruCtions the de- tt 
monftrations do as ealily proceed, being 
always readily confirmed by fome one lingle Propofition. As here *tis evident by 
Prop. 38th. El. I. that Triangles in the fame parallels, (that is to fay, of the lame 
altitude) and on equal bafes are equal to one another: and therefore on unequal bales 
are unequal; on the greater bale the greater Triangle, on the lefs, the lels. So 
that if the bafes be equal, greater, or lels, one than the other; the Triangles like- 
wile are the fame in any multiplication whatloever: therefore as bale to bafe, fo 
Triangle to Triangle, by Def. rb. El. V. And we fee here that there needs no 
tryal of various or perplexed multiplications to prove this Propofition: but that 
the Analogy between the bafes, and Triangles is at once apparent by one only Geo¬ 
metrical Propofition, well known aforehand, vi% Prop. 3 8lh. El. I. 

Now Tacquets confidence in this matter is very remarkable, who fo boldly pre¬ 
fers his own demonftration, which is encumbred with the divifions of the Confe¬ 
quents into like aliquot parts; and thefe again are to be fubtraCted from the Ante¬ 
cedents quoties fieri potefi, &c. All which will undoubtedly feem to Mathema¬ 

tical Tyrones (of whom he pretends to have a great care) a much more trouble¬ 
some, and perplexed bufinefs, than this plain ConftruCtion, and Demonftration of 
Euclide, which he unjuftly accufes of obfcurenefs and intricacy; whereof he him- 
felfis moft guilty: as will certainly appear to whoever fiiall compare both toge¬ 
ther. But I leave Tacquet, and Borellus with the reft, to the correction of the Geo¬ 
metrical Profeffors in our Univerfities, and GreJljam College: this fubjeCt being 
too large for Elementary Annotations intended only for the mftruCtion of Younger 
Students. 

PRO 
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PROPOSITION IL IF to one fide of a Triangle a ftrait line be drawn parallel; it 
fall cut the (ides of the Triangle proportionally. 
slnd if the fides of a Triangle be cut proportionally, the fir ait line 

joyning the Se biions, fall be parallel to the remaining fide of the 
Triangle. 

For in the Triangle abc to one of thefides bc, let de be drawn 
parallel. I fay, that as bd is to d a, fo ce is to ea. Let be joyned 
be, cd: therefore the Triangle bde, is equal to the Triangle cde 

[Prop. 37. El. I.] For they are on the fame bafe de, and within 
the fame parallels de, bc. But moreover there is an other Tri¬ 
angle ade: and becaufe equals have to the fame thing the lame 
proportion [Prop. 7. El. V.]; therefore as the triangle bde, is to 
the Triangle a d e, fo the Triangle cde is to the Triangle ade: But 
as the Triangle bde is to the Triangle ade, 

fo b d is to d a. For having the fame Altitude, 
the perpendicular drawn from e to as, they 
are to one another as their bafes [Prop. i.El. 
VI.]. And by the fame reafon, as the Triangle 
cde is to the Triangle ade, fo c e is to e a ; 

therefore as b d is to d a, fo c e is to e a [Prop. 
u.El.V.]. 

But now of the Triangle abc, let thefides ab, ac be cut pro¬ 
portionally in the points d,e, that as bd to da, fo ce to ea : and 
let be joyned de. I fay, that de is parallel to bc. For the fame 
Conftru&ion being made, becaufe as bd is to d a, fo ce is to ea : 

and as bd is to da, fo the Triangle bde is to the Triangle ade; 

and as ce is toEA, fo the Triangle cde is to the Triangle ade. 

Therefore as the Triangle bde is to the Triangle ade, fo the 
Triangle cde is to the Triangle ade [Prop. it. El. V.]: wherefore 
each of the Triangles bde,cde, have the fame proportion to ade; 

therefore the Triangle bde is equal to the Triangle cde [Prop. 9. 
El. V.]. And they are on the Erne bafe de; but equal Triangles 
and on the fame bafe,are within the fame parallels [Prop40.El.Ll; 
therefore de is parallel to bc. 

If therefore to one fide of a Triangle a ftrait line be drawn pa¬ 
rallel; it ftiall cut the fides of the Triangle proportionally. 

And if the fides of a Triangle be cut proportionally, the ftrait 
line joyning the Se&ions, ftiall be parallel to the remaining fide of 
the Triangle. Which was to be demonftrated. 

FROPG- 
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PROPOSITION III. 

IF an angle of Triangle be cut into halves, and the Jlrait line 
cutting the angle does alfo cut the bafe: the Segments of the 

bafe [hall have the fame proportion with the remaining fides of the 
Triangle. 

And if the Segments of the bafe have the fame proportion with 
the remaining fides of the Triangle, the fir ait line drawn from the 
Vertex to the Seffion, does cut the angle of the triangle into halves. 

Let the Triangle be abc, and let the angle bac be cut into 
halves by the line ad [by Prop. 9.ELI.] I fay, that as bd is to 
d Cj fo b a is to a c. For by the point c let be drawn ce parallel to d a 

[Prop. ji.El.LJ; and let ba produced meet with the fame in the 
point e. Now ibrafmuch as the ftrait line a c falls upon the paral¬ 
lels AD, e c; therefore the angle a ce is equal to the alternate angle 
cad [Prop. 29.ELI.]: but the angle cad is put equal to the an¬ 
gle bad ; therefore the angle bad is alfo equal to the angle ace. 
Again, becaufe the ftrait line bae falls up¬ 
on the parallels ad, ec; therefore the out¬ 
ward angle bad is equal to the inward an¬ 
gle a ec. And it has been prov’d, that the 
angle ace is alfo equal to the angle ead; 

therefore the angle ace is alfo equal to the 
angle aec, fo that alfo the fide ae is equal 
to the fide ac [Prop. <5. El I.]. And becaufe 
to one fide of the Triangle bce, namely to 
ec,is drawn parallel ad; therefore proportionally as bd to dc, fo 
BA to Ae [Prop. 2. EL VI.]. But a e is equal to ac; therefore as 
B D to D C, fo B A to AC [ Plop. 7. El. V.]. 

But now let it be as bd to dc, fo ba to ac: and let be joyned 
ad. I fay, that the angle bac is cut into halves by the ftrait line 
ad. For the lame Conftru£tion being made, becaufe it is as bd to 
DC, fo BA to AC : and as bd is to dc, fo ba is to ae: for to one 
fide of the Triangle bce, namely to cE,is drawn ad parallel; there¬ 
fore as ba is to ac, fo ba is to ae: therefore ac is equal to ae 

[Prop.9.El. V.]; fo that allb the angle aec, is equal to the angle 
ace [Prop. y. ELI.]. But the angle aec is equal to the outward 
angle bad 

ternate ang 

Prop 29. EL I.]; and the angle ace is equal to the al- 
e cad; wherefore the angle bad is equal to the angle 

cad; therefore the angle b a c is cut into halves by the ftrait line ad. 

If therefore an angle of a Triangle be cut into halves, and the 
ftrait line cutting the angle does alfo cut the bafe: the Segments 
of the bafe ftiall have the fame proportion with the remaining fides 
of the Triangle. 

And 
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^\.nd if the Segments of the bate have the fame proportion with 
the remaining tides, &c. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION IV. 

OF equiangled Triangles the fides about the equal angles are 
proportional', slnd the fidesJubtended under the equal an¬ 

gles are Homologal. 

Let the equiangled Triangles be a bo, dce, having the angle 
abc equal to the angle dce, and the angle acb to the angle dec, 

and moreover the angle bac to the angle cde. 

I fay, that of the Triangles abc, d ce, the tides about the equal 
angles are proportional, and the tides tiibtended under the equal 
angles are Homologal. 

For let bc be put dire&ly to ce, and 
becaufe the angles abc, acb, are lefs 
than two right angles [Prop. 17, .ELI.], \ 
and the angle acb is [by Suppolition] a\v 
equal to the angle dec; therefore the lx, 

angles abc, dec,are lefs than two right \ hV 
angles: wherefore ba, ed produced 3 ^ \ 
tliall meet [by Pott ula teg.]. Let them .. B :. ^ 
be produced, and meet in the point f. < , > - 

Now forafmuch as the angle dce is equal to the angle abc [by 

Suppolition]; therefore bf is parallel to cd [Prop. 28. EL I.]. (For 
that the outward angle dce is equal to the inward andoppofite 
abc.) Again, becaufe the angle acb is equal to the angle dec [by 

Suppolition]; therefore ac is parallel to fe [Prop. 28. EL I]. 
(For that the outward angle acb is equal to the inward and oppo- 
fite dec:) Wherefore facd is a Parallelogram; therefore af is 
equal to cd, and ac to fd [Prop. 34*ELI.} And now becaufe of 
the Triangle fbe, to one of the fides fe, the line ac is parallel; 
therefore it is as b a to af, fo bc to ce [Prop. 2. EL VI.]. But af 
is equal to cd ; as therefore ba to cd, fo bc to ce [Prop.7. El. 
V.]; and alternately, as ab to bc, fo dc to ce. 

Again, becaufe of the fame Triangle fbe, to the fide bf, the line 
cd is parallel; therefore it is, as bc to ce, fo fd to de [Prop. 2. 
EL VI.]. But fd is equal to ca; therefore as bc to ce, fo ca to 
ed : Alternately therefore as bc to ca, fo ce to ed. 

And forafmuch as it has been proved, that as ab to bc, fo d c to 
c e, and as b c to c a, lo c ETo e d : therefore by equality, as b a to 
A c> fo C D to D E. 

Therefore of equiangled Triangles the fides about the equal an¬ 
gles are proportional: And the fides fubtended under the equal an¬ 
gles are Homologal. Which was to be demonftrated. 

» * Mm “ Euclide 
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iC Euclide here takes no notice of the Homologal fides, becatife 
" it manifeftly appears in the courfe of the demonftration, that thofe 
“fides which are fubtended under the equal angles are Homologal., 
“and correfpondent Antecedents and Confequents. 

Ji \ " :5 *t\ ‘JTSt 
PROPOSITION V. 

I F two Triangles have their fides proportional, the Triangles 
[hall be equiangled: ^4nd [hall have thofe angles equal under 

which are fubtended Homologal [ides. 

Let the two Triangles be abc, def, having their fides propor¬ 
tional, as ab to bc, fo d e to EF: and as bc to ca, fo ef to fd: 
and moreover, as b a to ac, fo ed to d f. I fay, that the Triangle 
abc is equiangled to the Triangle deF: And they fhall have thofe 
angles equal under which are fubtended Homologal fides; namely 
the angle abc to the angle def, and bca to efd, and more¬ 
over BAC to EDF. noiirio ;MiJc: ? 

For to the ftrait line e f, and to the 
points in the fame e,f, let be con- 
ftituted the angle feg, equal to the 
angle cba, and the angle -beg, 
equal to the angle bca [by Prop.'xg. 
El. I.]; therefore the remaining an¬ 
gle bac is equal to the remaining 
angle egf: wherefore the Triangle 
abc is equiangled to the Triangle 
ge f ; therefore of the Triangles abc, 
gef, the fides about the equal angles 
are proportional, and the fides fubtending the equal angles are Ho¬ 
mologal: wherefore as ab is to bc, fo ge is to ef. But as ab to 
b e, fo by Suppofition, de is to e f ; therefore as d e to e f, fo g e to 
e f : wherefore each of the lines de,ge, have the fame proportion 
to ef; and thereforede is equal toGE [Prop 9.El. V.J. 

By the fame reafon, df is equal to gf. Now fbrafmuch as de 
is equal to eg, and ef common: therefore there are the two lines 
de, ef, equal to the two lines ge,ef ; and the bafe d f is equal to 
the bafe gf; therefore the angle def, is equal to the angle gef, 
and the Triangle def, is equal to the Triangle gef, and the re¬ 
maining angles equal to the remaining angles under which are fub¬ 
tended equal fides [Prop. 8. El. I.]; therefore alfo the angle dfe is 
equal to the angle gfe, and edf to egf. And becaufe the an¬ 
gle d ef is equal to the angle gef, and the angle gef to the angle 
abc; therefore the angle abc is equal to the angle def. By the 
fame reafon,the angle acb is equal to the angle dfe, and alfo the 

angle 
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angle at a, is equal to the angle at d: wherefore the Trianrie abc 

is equiangled to the Triangle def. 

- V tw<? Tn,anSIes ,1ave their fides proportional, the Tri¬ 
angleslfiall be equiangled : And lhall have thole angles equal un- 
der which are lubtended Homologal fides. Which was to be de- 

PROPOSITION VI. IF two Triangles have one angle equal to one angle, and about 
the equal angles the fides proportional-, the Triangles lhall be 

equiangled, and [hall have thofe angles equal, under which are fib- 
tended Homologal [ides. 

Let the two Triangles be a b c, d e f, having one angle bag equal 
to one angle edf, and about the equal angles the fides proportio¬ 
nal, as b a to a c. Toed to d f. I fay, that the Triangle abc is equf 
angled to the triangle def: And they lhall have the angle abc 

equal to the angled ef, and the angle a c b to the angle d f e. 

For to the ftrait line df, and to the points in the fame d, f let 
be conftituted the angle fdg, equal to either of the angles bac or 
ED f [Prop, z3.El. I]; and the angle dfg equal to the angle acb; 
therefore the remaining angle at b, 

is equal to the remaining angle at g: 

wherefore the triangle abc is equi- \ 
angled to the triangle dgf: it is \ 
therefore proportional as b a to a c, fo \ 
gd to df. But by fuppofition as ba \ 

to A c, fo ED to D f; and therefore as v \ 
ed to df, fo gd to df: wherefore \ 
ed is equal to gd; and df common. 35 c 

Therefore there are the two lines ed, df, equal to the two lines 
and the angle edf is equal to the angle gdf; wherefore 

the bale ef is equal to the bafe gf : and the triangle def equal 
to the triangle dgf; and the remaining angles (hall be equal to 
the remaining angles, each to each, under which are fubtended 
equal fides [Prop. 4,. ELI.]; therefore the angle dfg is equal to the 
angle dfe, and the angle at g to the angle at e. But the angle 
dfg is equal to the angle acb; therefore the angle acb is equal to 
the angle dfe. But the angle bac is put equal to the angle edf; 

therefore alfo the remaining angle at b, is equal to the remaining 
angle at e: wherefore the triangle abc is equiangled to the tri¬ 
angle DEF. 

If therefore two triangles have one angle equal to one angle, and 
about the equal angles the fides proportional; the triangles fliall 
be equiangled, and fliall have thofe angles equal, under which are 
fubtended Homologal fides. Which was to be demonflrated. 

M m z PROPO- 
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PROPOSITION VII. 

IF two triangles have one angle equal to one angle, and about 
other angles the [ides proportional; and have alfo each of the 

remaining angles either lefs, or not lefs than a right; the triangles 
JJjall be equiangled, and jhall have thofe angles equal, about which 
are the proportional fides. 

Let the two triangles be abc, def, having one angle equal to 
one angle, the angle bac to the angle edf ; and about other an¬ 
gles abc, def, the (ides proportional, as ab toBc, fo de to ef; 

having alio each of the remaining angles at c, f, firft lefs than a 
right angle. 

I fay, that the triangle abc is e- 
quiangled to the triangle def : and 
the angle abc (hall be equal to the 
angle def, and the remaining an¬ 
gle, to wit, at c, equal to the remain¬ 
ing angle at f. For if the angle abc 

be unequal to the angle def, one 
of them is the greater. Let abc be 
the greater; and to the ftrait line 
ab, and to the point in the fame b, let be conftituted the angle 
abg equal to the angle def [by Prop. 13. El. I.]. Now forafmuch 
as the angle a is equal to the angle d, and the angle abg to the an¬ 
gle def; therefore the remaining angle agb is equal to the re¬ 
maining angle dfe. Therefore the triangle abg is equiangled to 
the triangle def: wherefore as ab to bg, Tode to ef [Prop. 4. 
El. VI.] But as de to ef, fb by Suppofition is ab to bc: and 
therefore as ab to bc, fo ab to bg: wherefore ab has the fame 
proportion both to bc and bg ; therefore bc is equal to bg [Prop. 
9. El. V.]: fo that alfo the angle bgc is equal to the angle bcg 

[ Prop. y. El. I.] But the angle at c is put lefs than a right angle; 
therefore alfo the angle bgc is lefs than a right angle: fo that the 
confequent angle agb is greater than a right angle: and it hath 
been proved equal to the angle at f; therefore the angle at f is 
greater than a right angle. But it is put lefs than a right angle: 
which is abfurd : wherefore the angle abc is not unequal to the 
angle def: equal therefore it is. Now alfo the angle at a is equal 
to the angle at d [by Suppofition], and therefore the remaining 
angle at c, is equal to the remaining angle at f: wherefore the tri¬ 
angle abc is equiangled to the triangle def. 
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But again, let each of the angles at c, f be put not left than 
a right angle. I fay, that in this cafe alfo the triangle abc is 
equiangled to the triangle def. For the fame Conftru&ion being 
made, we may in like manner demonftrate, that bc is equal to 
eg; fo that the angle ate is equal to the angle bgc. But the an¬ 
gle at c is put not lels than a right angle; therefore bgc is not 
left than a right angle: wherefore of the triangle bgc there are 
two angles, and they not left than two right angles, which 
is impolfible [Prop. gx. ELI.]; there¬ 
fore again the angle abc is not un¬ 
equal to the angle def, equal there¬ 
fore it is. Now alfo the angle at A 

is equal to the angle at d [by Suppo- 
lition]: wherefore the remaining an¬ 
gle at c is equal to the remaining an¬ 
gle at f; therefore the triangle abc 

is equiangled to the triangle def. 
If therefore two triangles have one angle equal to one angle, and 

about other angles the lides proportional; and each of the remain¬ 
ing angles either left, or not left than a right angle; the triangles 
fhall beequiangled, and (hall have thofe angles equal, about which 
are the proportional lides. Which was to be demonllrated. 

PROPOSITION VIII. IF in a right angl'd triangle from the right angle he drawn a 
perpendicular to the hafe, the triangles at the perpendicular 

are like to the whole, and to one another. 

Let the right angl’d triangle be abc, having the right angle 
b ac, and from the point a to the line bc, let ad be drawn perpen¬ 
dicular. I fay, that each of the triangles abd, adc, is like to the 
whole triangle abc, and alfo to one another. Forafmuch as the 
angle b ac is equal to the angle a d b, for 
each is a right angle; and the angle at b 

common to the two triangles abc, adb; 

therefore the remaining angle acb is equal 
to the remaining angle bad; therefore 
the triangle abc is equiangled to the tri¬ 
angle abd : wherefore as bc fubtending the right angle of the tri¬ 
angle abc, is to ba fubtending the right angle of the triangle abd, 

fo the fame ab fubtending the angle at c of the triangle abc, is 

to bd fubtending the angle bad of the triangle abd, equal to the 
angle at c: and alfo as ac to ad fubtending the angle at b, common 
to the two triangles: wherefore the triangle abc is equiangled to 
the triangle abd, and has the lides about the equal angles propor- 

Mm ; tional. 

A 
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tional; therefore the triangle abc is like to the triangle abd 

[Def i. El. VI.]. In like manner we may demonftrate, that alfo the 
triangle adc is like to the triangle abc: wherefore each of the 
triangles abd, adc, is like to the whole triangle abc. 

I fay moreover, that the triangles abd, adc, are alfo like to 
one another. For becaufe the right angle b d a is equal to the right 
angle adc; and alfo the angle bad has been proved equal to the 
angle at c; therefore the remaining angle at b is equal to the re¬ 
maining angle dac: wherefore the tri- j 
angle abd is equiangled to the triangle 
acd; therefore as b d of the triangle abd, .X \ 
fubtending the angle bad, is to da of the X^ \ 
triangle adc, fubtending the angle at c p \ r 
equal to the angle bad, fo the fame ad, ~ n 
of the triangle abd, fubtending the angle at b, is to dc fubtending 
the angle dac, of the triangle adc, equal to the angle at b: and 
alfo ba fubtending the right angle adb to ac, fubtending the right 
angle adc : therefore the triangle abd is like to the triangle adc. 

If therefore in a right angl’d triangle, from the right angle be 
drawn a perpendicular to the bafe; the triangles at the perpendi¬ 
cular are like to the whole, and to one another. Which was to be 
demonftrated. 

Corollary. 

From hence tis manifeft, that in a right angl’d triangle the per* 
pendicular drawn from the right angle to the bafe, is a mean pro¬ 
portional between the Segments of the bafe. And moreover be¬ 
tween the bafe and either one of the Segments, the fide adjoyned 
to that Segment is a mean proportional. 

PROPO 

/ 

O 
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PROPOSITION IX. 
• vYVi, r U.U tA IWA \vo\V 

Rom a given )trait line to take off a demanded part. F •«. r 

Let the given ftrait line be ab. It is required ftorh ab to take 
off a demanded part. Let a third j art be demanded; and'from 
the point a let any ftrait line as a c be drawn, Av 
containing with a b 'apy angle. And in a c 

let any point be taken as d: arid to ad let 
de,ec be put equal, and let be joyned bc: 

tO BC. then by d let be drawn de 

Now forafmuch as to one fide of the trian¬ 
gle abc, namely to bc, there is drawn a pa¬ 
rallel df; it is therefore proportionally, as 
CD to D A, fo BF to fa [Prop. z. El. VI.]. Rut CD is double of da; 
thprpfnt*P d r ie rlnil hlp nf t? a • irijhpriAtAtfo t> V in 71V-\ .   therefore alfo bf is double of Fa: wherefore b a is Triple of af. 

Therefore from the given ftrait line ab is taken oRaf, a third part 
demanded. Which was to be done. 

AVuvA ^ V/ \ wtR HF** 
PROPOSITION X. 

H O cut a,given uncut ftrait line like to Mgiiien cut ftrait line. 
! r i i i 

AC. Let the given uncut ftrait line be ab, and the cut line be.__. 
It is required to cut the uncut lineAB like to the cut line ac. Let 
ac be cut in the points d, e ; and let ab, ac, be fo put as to con¬ 
tain any angle, and let be joyned bc. Then by the points d, e, to 
bc let df, eg, be drawn parallels, and 
by d to a b let dhk be drawn parallel; 
therefore each of the figures f h, h b, is a 
Parallelogram: wherefore dh is equal to 
fg, and hk to gb [Prop. 34.. El. I.]. Now 
forafmuch as of the triangle d k c to one of 
the tides kc, the line he is drawn paral¬ 
lel; it is therefore proportionally as ce 
to ed, foKH to hd [Prop. 2. El. VI.]. But 
kh is equal to bg, and hd to gf; therefore as ce to ed, fo bg 

to g f. Again, becaufe of the triangle a g e, to one of the rides e g, 

the lineFD is drawn parallel; it is therefore proportionally as ed 

to da, fo gf to fa. But it has been proved, as ce to ed, fo bg 

to gf; therefore as ce to ed, fo bg is to gf, and as ed is to da, 

fo G F is to F A. 

Wherefore the given uncut ftrait line ab, is cut like to the given 
cut ftrait line a c. Which was to be done. 

PROPO- 
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PORPOSITION XL 

IVo /bait lines be in? riven to find a third proportional. 
J : * , y U? r - T 

Let the given ftrait lines be ab, ac; and be they fo put as to 
contain any angle. It is required unto ab, ac to find a third pro¬ 
portional. Let ab, ac be produced to the points 
d, e, and let b d be put equal to a c, arid bc be 
joyned: then by d let de be drawn parallel 
to bc. Now forafmuch as of the triangle ade 
to one of the fides de, the line bc is drawn pa- 1 
rallel, it is proportionally as a%"to bd, fo a c ^ 
to ce; but bd is equal to ac: therefore as ba 
IS to AC, lo AC is to ce. y ■ - 

Wherefore to the two given ftrait lines a b, ac, is found re 3 
third proportional. Which was to be done. 

a a rlii// 
tnioa fid: 4 

«.. j • i / o i i 
b ed j'jpfi j 

ri^nrhlfiii . • nd < 
; V / 

T 
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xdj rno 
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PROPOSITION XII. 
* ' \ ' /Kfal *:*{.• oi v __. _„_ 

Hree ftrait lines being given to find a fourth proportional. 
. r : i'i Oil 

Let the three given ftrait lines be a, b, c> It is required unto a, 
b, c, to find a fourth proportional. Let two ftrait lines de, DF,~be 
put, containing any angle as edf ; and to a let dg be put equal; 
and toB, ge, and alfo to c let dh be put equal : then gh being 
joyned, let to the fame be drawn by the point e, the line ef paral¬ 
lel. Now forafmuch as of the triangle d e f, to one of the fides e f, the 

* 

line gh is drawn parallel; therefore as dg is to ge, fo.DH is ton f 

[Prop. z.El. VI.]. But dg is equal to a, and ge to b„ and dh to c : 

therefore as a is to b, fo c is to hf. 

Wherefore to three given ftrait lines a,b,c, is found hf a fourth 
proportional. Which was to be done. 
\ 1: v S I A ■■ ; . • . ; , . i ( ... V. * * 

J ( ■ i a a. eii‘ bin: < r> .$ ;’t oa o>. f *X3; 03 dj as 9loio*r*)fij os 
.A 'I oj i o of 
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PROPOSITION XIII 

Wo ftrait lines being given to find a mean proportional 

Let the two given ftrait lines be ab, bc. It is required unto ab, 

b c, to find a mean proportional. Let ab, b c be put in a direct line, 
and on a c let be defcribed the Semicircle adc; 

then from the point b to the ftrait line ac, let 
b d be drawn at right angles, and let be joyned 
ad, dc. Now forafmuch as in the Semicircle 
the angle ad c is a right angle [Prop. 51.EI.IIL], 
and becaufe in the right angled triangle adc, 

from the right angle to the bafe the perpendicular d b is drawn ; 
therefore db is a mean proportional to the Segments of the bafe 
ab, bc [Coroll. Prop. 8. El. VI.]. 

Wherefore to the two given lines ab, bc, is found db a mean 

proportional. Which was to be done. 

PROPOSITION XIV. 
1 OF equal Parallelograms having one angle equal to one angle, 

the lides about the equal angles are reciprocally proportional 
slnd Parallelograms having one angle equal to one angle, and the 

fides about the equal angles reciprocally proportional\ are equal to 
one another. 

Let the equal Parallelograms be ab,bc, having equal angles at b, 

and let db, be, be put diredtly to one another; therefore alfo fb, 

bg, are directly to one another. I fay, that of the Parallelograms 
ab, bc, the fides about the equal angles are reciprocally proportio¬ 
nal, that is, as d b is to b e, fo g b is to r 

bf. Let the Parallelogram fe be com- 
pleated. Now forafmuch as the Paralle¬ 
logram ab is equal to the Parallelogram 
bc, and fe is an other; therefore as ab 

is to f e, fo b c is to f e [Prop. 7. El. V.]. 
But as ab tofe, fo db to be, [Prop. I. 

El. VI.] and as Bcto fe, fo gb to bf ; 

therefore as d b to be,fo gb to bf [Prop. 11. El.V.]: wherefore of 
the Parallelograms ab, bc, the fides about the equal angles are re¬ 
ciprocally proportional. 

But now let the fides about the equal angles be reciprocally pro¬ 
portional, and let it be, as d b to b e, fo g b to b f. I fay, that the 
Parallelogram ab is equal to the Parallelogram bc. For becaufe as 
db is to be, fo gb is to bf; and as db to be, fo the Parallelogram 
ab to the Parallelogram fe [Prop. i.El.VI.]; and as gb to bf, fo 

N n the 
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the Parallelogram bc to the Parallelogram fe; therefore as ab is 
to fe, fo bc is to fe [Prop. 11. El. V.]: wherefore the Parallelo¬ 
gram a b is equal to the Parallelogram b c [Prop. 9. El. V.]. 

Therefore of equal Parallelograms having one angle equal to one 
angle, the fides about the equal angles are reciprocally proportional. 

And Parallelogramshaving one angle equal to one angle, and the 
fides about the equal angles reciprocally proportional, are equal to 
one another. Which was to be demonftrated. 

Animadverfion. 

Forafmuch as the Complements of every Parallelogram are equal 
to one another [Prop. 4^. E1.I.]; therefore by this Proposition they 
have their fides reciprocally proportional. 

PROPOSITION XV. 

OF equal triangles having one angle equal to one angle, the 
fides about the equal angles are reciprocally proportional, 

slnd triangles having one angle equal to one angle, and the fides 
about the equal angles reciprocally proportional\ are equal to one 
another. 

Let the equal triangles be abc, ade, having one angle equal 
to one angle, namely, the angle bac to the angle dae. I fay, that 
of the triangles abc,ade, the fides about the equal angles are re¬ 
ciprocally proportional, that is, as c a is to ad, fo ea is to ab. 

Let them be put fo that c a be dire&ly to ad; therefore alfo e a is 
direttly to ab, and let bejoyned bd. Now forafmuch as the tri¬ 
angle a b c is equal to the triangle ade; and a b d is an other; there¬ 
fore as the triangle cab is to the tri¬ 
angle bad, fo the triangle ade is to 
the triangle bad [Prop. 7. El. V.T But 
as cab is to b a d, fo c a is to a D [Prop. 
1 El. VI.], and as the triangle ead is 
to b a d, fo e a is to a b ; therefore as c a 

is to ad,fo e a is to A b [Prop. 11. El.V.]: 
wherefore of the triangles abc, ade, 

the fides about the equal angles are reciprocally proportional. 
But now let the fides of the triangles abc, ade be reciprocally 

proportional, and let it be, as c a to ad, fo ea to ab. I fay, that 
the triangle abc is equal to the triangle ade. For again, bd being 
joyned; becaufo as c a is to a d, fo e a is to a b : and as c a is to ad, fo 
the triangle abc is to the triangle b ad : and as ea is to ab, fo the 
triangle e ad is to the triangle bad; therefore as the triangle abc 

is to the triangle bad, fo the triangle ead is to the triangle bad 
[Prop. 11.EI.V.]; therefore each of the triangles abc, ead, have 

the 
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the fame proportion to the triangle bad: wherefore the triangle 
abc is equal to the triangle ead [Prop.9. El. V.]. 

Therefore of equal triangles having one angle equal to one angle, 
the fides about the equal angles are reciprocally proportional. 

And triangles having one angle equal to one angle, and the Tides 
about the equal angles reciprocally proportional, are equal to one 
another. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XVI. IF four ftrait lines be proportional, the Rectangle contained by 
the extremes is equal to the Redangle contained by the means. 
j4nd if the Re61 angle contained by the extremes be equal to the 

Rectangle contained by the means, the four ftrait linesfall be pro¬ 
portional. 

Let four ftrait lines a b, cd,e,f, be proportional, as ab to cd, fo 
e to f. I fay that the Redangle contained by ab, f, is equal to 
the Rectangle contained by c d, e. For from the points a, c to the 
ftrait lines ab, cd, let ag, ch be drawn at right angles, and let ag 
be put equal to f, and ch to e, and let the Parallelograms bg, dh, 
be compleated. Now forafmuch as a b is to c d, fo e is to f ; and 
e is equal to ch, and f to ag: therefore as ab is to cd, fo ch is to 
ag: wherefore of the Parallelograms bg, dh, the fides about the 
equal angles are reciprocally proporti¬ 
onal. But equiangled Parallelograms 
having the fides about the equal angles ^ ~ - ip-^ - 
reciprocally proportional, are equal to -—. 
one another [Prop. 14. El. VI.]; there- F‘ - —- 
fore the Parallelogram bg is equal to 
the Parallelogram dh. Now the Paral- ____] _ 
lelogram bg is contained by ab,f ; for A B c d 
agis equal to f : and the Parallelogram 
dh, is contained by cd, e; for ch is equal to e; therefore the 
Redangle contained by ab,f; is equal to the Redangle contained 
bv c d, E. 

But now let the Redangle contained by a b, f, be equal to the 
Redangle contained by cd, e. I fay, that the four ftrait lines fhall 
be proportional, as a b to c d, fo e to f. For the fame Conftru- 
dion being made; becaufe the Redangle under a b, f, is equal to 
the Redangle under cd,e; and the Redangle under ab, f, is bg; 
for ag is equal to f : and the Redangle under cd, e,is dh : for ch 
is equal to E: therefore the Redangle b g is equal to the Redangle 
dh , and they are equiangled. But of equal, and equiangled Paral¬ 
lelograms the fides about the equal angles are reciprocally propor¬ 
tional: wherefore as ab is to cd, fo ch is to ag: but ch is equal 
to e, and ag to f; therefore as ab is to cd, fo e is to f. 

N n x If 
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If therefore four ftrait lines be proportional, the Redangle con¬ 
tained by the extremes is equal to the Redangle contained by the 
means. 

And if the Redangle contained by the extremes be equal to the 
Redangle contained by the means, the four ftrait lines Ihall be pro¬ 
portional. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XVII. 

F three ftrait lines he proportional, the Re61 angle contained hy 
the extremes is equal to the fquare of the mean. 

And if the Re61 angle contained hy the extremes he equal to the 
Square of the mean, the three Jlrait lines Jhall he proportional. 

Let three ftrait lines a, b, c, be proportional, as a to b, fo b to c. 
I fay, that the Redangle contained by a, c, is equal to the Square 
of the mean b. Let d be put equal to b, and becaufe as a is to b, 

fo b is to c; and d is equal to b, therefore as a is to b, fo p is to c 
[Prop. 7. El. V.]. Now if four ftrait lines be proportional, the Red¬ 
angle contained by the extremes is equal 
to the Redangle contained by the means; 
therefore the Redangle under a, c, is 
equal to the Redangle under b,d. But 
the Redangle under b,d, is equal to the 
Square of b, for b is equal to d ; there¬ 
fore the Redangle contained by a,c, is 
equal to the Square of b. 

But now let the Redangle contained 
by the lines a, c, be equal to the Square of b. I fay, that as a is to 
b, fo b is to c. For the fame Conftrudion being made: becaufe 
the Redangle under a, c, is equal to the Square of b, and the Square 
of b is the Redangle under b,d, for d is equal to b; therefore the 
Redangle under a, c, is equal to the Redangle under b, d. But if 
the Redangle under the extremes be equal to Redangle under the 
means, the four ftrait lines are proportional [by Prop. 16. El. VI.]; 
therefore as a is to b, fo d is to c. But b is equal to d; therefore as 
a is to b, fo Bto c [Prop. 7. El. V.]. 

If therefore three ftrait lines be proportional, the Redangle con¬ 
tained by the extremes is equal to the Square of the mean. 

And if the Redangle contained by the extremes be equal to the 
Square of the mean, the three ftrait lines (hall be proportional 
Which was to be demonftrated. 

OJ/L 
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f . PROPOSITION XVIII. UTona given ftrait line, unto a given ftraitdind Figure to de- 
Jcnbe aftrait-lmd Figure like and alike fituated. 

Let the given ftrait line be ab, and the given ftrait-lin’d Figure 
ce . it is required upon the ftrait line ab, unto the ftrait-lin’d Fi 

Let be Joyned DF; and to the ftrait line ab, and to the points in 
the fame a b, let be conftituted the angle bag, equal to the angle 
ate. and the angle a b g to the angle cdf [Prop. 15.EU.j- there¬ 
fore the remaining angle cfd is equal to the remaining angle a g b • 
wherefoie the triangle fcd isequiangled to the triangle gab- it is 

SfTE^VI0"110^117 f th ft GB;-r°tC t0 GA’ atld CDtOAB 
[Prop. 4.. El. VI.j. Again, to the ftrait line bg, and to the points in 
the fame B, G, let be conftituted the angle bgh equal to the angle 
D f e, and the angle g b h to the angle f d e : therefore the remain¬ 
ing angle atE is equal to the remaining angle at h: wherefore the 
triangle fde is equiangled to the triangle ««• it E ... 

vn'01!?"!’' alFD.t0 GB> P° FE t0 ch, and ed to hb [Prop 4. El 
VLJ. And it has been provd, that alfo as fd to g b, fo fc to ga 

and cd to ab, therefore as fc toGA, fo cd to 4 and[fe co 
gh and moreover ed to hb [Prop. n. El. V.]. And becaule the 
angle cfd is equal to the angle agb, and the angle dfe to thean- 
g e bgh ; therefore the whole angle cfe is equal to the whole an¬ 
gle a gh. By the fame reafon alfo the angle cde is equal to the 
angle a bh. But a fo the angle at c is equal to the angle at a and 
the angle at e to the angle at h : therefore a h is equiangled to c e • 

ii7u ^la£t l 10 ,thifame about the equal angles the fides proportional 

CEh[Def.ri El6 Vfo*1,11 d FlgUre AH) is like t0 the ftrait lin’d Figure 

Therefoie upon the given ftrait line ab to the given ftrait-lin’d 
5££iC* “AfitaKta Hrait-lin'd F.gnrc lit. 
iituated, Which was to be done. 

Nn 3 PRGPO- 
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PROPOSITION XIX. I Ike triangles are to one another in a Duplicate preportion of 
_j their Homologal Jides. 

Let the like triangles be abc, def, having the angle at b equal 
to the angle at e, and let it be as ab to BC,fo de to ef: fo that 
bc is Homologal to ef. I fay that the triangle abc hath to the 
triangle def a duplicate proportion of that which bc hath to ef. 

For to bc, ef, let be taken a third proportional bg [Prop. n. El. 
VI.]: fo that it be as b c to e f, fo e f to b g : and let be joyned g a. 

Now becaufe it is as ab to bc, fo de to ef; therefore it is alter¬ 
nately as ab to de, fo bc to ef; but as bc to ef, lb ef to bg. And 
therefore as a b to d e, fo e f to b g [Prop.11. El. V.]: wherefore of 
the triangles abg,def, the lides about the equal angles are recipro¬ 
cally proportional. But triangles having one angle equal to one an¬ 
gle, and the lides about the equal angles reciprocally proportional, 
are equal to one another [Prop. iy. El. VI ]; therefore the triangle 

abg is equal to the triangle def. And becaufe as bc is to ef, fo 
ef is to bg, and that if three ftrait lines be proportional, the firft 
to the third is faid to have a duplicate proportion of that, which it 
hath to thefecond [Def. io.El. V.]; therefore bc hath to bg a du¬ 
plicate proportion of that, which b c hath to e f. But as b c is to b g, 

fo the triangle abc is to the triangle abg [Prop. i.El. VI.]; there¬ 
fore the triangle abc hath to the triangle abg a duplicate propor¬ 
tion of that, which b c hath to e f. But the triangle a b g is equal 
to the triangle def: wherefore the triangle abc hath to the tri¬ 
angle def a duplicate proportion of that, which bc hath to ef. 

Therefore like triangles are to one another in a duplicate propor¬ 
tion of their Homologal lides. Which was to be demonftrated. 

‘ Corollary 

From hence ’tis manifeft, that if three ftrait lines be proportio¬ 

nal ; as the firft is to the third, fo the triangle upon the firft is to 

the triangle upon the fecond, being like and alike defcribed: for 

that it hath been prov’d, that as c b is to b g, fo the triangle a b c is to 

the triangle abg, that is, to def. 

4 PROPO- 
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PROPOSITION XX. 
25-9 

Ike Toly ions are divided into like triangles, equal in number: 
Sind Homologal to the wholes. 

HndVolygon hath to Tolygon a duplicate proportion of that, which 
an Homologal fide hath to an Homologal fide. 

Let the like Polygons be abcde,fghkl, and let ab be Homo¬ 
logal to fg. I fay, that the Polygons abcde, fghkl, are divided 
into like triangles, equal in number, and Homologal to the wholes 
And the Polygon abcde hath tothePolygon fghkl a duplicate 
proportion of that, which ab hath to fg. 

Let be joyned b e, e c, g l, l h. Now becaufe the Polygon abcde 
is like to the Polygon fghkl; therefore the angle b a e is equal to 
the angle gfl; and as b a is to ae, fo gf is to fl [Def i. El. VI.]. 
Forafmuch therefore as there are two triangles abe,fgl, having 
one angle eqpal to one angle, and about the equal angles the fides 
proportional; therefore the triangle a be is equiangled to the tri¬ 
angle fgl [Prop. 6. El. VI.], fo that it is alfolike. 

And becaufe a b e is like to fg l, therefore the angle a b e is equal 
to the angle fgl: But alfo the whole angle abc is equal to the 
whole anglefgh, for the likenefs of the Polygons: therefore the 
remaining angle ebc isequaltothe remaining angle lgh. Andbe- 
caufe for the likenefs of the triangles a be, fgl, it is as eb to ba, 
fo l g to g f, and alfo for the likenefs of the Polygons it is as a b to b c’ 
fo fg to gh: therefore by equality it is as eb toBc, fo LGto gh; 
and thefe proportional fides are about the equal angles ebc, lgh: 
therefore the triangle ebc is equiangled to the triangle lgh [Prop 
6. El. VI.]. And fo alfo like. 

T 

By the fame reafon alfo the triangle e c d is like to the triangle 
lhk; therefore the Polygons abcde, fghkl, are divided into 
like triangles, equal in number. 

I fay moreover, that the triangles are alfo Homologal to the 
wholes, that is, the triangles are proportional, and in the Polygon 
abcde, the Antecedents are abe, ebc, ecd; and in the Polygon 
fghkl, their Confequents are fgl,lgh,lhk. 

And alfo I fay, that the Polygon abcde hath to the Polygon 
fghkl, a duplicate proportion of that which an Homologal fide 
hath to an Homologal fide; that is, which [a b hath to fg. For let 
be joy ned ac,fh. Now 
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Now becaufe for the likenefsof the Polygons, the angle a bc is 
equal to the angle fgh, and as ab is to bc, fo fg is to gh ; there¬ 
fore the triangle ab c is equiangled to the triangle fgh [Prop. 6. EL 
VI. : wherefore the angle bag is equal to the angle gfh, and the 
angle b c a to the angle gh f. And becaufe the angle b a m is equal to 
the angle gfn: and it hath beenprov’d, that the angle abm is equal 
to the angle fgn; therefore the remaining angle amb is equal to 
the remaining angle fng: wherefore the triangle amb is equi¬ 
angled to the triangle fng. 

In like manner fhall we prove, that the triangle bmg is equiangled 
to the triangle gnh: proportionally therefore it is, as am to mb, 

foFN to ng, and as mb, to mc, foNG to nh ; fo that by equality 
as a m to m c, fo f n to nh. But asAMto m c, fo the triangle amb 

is to the triangle bmc, and the triangle am e to the triangle emc; 

for they are to one another as their bafes am,mc [Prop. i. El. VI.]. 
And as one of the Antecedents to one of the Confequents, fo all the 
Antecedents to all the Confequents [Prop. n.El. V.] ; therefore as 
the triangle amb to the triangle bmc,Lo the triangle abe to the tri¬ 
angle e b c. But as A M 3 to b m c, fo a m to m c; and therefore as a m 

to mc, fo the triangle abe to the triangle,ebc [Prop. n. El. V.]. 

By the fame reafon alfo as fn to nh, fo the trianglefgl to the 
triangle lgh. But as a m is to mc, fo f n is to n h ; and therefore as 
the triangle abe to the triangle ebc, fo the triangle fgl to the tri¬ 
angle lgh; and alternately, as the triangle abe to the triangle 
fg l, fo the triangle eb c to the triangle lgh. 

In like manner fhall we prove, bd,gk being joyned, that as the 
triangle ebc to the triangle lgh, fo the triangle ecd to the tri¬ 
angle LHK. t: r; 

And becaufe as the triangle abe is to the triangle fgl, fo the 
triangle ebc is to the triangle lgh, and moreover the triangle ecd 
to the triangle lhk ; and as one of the Antecedents to one of the 
Confequents, fo all the Antecedents to all the Confequents; there¬ 
fore as the triangle abe is to the triangle fgl, fo the Polygon 
abcde is to the Polygon fghkl: wherefore the like triangles 
and equal in number, are alfo Homologal to the wholes. 

And now I fay again, that the Polygon abcde, hath to the Po¬ 
lygon fghkl a duplicate proportion of an Homologal fide to an 
Homologal fide. , For 
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For the the triangle abe hath to the triangle fgl a duplicate 
proportion of that which the Homologal fide ab hath to the Ho- 
mologal fide fg. For like triangles are in a duplicate proportion of 
their Homologalfides [Prop. 19. El. VI.]. But as the triangle abe 
is to the triangle fgl, lb the Polygon abode is to the Polygon 
fghkl; therefore alfo the Polygon abcde hath to the Polygon 
fghkl a duplicate proportion of that, which the Homologal fide 
ab hath to the Homologal fide fg, 

Therefore like Polygons are divided into like triangles, equal in 
number, and Homologal to the wholes, &c. Which was to be de- 
monftrated. 

Corollaries. 

1. After the fame manner alfo in like quadrilateral Figures lhall be 
proved, that they are in a duplicate pro¬ 
portion of their Homologal fides. And the 
fame hath been demonftrated in triangles. 
Therefore univerfally, like ftrait lin’d Fi¬ 
gures are to one another in a duplicate pro¬ 
portion of their Homologal fides. 

2. And if to ab, f g a third proportional 
x be taken, then a b is to x in a duplicate 
proportion of that, which ab hath to fg. 
But Polygon is to Polygon, and Quadrilateral figure to Quadrilateral 
figure in a duplicate proportion of their Homologal fides, that is, of 
ab to fg; and the fame hath been demonftrated in triangles. So 
that alfo in general it is manifeft, that if three ftrait lines be pro- 
poitional, it lhall be as the firft to the third, fo the Figure upon the 
firft, is to the Figure upon the fecond, like and alike defcribed. 

Otherwife. 

Now we will otherwife and Ihorter Ihew the triangles to be Ho¬ 
mologal. For again, let the Polygons abcde, fghkl, be put: 
and let be joy ned. be, ec ; gl, lh. I fay, that 
as the triangle a b e is to the triangle fgl, fo 
the triangle ebc is to the triangle lgh, and 
the triangle ecd to the triangle lhk. Now 
foraftttneh as the triangle abe is like to the 
triangle fgl; therefore the triangle abe 
hath to the triangle fgl a duplicate pro¬ 
portion of that, which be hath to gl. By 
the fame reafonalfo the triangle ebc hath 
to the triangle lgh a duplicate proporti¬ 
on of that, which be hath tocL; there¬ 
fore as the triangle abe is to the triangle 
fgl, fo the triangle ebc is to the trian- 

O o gle 
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gle lgh. Again, becaufe the triangle ebc is like to the triangle 
lgh; therefore the triangle ebc hath to the triangle lgh, a 
duplicate proportion of that which ce hath to hl. By the fame rea- 
fon alfo, the triangle ecd hath to the triangle lhk a duplicate pro¬ 
portion of that which ce hath to hl; 

therefore as the triangle ebc is to the tri¬ 
angle lgh, fo the triangleECD is to the tri¬ 
angle lhk. And it hath been proved,that as 
EBC is to LGH, fo ABEtoFGL; therefore 
as the triangle a b e is to the triangle f g L,fo 
the triangleebc is to the triangle lgh, and 
the triangle e c d to the triangle lh k : And 
as one of the Antecedents to one of the 
Confequents, fo all the Antecedents to all 
the Confequents [Prop. n. EL V.], and fo 
forth, as in the former demonftration. 
Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XXL 

Trait-lin'd Figures likg to the fame sir ait-lin d Figure, are 

aljo like to one another. 

For let each of the ftrait-lin’d Figures a, b, be like to the ftrait- 
lin’d Figure c. I fay, that a is alfo like to b, for becaufe a is like to 
c; therefore it is both equiangled to the fame, and alfo hath about 
the equal angles the fides proportional [Def. I. EL VI.]. Again, 

becaufe b is like to c; therefore it is both equiangled to the fame, 
and hath alfo about the equal angles the fides proportional [Def. r. 
EL VI.]; therefore each of the ftrait-lin d Figures a,b are both equi¬ 
angled to c, and alfo have about the equal angles the fides propor¬ 
tional: fo that a is alfo equiangled to b, and hath about the equal 
angles the fides proportional; therefore a is like to b. Which was 
to be demonftrated. 

PRO' 
/ • • 53 >2, jL n. 
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PROPOSITION XXII. 

IF four fir ait lines he proportional, the flrait-lirid Figures defer i- 
bed upon them, like and alikg Jituated, Jhall alfo be proportional, 

ylnd if the Strait- lind Figures deferibed upon them, like and alike 
fituatedbe proportional; alfo the Strait lines fall be proportional. 

Let four ftrait lines ab, cd, ef, gh, be proportional, as ab to 
cd fo ef to gh, and let be deferibed upon ab, cd, the ftrait-lind 
Figures k a b, l c d, like and alike lituated [by Prop. 18. El. V I. J : and 
upon ef, gh, the ftrait-lin’d Figures mf, nh, like and alike liiiia- 
ted. I fay, that it is as kab to lcd, fo mf to nh. FortOAB,CD, 
let be taken a third proportional x, andtoEF, gh, a third propor¬ 
tional o [Prop. 11. El. VI.]. Now becaufe it is as ab to cd, foEF 
to gh, and as cd to x, fo gh to o; therefore by equality as ab to 
x, fo e f to o. But as a b to x, fo k a b to l c d [Corol. 2. Prop. 20. El. 
VI.]: and as ef to o, fo mf to nh; therefore as kab is to lcd, 

fo m f is to N H. 

But now let it be as kab to lcd, fo 
m f to nh. I fay, that it is as a b to cd, 

fo e f to g h. For let it be made [Prop. 12. 
EI.VI.J, as ab to cd, fo ef to pr: and 
upon pr let be deferibed the ftrait-lin’d 
Figure sr, like and alike lituated to ei¬ 
ther of the Figures mf,nh. Now there¬ 
fore, becaufe it is as ab to cd fo ef to 
pr: and upon ab, cd are deferibed the 
ftrait-lin’d Figures kab, lcd, like and 
alike lituated: and upon ef, pr the 
ftrait-lin’d Figures mf, s r, like and alike lituated; therefore as k a b • 

is to lcd, fo mf is to sr. But it is alfo fuppofed that as kab is to 
lcd, fo mf is to nh; therefore mf hath the fame proportion to 
each of the Figures nh, sr: wherefore nh is equal to sr [Prop. 9. 

El.V.J. And alfo it is like to the lame and alike lituated by the 
Lemma: therefore the line gh is equal to the line pr. And be¬ 
caufe as a Bis to c d, fo e f is to pr, and thatPR is equal to gh; there¬ 
fore as ab is to cd, fo e f is to G H. 

If therefore four ftrait lines be proportional, alfo the ftrait-lin ’d 
Figures deferibed upon them, like and alike lituated, lhall be pro¬ 
portional. 

And if the ftrait-Iin’d Figures deferibed upon them, like and alike 
lituated be proportional; alfo the ftrait lines lhall be proportional. 
Which was to be demonftrated. 

Oo 2 Lemma, 
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Lemma. 

For if ftrait-lindFigures be equal, and like, that then their Ho- 
mologal fides are equal to one another (Antecedents to Antece¬ 
dents, and Confequents to Confequents, each to each refpedively) 
we fhall thus demonftrate. 

Let the equal and like ftrait-lind 
Figures be nh, sr; and let it be as hg, 

to g n, fo r p to p s (fo that h g and r p 

are Homologal). I fay that rp is equal 
to HG. 

For if they be unequal, one of them 
is the greater. Let rp be greater than 
hg; and becaufeas Rpis to ps, fo hg 

is to gn ; therefore alternately,as rp to 
h g, fo p s to g n. But r p is greater than 
hg; therefore ps is greater than GN;fo 
that alfo the Figure rs is greater than the Figure hn: but alfo it 
is equal, which is impolfible: wherefore pr is not unequal to g h, 

equal therefore it is. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XXIII. EQtfiangled Parallelograms have to one another a proportion 
compounded of their fides. 

Let the equiangled Parallelograms be ac, cf, having the angle 
bcd equal to the angle ecg. I fay that the Parallelogram a c hath 
to the Parallelogram cf a proportion compounded of their fides, 
that is, compounded of the proportions which bc hath to cg, and 

. which dc hath to ce, (in a dired proportion, the Antecedents b c, 
dc, being in one Parallelogram ac, and the Confequents cg, ce in 
the other Parallelogram cf. ) 

For let b c be put dirediy to £--►_f.h 
cg (making oneftrait line eg); / / / 
therefore dc is alfo dirediy to / / / 
ce [byProp. 13,and 14. ELI.], \ ‘ cf " fo 
and let be compleated the Pa- K' ' j / 
rallelogram dg (by producing M. L< ^ ] / / 
ad, fg till they meet in h). el___f 

Now let any ftrait line be put 
as k: then let it be made as bc tocc, fo k to l; and as dc to ce, 
fo l toM [Prop. n. El. VI.]; therefore the proportions of k to l, 

and of l to m, are the fame with the proportions of the fides, of bc 

to c g; and of dc to ce. 
But the proportion of k to m is compounded of the proportions 

of 
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of k to l, and of l to m [according to Def. 10. El. V.] : fo that 
alfo k hath to m the proportion compounded of the fides (of bc 

to c g, and of d c to c e ). 
And becaufe it is as bc to cg, fo the Parallelogram ac to the 

Parallelogram ch [Prop. 1. El. VI.], and as bc to cg,fo is k to l ; 
therefore as k to l, fo the Parallelogram ac is to the Parallelogram 
ch [Prop. 11. El. V.]. 

Again, becaufe it is as dc to ce, fo the Parallelogram ch to the 
Parallelogram cf, and asDcto ce, fo isl to m ; therefore as l to 
M, fo the Parallelogram ch is to the Parallelogram cf. 

Now becaufe it hath been proved, that as k to l, fo the Paralle¬ 
logram a c is to the Parallelogram ch: and as l to M,fo the Paral¬ 
lelogram ch to the Parallelogram cf ; therefore ex cequo as k is to 
M, fo the Parallelogram a c is to the Parallelogram cf; but k hath 
to m a proportion compounded of the fides: wherefore the Paralle¬ 
logram ac hath to the Parallelogram cf, a proportion compounded 
of their fi les. 

Therefore equiangled Parallelograms have to one another a pro¬ 
portion compounded of their fides. Which was to be demonftrated. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

Therefore DC w direSlly to C E.] For the angles BC D,D C G, are equal to two 
Right [Prop. 13. El. 1.] As likewife the angles BCE, EC G; wherefore BCD, 
DCG, are equal toBCE,ECGj and BCD is [by Suppofition] equal to ECG; 
therefore BCE is equal to DCG. Let the angle BCD be added in common> 
then fliall BC E, BCD,be equal to BCD, D CG. But BCD, DCG, are equal 
to two Right; therefore B C E, B C D, are alfo equal to two Right: wherefore 
CD is direcftly feated to CE [by Prop. 14. El. i.]. 

But the proportion of K to M is compounded of the proportioris of K to I., and of L to M.] 
By Def 10. El. V. where in any three continued Terms the proportion of the firft to 
the third, is faid to be compounded of the firft to the fecond,and of the fecond to the 
third i therefore in reference to that Definition Euclide reduces the two proportions 
of the four fides of the Parallelograms vi^. of B C to C G, and of L) C to C E 
into three continued Terms, into K to L and L to M, and then he proves the 
proportion of the Parallelograms to be to one another as the firft Term K is to the 
third M: which [in Def 10. El. V.] is faid to be a proportion compounded of K 
to L, and of L to M. But thefe proportions were made the fame with the pro¬ 
portions of the fides of thofe Parallelograms; and therefore the Parallelograms are 
to one another in a compound proportion of their fides. 

The like demonftration Euclide ufes alfo in Numbers, without any mention of 
the multiplication of the Quantities of proportions into one another. 

For Ift. in Prop. 2d. and 3d. El. VII. he fliews how to find the greateft common 
meafure of any given numbers. 

II. By the help of the greateft common meafure he reduces any given numbers 
into the leaft numbers, having the fame proportion with them. Prop.37th. El. VII. 

III. Proportions being given in their leaft numbers, he fliews how to bring them 
into the leaft continued numbers in the fame proportions. Prop. 4th. El. VIII. 

IV. In the next following Prop. 5-th. El. VIII. Ele demonftrates Plane numbers 
to have a proportion compounded of their fides, by bringing the proportions of 
the fides into the leaft continued numbers in the fame proportions, the demon- 

O o 3 fixations 
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ftrations both in magnitudes and numbers proceeding upon the fame ^rounds and 
juft after the fame manner. D J 

As the proportion of the Plane number 20 to the Plane number 6 (which is 
triple Sefquitertial 3 f) is proved to be compounded of the proportions of their 
fides, of y to 3, of B C to C G; and of 4 to 2, a 
of D C to CE. Here therefore the propor- 
tions of the lides j to 3, and of 4 to 2, are 
firft reduced into the leaft continued numbers 
in the fame proportions, that is, into 10 to <?, 
and 6 to 3 , by Prop. 4th. El. VIII. and then 
the Plane 20 is proved to be to the Plane <j, as 
1 o to 3,that is 3 But 1 o to3 is compounded of 
10 to <5, and of 6 to 3 [Def. 1 oth. El. V.], which 
proportions are the fame with thofeofthe lides K. J0.L.<£M. 3. 
5 to 3, and 4 to 2, therefore the Plane num- 

*_^.1_taI 1 • 
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ber 20 is to the Plane number <5, in a proportion compounded of the lides y to 3 
and 4 to 2. 60 that neither in magnitudes, nor numbers is there any ufeof Def. fh! 
El. VI. in the demonftrations concerning compound proportions. 

Moreover ’tis to be obferved from the 19th. 20th. and 23d. Propolitions of this 
VI. Element, that compound proportions are expreft two manner of ways. For 
in this 23d. Prop, becaufe equiangled Parallelograms are not always like Fio-ures 
having their fides about the equal angles proportional j therefore they are proved’ 
in general to have to one another a proportion compounded of their lides, that is 
in reality a proportion compounded of length to length, and of breadth to breadth’ 
according to their two dimenfions in length and breadth. 

But becaufe in Prop. 19th. and 20th. the Triangles, Parallelograms, and other Qua- 
dnlateral, and Multilateral Figures, are put for like Figures, where length is to 
length, and breadth to breadth in the fame proportion; therefore they are proved 
to be to one another in a Duplicate proportion of their Homologal fides, which 
is in eftedt to fay, that they have to one another a proportion compounded of two 
equal proportions, according to length and breadth. 

Now whether the Figures be put like, as in Prop. 19th. and 20th. or unlike, as in 
Piop. 23 s. yet note, that one Plane is to an other Plane in a proportion ever com¬ 
pounded of length to length, and of breadth to breadth: and demonttrated to be 
lo, by reducing thofe two proportions into three continued Terms, and proving 
Plane to be to Plane, as the firft Term to the third ; which by Def. 10th El y is 
laid to be compounded of the proportions of the firft to the fecond, and of the 
lecond to the third, and in equal proportions is called a Duplicate proportion 
of the firft to the fecond. r 

In like manner a Solid is to a Solid in a proportion compounded of their three 
dimenfions, according to length, breadth, and depth: And like Solids are one to 
an other in a Triplicate proportion of their Homologal fides. As from the ele¬ 
venth Definition of the Fifth Element is demonftrated in Prop. 12th, 19th El VIII 
Prop. 33d. El. XI. r y v 

Ei,11T)[hus muc^ for a farther explication of the io'h, and 11th. Definitions of the 
Fifth Element: wherein we have had an occafipn given from the fuppofititious 
fifth Definition El. VI. to fliew what is Natural, what Artificial, and neceffarv for 
demonltration fake upon this Subject of compound proportions. 

Moieover we are to obfervein compound proportions, that in the 19th, and 20th. 
lropofit.ons aforegoing, Euchde demonftrates all like Figures, that is, all equi- 
anf f which have their fides about their equal angles proportional ("Def. 
i.El. VI.] (whether Trilateral, Quadrilateral, or Multilateral) to have to one ano¬ 
ther a Duplicate proportion of their Homologal fides: and in this 23d. prop. all 
equiangled Parailelograms to have a proportion compounded of their fides: which 
is t ic hut Piopolition, where in exprefs words Euclide names any proportion to be 
Compounded. But the thing is the very fame, and Compofition of proportions alike 
m all thefe three Propofitions. 

For 
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For Planes are in quantity to be compared to Planes, according to their two di- 

men (ions of length and breadth : (One way ofdimenfion being called length, and the 
Tranfverfe called breadth) fo that the proportion of Plane to Plane is truely com¬ 
pounded o! two proportions, one of length to length, the other of breadth to 
breadth : and thefe two proportions are here in Prop. 19th, 20th, and 23d. alike re¬ 
duced (for demonftration fake) into three continued Terms, where the firft com¬ 
pared to the fecond, and the fecond to the third, doanfwerto the two proportions 
of length to length, and of breadth to breadth; as upon this 23d. Proportion Com- 
mandmus, and flavins have demonftrated. And Eticlide proves the proportion of 
thefe Planes to be to one another as the firft Term is to the third, in a proportion 
compounded of the firft to the fecond, and of the (econd to the third, that is, of 
length to length, and of breadth to breadth. 

Now in the like Figures fpecified in the 19th, and 20th; Propofitions, becaufe 
length is to length as breadth to breadth in the fame proportion; therefore thefe two 
equal proportions of length and breadth,being by Euclide reduced into three continued 
Terms, do make thofe continued Terms alfo proportional to one another, the firft 
to the fecond, as the fecond to the third; and therefore when thefe like Figures 
are demonftrated to be to one another as the firft Term is to the third, they are 
faid to be in a Duplicate proportion of the firft to the fecond [Def. 10th. El. V.], 
which Duplicate is a proportion compounded of the two equal proportions, that 
anfwer to their lengths and breadths, here now fet forth in three continued, and 
proportional Teems. And like Parallelograms, as well as like Triangles, are to one 
another in a Duplicate proportion of their Homologal fides. 

But becaufe all cam angled Parallelograms are not always like Figures to have the 
proportions of their lengths and breadths, reducible into three proportional Terms 5 
yet the proportions of their fides may be reduced into three continued Terms, re- 
prefenting the two proportions of their fides, which correfpond with the propor¬ 
tions of their proper lengths and breadths; and the Parallelograms are proved to 
be to one another as the firft Term is to the third : but can be only faid in general 
to have a proportion compounded of the proportions ot the fit.ft to the fecond, 
and of the fecond to the third; and not as in like Parallelograms, to have a Dupli¬ 
cate proportion of the firft to the fecond. l. . 

For the meaning of this whole matter is, that if three, or more magnitudes be 
continuedly compared to one another, according to quantity (that is, how much 
the firft contains of the fecond, then how much the fecond of the third, and how 
much the third of the fourth, See.), and if thefe proportions be known, or prov'd 
to be all the fame, making the Terms to be JucceJfively proportionals [as in Prop. 19th, 
and 20th. El. VI-] then the compound proportion of the firft to the third, is faid 
to be a Duplicate proportion of the firft to the fecond, according to the expiefs 
words of Def. iolh.El. V. But if the proportions be put as unknown, or as indif¬ 
ferent whether the fame, or not the fame (as in this 23 • Piopofition), then the 
proportion of the firft to the third, or of the firft to the fourth, &c. is in geneial 
faid to be compounded of all the intermedial proportions. 

Wherefore Euclid's demonftration of this 23d. Propofition, as alfo of all the like 

compounded proportions is wholly grounded on the right underftandmg, and full 

extent of the 1 o*. Definition of the Fifth Element, as it hath been before explained. 
Moreover we are to obferve, that as in Def. 3d-El.V. there is only defined pro¬ 

portion in magnitudes; yet the fame ftands for proportion in numbers, mutatis mu¬ 
tandis, without any new Definition given; fo in the Definitions of Duplicate, ana 

Triplicate proportions (names only proper to equal proportions, expofed 111 continued 
Terms) there is further to be underftood all other compound proportions expofed in 

continued Terms, as plainly appears by Euclid s demonftiations, who no wheie owns 

any other Definition of a compound proportion, than what is comprifed in Del. 

IO:h. El. V. ... ^ r t 1 
Thus the only" four rugged paffages met withal in thefe Elements are, 1 nope, 

made plain and fmooth, even to the weakeft Traveller in thefe Studies, and vin¬ 
dicated from the exceptions of fome capricious Geometricians: Namely, hirjt 

Geometrical 
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Geometrical Epbarmojh ufed in Prop. 4'h. El. I. Secondly, the n'‘ Avion, „r„i 
in Prop. 2/'. El. I. Thirdly and fourthly, the fh,and i o*. Definitions of the Fifth 
Element concerning proportional magnitudes, and compounded proportions. If I 
be not cenfured for having on thele matters too much enlarged. 

PROPOSITION XXIV. OF every Tarallelogram, the Tarallelograms about the 'Dia¬ 
meter are like to the whole, and to one another. 

Eet the Parallelogram be a sen, and the Diameter ac: and 
about the Diameter a c, let the Parallelograms be e g, hk. I fav 
that each of the Parallelograms eg, hk, is like to the whole abcb 

and to one another. For becaufe in the Triangle a b c to one of 
the fides bc is drawn ef parallel; therefore it is proportionally as 
BE to EA, fo cf to FA [Prop i. El. VI.]. Again, becaufe in the 
Tnangle acd to one of the fides cd, is drawn fg parallel; there¬ 
fore it is proportionally ascF to fa, foDG to ga: but as cf Iofa 

(o b e is prov d to be unto e a : and therefore as B e to e a, fo D G to 
G A / roP' 1 r- E1- } ■ : and by Compofition, as b a to e a, fo d a to 
g a; and alternately, as 11 a to d a, fo ea tOGA; therefore of the Pa- 
la lelograms abcd,e g the fides about the common angle bad, are 
proportional. And becaufe g f is 
parallel to d c, therefore the angle 
a g f is equal to the angle a d c, and 
the angle gfa to the angle dca 

[ Prop. 19. El. I. ]: alfo the angle 
dac is common to the two Trian¬ 
gles adc, agf; therefore the Tri¬ 
angle adc, is equiangled to,the „ 

Ti A g f. By the fame reafon alfo the Triangle a b c, is equian- 
gled to the Triangle aef: wherefore the whole Parallelogram a bcd 
is equiangled to the Parallelogram e g. 

ftoportionally therefore it is, as ad toDc, fo ag tooF [Prop. ±. 
El. VL I, and as dc to c a, fo gf tof a ; and as c a to c b, fo f a to fe* 
and moreover, as cb to h fo fe to ea. And becaufe it has been 
prov d, that as d c to c a, fo g f to f a ; and as c a to c b, fo f a to f e: 

wherefore by equality, asDc to cs, fooF,to fe; therefore of the Pa- 
rallelograms a bcd, eg the fides about the equal angles are proper- 

p-ram ' w[?“eforethe Parallelogram a bcd, is like to the Parallelo- 
gram eg [fief i. EL VI,]. 

By the fame reafon alfo, the Parallelogram a bcd is like to the 
, fra Hf > therefore each of the Parallelograms eg, hit, is 
uke to the Parallelogram abcd. But Figures like to the lame Fi- 
gu;e,ai-e like to one apqther, [Prop, ir, El, VF]; therefore the Pa¬ 
rallelogram, eg, is like to the Parallelogram h L 

erefore of every Parallelogram; the Parallelograms about- the 

Diameter, 
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Diametei, aie like to the whole, and to one another. Which was 
to be demonftrated. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

From hence tis obiervable, that the Parallelograms about the Diameter, are 
like figures having their Tides to one another diredly proportional, and the Com¬ 
plements are equal Parallelograms, having their fides reciprocally proportional to 
one another, Prop. 43 .El. I. Prop. 14th. El. VI. Moreover either of the Comple¬ 
ments is a mean proportional between the Parallelograms about the Diameter, by 
Piop. 1. El. VI. and Prop. 38th. El. I. which alfo are to one another in a Duplicate 
proportion of their Homologal fides. Prop. 20th. El. VI. 

Veletanus hath very well advenifed upon the excellency of this Diagram, Ham 
ego Figuram Joleovocare Myjhcam. Ex ea emm, velut ex lompleuffimo promptmno, inm- 
merabiles exeunt demonfir attorns, quod cum magna voluptate perjpiciet, qui in re Geome¬ 
tric a ferio fe exercebit. 

PROPOSITION XXV. TO a given flrait-lirid Figure to conftitute a like, and the fame 
alfo equal to another given {Irait-lirid Figure, 

Let the given ftrait-lin d Figure, to which a like is to be confti- 
tuted be a b c, and that to which the fame is to be equal let be d. It is 
required to abc to conftitute a like Figure, and the fame equal toD. 
To the ftrait line bc let be apply d a Parallelogram be, equal to 
the Triangle abc, and to ce the Parallelogram cm equal to d, 
in an angle fce, which is equal to the angle cbl[Prop.44.El.I.]; 
therefore bc isdirett to cf [Prop. 14. ELI.], andLE to em. And 
to bc, cf let be taken a mean proportional 
gh [Prop. 13. El. VI.], and upon gh let 
be defcribed kgh like and alike fituated 
to abc [Prop. 18. El. VI.]. Now becauie 
it is as bc to g h, fo gh to cf : and if three 
ftrait lines be proportional, it is as the firft 
to the third, fo the Figure upon the firft to 
the Figure upon the fecond, like and alike 
defcrib’d; therefore asBc is to cf, fo abc 
is to kgh [Corol. 2.Prop. 20. El. VI.]. But 
alfo as b c is to c f, fo the Parallelogram 
b e is to the Parallelogram e f ; therefore as a b c is to k g h, fo the 
Parallelogram be is to the Parallelogram ef [Prop. 11. El. V.]: 
wherefore alternately, as a b c is to the Parallelogram B e, fo k g h "is 
to the Parallelogram ef. But abc is equal to the Parallelogram 
be; therefore alfo kgh is equal to the Parallelogram e f : and the 
Parallelogram ef is equal to d : wherefore alfo kgh is equal to d ; 
but kgh is like to abc. 

Therefore to the given ftrait-lin d Figure abc, there is conftitu- 
ted kgh like; and the fame alfo equal to an other given ftrait-lin’d 
Figure. Which was to be done. 

Pp PRO 
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XPROPOSITION XXVI. 

IF from a Parallelogram be taken a Parallelogram like to the 
whole, and alike fituated, having a common angle \ it is about 

the fame Diameter with the whole. 

For from the Parallelogram abcd, let be taken the Parallelogram 
af, like to abcd, and alike fituated, having the angle dab com¬ 
mon. I fay, that the Parallelogram abcd is about the fame Dia¬ 
meter with the Parallelogram a f. 

For if not, then if poflible, let the Diameter of a b c d be a h c, and 
by h to either of the lines ad, bc, let hk be drawn parallel. 

Now forafmuch as the Parallelogram 
abcd is about the lame Diameter with 
the Parallelogram kg [by Conftru&ion]; 
therefore abcd is like to kg [Prop. 24. 
El. VI.]: wherefore it is as da to ab, fo 
ga to ak [Def. 1. El. VI.]. But alfo for 
the likenefsof the Parallelograms abcd, c 

eg [by Suppofition]; it is as da to ab, fo ga to ae; therefore 
as ga tOAE, io ga toAK [Prop. ix. El. V.]: wherefore ga hath 
the fame proportion to each of the lines ak, ae; therefore ak is 
equal to ae [Prop. 9. El. V.], the lefs to the greater, which is irn- 
poflible; therefore abcd is not about the fame Diameter with ah: 
wherefore the Parallelogram a b c d is about the fame Diameter with 
the Parallelogram a f. 

If therefore from a Parallelogram be taken a Parallelogram like 
to the whole, and alike fituated, having a common angle j it is 
about the fame Diameter with the whole. Which was to be de- 
monftrated. 

PROPOSITION XXVII. 

OF all‘Parallelogram fpaces apply ed to the fame Hr ait line, 
and deficient by Parallelogram Figures fiike and alike fituated 

to that which is defcribed on the half line : The greatett is that 
Farallelogram, which is apply ed to the half being like to the de¬ 
fect (defcribed on the other half.) 

Let the ftiait line be ab, and let it be cut into halves in c ; and 
to ab let be applyed a Parallelogram ad, defcribed on ac an half 
ot a b, and deficient by the Parallelogram Figure db, defcribed on 
cb the other half of ab, like and alike fituated to ad. 

I fay> that of all Parallelogram fpaces applyed to a b, and deficient 
by Parallelogram Figures, like and alike fituated to the defed db, 
thegreateft is ad. 

2 For 
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For to the ftrait line ab3 let be applyed a Parallelogram af, 

deficient by the Parallelogram Figure f b, like, and alike fituated to 
db. I fay, that ad is greater than af. 

For becaufe the Parallelogram db is like to the Parallelogram fb; 

therefore they are about the fame Diameter [ Prop. x6. El. VI.], let 
be drawn their Diameter d b : and the Scheme be compleated. 

Now forafmuch as cf is equal to fe [ Prop.41. El. I.], let fb be 
added in common; therefore the whole c h is equal to the whole 
k E: but c h is equal to c g, becaufe a c 
is equal to cb [Prop. 36. El. I. ]: and 
therefore cg is equal to ke. Let cf be 
added in common; therefore the whole 
a f is equal to the Gnomon l m n, fo that 
alfo the Parallelogram d b, that is, a d 

is greater than the Parallelogram af. 

Therefore of all Parallelograms applyed 
to the fame ftrait line, and deficient by Parallelogram Figures, like 
and alike fituated to that, which is defcribed on the half line: The 
greateft applyed Parallelogram is that defcribed on the half, being 
like to the defeft. 

“By this full and general Conclufion Euclide feems to have 
Cf ended his demonftration of this Propofition: but becaufe it ad- 
“ mits of two Cafes: and that only one of them is hitherto demon- 
“ ftrated, wherein the applyed Parallelogram is defcribed on fuch 
“ a part of a b, as on a k, which is greater than the half a c ; there- 
“ fore ftill there remains to confider the fame, where the Paralle¬ 
logram is defcribed on a part lefs than the half ac, as here on ad, 

“ which (tho’not abfolutely neceflary) was likely fupplyed by Theon, 
“ or fome ancient Scholiafl, as followeth. 

Again, let ab be cut into halves in c; and the applyed Paralle¬ 
logram be a l, defcribed on the half a c, deficient by the Parallelo¬ 
gram lb. And again to the line ab, let be applyed the Parallelo¬ 
gram ae, deficient by the Parallelogram EB,like, and alike fituated 
to the Parallelogram lb, defcribed on cb the half of ab. 

I lay, that the applyed Parallelogram 
a l, defcribed on the half of a b, is great¬ 
er than the Parallelogram a e. 

For becaufe the Parallelogram eb is 
like to the Parallelogram l b ; therefore 
they are about the fame Diameter. Let 
the Diameter be eb; and the Scheme 
be defcribed. 

Now forafmuch as lf is equal toLH 
[Prop. 3 6. ELI.], for f g is equal to g h ; therefore f l is greater than 
ek. But fl is equal to ld Prop. 43.ELL]; therefore ld is greater 

P p z than 
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than ek. Add in common kd; therefore the whole al is greater 
than the whole ae. Which was to be demonftrated. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

If a ftrait line be cut into two Segments equal,-or unequal, asAB into AC 
C B: and to either of them, as to A C be applyed any Parallelogram as AD then 
is AD faidtobe deficient by the Parallelogram DB, which in the fame parallels 
is equiangled to it, and conjoyned by a common fide, as DC, and defcribed on 
the other Segment CB. Now this Parallelogram DB is called the defed, for that 
by fo much the Parallelogram A D is deficient in 
compleating the Parallelogram /pace on the whole 
line A B. And on the contrary,if to the Segment B C 
be applyed the Parallelogram BD, it is laid to be 
deficient by the Parallelogram defed D A defcribed 
on the other Segment AC, of the ftrait line AB. 
And note, that as in Prop. 43d. El. I. and Prop. 24th. 
El. VI. a Parallelogram is divided into four Paral¬ 
lelograms, two whereof are faid to be about the 
Diameter, and two are called Complements; fo in 
this Propolition a Parallelogram is in a manner di¬ 
vided into two Parallelograms, and one of them is 
laid to be deficient by the other, which is called the 

defed. And this dillin&ion rightly obferved, makes clear Euclid, expreffion of this 
Piopofition, that hath leemed to fome of our Modern Geometricians to be obfcurely 
worded. But a Paiallelogtam deficient, and the defied is as properly here iboken 
and as plainly to be apprehended, as Parallelograms about the Diameter, and Paral¬ 
lelograms the Complements. 

PROPOSITION XXVIII. 

Nto a given ftrait line to apply a Parallelogram equal to a 
given Rectilineal [pace, deficient by a Parallelogram Figure 

like to a given Parallelogram. 
Now the given Redilineal[pace, to which the applyed Parallelo¬ 

gram is to be equal, ought not to be greater than that applyed Pa¬ 
rallelogram,which is defcribed on the half line: both de/eds being 
like to the given Parallelogram, namely the defed of the Paralle¬ 
logram defcribed on the half line, and the defed of the Parallelo¬ 
gram required to be applyed, equal to the given Redilineal fpace. 

Let the given ftrait line be ab, and the given Rectilineal fpace, 
equal to which a Parallelogram is to be applyed to ab, let be c 
the fame being not greater than a Parallelogram applyed to the 
half of ab : the defeats of thefe Parallelograms being alike ; and 
the Parallelogram to which the defect ought to be like, let be d. 

It is required unto the given ftrait line ab to apply a Parallelo¬ 
gram equal to the given Rectilineal fpace c, deficient bv a Paralle¬ 
logram Figure like to d. 

Let ab be cut into halves in the point e, and on eb let be de¬ 
fcribed ebfg, like and alike fituated to d rProp. 18.EI VI !• and 
let be competed the Parallelogram ag. J> 

4 Now 
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Now ag is either equal to c, or greater than it, by the determi¬ 
nation. 

If ag be equal to c; then that is done which was required. For 
to the given ftrait line ab is applyed the Parallelogram ag, equal 
to the given Rectilineal fpace c, deficient by the Parallelogram Fi¬ 
gure gb, being like to d. 

But it ag be not equal to c; then it 

is greater : but a g is equal to gb [Prop. 
36.EI.I.]; therefore GBis greater than c. 

Now by how much gb is greater than 
c, let a Parallelogram equal to that ex- 
cefs be conftituted klmn, the fame 
alfo like and alike fituated to d [Prop. 
25-.E1. VI.]. But d is like to gb: where¬ 
fore alfo k l m n is like to g b ; and here 
let k l be Homologal to e g, and l m 

to gf. 
And forafmuch as gb is equal to c, 

and km together; therefore gb is great¬ 
er than km; and therefore the fide eg 

is greater than the fide kl, and g f than 
lm. Let now gx be put equal to kl, 

and Goto lm [by Prop. 3. ELI.]; and let be compleated the Pa¬ 
rallelogram xgop; therefore the Parallelogram gp is equal and 
like to the Parallelogram km; butK m is like to gb : wherefore alfo 
gp is like to gb [Prop. n. El. VI.]; therefore the Parallelogram g p 

is about the fame Diameter with the whole g b. Let their Diameter 
be gpb and the Scheme be defcribed. 

Now forafmuch as gb is equal to c, and km together, and that 
gp is equal to km; therefore the remaining Gnomon voy is equal 
to the remaining Rectilineal fpace c. And becaufe o r is equal to 
xs [Prop. 43. El. I.], let pb be added in common; therefore the 
whole o b is equal to the whole x b. But xb is equal to t e, becaufe 
the fide ae is equal to the fide eb [Prop. 36.El. I.]: wherefore alfo 
te is equal to ob. Let xs be added in common; therefore the 
whole ts is equal to the whole Gnomon vqy: but the Gnomon 
vqy has been proved equal to c: therefore alfo ts is equal to c. 

Wherefore to the given ftrait line a b is applyed the Parallelogram 
ts equal to the given Re&ilineal fpace c, deficient by the Paralle¬ 
logram figure p b, which is like to the given Parallelogram d, for that 
pb is like to gp. Which was to be done. 

Pp 3 PRO- 
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PROPOSITION XXIX. 

UNto a given Ur ait line to apply a ‘parallelogram equal to a 
given Rectilineal fpacey exceeding by a Parallelogram figure, 

like to a given Parallelogram. ,T , 

Let the given ftrait line be a b ; and the given Rectilineal fpace 
equal to which a Parallelogram is to be applyed to ab, let be c; 
and the Parallelogram to which the excefs ought to be like, let be d. 

It is required to the ftrait line ab to apply a Parallelogram equal 
to the Redilineal fpace c, exceeding by a Parallelogram figure 
like to d. 

Let ab be cut into halves in e, and on eb let be defcribed the 
Parallelogram bf like and alike fituated to d [Prop, 18. El. VI.]. 
Now to the Parallelogram bf, and the Redilineal fpace c, both to* 
gether let an equal Parallelogram be conftituted gh, like and alike 
fituated to d [Prop. xy. EL VI.]; therefore gh is like to bf [Prop. 
xi. EL VI.]. And here let the fide eh be Homologal to the fide 
FL, and KG to FE. 

And forafmuch as the Paral¬ 
lelogram gh is greater than the 
Parallelogram bf; therefore alfo 
the fide kh is greater than the 
fide f L,and k g than f E.Let f l, 

fe be produced: and flm be 
put equal to k h, and f e n to k g 

[by Prop. 3. El.L], and let be 
compleated the Parallelogram 
m n ; therefore M n is equal, and 
like to g h. But g h is like to el: 

wherefore alfo mn is like to el 

[Prop. xi. ELVI.]; therefore el 

is about the fame Diameter with mn [Prop.xd. EL VI.]. Let be 
drawn their Diameter f x, and the Scheme be defcribed. 

Now forafmuch as gh is equal to el, and c together, and that 
gh is equal to mn; therefore alio mn is equal to el, c. Let el 

common be taken away; therefore the remaining Gnomon vyqjs 
equal to c. And becaufe ae is equal to eb, therefore the Paralle¬ 
logram an is equal to the Parallelogram nb [Prop. 3d.ELI.]: that 
is to l o [Prop. 4,3. EL I.]. Let e x be added in common; therefore 
the whole ax is equal to the Gnomon vycl. But the Gnomon vyq__ 
is equal to c; wherefore alfo a x is equal to c. 

Therefore to the given ftrait line a b is applyed the Parallelogram 
ax, equal to the given Rectilineal fpace c, exceeding by the Paralle¬ 

logram 
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logram figure p o, which is like to d; for that e l is like to po[ Prop. 
14. EL VI.]. Which was to be done. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

Theie two Propofitions the 28th, and 29th, are of admirable ufe in the Tenth Ele¬ 
ment or Euclide, and the Conic Elements of Apollonius, where the deficient, or El¬ 
liptical application made in Prop. 28th, gave occafion for the name of that Conic 
Section called Ellipsis in Prop. 13th. El.I. of Apollonius, and the exceeding, or 
Hyperbolical application made in Prop. 29th, occafioned the name of that Se&ion 
called H yperbola, in Prop, the 12th, of the fame Conic Element. When there- 
tozlacquet fo rafhly rejects thefe two Propofitions, as of little, or no ufe; tis ma- 
mfett that he had then made but a Email progrefs in Geometry. And thirdly, 
the Conic Sedtion called Parabola, we have before noted at Prop. 44th. I 
to be fo named from the exadt application, or Parabolifm of a given Redtilineal 
Ipace to the entire, and whole given line precifely, neither deficient, or exceeding. 
As we find it in Prop. 11th. El. 1. of Apollonius. ' 

PROPOSITION XXX- TO cut a given finite ftrait line in Extreme and Mean pro¬ 
portion. 

Let the given finite ftrait line be ab. It is required to cut the 
ftrait line ab in extreme and mean proportion. On ab let be de- 
fcribed the Square b c [by Prop. 4.6. El. I. ] : and to a c let be ap- 
plyed the Parallelogram cd equal to bc, exceeding in Figure by 
ad, like to bc [Prop.29. El.VI.]. Now bc is a Square; therefore 
alfo ad is a Square. 

And forafmuch as b c is equal to c d ; 
let ce common be taken away; there¬ 
fore the remainder bf is equal to the 
remainder ad. But it is alfo equian- c 

gled to the fame; therefore the fides 
of*b f, a d about the equal angles are 
reciprocally proportional [Prop. 14.. El. 
VI.J: wherefore as fe to ED,fo ae to 
eb. But fe is equal to ac [Prop. 54,. H 
El.I.], that is, to ab; and ed to ae: 

therefore as ab to ae, fo ae to eb. But ab is greater than ae : 
wherefore alfo ae is greater than eb [Prop. 14, El. V.]. 

Therefore the ftrait line ab is cut in extreme and mean propor¬ 
tion in the point e ; and the greater Segment is ae. Which was 
to be done. 

G 
: 

/ 
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Other- 
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Otherwife. 

Let the given ftrait line be ab. It is required to cut the ftrait line 
ab in extreme and mean proportion. 

Let a b be cut in the point c, fo that the Reft- 1 p 

angle under a b, bc be equal to the Square of ac ■_ 

[by Prop. 11. El.II.]. 
Now forafmuch as the Reftangle under ab,bc 

is equal to the Square of a c; therefore as a b is to_ 
ac, fo ac is to cb [Prop. 17. El. VI.]; ab there- A c r’ 
fore is cut in extreme and mean proportion in the point c Which 
was to be done. 

PROPOSITION XXXI. 

IN Right-angled Triangles, the Figure conftituted on the fide 
fubtending the Right angle is equal to the Figures conftituted on 

the fides containing the Right angle, they being like and alike de- 
jcribed. 

Let the Right-angled Triangle be abc, having the right angle 
bac I fay, that the Figure upon bc is equal to the Figures on ba 
ac, like and alike defcribed. Let be drawn the perpendicular ad 
Now forafmuch as in the Triangle abc, from the right angle at a 
is drawn to the bafe bc the perpendicular ad; therefore the Tri¬ 
angles abd, adc, at the perpendicu¬ 
lar are like to the whole abc, and to 
one another [ Prop. 8. El. VI. ]. And 
becaufe the Triangle abc is like to 
the Triangle abd; therefore as cb is 
to ba, fo ab is to bd: and becaufo 
when three ftrait lines are proportio¬ 
nal, it is as the firftto the third, fo the 
Figure on the firft to the Figure on the 
fecond, like and alike defcribed [Corol. 
i. Prop. io. El. VI.]; therefore as c b to 
bd fo the Figure ones to the Figure on ba, like and alike defcribed. 

By the fame reafon alfo, as b c to c d, fo the Figure on b c to the 
Figure on c a. So that alfo as b c to b d, d c, fo the Figure on b c to 
the Figures on b a, a c, like and alike defcribed. But b c is equal to 
bd, dc ; therefore the Figure on bc is equal to the Figures on b a. 

Therefore in Right-angled Triangles the Figure on the fide fub- 
tendmg the right angle, is equal to the Figures on the fides con¬ 
taining the right angle, they being like and alike defcribed Which 
was to be demonftrated. 

Other- 
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Otherwife, 

Becaufe like Figures are in a duplicate proportion of their Ho 
mologal fides [Prop. 10. El. VI.]; therefore the figure on bc hath 
to the Figure on b a, a duplicate proportion of that which b c hath 
to b a. But the Square of b c, hath to the Square of b a a duplicate 
proportion of that which b c hath to 
ba; therefore allb as the Figure on 
b c to the Figure on b a, fo the Square 
of b c to the Square ofBA [Prop. ti. 
EL V.]. By the fame reafon alfo as 
the Figure on b c to the Figure on c a, 

fo the Square of b c to the Square of 
c a : fo that alfo as the Figure on bc 
to the Figures on b a, a c, fo the Square 
of b c to the Squares of b a, a c. But 
the Square of b c is equal to the Squares 
of ba, a c [Prop. 47. ELI.]; therefore the Figure on Bcis equal to 
the Figures on ba, ac, like and alike defcribed. Which was to 
be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XXXII. IF two Triangles having twofide s proportional to two fides, he 
Jet together at one angle; fo that alfo their Homologal fides he 

parallel: the remaining fides of the Triangles Jhallhe directly fitu- 
ated to one another. 

Let the two Triangles be abc, dce, having the two lides ab, 
ac, proportional to the two fides dc, de, that is, as ab to ac, lb 
nctoDE; and let ab be parallel to dc,and ac to de. I fay, that 
B c is direftly fituated to c e. 

Forafmuch as a b is parallel to d c, and 
on them falls the ftrait line a c ; therefore / 
the alternate angles bac, ACD,are equal 
to one another [Prop. 19. EL I.]. By the 
fame reafon alfo the angle cd e is equal 
to the angle acd: fo that alfo b ac is 
equal to cde. And becaufe there are 
two Triangles abc, d ce, having one an¬ 
gle at a equal to one angle at d : and about the equal angles the 
fides proportional, as ba to ac, fo cd to de; therefore the Tri¬ 
angle abc is equiangled to the Triangle dce [Prop. 6. El. VI.]: 
wherefore the angle abc is equal to the angle dce. But alfo the 
angle acd has been prov’d equal to the angle bac; therefore the 
whole angle ace is equal to the two angles abc, bac. Let the 
angle acb be added in common; therefore the angles ace, acb, 

Qdl are 
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are equal to the angles bac,acb,cba. But the angles bac,acb, 

cba, are equal to two Right [Prop. 3i. El. I.]; therefore alfb the 
angles a c e, a c b, are equal to two Right. Now to a certain ftrait 
line a c, and to a point in the fame c , / 
two ftrait lines bc, ce, not lying the 
fame way make the conlequent angles 
ace, acb, equal to two Right; there- 
bc is directly tocE [Prop. 14. El. I.]. 

If therefore two Triangles having 
two Odes proportional to two Odes, be 
fet together at one angle, fo that their Homologal lides be parallel • 
the remaining Odes of the Triangles (hall be dire&ly fituated to 
one another. Which was to be demonftrated. 

PROPOSITION XXXIII. I AT equal Circles, the angles have the fame proportion with the Cir* 
cumferences on which they infM: whether the infifting angles 

he at the Centers, or at the Circumferences. 
And moreover also the Sectors (when conftituted 

at the Centers). 

Let the equal Circles be abc, def, and at their Centersg,h, let 
the angles be bgc,ehf: and at the Circumferences, let the angles 
be b a c, e d f. I fay, that as the circumference b c is to the cir¬ 

cumference ef, fo is the angle bgc to the angle ehf; and the an¬ 
gle bac to the angle edf: And moreover the Sector bgc, to the 
Senior ehf. 

For to the circumference bc, let in order be put equals how 
many foever, ck, kl: and to the circumference ef, let be put 

alfo equals how many foever, fm,mn, and let be joyned gk,gl: 

H M, H N. 

Now forafmuch as the cir¬ 
cumferences bc, ck, kl, are 
equal to one another; therefore 
the angles b g c, c g k, k g l, are 
alfo equal to one another [Prop. 
27. El. III.]: wherefore Quo- 
tuple the circumference bl is 
of the circumference b c, To- 
tuple is the angle bgl of the angle bgc. By the fame reafon Quo- 
tuple the circumference en is of the circumference e f, Totupleis 
the angle ehn of the angle ehf. 

If now the circumference bl be equal to the circumference en, 

the angle bgl is alfo equal to the angle ehn [Prop. 17. El.III.]; 
and therefore if the circumference bl be greater than the circum- 

S ference 
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ference en, the angle bgl is alfo greater than the angle ehn: 

and if lefs, ’tis lefs. 
There being then four magnitudes, the two circumferences b c, 

ef, and the two angles bgc, ehf: and of the circumference bc, 
and of the angle bgc are taken equimultiples, the circumference 
bl, and the angle bgl. Alfb of the circumference ef, and of the 
angle ehf, are taken equimultiples, the circumference EN,and the 
angle ehn. And it is prov’d, that if the circumference bl ex¬ 
ceeds the circumference en, the angle bgl does alfo exceed the 
angle ehn; and if equal, ’tis equal; and if lefs ’tis lefs: therefore as 
the circumference bc is to the circumference ef, fo the angle bgc 

is to the angle ehf [Def 5-. El. V.]. But as the angle bgc is to the 
angle ehf, fo the angleb ac is to the angle edf [Prop, x5*. El. V.]: 
for each is the double of each [Prop. 20. El. III.]. 

And therefore as the circumference bc is to the circumference 
ef, fo the angle bgc is to the angle ehf, and the angle bag to 
the angle edf. 

Therefore in equal Circles, the angles have the fame proportion 
with the circumferences on which they infift, whether the inlifting 
angles be at the Centers, or at the circumferences.. Which was to be 
demonftrated. 

Here Euclide ends the laft Propofition of his Sixth 
Element of Geometry, 

Qq 2 THE 
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THE 

ADDITAMENT 
Of T H E 0 N, 

And moreover alfo the Sectors, 

That is, they have the fame proportion with the Circumfe¬ 
rences, on which they injift. 

I fay alfo, that as the circumference bc is to the circumference 
ef, fo the Senior bgc is to the Sector ehf. For let be joyned bc, 

ck, and in the circumferences bc, ck, the points x, o, being taken^ 
let b x, x c, c o, o k, be alfo joyned. 

Now forafmuch as the two lines bg, gc, are equal to the two 
lines cg;gk, and they contain equal angles; therefore theWeBc 
is equal to the bafe ck, and the Triangle gbc to the Trianglegck 

[Prop. 4. El. I.]. /■ 6 

And becaufe the circumference bc is equal to the circumference 
ck; therefore the remaining circumference bac compleating the 
whole Circle abc, is equal to the remaining circumference kac, 

compleating the fame Circle: fo that alfo the angle b x c is equal to 
the angle cok [Prop. x7. EL III]; therefore the Segment bxc is 
like to the Segment cok [Def 10. El. III.], and they are upon 
equal ftrait lines bc, ck: but like Segments of Circles upon equal 
ftrait lines are equal to one another [Prop. 14. El. III.]; therefore 
the Segment bxc is equal to the Segment cok: and alfo the Tri¬ 
angle bgc is equal to the Triangle cgk ; therefore the whole Se&or 
bgc is equal to the whole Sector cgk. 

5* By 
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By the fame reafon alfo the Sector gkl is equal to each of the 
Sectors gkc, gcb; therefore the three Sectors bgc}cgk,kgl, are 
equal to one another. And by the fame reafon the Sectors hef, 

hfm, hmn, are equal to one another; therefore Quotuple the 
circumference lb is of the circumference bc, Totuple is theSe&or 
gbl of the Sector gbc. By the fame reafon alfo Quotuple the 
circumference ne is of the circumference e f, Totuple is the Sector 
h e n of the Sector hef. 

Now if the circumference bl be equal to the circumference en, 

the Seftor bgl is alfo equal to the Se&or ehn, and if the circum- 
ference bl exceeds the circumference en, theSe&or bgl does alfo 
exceed the Senior ehn, and if lefs,’tis lefs. 

There being then four magnitudes, the two circumferences b c, 
ef, and the two Seniors gbc, hef, and of the circumference bc* 
and of the Sector gbc are taken equimultiples, the circumference 
bl, and the Seftor gbl : alfo of the circumference ef and of the 
Sedlor hef, are taken equimultiples, the circumference en and 
the Sector hen. And it is prov’d, that if the circumference bl 
exceeds the circumference en, the Senior bgl does alfo exceed 
the Se&or h e n; and if equal, tis equal; and if lefs, ’tis lefs; therefore 
as the circumference bc is to the circumference ef, fo the Sedlor 
gbc is to the Sector hef.. 

Corollary. 

And it is manifeft, that as the Se&or is to the Settor, fo alfo 
the angle is to the angle [Prop. n. El. V.]. 

ANNOTATIONS. 

Theon in his Commentaries on Ptolemy's Magna Syntaxis, takes notice of this 
Additament he made to Euclid's laft Propofition of the Sixth Element. Here 
therefore he fays, In £1 k. oi n>^g, and moreover alfo the SeHors; which are the 
only words of Theon added to Euclids Propofition. For what is fubjoyned, ats 

role KivTfoig ozwigd/xivoi, when confiituted at the Centers, muft be fome marginal 
note very abfurdly put in, asfuppofing there were an other kind of Sedors, befides 
what are ftated at the Center of a Circle, according to Def. 10. El. III. Indeed 
the Figures at the circumferences are not, as their angles are, in the fame pro¬ 
portion with the Arches on which they infift: but thefe Figures are not called 
SeUors, neither have they any Note or Name in Geometry to give occafion for 
fuch a needlels caution: An overfight too great for Theon to be guilty of. 

Laftly, 
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Laftly, this Additament concerning Sectors mentioned by Theony manifeftly 

fliews the error of Zambertus and others, who take the demonftrations of thefe 
Elements to have been all lupplyed by Tbeon. Yet it feems this miftake went 
(o far, as that Bovillus an Eminent Geometrician of that time, writ a Seled Trea- 
tife about it, to vindicate the Ancient Geometricians in this matter of confirming 
the Propofitions by their own Demonftrations, and: efpecially Euclide for his 
Elements, fo methodically difpofed, £o plainly all along demonftrated, and in the 
end doled with thofe admirable Speculations <pn the five Platonic£ Bodies, thus 
celebrated in an Ancient Greek^ Epigram. 

7T6VT6 riActTOV©-’, CV(f>0{ 6vpg, 

ovtpoc fcDpg, nAaTOv <P ae/cf^A’ eSiSbcl'er 

EuxAei/ns bn tbIIn 

The five Tlatonick Bodies, fo much fam’d, 

Tythagoras firft found, Tlato explain’d: 

Euclide on them Immortal Glory gain’d. 
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